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PREFACE

“I cannot get it into my head,” wrote Einstein, that the last thirty years 
“make up almost 109 seconds.” What makes a moment meaningful, 
haunting our past and our future? April 6, 1922 was a significant date 
for Einstein; it was the day he met Henri Bergson, one of the most re-
spected philosophers of his era.

In a widely publicized meeting in Paris, the philosopher congratu-
lated the physicist for having discovered a stunning theory but chastised 
him for having lost aspects of time that were intuitively important for 
us. Appalled to see a theory ignore what attracted our attention toward 
certain events and not to others, Einstein’s critic sketched out the princi-
ples of an alternative cosmology that would neither fall prey to the arid 
precision of the sciences nor wallow in poetic rhetoric. Applauded for 
his “full- blooded” notion of time, his objections would inspire genera-
tions to come.

During the face- to- face encounter “between the greatest philosopher 
and the greatest physicist of the twentieth century,” his audience learned 
how to become “more Einsteinian than Einstein.” Bergson did not con-
test any experimental results; he accused the physicist of “grafting upon 
science” a dangerous “metaphysics.” The physicist responded swiftly, 
enlisting allies against the man who refused to grant to science— and 
physics— the power to reveal the time of the universe.

“The time of the universe” discovered by Einstein and “the time of 
our lives” associated with Bergson spiraled down dangerously conflict-
ing paths, splitting the century into two cultures and pitting scientists 
against humanists, expert knowledge against lay wisdom. With reper-
cussions for American pragmatism, logical positivism, phenomenology, 
and quantum mechanics, a series of intrigues and alliances explain why 
longstanding rivalries between science and philosophy, physics and 
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metaphysics, objectivity and subjectivity are still so passionately fought. 
By the end of their lives, Bergson reconsidered Einstein and Einstein 
reconsidered Bergson, but their views remained irreconcilable.

The Physicist and the Philosopher is divided into four main parts. The 
first opens with three chapters that take us directly to the meeting be-
tween Einstein and Bergson. Part 2 then focuses on the men. It details 
the various contexts where Einstein’s contributions were considered in 
direct relation to Bergson’s critique. We follow the debate as it rever-
berated from France to England, Germany, and America. In each of 
these places, we meet some of the major players involved in the conflict, 
such as the Catholic Church, and see how it affected various scientific 
and philosophical movements, such as American pragmatism, logical 
positivism, and quantum mechanics. Some of these chapters focus on 
key moments before and after April 6, 1922, when similar arguments to 
those delivered that day were advanced.

Part 3 centers on the things. It investigates why Einstein and Bergson 
remained so divided by zooming into particular examples that came 
up again and again— explicitly and repeatedly— in their discussions 
and those of their interlocutors. Certain things, such as the telegraph, 
telephone, radio, film, and automatic registering devices, played salient 
roles. Microscopic particles, tiny microbes, immense observers, super-
fast beings, animals and ghosts entered their discussions as well.

Part 4 concludes with words— the last comments they made about 
each other. At that time, Bergson was nearly eighty, witnessing the 
rise of Nazism in Germany, the occupation of Paris, and a new era of 
conflict and unrest. Einstein was well into his seventies. He had retired 
from the Institute of Advanced Studies in Princeton and was reminisc-
ing about Bergson a few months before the Americans detonated the 
world’s first hydrogen bomb. In the end, we encounter a story of the rise 
of science in a divided century, of misunderstanding and mistrust, and 
of the every day things that tear us apart.
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THE DEBATE
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Untimely

On April 6, 1922, Einstein met a man he would never forget. He was one 
of the most celebrated philosophers of the century, widely known for es-
pousing a theory of time that explained what clocks did not: memories, 
premonitions, expectations and anticipations. Thanks to him, we now 
know that to act on the future one needs to start by changing the past.

Why does one thing did not always lead to the next? The meeting 
had been planned as a cordial and scholarly event. It was anything but 
that. The physicist and the philosopher clashed, each defending oppos-
ing, even irreconcilable, ways of understanding time. At the Société 
française de philosophie— one of the most venerable institutions in 
France— they confronted each other under the eyes of a select group of 
intellectuals. The “dialogue between the greatest philosopher and the 
greatest physicist of the 20th century” was dutifully written down. It 
was a script fit for the theater.1 The meeting, and the words they uttered, 
would be discussed for the rest of the century.

The philosopher’s name was Henri Bergson. In the early decades 
of the century, his fame, prestige, and influence surpassed that of the 
physicist— who, in contrast, is so well known today. Bergson’s reputation 
was at risk after he confronted the younger man. But so was Einstein’s. 
The criticisms leveled against the physicist were immediately damaging. 
When the Nobel Prize was awarded to Einstein a few months later, it 
was not given for the theory that had made the physicist famous: relativ-
ity. Instead, it was given “for his discovery of the law of the photoelectric 
effect”— an area of science that hardly jolted the public’s imagination to 
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the degree that relativity did. The reasons behind the decision to focus 
on work other than relativity were directly traced to what Bergson said 
that day in Paris.

The president of the Nobel Committee explained that although 
“most discussion centers on his theory of relativity,” it did not merit 
the prize. Why not? The reasons were surely varied and complex, but the 
culprit mentioned that evening was clear: “It will be no secret that the 
famous philosopher Bergson in Paris has challenged this theory.” Berg-
son had shown that relativity “pertains to epistemology” rather than 
to physics— and so it “has therefore been the subject of lively debate in 
philosophical circles.”2

The explanation that day surely reminded Einstein of the previous 
spring’s events in Paris. Clearly, he had provoked a controversy. These 
were the consequences. He had been unable to convince many think-
ers of the value of his definition of time, especially when his theory 
was compared against that of the eminent philosopher. In his accep-
tance speech, Einstein remained stubborn. He delivered a lecture that 
was not about the photoelectric effect, for which he had been officially 
granted the prize, but about relativity— the work that had made him a 
star worldwide but which was now in question.

The invocation of Bergson’s name by the presenter of the Nobel Prize 
was a spectacular triumph for the philosopher who had lived his life and 
made an illustrious career by showing how time should not be under-
stood exclusively through the lens of science. It had to be understood, 
he persistently and consistently insisted, philosophically. But what exactly 
did he mean by that? As it turns out, Bergson’s philosophy was as con-
troversial as Einstein’s physics.

What led these two brilliant individuals to adopt opposite positions 
on nearly all the pertinent issues of their era? What caused a century to 
end as divided as the twentieth did? Why did two of the greatest minds 
of modern times disagree so starkly, dividing intellectual communities 
for years to come?

THAT EvENING

On that “truly historic” day when the two met, Bergson was unwill-
ingly dragged into a discussion he had explicitly intended to avoid.3 The 
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philosopher was by then much more senior than Einstein. He spoke for 
about half an hour. He had been prodded by an impertinent colleague, 
who had been in turn pressured to speak by the event organizer. “We 
are more Einsteinian than you, Monsieur Einstein,” he said.4 His objec-
tions would be heard far and wide. “Bergson was supposed by all of us 
to be dead,” explained the writer and artist Wyndham Lewis, “but Rela-
tivity, oddly enough at first sight, has resuscitated him.”5

The physicist responded in less than a minute— including in his an-
swer one damning and frequently cited sentence: “Il n’y a donc pas un 
temps des philosophes.”6 Einstein’s reply— stating that the time of the phi-
losophers did not exist— was incendiary.

Einstein had traveled to the City of Lights from Berlin. When his 
train arrived at the Gare du Nord, “photographers, reporters, filmmak-
ers, officials and diplomats awaited him in imposing numbers.” The 
scientific celebrity decided to descend by the other side of the tracks, 
escaping surreptitiously, like a robber. He made his way through dan-
gerous cables and warning signs before arriving at a tiny door that led 
to the boulevard de la Chapelle, which, in the afternoon, was as empty 
as the Sahara Desert. Safe from the cameras and the crowds, Einstein 
laughed like a child.7

The physicist’s visit was “a sensation that the intellectual snobbery 
of the capital could not pass up.”8 Intellectuals were not the only ones 
excited by his presence. It literally set off “crowds in a craze,” quickly en-
thralling unsuspecting Parisians.9 An observer described an “unfettered 
frenzy by the public at large around certain of Einstein’s commenta-
tors.”10 Einstein’s trip “reanimated and brought to the stage of a parox-
ysm the curiosity of the public for the scientist and his work.”11

What Einstein said next that evening was even more controversial: 
“There remains only a psychological time that differs from the physi-
cist’s.” At that very moment, Einstein laid down the gauntlet by con-
sidering as valid only two ways of understanding time: physical and 
psychological. These two ways of examining time, although scandalous 
in the particular context that Einstein uttered them, had a long history. 
With Einstein, they would have an even longer one— becoming two 
dominant prisms inflecting most investigations into the nature of time 
during the twentieth century.

The simple, dualistic perspective on time advocated by Einstein ap-
palled Bergson. The philosopher responded by writing a whole book 
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dedicated to confronting Einstein. His theory is “a metaphysics grafted 
upon science, it is not science,” he wrote.12

Einstein fought back with all his energy, strength, and resources. In 
the years that followed, Bergson was largely perceived to have lost the 
debate against the younger physicist. The scientist’s views on time came 
to dominate most learned discussions on the topic, keeping in abeyance 
not only Bergson’s but many other artistic and literary approaches, by 
relegating them to a position of secondary, auxiliary importance. For 
many, Bergson’s defeat represented a victory of “rationality” against “in-
tuition.”13 It marked a moment when intellectuals were no longer able 
to keep up with revolutions in science due to its increasing complexity. 
For that reason, they should stay out of it. Science and its consequences 
should be left to those who arguably knew something about it— the sci-
entists themselves.14 Thus began “the story of the setback, after a period 
of unprecedented success, of Bergson’s philosophy of absolute time— 
unquestionably under the impact of relativity.”15 Most important, then 
began the period when the relevance of philosophy declined in the face 
of the rising influence of science.

Biographers who write about Einstein’s life and work rarely mention 
Bergson. One exception, a book written by a colleague, paints a picture 
of eventual rapprochement between the two men.16 But other evidence 
shows just how divisive their encounter was. A few years before their 
deaths, Bergson wrote about Einstein (1937), and Einstein mentioned 
Bergson (1953) one last time. They underlined— once again— just how 
wrong the perspective of the other remained. While the debate was 
for the most part removed from Einstein’s legacy, it was periodically 
brought up by many of Bergson’s followers.17 The simple act of reviving 
the discussion that took place that day in April 1922 was not a matter 
that could be taken lightly. Not only is the incident itself divisive— its 
relevance for history is still contested.

The two men dominated most discussions about time during the 
first half of the twentieth century. Thanks to Einstein, time had been 
finally “deposed from its high seat,” brought down from the lofty peak 
of philosophy to the practical down- to- earth territory of physics. He 
had shown that “our belief in the objective meaning of simultaneity” 
as well as that of absolute time had to be forever “discarded” after he 
had successfully “banished this dogma from our minds.”18 The physicist 
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had shown that “space by itself, and time by itself” were two concepts 
“doomed to fade away into mere shadows.”19

Bergson, in contrast, claimed that there was more to Time than sci-
entists had ever wagered— and he meant scientists of all stripes, ranging 
from Darwinian evolutionists to astronomers and physicists. To explain 
those aspects of Time that were most important and that scientists con-
stantly disregarded, Bergson would frequently capitalize the term. He 
associated it with élan vital, a concept translated worldwide as “vital 
impulse.” This impulse, he argued, was interwoven throughout the 
universe giving life an unstoppable impulse and surge, ever productive 
of new unexpected creations, and imperfectly grasped by science. Al-
though science could only deal with it imperfectly, it was the backbone 
of artistic and creative work. Bergson’s influence on literature was seen 
as spreading to Gertrude Stein, T. S. Elliot, Virginia Woolf, William 
Faulkner, and numerous others who introduced breaks, twists, and 
turns in narratives where the future appeared before the past and the 
past after the future.20

Einstein’s and Bergson’s contributions appeared to their contempo-
raries forcefully at odds, representing two competing strands of modern 
times. Vitalism was contrasted against mechanization, creation against 
ratiocination, and personality against uniformity. During these years, 
Bergson’s philosophy was often placed next to the first in these pairs of 
terms; Einstein’s work frequently appeared alongside the second.21 Berg-
son was associated with metaphysics, antirationalism, and vitalism, the 
idea that life permeates everything. Einstein with their opposites: with 
physics, rationality, and the idea that the universe (and our knowledge 
of it) could stand just as well without us. Each man represented one side 
of salient, irreconcilable dichotomies that characterized modernity.

This period consolidated a world largely split into science and the rest. 
What is unique about the appearance of these divisions and subsequent 
incarnations is that after the Einstein and Bergson encounter, science 
frequently appeared firmly on one side of the dichotomy. Other areas 
of culture appeared on the other side— including philosophy, politics, 
and art.

The stature of both men was envied by many of their contemporaries. 
Sigmund Freud, the founder of psychoanalysis, once described himself 
as having “little claim to be named beside Bergson and Einstein as one 
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of the intellectual sovereigns” of his era.22 The confrontation between 
them was “a controversy that presently separates the two most renowned 
men of our times.”23 Although Einstein’s brain was paraded in formal-
dehyde as the perfect embodiment of the organ of genius, the locks of 
Bergson’s hair kept at his barbershop were “treated as holy relics.”24

“Early in this century, two very prominent, and originally indepen-
dent, lines of thought collided,” explained a physicist and historian who 
put his career on the line by siding with Bergson. “On the one hand . . . 
was the system of Bergson. . . . On the other hand, the physical theory 
of relativity, which . . . dominated scientific thought,” he continued. “It 
was inevitable that one or the other of these views should give way,” he 
concluded.25 More recently, the debate between them continues to be 
widely perceived as inevitable. “Bergson’s confrontation with Einstein 
was inevitable,” wrote the famous philosopher Gilles Deleuze, more 
than half a century after their meeting.26 And thus we find these two 
men playing key roles in the salient divisions of modern times. Can we 
move beyond them?

Bergson’s defeat was a decisive turning point for him personally, when 
the fame, wisdom, and caution of the elder was tested by the impetu-
ous braggadocio of the younger, but it was also a key moment marking 
the rise of the authority of science vis- à- vis other forms of knowledge. 
In the years that followed their meeting, the philosopher and physicist 
became engaged in numerous other disputes that would touch on just 
about everything. Some of their differences were highly abstract— about 
the nature of time, the role of philosophy, and the reach and power of 
science. Others were more concrete, such as the role of the government, 
the place of religion in modern societies, and the fate of the League 
of Nations. But almost anywhere that we look— from vegetarianism to 
war, from race to faith— we find that the two men took pretty much 
opposite stands on almost all pertinent issues of their time.

There are many reasons why we know much about Einstein and little 
about Bergson. Most of them have to do with how the debate inten-
sified after their first meeting; the debate took off like wild fire.27 The 
tension between the two men escalated after Bergson published a no- 
holds- barred book devoted to relativity theory. The controversial tome, 
designed to be carefully followed with pencil or pen in hand, appeared 
later that year. Duration and Simultaneity inspired hundreds of responses 
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by prominent thinkers centrally engaged with the disagreement be-
tween the physicist and the philosopher. The book was as contentious 
as it was successful. Nearly a decade after its publication, a writer and 
eager reader of the work of both men still asked: “Would the book by 
the most brilliant of the contemporary philosophers clarify the ideas 
of the most brilliant of the scientists?”28 In 1936, less than a decade and 
a half after it first appeared, a successful biologist warned prospective 
buyers that they “might have difficulty in finding” a copy of Duration 
and Simultaneity “as the last edition is exhausted.”29

Einstein is well known and respected today; Bergson is much less. Yet 
at the time of their meeting the situation was quite the opposite. Berg-
son was an established figure as a public intellectual and philosopher, 
hobnobbing in the mornings with heads of state, filling lecture rooms 
in the afternoon, and providing bedtime reading for many at night; 
Einstein had only recently become a rising star in the eyes of the public 
and was still finding his voice outside of scientific spheres.

Bergson and Einstein met a few more times and exchanged a cou-
ple of letters. Einstein sent a friendly postcard from Rio de Janeiro to 
Bergson after their problematic encounter in Paris.30 They never debated 
publically again. Instead, they propagated their respective positions 
in publications and letters to others. Some of these letters eventually 
reached the public; others remained in private hands until they found 
their way to archives. Through them, we can trace clear instances of 
highly effective backbiting. A number of prominent disciples took it 
upon themselves to end the debate in favor of the man they supported. 
The debate grew to engulf the public at large. Few remained neutral.

After their first encounter, Einstein insisted that the philosopher 
simply did not understand the physics of relativity— an accusation with 
which most of Einstein’s defenders agreed and which Bergson forcefully 
resisted. In light of these accusations, Bergson revised his argument in 
three separate appendices to Duration and Simultaneity that he included 
in a second edition and in a separate paper published in a specialized 
journal. Bergson’s response has frequently been ignored. By taking it in 
consideration, we can see that their dispute hinged on a lot more than 
mere technical disagreements pertaining to factual details of relativity 
theory. Bergson never acknowledged defeat. According to him, it was 
Einstein and his interlocutors who did not understand him.
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In one sense this book is about one day, but in another it is much 
broader. Before the two men actually met, it seemed nearly impossible 
to foresee such a strong potential for conflict between them, their sci-
ence, and their philosophies. We find some evidence of animosity on 
Einstein’s part in 1914, when in a letter to a friend he described Berg-
son’s philosophy as “flaccid” and not even worth reading for the pur-
pose of improving his command of the French language.31 For Bergson, 
evidence reveals the contrary: an initial fascination with Einstein and 
his theory. A friend of his recalled how, upon hearing about it, the phi-
losopher plunged himself into a careful study of its mathematics. At 
that time, Bergson thought he would publish only a “note” on it, with 
an overall positive assessment. It would “show the agreement between 
relativity and my views on space and spatial time,” he confided to a 
friend. But these conciliatory intentions soon waned. It became clear 
that Bergson’s concept of duration— a label used by the philosopher to 
describe aspects of time that could never be grasped quantitatively— 
had to be “set apart.”32

At the 1921 Oxford Congress of Philosophy, papers on Bergsonian 
philosophy and Einsteinian physics were delivered side- by- side with no 
apparent problems. What happened on that sixth of April that changed 
the status quo?

This book is about two men and one day. But it is also about what 
these two men have come to represent. Most important, it is about 
how these men and their respective advocates came to be who they were. 
Specific events and interactions shaped them as much as they, in turn, 
shaped the world around them. After arguing for nearly a century in 
terms of for or against, we can now search for a third route: to under-
stand both of their positions, their emergence, and their context.

A REvOLUTION AGAINST BERGSON

We know Einstein by reputation— a man frequently compared to New-
ton and to Columbus. By publishing “what is arguably the most famous 
scientific paper in history,” he created a revolution comparable to that 
of Copernicus.33 In 1919 an eclipse expedition brought international 
fame to the controversial scientist. Partly because of his vocal pacifist 
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and antinationalist stance, Einstein was one German- born scientist sup-
ported by many members of war- torn countries and admired by those 
who shunned the dangerous rising tide of German nationalism. As one 
scientist of the period put it, when talking about time, one needed to 
talk about Einstein. Otherwise it would be like “not talking about the 
sun when discussing daylight.”34 Since then, Einstein was crowned as 
the man whose work took “sensorial perception and analytical princi-
ples as sources of knowledge,” nothing more and nothing less.35 The the-
ory of relativity broke with classical physics in three main respects: first, 
it redefined concepts of time and space by claiming that they were no 
longer universal; second, it showed that time and space were completely 
related; and third, the theory did away with the concept of the ether, 
a substance that allegedly filled empty space and that scientists hoped 
would provide a stable background to both the universe and their theo-
ries of classical mechanics.

In combination, these three insights were related to a startlingly new 
effect, time dilation, which profoundly shocked scientists and the gen-
eral public. In colloquial terms, scientists often described it by saying 
that time slowed down at fast velocities and, even more dramatically, 
that it completely stopped at infinite ones. If two clocks were set at the 
same time with respect to each other, and if one of them separated from 
the other traveling at a constant speed, they would mark different times, 
depending on their respective velocities. Although observers traveling 
with the clocks would be unable to notice any changes in their own sys-
tem, one of them was slow in comparison to the other. Researchers calcu-
lated a striking difference between “time1” as measured by a stationary 
clock when compared to “time2” as measured by a clock in motion. 
Which of these referred to time? According to Einstein, both— that is, all 
frames of references should be treated as equal. Both quantities referred 
equally to time. Had Einstein found a way to stop time?

Bergson was not convinced. Claiming that the sensational conclu-
sions of the physicist’s theory were not so unlike the fantastical searches 
for the fountain of youth, he concluded: “We shall have to find another 
way of not aging.”36

Relativity scientists argued that our common conception of “simulta-
neity” needed to be upgraded: two events that seemed to occur simulta-
neously according to one observer were not necessarily simultaneous for 
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another one. This effect was connected to other aspects of the theory: 
that the speed of light (in vacuo and in the absence of a gravitational 
field) was constant.37 The velocity of most physical objects could suc-
cessively be increased by piggy- backing on other fast- moving objects. 
For example, a train traveling at a certain speed could be made to travel 
faster if placed on top of another fast train. While the first train could 
be traveling at, say, 50 mph, the one on top would go at 100 mph, the 
next one at 150 mph, and so on. Not so with light waves. The speed of 
light, in Einstein’s account of special relativity, was not only constant; it 
was an unsurpassable velocity. This simple fact led scientists not only to 
abandon the concept of absolute simultaneity, it also led them to a host 
of additional paradoxical effects, including time dilation.

As with Einstein, we also know Bergson mostly by reputation.38 Berg-
son was compared to Socrates, Copernicus, Kant, Simon Bolívar, and 
even Don Juan.39 The philosopher John Dewey, known as one of the 
main representatives of American pragmatism, forcefully claimed that 
“no philosophic problem will ever exhibit just the same face and aspect 
that it presented before Professor Bergson.”40 William James, the Har-
vard professor and famed psychologist, described Bergson’s Creative Evo-
lution (1907) as “a true miracle,” marking the “beginning of a new era.”41 
For James, Matter and Memory (1896) created “a sort of Copernican rev-
olution as much as Berkeley’s ‘Principles’ or Kant’s Critique did.”42 The 
philosopher Jean Wahl once said that “if one had to name the four great 
philosophers one could say: Socrates, Plato— taking them together— 
Descartes, Kant and Bergson.”43 The philosopher and historian of phi-
losophy Étienne Gilson categorically claimed that the first third of the 
twentieth century was “the age of Bergson.”44 He was simultaneously 
considered “the greatest thinker in the world” and “the most dangerous 
man in the world.”45 Students described him as “an enchanter” credited 
with “saving France and the liberty of Europe.”46 Many of his follow-
ers embarked on “mystical pilgrimages” to his summer home in Saint- 
Cergue, Switzerland.47 Lord Balfour followed his work carefully, and 
“when a past prime minister of England engages in a controversy with 
the principal philosophical thinker of the era, everyone should listen.”48 
Theodore Roosevelt, the president of the United States, was one of the 
many who listened carefully to what Bergson had to say, writing an arti-
cle directly addressing Bergson’s philosophy.49 Yet others considered his 
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work as marking the passing of winter and the coming of a new spring 
for Western civilization.50

Bergson was widely viewed as the main man leading the “insur-
gence against reason” that many diagnosed as a contemporary disease 
of the interwar period. As a result, he was accused of denigrating the 
“physical sciences” to “at best a merely practical device for manipulat-
ing dead things.”51 The historian and theorist Isaiah Berlin associated 
him with the “abandonment of rigorous critical standards and the 
substitution in their place of casual emotional responses.”52 The math-
ematician and philosopher Bertrand Russell charged him with anti- 
intellectualism, a dangerous disease affecting “ants, bees and Bergson” 
in which intuition ruled over reason.53 Bergson’s Introduction to Meta-
physics was “the Discourse on Method for modern anti- rationalism.”54 He 
was reputed to be spiritualist, antiscience, and the leading representa-
tive of the “modern occult revival,” the “revolt against mechanism,” 
and the “new spiritualism.”55 Believed to have been influenced by re-
ligious beliefs, and frequently associated with the Catholic Church, 
Bergson was Jewish. Rumors circulated that he had converted to Ca-
tholicism. Were they true? Yet his work was also placed on the Cath-
olic Church’s Index of Prohibited Books, forbidding believers from 
reading it and disseminating it.56

At the Lycée Condorcet, Bergson obtained prizes in English, Latin, 
Greek, and philosophy. He was acclaimed for his mathematical work, 
receiving a national prize and publishing in the Annales de mathéma-
tiques. He published two theses, one a highly specialized dissertation on 
Aristotelian philosophy and another, titled Time and Free Will, which 
would go through countless editions. In 1898 he became a professor 
at the École Normale; in 1900, he moved to the prestigious Collège de 
France.

His fifth book, Creative Evolution (1907), brought him universal fame. 
His lectures were so crowded with tout Paris, that his students could 
not find seats. It was rumored that socialites sent their servants ahead 
of time to reserve them, and “in illustrations of the time, we see peo-
ple climbing windows to get a glimpse of the celebrated philosopher.”57 
During his reception at the Académie française he received so many 
flowers and applauses that underneath the clamor he was heard protest-
ing “But I am not a ballerina!” Even the Paris Opera, it was evident, was 
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not spacious enough for him.58 Two thousand students turned up for a 
lecture at New York’s City College (1913).59

This universal fame followed him until 1922, when he published Du-
ration and Simultaneity, a book that he described as a “confrontation” 
against Einstein’s theory. It unabashedly intended to out- Einstein Ein-
stein by interpreting all known scientific facts associated with relativity 
theory in a new way. It was in press during their meeting and appeared 
later that year. It did not produce the author’s hoped- for effect.

“The Jew is told: ‘You’re not at the level of the Arab because at least 
you are white, and you have Bergson and Einstein,” explained Frantz 
Fanon, who fought for decolonization and for Algeria’s independence 
from France. For him, the two men exemplified the racial tensions of 
the post– World War II era.60 The French allegedly used them to foster 
the “so- called dependency complex of the colonized” to prove the supe-
riority of whites against blacks, and to play Jews and Arabs against each 
other. Bergson and Einstein were frequently cited together as icons of 
modernity and of cultural and literary modernism. Their fame reached 
across the world.61

The confrontation between the two intellects was particularly shock-
ing because those involved believed that agreement in scholarly matters, 
especially in scientific ones, should be reached. We were all accustomed 
to “endless discussion without resolution over the best structure to give 
a government, or over the most perfect form of art, or over a certain 
problem of metaphysics or ethics,” but this should not happen in a case 
“dealing only with logical deductions based on facts that none of the 
adversaries even dream of contesting.”62 This was a “disconcerting thing, 
and perhaps, without precedent.”63 There needed to be an end to some-
thing that could only be explained as “a colossal misunderstanding” or 
a “monstrous mistake.” Something urgent had to happen in order to 
have “everyone agree.”64 The arguments advanced had the disconcerting 
flavor of a “double monologue” that seemed to resemble those of “the 
tower of Babel” filled with “contradictory discussions where the affirma-
tions are as categorical on one side as they are on the other.”65 “Bergson 
and the relativists might both be wrong but cannot be right,” explained 
a physicist who dedicated most of his adult life to figuring out who 
should be the winner.66 By the end of the twentieth century, the debate 
was still a “head- on clash of rival conceptions.”67
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To this day one can safely refer to it as a “locus classicus” and conclude 
that “The historical debate between Bergson and Einstein on the the-
ory of relativity is . . . a classic.”68 In the words of the poet Paul Valéry, 
their confrontation was the singular “grande affaire” of the twentieth 
century.69 Did their debate end a “golden age before the divorce between 
the two cultures?”70 It opened up a veritable “can of worms” that lasted 
for the next hundred years.71

Einstein, on that day, had good reasons to be worried about how 
the philosopher’s attack would affect him. He had promised to give the 
money from the Nobel Prize, which he was expecting to get, as ali-
mony to his ex- wife. But before the prize was awarded that same year, 
some wondered if Bergson’s critique had thrown “the whole relativity 
doctrine into the lap of metaphysics, from which . . . Einstein was de-
termined to rescue it.”72 Others started to consider Einstein’s theory as 
simply irrelevant for everyday human concerns. Alain, a widely read au-
thor who would become an important antifascist writer, claimed that, 
“from an algebraic point of view all [of Einstein’s work] is correct; from 
a human point of view all is puerile.”73

The years that followed their encounter in Paris can be compared 
to those of the religious wars— with one major difference: instead of 
debating about how to read the Bible, thinkers across a wide variety of 
disciplines debated about how to read the complex unfolding of nature 
through time.
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“More Einsteinian than Einstein”

“When Albert Einstein left for Paris in March 1922, he knew that he 
would be skating on thin ice,” wrote one biographer.1 Einstein’s visit was 
highly symbolic for the two countries.2 This was a period of extreme 
tension between France and Germany, which were still recoiling from 
the Great War (1914– 1918) and under the spell of lingering resentments 
and violent accusations. A German ultranationalist opponent of the 
physicist who commented on the visit complained how this was simply 
“not the proper time” for Einstein to go:

Since the end of the war the French have suppressed the German peo-
ple in the most brutal manner. They have torn away piece after piece 
of their body, have engaged in one act of extortions after another, they 
have placed colored troops to watch over the Rhineland, and they have 
made insufferable demands on the German people through the repara-
tion commission. And just at this very time Mr. Einstein travels to Paris 
to deliver lectures.3

The scientist Max Planck described Einstein’s decision to travel there as 
“heroic” yet likely to cause even more problems. “Despite the advantages 
that it presents,” it will bring to you “a thousand enmities written and 
not written,” he explained to Einstein.4 Others had exactly the opposite 
view, believing that Einstein’s visit could help relations among nations, 
heralding “the victory of the Archangel over the Demon of the Abyss.”5

Einstein had protested the Great War; Bergson had patriotically de-
fended the actions of his country. Einstein had turned forty- three the 
previous month; Bergson was sixty- two.
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After intense coverage of Einstein’s work in newspapers and learned 
circles, here was the first opportunity to discuss relativity “in the pres-
ence of the monster himself.”6 Many hoped that in an intimate question- 
and- answer forum Einstein would reveal “more than through his writ-
ten work, his intimate principles and true driving ideas.”7 They hoped 
they could obtain “clarifications from the mouth of the author himself” 
on the most controversial aspects of his theory.8 That Einstein would 
meet Bergson only made his visit even more exciting, leading to “a de-
bate that, in its eternal interest, infinitely surpasses the mediocre politi-
cal imbecility [politico- nigologiques] and the lowly pecuniary controver-
sies of the common fare in which we are accustomed to partake.”9

After receiving three invitations, Einstein declined all of them.10 He 
had, however, second thoughts about the last one, coming from a friend 
of his at the Collège de France. These doubts intensified after a con-
versation with the foreign minister, Walther Rathenau, who worked to 
improve relations between these two countries before he was brutally 
murdered. Rathenau urged him to attend. Shortly thereafter Einstein 
withdrew his previous declination, notified the Prussian Academy of 
Sciences, and started preparing his trip.11

Einstein was invited to France with the express purpose that his visit 
would “serve to restore relations between German and French scholars.” 
In his travel notification to the Prussian Academy of Sciences, he quoted 
the letter of invitation from Paul Langevin: “The interests of science 
demand that relations between German scientists and us be reestab-
lished.” Langevin, future host, close colleague, and old friend, firmly 
believed that Einstein “will contribute to this better than anyone else.”12

Einstein had become a veritable celebrity a few years before the en-
counter in Paris, when he was catapulted to fame in 1919, at the end of 
the war.13 His name appeared on the cover of numerous newspapers 
around the world that charged him with revolutionizing— not only 
physics— but everyday notions of time and space. The headline of the 
Times on November 7 read “Revolution in Science/New Theory of the 
Universe/Newtonian Ideas Overthrown,” and three days later the New 
York Times announced “The Lights of the Heavens Askew.”14 News-
papers recounted how observations of an eclipse expedition had proved 
that traditional concepts of time and space needed to be completely 
overhauled. A recent historian argued that the “modern world began on 
29 May 1919 when photographs of a solar eclipse confirmed the truth 
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of a new theory of the universe.”15 By the fall of 1920, Einstein saw how 
“presently every coachman and waiter is debating whether the theory of 
relativity is correct.”16 In the first six years after the eclipse more than six 
hundred books and articles on relativity were published.17

Before becoming a worldwide star, Einstein worked hard to expand 
the relevance of his theory of relativity beyond the community of phys-
icists. In 1917 he published a gemeinverständlich version of both the spe-
cial and general theory. His newfound fame soon dwarfed his own pop-
ularization attempts. Popular and specialized expositions of relativity 
proliferated almost automatically after this date. His Über die spezielle 
und die allgemeine Relativitätstheorie (gemeinverständlich) was translated 
into English, French, Spanish, and Italian. Then came Einstein’s famous 
Four Lectures on Relativity, presented at Princeton University in 1921.

But, at least in philosophical circles, Bergson had good reasons to feel 
stronger than his rival. During their meeting, the scientist was grilled 
about almost everything, from the mathematical details of his theory 
to its broader philosophical implications.18 The forum was challenging 
for him linguistically, since he was competent in French, but not flu-
ent. “The language will certainly cause me some trouble,” he explained 
to Langevin, who had generously invited him.19 Before it all started, 
Einstein strategized to minimize the “disturbing” effects that could 
arise from “the deficiencies in expressing” himself in French. “I have to 
speak in Paris at the Collège de France in— I shudder to say— French,” 
he confessed.20 “If only my beak were better polished in French,” he 
lamented.21 That language, after all, had always been Einstein’s least fa-
vorite subject in school. He consistently obtained his worst grades in it, 
leading many since then to believe that he had been a bad student.22 A 
listener during the meeting remarked how Einstein pronounced “rel-
ativity” with two accents and mispronounced “equations.” It actually 
sounded as if he said “rélativité” and “ékations.”23 Bergson, in contrast, 
was a noted and experienced orator who knew how to speak impeccable 
French and English.

The event organizer at the Société française de philosophie, Xavier 
Léon, introduced the scientist as the “genial author” of relativity theory, 
remarking how “the date of April 6 will make history in the annals of 
our society.”24 Some of the most important French intellectuals of the 
time were in the room. Langevin spoke first after the introduction.
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Langevin had been one of Einstein’s first supporters in France. He 
presented the scientist and his theory in a way that was already famil-
iar to many, including Einstein. But less familiar to him were some of 
the philosophers in attendance, such as Léon Brunschvicg, who asked 
a difficult question about the relation of Einstein’s theory to a “Kan-
tian conception of science.” While Brunschvicg wanted clarification on 
highly technical aspects of Kant’s philosophy in relation to relativity, 
the physicist’s answer was nothing but dismissive. Each philosopher had 
“his own Kant,” he told Brunschvicg, so he “could not respond” because 
he “did not know how you interpret Kant.”25

Others who initially did not want to speak were prodded by the or-
ganizer who wanted— and was expecting— a lively meeting. Édouard 
Le Roy, a student of Bergson, made this clear: “Our friend Xavier Léon 
really [à toute force] wants me to speak. Faced with his polite insistence, 
I cannot refuse. But, deep down, I have nothing to say.” Nonetheless 
in the “two words” uttered by Le Roy, Bergson was dragged into the 
discussion.

Le Roy believed that “the point of view of philosophers and physicists 
were both equally legitimate” but were— in the end— different: “I be-
lieve in particular that the problem of time is not the same for Einstein 
and Bergson.” Le Roy concluded his commentary by saying that since 
“Bergson was among us” it would be more appropriate for “Bergson 
himself to take the floor.”26

After having sat silently during Einstein’s Collège de France lecture 
the previous day, Bergson now responded begrudgingly, insisting that 
he “had come here to listen.” When he first spoke, he lavished praise 
on the foreign physicist. The last thing he intended to do was to engage 
Einstein in a debate. With regard to Einstein’s theory Bergson had no 
objections: “I do not raise any objections against your theory of simulta-
neity, any more than I do so against the theory of relativity in general.”27 
What Bergson wanted to say was that “all did not end” with relativity. 
He was clear: “All that I want to establish is simply this: once we admit 
the theory of relativity as a physical theory, all is not finished.”28 Philos-
ophy, he modestly argued, still had a place.

Einstein disagreed with Bergson and replied with a provocative 
phrase: “The time of the philosophers does not exist.” Einstein was 
facing an audience mainly composed of philosophers and hosted by 
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philosophers. By and large, philosophers had even shown themselves to 
be one of the most open and inviting communities in France toward the 
German- born physicist. Was Einstein unappreciative of their good will?

What did Einstein intend by uttering that phrase? Einstein fought 
against giving philosophy (and by inference Bergson) a predominant 
role in matters of time. His objections were based on his views about 
the role of philosophy and philosophers in society— views that differed 
from Bergson’s.

ONLy “OBJECTIvE EvENTS”

During his meeting with Bergson, Einstein defended his definition of 
time as having a clear “objective meaning” in contrast to other defini-
tions. “There are objective events that are independent of individuals,” 
he insisted that day, implying that his notion of time was one of them.29 
His theory was not just a fruitful hypothesis or one convenient explana-
tion that could be chosen out of many. “One can always choose the rep-
resentation one wants if one believes that it is more comfortable to do so 
than another one for the task at hand, but that does not have any objective 
sense,” he insisted.30 The astronomer Charles Nordmann, who followed 
Einstein’s visit closely, explained the physicist’s intentions. “If there is in 
fact an opinion against which Einstein fought vigorously and notably, 
one can remember, right after the debates at the Collège de France, it 
is one that gave his theory only a formal or mathematical importance,” 
he recounted.31

“All went brilliantly well,” wrote Einstein to his wife that evening. 
Einstein eagerly prepared his trip back home, holding a “not- empty 
leather bag” filled with money given to him by the Baron de Rothschild. 
Back in Germany, inflation was out of control. After “the last discussion” 
ended, he felt good about his performance and proud to have served his 
country’s interest. “If the Germans only knew what services I performed 
for them here by this visit,” they would clearly thank him, he told her. 
“But they are too small- minded to grasp it,” he concluded.32

The debate between the two men escalated quickly. After their first 
meeting, Bergson and Einstein were scheduled to meet again in a 
few months, this time, for an entirely different purpose. Bergson was 
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president of the International Committee on Intellectual Cooperation, 
one of the most prestigious branches of the League of Nations. Ein-
stein was one of its members. While the participation of Bergson and 
Einstein augmented the prestige of the League of Nations, their heated 
encounter in Paris only intensified doubts about the viability of inter-
national collaborations— even those founded for the express purpose 
of reducing conflict in Europe. Would conflict be reduced, or would it 
escalate? In 1922, it was hard to foresee what would happen.

By the beginning of the fall, Duration and Simultaneity, the conten-
tious book that had been in press during the Paris meeting, appeared in 
print. Bergson expressed the “duty” to defend philosophy from the en-
croachment of science. These were strong words: “The idea that science 
and philosophy are different disciplines meant to complement each 
other . . . arouses the desire and also imposes on us the duty to proceed to 
a confrontation.”33 Bergson chastised relativity theory for “stopping to 
be a physics to become a philosophy” and a deeply flawed one at that.34

Although Einstein’s simple statement that day— “the time of the phi-
losopher does not exist”— served as a detonator, many additional factors 
intensified the conflict between the two men and the views they repre-
sented. Bergson and Einstein belonged to different communities with 
different cultural and intellectual heritages.

Einstein obsessively searched for unity in the universe, believing 
that science could reveal its immutable laws and describe them in the 
simplest possible way.35 Bergson, in contrast, claimed that the ulti-
mate mark of the universe was just the opposite: never- ending change. 
Philosophies that did not stress the fluctuating, contingent, and unpre-
dictable nature of the universe— as well as the essential place of human 
consciousness in it and its central role in our knowledge of it— were, 
according to him, retrograde and unlearned. While Einstein searched 
for consistency and simplicity, Bergson focused on inconsistencies and 
complexities.

The German scientist was deeply steeped in an elite Kultur tradition, 
considering himself a member of “a supratemporal community of ex-
ceptional minds that existed in a universe parallel to that of the philis-
tine masses.”36 Bergson also belonged to a cultural elite, but a very differ-
ent one from Einstein’s. He saw himself as the continuator of a school of 
French, post- Cartesian philosophy. Bergson studied and continued the 
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work of his teacher Émile Boutroux, of Boutroux’s teacher Jules Lache-
lier, and of the man who inspired all of them equally, Félix Ravaisson.37 
Einstein focused on an entirely different tradition that revolved largely 
around the German classics: Lessing, Kant, Schiller, and Goethe. While 
Einstein’s sources were widely read within and outside of Germany, 
Bergson’s, in contrast, were studied by a much smaller circle of philos-
ophy specialists.

Einstein’s leftist politics and his pacifism during the Great War 
contrasted starkly with Bergson’s vocal nationalism during that same 
period. Einstein’s personal understanding of himself as a marginalized 
Jewish outsider clashed with Bergson’s comfort as an assimilated French 
Jew. Bergson was not only a famous professor in one of France’s most 
elite institutions, he also belonged to a small inner circle of well- placed 
intellectuals and politicians. Even during the virulently anti- Semitic 
Vichy period (1940– 1944), the philosopher was well looked after.38

“Remarkably, throughout my long existence, I have not collaborated 
with anyone but Jews,” explained Einstein to his close friend Besso in 
1937, already exiled in Princeton and decades after he had completed his 
most brilliant work.39 Einstein’s personal identity was defined against 
that of the dominantly Christian European bourgeoisie. After the hor-
rors of the Great War, a conflict that he forcefully opposed, he came to 
think “that our kinfolk really are more sympathetic (less brutal) than 
these horrid Europeans.”40 In contrast, when Bergson prohibited the 
publication after his death of his correspondence and notes (and even 
their availability to the public through libraries) his reasons were clear: 
he had to protect himself against his “mortal enemies (among which 
there are all types of Jews, my coreligionists).”41 While a veritable Ein-
stein industry continues to glorify the physicist, promoting and con-
trolling his image through well- funded institutions, Bergson’s followers 
are few and far between.

The physicist’s bohemian lifestyle contrasted with Bergson’s monastic 
asceticism. Einstein’s rural south German Swabian origins on the mar-
gins of mainstream bourgeois culture and the precarious boom- or- bust 
business initiatives of his father fostered in the young scientist a con-
tradictory disdain for financial comfort as well as a profound longing 
for it. His social status clashed with Bergson’s, who had an influential 
Polish banker as a paternal grandfather and a doctor from Yorkshire as 
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a maternal one. The physicist’s messy, peripatetic personal life remained 
at odds with Bergson’s privileged stability.

Bergson was born in Paris. As a child he lived with his family for a few 
years in London and in Geneva, before returning to France. When his 
family moved back to England, he stayed behind in a boardinghouse so 
that he could continue his studies. From that moment on, he remained 
in France, visiting his parents abroad during the summers. During his 
twenties, he spent a few years teaching in the provinces. After that, he 
lived in Paris for the rest of his life.

The physicist, in turn, lived and spent time in many different places 
in Germany, Switzerland, Italy, and Eastern Europe as an adult and as 
a child. At age sixteen, he lived by himself when his parents moved to 
Italy for a business opportunity that proved disastrous. Distinctly hand-
some, he broke hearts as a teenager, had a daughter out of wedlock (who 
was most probably given away), was accused of adultery by his first wife, 
went through a prolonged legal battle over divorce and alimony, and 
collected more than a few amorous peccadilloes along the way. Einstein 
came close to bankruptcy a number of times, finding it difficult to come 
up with money to support two families. During his Parisian sojourn he 
was able to save “one piece of fine soap and a tube of toothpaste” gen-
erously giving it to his wife back home.42 Shocked to discover that the 
postage for a single letter “costs 17 marks,” he was forced to use the post 
sparingly. “In consideration of this,” he explained to his wife, “I’m not 
going to write very often.”43

Bergson led an exemplary private life, doting on a daughter who was 
born deaf and who became a gifted artist. Close friends described his 
marriage as one of “uninterrupted happiness.”44 He was well- to- do, lead-
ing the quiet life of a comfortable university professor. He was, as one 
student put it, the “picture of sobriety,” who when confronted with a 
“number of dishes that is called a banquet,” preferred to eat “a bun and a 
glass of milk.”45 “With a happy consistency in habitat and theory which 
few philosophers attain, he resides in Rue Vital,” explained a contem-
porary.46 While Bergson extolled the virtues of vegetarianism, Einstein 
longed for the delicious goose cracklings that his second wife sent him 
through the mail. For a number of years, Bergson lived in a bourgeois 
house on a beautiful boulevard (at Villa Montmorency, 18 avenue des 
Tilleuls, from 1902 to 1915), cultivating roses and taking care of two 
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cats.47 In contrast, the actor Charlie Chaplin, who visited Einstein’s 
home in Berlin, thought that “one could find the same apartment in the 
Bronx.”48 Follow them inside their respective homes: Bergson’s apart-
ment was decorated with “some drawings of his deaf- mute daughter, 
who had talent and had taken lessons with Rodin.” George Oprescu, an 
art historian who knew both of them, compared their different decorat-
ing styles: “Einstein, in his modest quarters in Berlin, also did not have 
any art, but I remember the appreciative look he gave me when I offered 
him some lithographs by Daumier, which one could buy in Paris for a 
few francs.”49

As with infinitely nesting matryoshka dolls, differences between 
them were readily apparent from the most intimate to the most pub-
lic of perspectives. Were the differences between Einstein and Bergson 
mainly cultural, personal, political, and ideological?50 Psychological, in-
tellectual, social, institutional, political, and national differences proved 
a most fertile ground for an expanding conflict. But the shape of this 
expanding conflict nonetheless remained surprisingly fixed when con-
sidered across one single axis: Einstein and Bergson differed in their 
views about the nature of time and the power of science to reveal it. 
Discussions on and references to time appeared from the most private 
to the most public, from the most scientific to the most political and 
philosophical, from the most profound to the most informal, of places. 
Every time, Einstein and Bergson disagreed.

TIME, WITH A CAPITAL T

Bergson capitalized “Time” in the foreword to the second edition of 
Duration and Simultaneity. By capitalizing the term, he signaled to his 
readers that he was including something larger in the concept than if 
he had referred to mere, lowercase “time.”51 The rest of the book made 
it clear that he was not referring to the same category used by physicists. 
For years, he and his students had been trying to separate their concept 
of Time from that of others. “Time,” for them, included aspects of the 
universe that could never be entirely captured by instruments (such as 
clocks or recording devices) or by mathematical formulas. Confusing 
clock time with time- in- general, and judging one by the standards of 
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the other, could not be more abhorrent for Bergson. But these differ-
ences were subtle, and many readers intent on evaluating Bergson’s ar-
gument ignored these distinctions.

Most interpretations of the Einstein- Bergson debate insist that Berg-
son made a mistake in Duration and Simultaneity because he did not 
entirely understand the physics of relativity. One claim in the book is 
frequently cited as the main culprit: that time is not altered according to 
the velocity of a system. In the foreword to his second edition, Bergson 
explained that the book’s central message was to “explicitly prove that 
there is no difference, in what concerns Time, between a system in mo-
tion and a system in uniform translation.”52 Elsewhere in the book, he 
categorically stated that if a clock traveling close to the speed of light is 
later compared to a stationary clock, it “does not present a delay when it 
finds the real [stationary] clock, upon its return.”53 This claim, taken at 
first blush and in isolation, was completely at odds with the concept of 
time dilation in the theory of relativity. Because of this particular claim, 
many readers insisted that Bergson “was not sufficiently conversant with 
the outlook and problems of mathematics and physics.”54 Later com-
mentators cited Bergson’s remark that “once reentering [Earth], it [one 
clock] marks the same time as the other” as proof of his profound mis-
understanding of relativity.55 This single statement about clock delay has 
been enough to discredit him in the eyes of most scientists and some 
philosophers.56

What exactly did Bergson not accept about relativity? In a footnote 
to the main text, he explained that he fully accepted “the invariance of 
the electromagnetic equations.”57 Elsewhere in the book he insisted that 
his qualms were not at all with any technical results or conclusions. 
None of them were meant to bear on physics: “The theory was studied 
with the aim of responding to a question posed by a philosopher, and 
no longer by a physicist.” “Physics,” he added, “was not responsible for 
answering that question.”58 His statement that there was “no difference” 
in the Time of a system in motion and a stationary one should not be 
taken literally. “It is just a manner of explaining oneself,” so that he 
could get to “the depth of the matter,” he explained to the scientist Hen-
drik Lorentz.59

Bergson’s protests notwithstanding, most of the educated public 
concluded that he had made a glaring mistake during his debate with 
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Einstein and in his subsequent publications on relativity theory: “These 
attempts [Bergson’s]  .  .  . have totally failed: science, on this issue, has 
passed purely and simply to become the order of the day.”60 By the 1960s 
Bergson’s fate as somebody who simply did not understand science was 
sealed: “The best explanation for Bergson’s impressive failure as a sci-
entific theoretician is the same as that for his failure to succeed as a 
metaphysician: he was not sufficiently conversant with the outlook and 
problems of mathematical physics.”61 Even a writer in the Annales Berg-
soniens— an ongoing series solely dedicated to his philosophy— stated 
that “Bergson could not understand him [Einstein].”62

Yet in his face- to- face debate and in the book that followed, Bergson 
repeatedly stressed that he was not contesting any of Einstein’s scien-
tific claims. He repeatedly explained that he was referring to “Time”— 
something different from the physicists’ “time.” He often chose a com-
pletely different word— duration— to underline the aspects of time that 
concerned him. Why, then, has the debate been so often understood in 
terms of Bergson’s error? There are many reasons why and how people 
came to believe that Bergson made a mistake. Essential clues are hidden 
in archives, such as in Einstein’s correspondence. There we learn that it 
was Einstein himself who first and forcefully propagated this view, and 
that deep down (as we can read in his journal and later correspondence), 
he knew better.

DURATION AND ÉLAN vITAL

What drew Bergson’s students to call him an enchanter? What moti-
vated socialites to send servants ahead of time to reserve seats for his lec-
tures? Why was he meticulously read by presidents and prime ministers? 
Why did his enemies want to murder him? Why did others contemplate 
suicide before they were saved by reading Bergson? Why were his books 
placed on the index of forbidden texts? Why did the most important 
French philosophers and polemicists pen full monographs about him? 
How did his philosophy become more of a movement, often called le 
Bergsonisme, that sometimes escaped the intentions of the philosopher 
himself? Why did his work affect so many fields beside philosophy, from 
musicology to film theory? Why was his work relevant across the entire 
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political spectrum, pleasing, equally, anarchists, syndicalists, and fas-
cists? How did some of his key phrases end up in the Nuremberg trials, 
in advertisements, and in contemporary novels?

During the trial of major German war criminals after World War II, 
the chief prosecutor for the French Republic cited an excerpt from one 
of Bergson’s last books:

“Humanity,” says our great Bergson, “groans, half crushed by the weight 
of the progress it has made. . . . The ever- growing body awaits the addi-
tion of a soul, and the machine requires a mystic faith.”

What did Bergson mean by “mystic faith,” and how did it relate to his 
philosophy of time? Both emerged from a vital impulse that pushed 
forcefully forward. The prosecutor explained it clearly: this “mystic 
faith” was allegedly the same force that drew the ancients to create civi-
lization and the moderns to defend human rights and democracy:

We know what it is, this mystic faith of which Bergson was thinking. It 
was there at the zenith of the Greco- Roman civilization, when Cato the 
Elder, the wisest of the wise, wrote in his treatise on political economy. . . . 

It is this mystic faith which, in the realm of politics, has inspired all 
the written or traditional constitutions of all civilized nations ever since 
Great Britain, the mother of democracies, guaranteed to every free man, 
by virtue of Magna Charta and the Act of Habeas Corpus, that he should 
be “neither arrested nor imprisoned, except by the judgment of his peers 
delivered by the due process of the law.”

It is this faith which inspired the American Declaration of 1776:
“We hold these truths to be self- evident, that all men have been en-

dowed by their Creator with certain inalienable rights.”
It is that which inspired the French Declaration of 1791:
“The representatives of the French people . . . have resolved to set forth 

in a solemn declaration the natural, inalienable and sacred rights of man. 
Consequently, the National Assembly recognizes and declares, in the 
presence and under the protection of the Supreme Being, the following 
rights of the man and of the citizen.”63

The same quote, which in the mid- 1940s carried lessons as important as 
those legated by the Magna Carta, the Act of Habeas Corpus, the consti-
tution of Great Britain, and the American and French Declarations, was 
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expanded in the late 1950s for a commercial advertisement for the Rand 
Corporation that was dedicated to U.S. national security:

Humanity is groaning, half- crushed under the weight of the progress it 
has made. Men do not sufficiently realize that their future depends on 
themselves. They must first decide whether they wish to continue to live. 
They must then ask whether they want merely to live, or to make the 
further effort necessary to fulfill, even on our unmanageable planet, the 
essential function of the universe, which is a machine for making gods.

A different, earlier Bergson was quoted in Haruki Murakami’s famous 
novel Kafka on the Shore (2002) at the height of an explicit sexual scene: 
“The pure present is an ungraspable advance of the past devouring the 
future. In truth, all sensation is already memory.”64

How could Bergson be quoted verbatim in criminal courts as well 
as in bedrooms during moments of erotic titillation? Why was he the 
topic of so many conversations from central Europe to the world be-
yond? Why did his work fascinate some of the main figures fighting for 
French decolonization? Why did writers in China and Japan cite him as 
exemplifying European modernity? Why did he enthrall young Latin 
American intellectuals, who upon arriving in Paris rushed to attend his 
lectures?65 Why were reading clubs across the globe formed with the ex-
plicit purpose of discussing him?66 Even in the imaginary café described 
in The Institute for Clock Synchronization, a 1954 novel written by the 
Turkish author Ahmet Tanpinar, conversations centered on “history, 
Bergson’s philosophy, the logic of Aristotle, Greek poetry.”67

For years to follow, the debate between the two men was carried out 
mainly through others. Einstein was not pleased. He and his followers 
did not permit the philosopher’s comments to pass unchallenged. Berg-
son would eventually learn that Einstein had “intemperate disciples, 
who brought his views closer to philosophy, and who built on top of it 
an extravagant doctrine.”68 A bevy of “ballet dancers” around him were 
set loose to “fill the ears of the public” and promote his theories.69 But 
Bergson was hardly alone.

Allies and enemies of one or the other sat on professional commit-
tees determining who would get coveted academic positions, opening 
or closing doors to professionals who supported one side or the other. 
They published books, articles, manifestos, and popular broadsheets 
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defending or attacking one of the two men. Whole philosophical sys-
tems were developed as ways out of the impasse of the debate.

The repercussions of the confrontation between them spread across 
the globe. Einstein’s trip to Paris was only one of many other trips on 
which he embarked during those years: Chicago, Washington, London, 
Rio de Janeiro, Japan, Spain, and Jerusalem were among his destina-
tions.70 Bergson was also a world traveler, but for very different reasons. 
Reputations traveled even faster. Books, articles, lectures, news, and 
correspondence about them moved quicker and farther than the men 
themselves. Telephone, telegraph, radio, and film (and later even televi-
sion in Einstein’s case) transmitted texts, images, and voices promoting 
their work and, sometimes, referring to the debate.

Three years after their meeting, a scientist and popular science writer 
from Barcelona could expect his readers to be “aware of Bergson’s ob-
jections” to Einstein and of the particular occasion when the philoso-
pher had shown “all his anger.”71 In Spain, the philosopher José Ortega 
y Gasset and the writer and politician Ramiro Ledesma Ramos wrote 
about both men. In Latin America, Alfonso Reyes, a young intellectual 
from Mexico charged with nationalizing his country’s oil industry, ex-
plained in his notes on Einstein that “one day the time of physics, the 
time of psychology, and Bergson’s concept of ‘real duration,’ must be 
reconciled, since now it has been provisionally put aside.”72 In Japan, 
during the summer of 1947, the physicist Satosi Watanabe delivered a 
talk exploring the connections between Bergson’s work and quantum 
mechanics at the Maison Franco- Japonaise.73 Often by direct reference 
to Bergson and Einstein, thinkers from Central Europe to Northern 
Africa and the Middle East adopted one of the “main themes” of the 
century: that the “lived time that they experience is different from mea-
sured clock time.”74

The debate between Einstein and Bergson soon became entangled 
with larger discussions about the rise of fascism in Europe and about 
the proper role of philosophy and science in technology- driven societ-
ies. Thinkers returned again and again to the debate in high- voltage 
discussions between intellectuals working under the new National So-
cialist regime and those who were forced to emigrate. In all of these 
contexts, interpretations changed as starkly as the world itself in the 
decades spanning from the Belle Époque to the Cold War.
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Bergson’s philosophy appealed to the heart and not only to the mind. 
As such, it aspired to be more comprehensive than scientific knowl-
edge. Beyond hearts and minds, it involved hands, eyes, and ears, in-
spiring numerous artists. As soon as technologically feasible, his texts 
were recorded on LPs and CDs. The reach of his philosophy was broad, 
dealing with ethics and aesthetics. It curbed the excesses of a cold, dry 
rationalism that was associated with the mechanistic universe of René 
Descartes and the stiff hierarchies of knowledge described by Auguste 
Comte. It was an antidote to a mathematical and static understanding 
of the universe, whose rigidity was widely despised, associated as it was 
with empty rationalism and the violent excesses of the French Revolu-
tion. It corrected the naive optimism of some Enlightenment figures, 
such as that of the Marquis de Condorcet (who after penning a treatise 
on progress ironically committed suicide) and of Jean- Jacques Rousseau, 
whose famous descriptions of “noble savages” simply did not match the 
realities of imperial encounters at the dawn of the twentieth century. 
It was as profound as religion, yet free from the control of a frequently 
reactionary, antimodern, and increasingly out- of- touch Church. It rep-
resented a new spirituality based on a new undogmatic ethical founda-
tions. Instead of offering a philosophy in which God did not exist, he 
provided one in which Christ was rarely mentioned (and when he was, 
it was in the company of other religious figures). Although ostensibly 
nondenominational, it was largely adopted by citizens who were still 
baptized, confirmed, married, and buried by priests; by citizens who 
went to church on Sundays and who fasted during Lent, but who pre-
ferred to read Bergson instead of the Bible.

Among his offerings they found not only insights into the nature 
of time, but full treatises dedicated entirely to the pressing concerns of 
the flesh- and- blood inhabitants of the emerging century— topics that es-
caped the cold logic of science and the arid academic philosophy of the 
universities. Bergson was the paradigmatic philosopher of memories, 
dreams, and laughter.75

RISE AND FALL

Why, comparative to this great fame, is Bergson much less known today? 
The entry of “Time” in the Stanford Encyclopedia of Philosophy (2010) 
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does not even include him. Scholars interested in the topic frequently 
turn to less controversial authors, such as John McTaggart, who were 
much less important during those years.76

How was it possible to write off from history a figure who was once 
so prominent? By the time Bergson died on January 3, 1941, the event 
was particularly shocking because the world had already fallen into 
the habit of thinking of him as dead.77 His debate with Einstein pre-
cipitated this vertiginous downward fall. The philosopher’s fame had 
peaked when he was almost fifty. But this fame left him as starkly as it 
had reached him. Einstein, in contrast, remained mostly unknown to 
the public at large until he entered his forties, yet he successfully main-
tained beyond his death the status of an icon.

The controversy affected how each man was perceived and remem-
bered. Einstein was generally portrayed as a stalwart figure who stood 
against intuition and who held very strong views about the power of 
science as the privileged means for obtaining truth about the world. 
Partly because of the development and outcome of his debate with Berg-
son, we commonly believe that relativity theory received incontrovert-
ible experimental proof: “Experiment has decided in favor of Einstein’s 
conception,” explained Hans Reichenbach, who was one of Einstein’s 
strongest defenders but who, we should also remember, was a resolute 
enemy of Bergson.78 In light of Reichenbach’s personal relationship with 
Einstein and his negative conception of Bergson, we can see how ten-
dentious his claim was.

When Einstein’s theory was first developed in 1905, it was often crit-
icized for lacking experimental evidence. Einstein continued to work 
hard on it, developing a more substantial theory, known as the general 
theory.79 Some of his earlier claims, such as those on “the constancy 
of the speed of light” (approximately 300,000 km/s or 186,000 miles/s) 
that was also an “infinitely great” velocity (two claims that could seem 
contradictory) were explained in clearer ways. He later reclassified his 
early work as belonging to the “special” theory, which remained— much 
to his own surprise— completely valid under the new framework. The 
more “general” theory increased its range, applications, and number of 
experimental verifications.

A rapidly growing number of experiments have unambiguously 
proved the validity of Einstein’s theory. A stunning confirmation took 
place in 1972, when scientists tested it by transporting an atomic clock 
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eastward around the world and comparing it with one transported 
westward. The eastbound traveler lost 59 nanoseconds, while the one 
transported westward gained 273 nanoseconds.80 Other experiments 
with cosmic- ray muons (particles that enter into the Earth’s atmosphere 
from outer space) showed that their lifespan before decaying was no-
ticeably increased. Scientists interpreted the particles’ prolonged life as 
due to time dilation effects arising from traveling at speeds close to that 
of light.

Can we simply conclude, in light of this substantial experimental 
proof, that Bergson was simply wrong to object? For Bergson, the im-
portant questions at stake were not at all about the experimental va-
lidity of Einstein’s theory— they were about the relation of science to 
metaphysics and about the relation of science to experiment more gen-
erally. How are abstract scientific concepts, such as the variable t for 
time in the relativity equations, related to concrete experimental facts? 
Can other theories explain those same facts? What is the connection 
of theoretical science (with its universal claims) to experimental work, 
concrete things, and local contexts? These questions, he argued, should 
not be left aside.

By following the debate and its unraveling we can understand why 
Einstein emerged as the man who set science apart from metaphysics 
and why he was considered to be doing secular science, although he was 
profoundly spiritual. Einstein often said he believed in God, albeit this 
was a deity who did not meddle directly in human affairs. The physicist 
would often interject references to religion in scientific discussions, as 
when he delivered his famous exclamation against quantum mechanics 
that “God does not play dice with the universe.” A friend of his once 
recalled: “Many a time, when a new theory appeared to him or forced, 
[Einstein] remarked ‘God doesn’t do anything like that.’ ”81 When the 
poet Paul Valéry, who at one point served as a liaison between Einstein 
and Bergson, asked him what proof he could evidence in favor of the 
unity of nature, Einstein answered that he took this unity as “an act of 
faith.”82

Although we now remember Einstein as a revolutionary who over-
threw previous theories, many observers at the time saw relativity the-
ory as having more similarities than dissimilarities with classical physics 
such as Newtonian physics or Cartesian philosophy.83 Bergson himself 
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propagated the view of Einstein as conservative rather than revolution-
ary. Einstein was often accused of having introduced the question of 
“relativism” into science and knowledge more generally. Yet he directly 
opposed any blanket descriptions of his theory as consonant with other 
forms of artistic or cultural “relativism.” Bergson, instead, gladly ex-
tolled the virtues of thinking about the world in terms of shifting rela-
tions and criticized Einstein for producing a theory based on absolute 
concepts.

While we also largely remember Einstein as a pacifist, we often forget 
how he did not support the League of Nations and that he renounced 
his pacifism after the Nazis gained power. Einstein’s famous August 
1939 letter to President Roosevelt urging the support of nuclear weap-
ons research was written just one month after the physicist resigned 
from the League of Nations’ International Committee on Intellectual 
Cooperation— an institution that had been headed by Bergson and that 
advocated a completely different approach to armament control. Berg-
son, who was accused of war mongering during the Great War, pushed 
for arms control and diplomacy for the rest of his life.

Perhaps the greatest misconception we have of Einstein is the com-
mon association of him with the development of the atomic bomb— an 
association that became engraved in the public’s imagination after he 
was portrayed on the July 1946 cover of Time magazine with a mush-
room cloud in the background inscribing the famous E = mc2 equation. 
But Einstein never worked on the bomb project. To fully understand 
Einstein’s position on weapons research and the abandonment of his 
early pacifism, his debate and animosity toward Bergson (and toward 
the institute within the League of Nations that Bergson headed) is 
essential.

Einstein’s work has been widely considered as having had a decisive 
impact on modern art. The multidimensional views of reality described 
by relativity theory are considered to have laid the ground for import-
ant transformations in the visual arts, affecting important artists from 
Matisse to Picasso and entire movements, such as cubism.84 But now 
it seems that stronger influences can be more directly traced to Berg-
son’s philosophy.85 In literature, the case for Bergson’s pertinence is even 
clearer than in the visual arts. His influence on Marcel Proust’s À la 
recherche du temps perdu is considered not only in terms of its thematic 
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focus and organization, but also in terms of actual relations: Bergson 
was married to Proust’s cousin. Proust followed Bergson’s work closely, 
describing how Catholic priests were prohibited from reading his books 
and attending his seminars.86 “Most of Proust’s work is an exposition of 
Bergson’s philosophy,” expressed a renowned literary critic.87

Bergson is frequently remembered as a reactionary. But those most 
responsible for accusing him of being reactionary held extreme politi-
cal views: the radical French writer Julien Benda and the fascist author 
Charles Maurras. These extremes figures were completely opposed to 
the other but united in their hatred of Bergson. Maurras belonged to 
the extreme Catholic right; Benda was a Jewish intellectual belonging to 
the anticlerical left. Both hated Bergson passionately. Bergson was “what 
brought Benda and Maurras together, two otherwise diametrically op-
posed people” backing two diametrically opposed political visions.88

We know that Einstein was often attacked just because he was Jewish, 
and some authors have speculated how Bergson’s own attack fit within 
these broad fascist attacks. But Bergson was also attacked for this same 
reason.89 The Action française, a right- wing racist forum, opposed his can-
didacy to the French Academy simply because of his background. The 
anti- Semite Maurras labeled Bergson the master of “Jewish France”— a 
“foreigner [métèque]” who had to be combated for that simple reason.90 
When Bergson’s candidacy for the Académie française came up in 1914, 
Maurras blamed the outcome on a “Jewish intrigue designed to place 
Bergson in the Académie.”91 Another writer similarly claimed that “all 
of Israel has its eyes fixed on this election, considered by this enemy race 
of ours, as an important episode of the Franco- Jewish War.”92

The attacks on Bergson from the Catholic right were followed by 
those from the Jewish left. Benda accused Bergson of not belonging 
to the “right” Jewish constituency. He thought that they were broadly 
two types of Jews: the Hebrews who worshipped Yahweh (and whose 
modern leader was Spinoza), and the “sensation- loving” Carthaginians, 
who worshiped Belphegor and whose modern leader was Bergson.93 
Benda’s animosity was such that he once supposedly claimed that “he 
would have happily killed Bergson if this was the only way to destroy his 
influence.”94 Léon Daudet, a journalist and lifelong friend of the anti- 
Semite Maurras, disparagingly referred to Bergson as an “ornamented 
little Jew.”95
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Not only was Bergson attacked for being Jewish or for not being the 
“right” kind of Jew, he was also accused of being a propagandist for 
Catholicism. At one point he claimed that “my reflections have led me 
nearer and nearer to Catholicism, in which I find the absolute comple-
tion of Judaism.”96 He indeed asked to receive a Catholic burial, and at 
one point considered baptism. Yet the common association of Bergson 
with Catholicism also needs to be rethought. Bergson was mostly at-
tracted to Christian mysticism, especially to the one represented by St. 
Theresa of Avila and St. John of the Cross. Mysticism was often seen 
with suspicion by the Catholic Church— it was a movement that was at 
times part of Catholicism, yet much broader and at times even a serious 
threat to the Church itself. Bergson was particularly attracted to mys-
tics who were widely considered to be the most radical and whom the 
Catholic Church had condemned, such as Jeanne Guyon. Pre- Christian 
mysticism caught his attention as well.97 He was officially added to the 
Index of Prohibited Books on June 1914.

Bergson was frequently described and remembered as holding sci-
ence in disdain and for having an irrational abhorrence for scientific 
facts— a view that Einstein himself actively tried to forge. The opening 
sentence of Duration and Simultaneity carefully stated that he would not 
go against any facts of observation: “we take the formulas . . . term by 
term, and we find out to which concrete reality, to what thing perceived 
or perceptible, each term corresponds.”98 Bergson wanted more not less 
weight placed on experiment and mathematics. He wanted to return to 
the results of the Michelson- Morley experiment— an experiment that 
was central in discussions of relativity theory.99 He combated the charge 
of anti- intellectualism and considered his philosophical project— and 
this is the word he used— to be “supra- intellectual.”

The philosopher took pains to stress that he held no grudge against 
Einstein as an individual and had no qualms with the physical nature of 
Einstein’s theory. He thus differentiated his position from the racist and 
nationalist attacks that Einstein encountered in Germany. He objected 
only to certain philosophical extensions of relativity. “Physics could do 
a service to philosophy by abandoning certain ways of speaking that 
induce philosophy into error, and that risk confusing physicists them-
selves about the metaphysical significance of their views.”100 These con-
fused ways of speaking, he claimed, came from people, such as Einstein, 
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who wanted to “transform this physics, telle quelle, into philosophy.”101 
Bergson led the fight against a perceived encroachment of physics on 
philosophy— a fight that easily attracted young recruits.

Determining time, Bergson insisted, was a complex operation. “To 
know what time it is” was not simply about reading a number (the time) 
given by an instrument (the clock). It was an assessment of the overall 
meaning of that moment. The broader significance of certain events ex-
plained why clocks “work,” why they are “fabricated,” and why they 
are “bought.” Yet these questions did not interest Einstein during those 
years, who believed that time was either what clocks measured or it was 
nothing at all. His mind had no room to explore the reasons why clocks 
may have been invented in the first place. The contrary was true for 
Bergson, who wanted to know what led us to live a clockwork- driven 
existence and to figure out how to break out of it: “Time is for me that 
which is most real and necessary; it is the necessary condition of action: 
What am I saying? It is action itself.”102

Early on in his career Einstein was very modest about his knowledge 
of philosophy. He declined an offer to become chief coeditor of the An-
nalen der Philosophie because of his limited knowledge of the field. He 
was also reticent about publishing in philosophy journals even when 
requested. In 1919 he described himself as being “too little versed in 
philosophy” and merely “passively receptive” to it.103 But when he con-
fronted Bergson, his modesty was nowhere to be found.

Although frequently pigeonholed to fit into opposing categories 
(such as mechanism versus vitalism and objectivity versus subjectiv-
ity), none of these dichotomies do justice to the complexities of either 
men’s work. Bergson never wanted to take sides in discussion organized 
around major divisions, understanding his philosophy instead as one 
that explained connections.104 He especially never wanted to take the 
side that he was often accused of taking: that of spiritualism. His inter-
est lay firmly in exposing “the point of contact between consciousness 
and things, between the body and spirit.”105 Einstein, as well, frequently 
made comments that make it impossible to confine him to these specific 
positions. As support for his work started to mount, the physicist’s own 
views about his previous work and about science in general changed. 
He became more circumspect about how it related to other forms of 
knowledge. By the end of his life, the physicist placed the word “truth” 
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in quotation marks, finding it to be bounded and constrained by much 
broader “conceptual systems” (Begriffsystem). “Scientific ‘truth,’ ” he ex-
plained, was different from “empty fantasy” only in degree and not in 
kind. They simply differed in how much certainty they could attain.106 
A careful engagement with the debate between Einstein and Bergson 
reveals difficulties in separating these terms and— in particular— in 
placing Einstein or Bergson exclusively in one or the other. The task at 
hand is to problematize these divisions— that is, to overthrow a simplis-
tic understanding of these men’s positions— and delineate alternatives.

Bergson had the last word during their meeting at the Société 
française de philosophie. “It was,” he told his audience, “getting late 
that day” when he offered his closing remarks. To prove that time was 
not entirely owned by physicists, he explained the reasons why he would 
have to cut his commentary short: “Because we cannot talk about time 
without noting the hour, and that it is late, I will limit myself to sum-
mary comments on one or two points.”107 Perhaps a trick by a great 
orator, but at least for some in the audience, it seemed to work.
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Science or Philosophy?

Time lies at the center of our modern hierarchies. For the powerful, 
time is most valuable. For the unemployed, it is a curse. The power-
ful make the powerless wait; the powerless wait on the powerful. How 
can debates about time help us understand these hierarchies? Benjamin 
Franklin warned young men that “time is money” urging them to use 
it wisely.1 Writing almost a century and a half later, a less thrifty philos-
opher budgeted time differently. Although time was money, “everyone 
has this money in his purse” to keep on spending as they wish.2 Since 
then, many others continue to offer advice for mastering time. Who can 
speak authoritatively about it?

“What, then, is time?” inquired Saint Augustine in his Confessions, fa-
mously pointing out a paradox in our conception of time. Nothing was 
more intuitive yet more complicated than time itself: “If no one asks of 
me, I know; if I wish to explain to him who asks, I know not.” These 
words, written in northern Africa sometime between the year 397 and 
398, seemed extremely prescient in Europe fifteen hundred years later. 
Satosi Watanabe, one of Bergson’s staunchest followers, stated simply: 
“This view [Augustine’s], after fifteen centuries of progress in the human 
sciences, must even now represent the view of today’s philosophers.”3 It 
may be no exaggeration to describe modernity as an inability to cope 
with time as much as with money; it is a series of unsuccessful attempts 
to master both.

Can a new understanding of the debate between Einstein and Berg-
son shed light on the nature of time itself? Instead of continuing to 
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debate the nature of time, to see it as entirely demystified by modern sci-
ence or as eternally ungraspable, close attention to their debate reveals 
how some of the most portentous pronouncements on time appeared 
in much more mundane settings that funneled arguments into two op-
posite directions. To understand time we can return to April 6, 1922, 
and unpack this day as a moment when these discussions emerged most 
forcefully.

In one sense, the debate between Einstein and Bergson appears to 
be the opposite of another famed encounter in the history of science 
and philosophy, that between Thomas Hobbes and Robert Boyle at the 
end of the seventeenth century. At the Royal Society of London, Boyle 
and Hobbes debated about the existence of the vacuum. Boyle believed 
it could be created using an air pump; Hobbes did not. But neither of 
them disputed the matters of fact at hand. “Mr. Hobbes,” claimed Boyle, 
“does not deny the truth of any of the matters of fact I have delivered.”4 
The confrontation between Hobbes and Boyle resulted in an entente 
cordiale between experimental science (represented by Boyle) and po-
litical philosophy (represented by Hobbes) that lasted up to the first de-
cades of the twentieth; the one between Einstein and Bergson led to a 
different outcome. Despite eventually reaching agreement on the facts 
at hand, both men and their defenders were still unable to agree on the 
right boundary between science and philosophy.

For better or for worse, the debate between Einstein and Bergson 
has still not ended, and probably never will. We cannot hope for a re-
turn to the days of the Royal Society, when scientists produced uncon-
tested facts in laboratories, distributing them for general consumption. 
And we cannot hope to a return to the glorious period of the Scientific 
Revolution, with its triumphal belief in science as the panacea for all 
ills. Publications, theses, and essays continue to appear arguing passion-
ately for one side or the other. Einstein or Bergson? Scholars continue 
to disagree about what the crux of the debate itself is. While some argue 
that experiments have decisively proved the physicist correct and the 
philosopher wrong, others insist that these issues are simply not up to 
experimental verification. This difficulty is in part understandable be-
cause arguments from both sides have shifted and evolved throughout 
a long period. New questions have been posed and new answers have 
been put forth. From 1922 to the time he died, Bergson presented and 
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represented his case in myriad different forms. Relativity theory itself 
also changed radically from its first formulation in 1905 as experimental 
work increased, as it was expanded by Einstein into the broader general 
theory, and as it was slowly assimilated by a new generation of scientists.

Was the theory of relativity science, philosophy, or both? At the time 
of the debate, science and philosophy occupied a completely different 
place in society than they do now.5 Science was not always a nice word. 
During the period of the French Revolution, the term scientifiques was 
used disparagingly by the revolutionary Jean- Paul Marat. He used it 
to sideline those involved in what he considered to be a wasteful, self- 
serving project to measure a portion of the Earth’s circumference and 
use this measurement to define the meter.6

The term “scientist” started to be used more frequently— and started 
acquiring positive connotations— in the 1830s, when it was invoked to 
replace the previous designation of “natural philosophers.” The poet 
Samuel Coleridge, at a meeting of the recently formed British As-
sociation for the Advancement of Science, complained that the term 
“philosopher” was “too wide and too lofty” for contemporary students 
of natural knowledge and sought a word that would deny them that 
“lofty” title. The mathematician William Whewell responded by pro-
posing the term “scientist.” With this neologism, “natural philosophy” 
would be more clearly distinguished from “philosophy,” which would 
increasingly only mean moral, political, and metaphysical philosophy. 
Whewell gave further currency to the term “scientist” in his Philosophy 
of the Inductive Sciences (1840), where he also coined the term “physicist” 
to describe studies of “force, matter, and the properties of matter.”7

It is also only recently that science became seen as more directly at-
tached to truth than to philosophy. In the thirteenth century, Thomas 
Aquinas believed that theology was the highest of all sciences.8 In 1750 
the famous Enlightenment writer and author of the Encyclopédie, Denis 
Diderot, still claimed that the words “science” and “philosophy” were 
“synonyms.”9 In the aftermath of the debate between Einstein and 
Bergson, those words appeared more distinct than ever, close to being 
antonyms. Bergson’s philosophy was considered by many to simply be 
antiscience.

Bergson was used to accusations that he was against science; they 
had started years before his debate with Einstein. He defended himself 
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against the charge, saying that his work had “no other object than to 
bring about a rapprochement between metaphysics and science and to 
consolidate each by means of the other without sacrificing anything in 
either, after having in the first instance clearly distinguished them from 
one another.” The accusation that he was against science, he insisted, 
was completely off: “Where, when in what terms have I ever said any-
thing of that sort? Can anyone show me, in all that I have written, one 
line, one word, which can be interpreted in this way?”10

So how did Bergson differ with Einstein? Was he wrong because he 
did not cover or understand the general theory of relativity? If we exam-
ine all of Bergson’s publications on the topic and not only those that are 
usually selected, we can see how the philosopher expanded his views and 
eventually explained how they would apply in a case that considered the 
general, and not only special, theory of relativity. He also showed how 
they fit perfectly well with all experimental facts that had been observed 
at the time. He eventually clearly stated that he wholly accepted the rel-
ativistic effects of time dilation— under certain conditions.

The philosopher André Lalande, one of the founders of the Société 
française de philosophie, was unusual in that he considered Bergson’s 
arguments as a whole and across all of his publications. In contrast to 
most others who followed the debate, he did not limit himself to cit-
ing the usual out- of- context quotes used to prove Bergson wrong. He 
summarized the disagreement between the two men on the question 
of time as follows: “The chief question here, of course, is to know what 
sort of reality should be accorded to the various opposed observers who 
disagree in their measurement of time.”11 Another follower of the debate 
drew a similar conclusion: “Bergson admits all of the results of relativity, 
but only refuses to accord them the same real value.”12 Many commenta-
tors accepted Einstein’s theory and its consequences but were loathe to 
ascribe an equal reality to the discordant or dilated times it described. 
Bergson was concerned with the questions of how, why, and under what 
circumstances should the clock- delays described by relativity theory be un-
ambiguously considered as real temporal changes. Instead of taking in 
relativity theory lock, stock, and smoking barrel, his project was “there-
fore a question of allotting shares to the real and the conventional.”13

The question of how reality was bestowed on certain effects and not 
on others was indeed at the crux of Bergson’s philosophy. For him, the 
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line between the real and the unreal could shift across time and history. 
For Einstein, it should not.14 For many of the thinkers involved, the de-
bate over relativity theory was not merely technical. It was about what 
importance should be accorded to the different times that appeared in 
the theory’s equations and about their relation to our everyday common 
notion of time. Bergson protested against the theory’s “authority for 
equating every system [as real] and declaring all times of equal worth.”15 
Bergson refused to grant Einstein the authority to do this.

BERGSON’S TIME: OUTSIDE THE CLOCK

In his first important book, which was published before he had even 
reached the age of thirty, Bergson developed a philosophy of time that 
explicitly dealt with it in a way that differed from how it was usually 
considered. “The time that the astronomer uses in his formulas,” he 
explained, “the time that clocks divide in equal parts, that time, one 
can say, is something else.”16 Could he be right? Could this young man 
have discovered an essential aspect of time that differed from how it 
was measured by clocks and used by scientists? As his work continued 
to grow, Bergson expanded his initial speculations to become an un-
disputed authority on the topic. Time, he argued, was not something 
out there, separate from those who perceived it. It did not exist inde-
pendently from us. It involved us at every level.

Bergson found Einstein’s definition of time in terms of clocks com-
pletely aberrant. The philosopher did not understand why one would 
opt to describe the timing of a significant event, such as the arrival of a 
train, in terms of how that event matched against a watch. He did not 
understand why Einstein tried to establish this particular procedure 
as a privileged way to determine simultaneity. Bergson searched for a 
more basic definition of simultaneity, one that would not stop at the 
watch but that would explain why clocks were used in the first place. If 
this, much more basic, conception of simultaneity did not exist, then 
“clocks would not serve any purpose.” “Nobody would fabricate them, 
or at least nobody would buy them,” he argued. Yes, clocks were bought 
“to know what time it is,” admitted Bergson. But “knowing what time 
it is” presupposed that the correspondence between the clock and an 
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“event that is happening” was meaning ful for the person involved so 
that it commanded their attention. That certain correspondences be-
tween events could be significant for us, while most others were not, 
explained our basic sense of simultaneity and the widespread use of 
clocks. Clocks, by themselves, could not explain either simultaneity or 
time, he argued.

If a sense of simultaneity more basic than that revealed by matching 
an event against a clock hand did not exist, clocks would serve no mean-
ingful purpose:

They would be bits of machinery with which we would amuse ourselves 
by comparing them with one another; they would not be employed in 
classifying events; in short, they would exist for their own sake and not 
serve us. They would lose their raison d’être for the theoretician of rela-
tivity as for everybody else, for he too calls them in only to designate the 
time of an event.

The entire force of Einstein’s work, argued Bergson, was due to how it 
functioned as a “sign” that appealed to a natural and intuitive concept of 
simultaneity. “It is only because” Einstein’s conception “helps us recog-
nize this natural simultaneity, because it is its sign, and because it can be 
converted into intuitive simultaneity, that you call it simultaneity,” he 
explained.17 Einstein’s work was so revolutionary and so shocking only 
because our natural, intuitive notion of simultaneity remained strong. 
By negating it, it could not help but refer back to it, just like a sign re-
ferred to its object.

Bergson had been thinking about clocks for years. He agreed that 
clocks helped note simultaneities, but he did not think that our under-
standing of time could be based solely on them. He had already thought 
about this option, back in 1889, and had quickly discounted it: “When 
our eyes follow on the face of a clock, the movement of the needle that 
corresponds to the oscillations of the pendulum, I do not measure du-
ration, as one would think; I simply count simultaneities, which is quite 
different.”18 Something different, something novel, something import-
ant, something outside of the watch itself needed to be included in our 
understanding of time. Only that could explain why we attributed to 
clocks such power: why we bought them, why we used them, and why 
we invented them in the first place.
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The philosopher described how change was all around us, yet— 
paradoxically— most scientists downplayed this aspect of the world. 
Even the theory of evolution (in the standard interpretation due to 
Herbert Spencer) considered the production of new evolving forms in 
terms of the recombination of old material. In so doing, it ignored the 
emergence of novelty into the scene of life. By focusing exclusively on 
the real world as eternally fixed, one could lose sight of new possibilities: 
“Let us say that in duration, considered as a creative evolution, there 
is the perpetual creation of possibility and not only of reality.”19 What 
would happen if thinkers across the world embraced the radical change 
described by Bergson? Bergson was well aware of the consequences. For 
one, scholars would have to temper their attempts to know the world 
solely through its material make- up. Materialism, a philosophical out-
look closely associated with the philosophy of René Descartes, appeared 
at risk. Einstein, argued the philosopher, was blindly following Des-
cartes’s footsteps. Bergson ended his controversial book with the stark 
sentence: “Einstein is the continuator of Descartes.”20

Bergson knew fully well that the Cartesian metaphysics, which he 
saw underlining Einstein’s work, was extremely attractive, yet he be-
lieved it led to a number of paradoxes and contradictions both technical 
and ethical. He was hardly the first (Bergson compared his work to the 
seventeenth- century criticisms by the theologian Henry More) or the 
last to point out its deficiencies. Descartes had inspired many to adopt 
a seductive mechanistic philosophy that considered our bodies to be 
just like machines. His own philosophy, centering on the connection 
between material and immaterial realms and detailing how differences 
between body and spirit were not absolutely fixed but rather shifted 
throughout time and history, solved some of its problems. He had been 
widely celebrated for advancing a new solution. Was Einstein oblivious 
of Bergson’s successes? Was he even aware of them?

You might think, argued the man who would confront Einstein, that 
the words written on this page are simple material stimuli that set off 
ideas in your mind. Well, you are wrong: if we change or omit most 
of the letters here, you will most likely still be able to read the text. 
Readers typically recognize only eight or ten letters from about thirty 
or forty of them, filling in the rest from memory, he explained. Reading 
this very sentence would not be possible without an “exteriorization” 
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of your memories, which arguably mix in with the letters on this page. 
Mind and matter, he explained, join right here and now on this page, on 
every page. They join every time we read a clock or recognize an image, 
no matter how simple. But if matter could not be separated from mind, 
on what grounds could scientists distinguish their work from those of 
humanists?

Enlightenment notions of selfhood appeared equally fragile. “Our per-
sonality,” he explained, “changes without ceasing.” “We are creating our-
selves continually,” and that produced new opportunities.21 The past— 
including our memories and historical sense— as well as the future and 
our sense of it, changed with time. So did ethics. What could prevent 
us from revising some of our sturdiest taboos some time in the future? 
Bergson combated the tendency to think of the past and of our memo-
ries as something that could never be changed by reversing the way they 
were commonly understood. If our idea of the past was rethought as 
that which we could no longer act on, then by changing our actions, we 
could reach back into the past. “The past,” he insisted, “is essentially that 
which no longer acts.” Our perception of the world was not, as commonly 
thought of, merely contemplative and disinterested, rather it was already 
shaped by our memories. Both were defined by our sense of what we 
could act on. Bergson warned his readers that unless they acknowledged 
the active role played by memories, they would inevitably come back 
to haunt them: “But if the difference between perception and memory 
is abolished .  .  . we become unable to really distinguish the past from 
the present, that is, from that which is acting.”22 The distinction between 
the past, the present, and the future was determined physically, physi-
ologically, and psychologically. By tugging away at the concept of time 
as a thread running through physical astronomy to moral philosophy, 
Bergson questioned some of the most standard tenets of his era. Even 
the very possibility of determining how old we were getting could not 
be absolutely determined for “aging and duration belong to the order of 
quality. No work of analysis can resolve them into pure quantity.”23

Einstein’s theory of time, argued the philosopher, was particularly 
dangerous because of how it treated “duration as a deficiency.” It pre-
vented us from realizing that “the future is in reality open, unpredict-
able, and indeterminate.” It eliminated real time; that is, “what is most 
positive in the world.”24
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EINSTEIN’S TIME: PSyCHOLOGy OR PHySICS

Months after the debate, Einstein wrote a letter to Lord Haldane, who 
had authored an important book on the theory of relativity. He had “re-
ceived the Bergson book and read part of it but have not yet been able 
to make up my mind about it finally.”25 Later that fall, he finally found 
time to examine it more carefully.

Einstein brought Bergson’s book with him to read during his long 
trip from Marseille to Japan. The day the ship exited the harbor he 
started reading. A “major racket” woke him up early the next morning 
because the crew was scrubbing down the vessel. He jotted down some 
quick notes about it in his travel journal: “The philosophers constantly 
dance around the dichotomy: the psychologically real and physically 
real, and differ only in evaluations in this regard.” He considered them 
as cyclically caught in an eternal debate between idealism and materi-
alism. Acknowledging that Bergson had fully “grasped the substance of 
relativity theory,” he failed to see how Bergson’s views about time were 
precisely designed to move beyond the very two categories into which 
he pigeonholed the philosophers’ métier. Bergson’s contribution “objec-
tivized” psychological aspects of time, he wrote.26

Bergson did not think that Einstein had ever understood him. He 
once confided to another friend that Einstein could not comprehend 
him because “he is not that familiar with philosophy and especially 
with the French language.”27 Einstein had perhaps not even “read my 
book,” relying on secondhand accounts of “this or that French physicist 
who did not understand me, and who, not having the philosophical 
background needed to understand me, would remain impervious to my 
explanations.”28

During the debate, Einstein explicitly stated what he held to be the 
purpose of philosophy and why it should not play a role at all with re-
spect to time. In the face of his contradictor, he gave to philosophy a 
very limited role. He proceeded to explain himself. He mentioned two 
common ways of thinking about time, psychological and physical. Psy-
chological time was the time perceived by a person, while physical time 
was time as measured by a scientific instrument, such as a clock. Time as 
measured by an instrument was often different from time perceived by 
a person. Factors such as boredom, impatience, or simple physiological 
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changes affected psychological perceptions of time. With the spread of 
timekeeping devices, the difference between time felt and time mea-
sured became increasingly noted. We know, for example by reading the 
diary of Franz Kafka, that in intimate accounts of that period, an “inner 
clock” often seemed to disagree from an “outer one.”29

But in most cases, physical and psychological conceptions of time 
did not have to differ too much. Most people could estimate time in a 
manner that accorded pretty well with that of a clock, determining very 
precisely the time for breakfast, lunch, and dinnertime. Most people 
could also judge if two events were simultaneous in a way that accorded 
pretty well with simultaneity as measured by instruments. But the op-
posite was true when dealing with very fast events. In these cases (such 
as during the finish of a horse race), the deficiency of perceptions of si-
multaneity when compared to simultaneity as determined by an instru-
ment was clear; these determinations differed significantly from those 
determined with instrumental aides. In a universe marked by events 
occurring close to the speed of light, the difference between the two 
was extreme.

According to Einstein, philosophy had been used to explain the re-
lation between psychology and physics. “The time of the philosopher, 
I believe, is a psychological and physical time at the same time,” he ex-
plained in Paris.30 But relativity, by focusing on very fast phenomena, 
had shown just how off- the- mark psychological perceptions of time re-
ally were. Psychological conceptions of time, Einstein insisted, were not 
only simply in error, they just did not correspond to anything concrete. 
“These are nothing more than mental constructs, logical entities.”31 Be-
cause of the enormous speed of light, humans had “instinctively” gener-
alized their conception of simultaneity and mistakenly applied it to the 
rest of the universe. Einstein’s theory corrected this mistaken generaliza-
tion. Instead of believing in an overlapping area between psychological 
and physical conceptions of time (where both were important although 
one was admittedly less accurate than the other), he argued that they 
were really two distinct concepts: a mental assessment (the psychologi-
cal one) that was wholly inadequate when compared to the “objective” 
concept: physical time.

Bergson and Einstein accepted that an essential difference existed be-
tween psychological and physical conceptions of time, yet they made 
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different deductions from this. For Einstein, this led him to conclude 
that “the time of the philosophers does not exist, there remains only 
a psychological time that differs from the physicist’s.”32 For Bergson 
this lesson— that psychological and physical assessments of time were 
different— made, on the contrary, the philosopher’s task even more in-
teresting, especially because no one, not even physicists, could avoid the 
problem of relating time back to human affairs.

QUESTIONING THE STATUS OF SCIENCE:  
PHENOMENOLOGy AND THE “CRISIS OF REASON.”

“I do not believe that there are any longer any philosophical problems 
about Time,” explained the philosopher and mathematician Hilary Put-
nam in 1967.33 Scientists would most likely still agree with his assertion. 
Philosophers would not. As Bergson was increasingly sidelined, the au-
thority of science with respect to questions of time ascended to new 
heights.

More than three decades after the debate, the philosopher Maurice 
Merleau- Ponty wondered whether “it is to science alone we must go 
for the truth about time and everything else.”34 The founder of French 
phenomenology was secure in Bergson’s chair at the Collège de France. 
Following the tradition of paying homage to his predecessors, the new 
professor discussed Bergson during his inaugural lecture. As a close 
friend of Jean- Paul Sartre and Simone de Beauvoir and part of a group 
of intellectuals who gathered at the café Les Deux Magots in Saint- 
Germain- des- Prés, and who coedited the influential journal Les Temps 
modernes, he continued to refer to the philosopher throughout his life.

Merleau- Ponty took us once again to that meeting: “On April 6, 1922, 
Einstein met Bergson at the Philosophical Society of Paris.” Merleau- 
Ponty explained how “Bergson had come ‘to listen.’ But as he was arriv-
ing the discussion flagged.”35 Einstein’s science, if seen through the lens 
of Bergson’s philosophy, he argued, led to a veritable “crisis of reason.” 
The philosopher’s lectures of 1955– 1956 centered on Bergson’s challenge 
to Einstein’s theory of relativity.36

The by- then- common interpretation of the debate, where Einstein 
appeared victorious over Bergson, had led to a dangerous outcome, 
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according to Merleau- Ponty. Now an all- pervading scientism overruled 
experience: “The experience of the perceived world with its obvious facts 
is no more than a stutter which precedes the clear speech of science.”37 
Merleau- Ponty continued to write about Bergson. In 1959 he delivered a 
talk at the end of the “Bergson Congress,” which included presentations 
by Gabriel Marcel, Jean Wahl, and Vladimir Jankélévitch.38 Throughout 
his career, he sought to reintroduce embodied perception back into the-
ories of knowledge, inspiring a generation of scientists, writers, and art-
ists to come. While scientists often spoke of lines and circles, in actual 
life we never encountered these shapes in that perfect geometrical way, 
he argued. The same was true for measurements of time. By excluding 
our actually perceived environment, he continued, modern science had 
lost touch with reality. What would science look like if it reintroduced 
the world as seen, heard, and felt? For decades, he dedicated himself to 
answering these questions.

While for many prewar authors Bergson’s philosophy was danger-
ous, in the postwar period Merleau- Ponty saw a potent danger in the 
unbridled rationalism of his era: “Not counting its neurotics, the world 
includes a good number of ‘rationalists’ who are a danger for living 
reason.” Regaining “living reason” for Merleau- Ponty did not mean 
abandoning science, but it meant giving a renewed place to philoso-
phy within science: “And reason’s vigor is on the contrary bound to 
the rebirth of the philosophical sense which will of course justify sci-
entific expression of the world, but in its proper order and place in the 
whole of the human world.”39 Although he was never an enemy of sci-
ence and frequently inspired scientists (especially neurophenomenolo-
gists), Merleau- Ponty nonetheless tried to put cold rationalism back in 
its “proper place.”

Why, asked Merleau- Ponty, did everyone turn to physics and to 
physicists for answers? Why were they even consulted as public intel-
lectuals about everything from fashion to government? Merleau- Ponty 
mocked the

extravagances of journalists who consult the genius about questions 
which are most alien to his field. After all, since science is thauma-
turgy, why should it not perform one more miracle? And since it was 
precisely Einstein who showed that at a great distance a present is 
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contemporaneous with the future, why not ask him the questions which 
were asked of the Pythian oracle?40

In the 1950s and ’60s the debate between Einstein and Bergson was as 
relevant as ever. “Today, as thirty- five years ago, physicists reproach Berg-
son for introducing the observer into relativistic physics, which, they say 
can make time relative only with instruments of measurement or a sys-
tem of reference,” explained Merleau- Ponty.41 But the observer, accord-
ing to him, should never be made irrelevant; instruments by themselves 
would never entirely demystify time.

The pendulum swung rapidly in the 1960s. The place of “reason” 
shifted from being narrowly associated with science to becoming a 
closer ally of philosophy, as many thinkers shied away from an initial 
fascination with Einstein and gravitated toward Bergson. In the Phenom-
enology of Perception, Merleau- Ponty insisted on the importance of our 
individual assessments of time. To stress how time was dependent on 
embodied consciousness and how it was not a mere physical quantity 
of a disembodied universe he exclaimed: “I am myself time.”42 He, after 
all, had learned from Bergson that “we do not draw near to time by 
squeezing it between the reference- point of measurement as if between 
pincers.” On the contrary, “in order to have an idea of it we must on the 
contrary let it develop freely, accompanying the continual birth which 
makes it always new and, precisely in this respect, the same.”43

Was philosophy limited to studying the “stutter which precedes the 
clear speech of science”?44 Should philosophers accept the new role of 
post- war science? Einstein’s supporters would largely answer affirma-
tively, but back in Paris a new generation of young writers would not 
accept this limited role. Phenomenologists were not the only ones con-
cerned about the role of philosophy in a century marked by the rise of 
science.
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The Twin Paradox

BOLOGNA, ITALY

When did Bergson first learn of Einstein’s work? In the spring of 1911 
“under the protection of the king of Italy,” world- renowned scientists 
and philosophers, including Bergson, met in Bologna during the Fourth 
International Congress of Philosophy.1 Bergson’s reputation was at its 
peak.2 Conference participants could hardly wait to hear him speak. 
But a competing session dealing with a “paradoxical fact” in Einstein’s 
work— delivered by a junior and largely unknown scientist— captured 
the imagination of many of the attendees.3

The presenter, Paul Langevin, asked members of the audience if “any-
one among us” would want to “dedicate two years of his life to find 
out what Earth would look like in two hundred years.”4 All that a will-
ing volunteer needed to do, Langevin continued, was to travel to outer 
space at a speed close to that of light. Easy, right? Langevin delivered this 
question not as a peddler of dreams and fantasies, but rather as a pure 
and honest physicist. If someone did indeed agree to the quick trip, he 
argued, they would come back to find out that time on Earth had passed 
more rapidly. They would see the world two hundred years later. “The 
most definitely established experimental facts of physics can permit us 
to affirm that this will be the case,” he confidently stated.5 Bergson, we 
are told, was seething in the audience, already getting ready for a fight.6

For those who did not consider time travel exciting enough, Langevin 
offered something else. He promised his listeners eternal youth: “One 
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could now say,” he claimed, “that it is enough for us to get agitated, to 
become accelerated, in order to age less rapidly.” When Einstein learned 
about Langevin’s presentation, he at first considered it “the thing at its 
funniest.”7 But soon afterward, he started considering it very seriously 
and dedicated himself to exploring this aspect of his own work.

Bergson was not amused. In Bologna, the philosopher delivered “L’in-
tuition philosophique,” one of his most famous lectures, but the direction 
of his thought would soon change in light of Langevin’s presentation of 
Einstein’s work. It would take him almost a decade to craft a response.

Langevin’s presentation was simply brilliant. With a mix of philos-
ophy and science, and with key references to popular science fiction 
stories (of Jules Verne), it captured the imagination of an eager public. 
It was even more successful than the earlier talk by the eminent Henri 
Poincaré, another contributor who refused to see in the theory of rela-
tivity the same revolutionary potential.8 Langevin’s talk, which did not 
even refer to Poincaré, was quickly published in Scientia and a summary 
of it appeared in the Revue de métaphysique et de morale.

The international congress at Bologna that year was a complete suc-
cess. Its numbers had ballooned from a mere 150 when it started in 
1900 to between 500 and 600. The most brilliant minds of the era were 
there, exchanging “personal introductions” and engaging in opportune, 
although “informal discussions in the corridors.”9 Both scientists and 
philosophers attended. The philosophers were proud to be able to meet 
in specialized congresses as scientists had long done and to greet them 
as esteemed colleagues. “Philosophers,” noted one attendee, “can meet 
together as men of science have long been accustomed to do, and can 
regard philosophy as a body of knowledge which, like science, is ad-
vanced, grows and progresses.”10 In this way, they might be able to jump 
on the bandwagon of “scientific progress.” Yet they were also proud to 
do even more than scientists. At that congress, Bergson agreed with his 
teacher Émile Boutroux, who gave a talk “The Relation of Philosophy to 
the Sciences,” that “while science regards things as purely objective, as 
dehumanized . . . , philosophy insists on regarding them in connection 
with the aspiration and will of man.” For this reason, added Bergson, 
science was typically “defiant” toward reality whereas philosophy was 
“sympathetic” toward it.11

Langevin’s presentation stole the show. After Langevin’s presentation 
in Italy, Einstein’s work suddenly appeared much more interesting and 
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amusing than it ever had been— even by Einstein’s own standards. Ein-
stein was thrilled. His affinity with Langevin was such that in a letter 
written to him shortly before his 1922 trip, he could not conceal his 
excitement: “I rejoice like child to think that soon I will be able to stroll 
in the streets of Paris once more with you.”12

LANGEvIN RETURNS FROM BOLOGNA, 1911

After learning about Langevin’s success, philosophers in Paris immedi-
ately called on the scientist as soon as he returned home. They wanted 
to scrutinize his words on their ground, at the Société française de 
philosophie, the selfsame forum that would host Einstein and Bergson 
a decade later.

Einstein’s 1905 paper was hardly a reason for concern for anyone in 
France during these years, but the presentation that Langevin had just 
delivered in Italy caused a significant stir. Many in the public and be-
yond started to speculate how the physicist’s theory would affect Berg-
sonian philosophy.

Langevin was one of the first scientists in France to espouse Einstein’s 
theory. After learning about it, he quickly became “the apostle of the 
new gospel.”13 His involvement with relativity theory was so thorough 
that Einstein, at the time of Langevin’s death, even claimed that his 
friend would have in all likeliness developed it himself had others, in-
cluding Einstein himself, not done it: “It seems to me certain that he 
would have developed the special theory of relativity if that had not 
been done elsewhere, for he had clearly recognized the essential points,” 
he explained.14 Throughout his life, Langevin defended Einstein with 
what critics considered a “bitter zealousness.”15

Langevin and Einstein were close friends and had close political af-
finities. During an unforgettable trip to Paris in 1913, Einstein became 
close with others in Langevin’s circle of friends, most notably with Jean 
Perrin and Marie Curie. Einstein owed the invitation to come to Paris 
in 1922 to Langevin. One year later, to reciprocate Einstein’s acceptance, 
Langevin went to Berlin to demonstrate at a pacifist rally in Berlin, pos-
ing prominently for photographers alongside Einstein.

Langevin and Bergson worked at the prestigious Collège de France, 
where Langevin remained under the shadow of the towering philosopher. 
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Langevin entered the Collège de France in 1902 as a substitute and 
earned a permanent position there in 1909. One student of the Collège 
de France during the years that Langevin taught there referred to the in-
stitution as “the house of Bergson,” while commenting that even those 
who were “studying science did not know the name of Langevin.”16 The 
differences between Langevin and Bergson eventually became as stark 
as those between Einstein and Bergson. The Langevin- Bergson conflict 
underlined the Einstein- Bergson clash.

Alongside Einstein, Langevin became a member of the International 
Committee on Intellectual Cooperation led by Bergson. Langevin al-
legedly had an affair with Marie Curie after she became a widow, and 
together they formed part of a select group of politically engaged French 
scientists who became increasingly attracted to leftist politics.17  Langevin 
was close to Georges Politzer, who wrote the most virulent book- length 
attack against Bergson, titled La fin d’une parade philosophique: Le Bergson-
isme (1929), using for a pseudonym Voltaire’s real name, François Arouet. 
One of the driving messages of Politzer’s book was to show the incom-
patibility between Bergsonian philosophy and science: “One could con-
front against science the Bergsonianism that pretends to be based on 
scientific results, and to show how distant scientific bases and Bergsoni-
anism are from each other.”18 Langevin and Politzer founded the journal 
La Pensée, advocating what they called modern rationalism to cure the 
excesses of Bergsonian and other forms of philosophizing. Both men suf-
fered dearly during the German occupation of France and under the 
Vichy government. Politzer was shot in 1942. His wife and Langevin’s 
daughter, Hélène Solomon- Langevin, were sent to the  Auschwitz con-
centration camp in the famous “convoi de 23 janvier.” None of this si-
lenced Langevin, who in 1944 joined the Communist Party.

While in Bologna, Langevin discussed the consequences of relativity 
theory for a “voyager on a rocket ship.” His account is widely considered 
to be the first original formulation of the thought experiment initially 
known as Langevin’s paradox and later baptized as the “twin paradox.” 
The common way the paradox is usually presented can be summarized 
as follows. According to the theory of relativity, two twins (one which 
traveled in outer space at speeds close to the speed of light, and another 
one who remained on Earth) come back to Earth to find that time slowed 
down for the twin who had traveled. The twin who stayed would have 
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aged more rapidly; the traveling twin would be younger. Their clocks 
and calendars would show different dates and times. Although it was 
formulated as a thought experiment, many scientists started to ask if the 
various effects described and predicted by Einstein’s theory showed that 
the paradox would indeed take place.

Langevin’s original publication did not talk about twins or use the 
common names later given to them by Bergson of Peter and Paul; 
rather, he simply described a single “voyager” taking off from Earth in 
an imaginary rocket and only imagined what would happen when he 
returned. Einstein’s “special” theory of relativity initially only dealt with 
a situation in which a “voyager” would depart and did not completely 
explain his return. The twin paradox took time to reach this traditional, 
often- repeated form.

What would happen if the voyager eventually returned to Earth? 
This question took years to be resolved. At first its full implications es-
caped even Einstein. After Langevin’s intervention Einstein increasingly 
started to ask if the delay in the time marked by a clock would also 
affect biological— and not only physical— processes. In an unpublished 
manuscript written after Langevin formulated the paradox, Einstein 
started to take it more seriously.19 He started to consider these delays as 
more than just affecting clocks, claiming that relativity theory described 
“the temporal course of no matter which process.”20

IN PARIS

A few months after his brilliant presentation in Italy, Langevin was 
called to the Société française de philosophie to speak to an audience 
composed mainly of philosophers but also attended by illustrious scien-
tists. The philosopher Abel Rey was the first to comment after listening 
to Langevin’s presentation in Paris.

Rey immediately speculated, what would Bergson think? He ex-
plained how Bergson in his original theory had overturned “the tradi-
tion of Aristotle, Descartes, Leibniz, and even Kant,” whose theories of 
time all (according to him) considered it in terms of spatial distances. 
Einstein’s theory had taken “much farther than had ever before been 
done, the notion of a parallelism between space and time.” Bergson, 
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most likely, would probably reject this parallelism. “True, Bergson has 
the right under his system to not see anything there [in Einstein’s theory] 
other than a new effort from the part of science to spatialize time.” But 
maybe Bergson would draw another conclusion as well. Perhaps, spec-
ulated Rey, the philosopher would be even more bothered by Einstein’s 
claim that absolute space and time did not exist— no matter how useful 
these concepts could be and how sought after they were by scientists. 
Since Bergson’s philosophy considered science as an extraordinarily suc-
cessful technique for dealing with the “material world,” how would the 
philosopher then explain the claim in Einstein’s theory that one could 
never know which one of the times of competing systems was correct 
and thus should consider them both as equally valid? Bergson “could be 
reluctant to see in the Universe, as in knowledge, unconquerable levels 
[plans irréductibles],” surmised Rey.21

In Paris, Langevin’s presentation to the Société seemed preposter-
ous to many of those who were listening. The attendees’ incredulity 
centered on Langevin’s claim that the effects of relativity described 
by Einstein would also affect biological beings and psychological pro-
cesses and that, therefore, they would affect “the common conception 
of time.” Langevin was bold at first, insisting that the effects on time 
predicted by relativity theory affected both mechanical and biological 
processes: “The principle of relativity consists in admitting that even if 
other means (mechanical, biological, etc.) could be brought to a level of 
precision comparable to the first [measures of time and space made by 
optical and electromagnetic means], they would also furnish the same 
results.”22 He firmly believed “it is therefore necessary, from the point of 
view of the principle of relativity, that all mechanical, electrical, optical, 
chemical and biological processes employed for measuring . . . time lead 
to concordant results.”23

Langevin’s choice of words was also controversial. He described time 
dilation by saying that “of two clocks, one grows older than the other,” 
arguing that the equivalence between physical and biological processes 
he described were “very probably” accurate. After hearing some of his 
colleagues balking at the seamless expansion of the theory from the 
realm of the physical to the biological, he concluded with the evocative 
statement, “but we are ourselves clocks.”24

But wait, are we really just like clocks? The philosopher Brunschvicg 
was one of the first to disagree.25 He reminded the attendees that for 
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Langevin’s hypothesis to be correct, scientists still needed to prove that 
biological processes underwent the same temporal transformations as 
physical ones: “It still must be established that the life of the clockmaker 
is linked to the movement of the watch, and that biological or physi-
cal phenomena depend on physical phenomena that are used to mea-
sure time.”26 And even if one could accept a certain link between clock 
processes and biological ones, scientists should not forget that humans 
themselves made clocks in the first place, and that these would simply 
not exist if humans had not made them: “You are not only one of those 
clockmakers linked to a clock, you are a maker of clocks.”27 We are not 
clocks, argued Brunschvicg. We are clock makers. Brunschvicg under-
lined the inventive, productive, and ever- changing qualities of humans 
over their predictable, mechanical ones. He also stressed their will to 
power.

If stubborn, self- centered, or chauvinistic enough, one traveler could 
still claim that only his clock showed the real time. Could power dynam-
ics between the two travelers play a role? Brunschvicg brought into the 
discussion the issue of “domination,” remarking that physicists should 
not forget that the “observer” of relativity theory “would want to domi-
nate the diverse groups of observers, who were incapable of bringing the 
clocks into agreement, instead of being confused among them.”28 Brun-
schvicg, in short, did not admit that Einstein had started a revolution.29

After Brunschvicg’s comments, others jumped in, criticizing how 
Langevin described clocks as “aging” and “growing old.” “But so be it! 
Call it aging, if you want, the acceleration of the hands of a watch,” ex-
pressed one exasperated member. The physicist Jean Perrin, a strong sup-
porter of Einstein and a friend of Langevin, added with irony: “When 
physicists say ‘aging,’ that is one word I especially like.”30

ÉDOUARD LE ROy: SCIENCE, RELIGION, AND MAGIC

The “Bergsonian” philosopher, Édouard Le Roy, a man who would 
later be responsible for bringing in Bergson into the discussion with 
Einstein, was already listening attentively.31 Ending his long silence that 
day, he offered to help the attendees move beyond their disagreements. 
“Permit me to adopt for a moment the role of interpreter,” he politely 
intervened.
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Le Roy had a brilliant idea to solve the impasse: Why not simply use 
different terms for what physicists were referring to and for what philos-
ophers meant when discussing time? Why not use “hour” for the time 
of physics, and “time” for that of philosophy? In this way, Le Roy aimed 
to set boundaries and curb the philosophical pretensions of physicists 
such as Langevin.

After listening attentively to the objections of Le Roy, Brunschvicg, 
and others that day, Langevin retreated. He qualified some of the most 
dramatic conclusions of his Bologna lecture. Modestly, he admitted that 
he did “not have the pretension of speaking from the point of view of a 
philosopher.” These issues, he explained, were really up to them to sort 
out: “It is up to the philosophers to say which are the elements of the 
notion of time that must be modified.”32

The differences between Langevin and Le Roy widened with time. 
Langevin’s relationship to Einstein strengthened in direct proportion 
to his distance from Le Roy and other “Bergsonian” philosophers. Le 
Roy and Bergson, in contrast, grew closer. After years substituting for 
Bergson at the Collège de France, Le Roy obtained his chair in 1921. 
What role did Le Roy play in creating and cementing further divisions 
between Einstein and Bergson? One important author to become em-
broiled in the Einstein- Bergson debate described Le Roy as being “at the 
origin of Bergson’s error.”33

Le Roy was more Catholic than the Church and more Bergsonian 
than Bergson. His fascination with Bergson started when he read Mat-
ter and Memory (1896). He compared Bergson to Socrates, arguing that 
both had revolutionized our theory of knowledge to the same degree. In 
works that followed, he attributed to science an enormous, but not an 
entire, role in human affairs. Science gave us “the schematic pattern of 
the world and its elements,” but it was also important not to lose sight 
of “the specific, the concrete, and the living.” He considered himself 
to be a person who had a “love of positive science, but who could not 
resign himself to sacrifice the richness of thought, the representation of 
the unity of knowledge, and the mutual relations between different or-
ders of inquiry.”34 He became a key member of Catholic Modernism, an 
influential reform movement that started within Catholicism but that 
was eventually condemned by the Church as too radical. The article that 
first turned the Church against Le Roy was titled “What is a dogma?” 
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In that article, he argued that reason itself sufficed for understanding 
Christ. Because of this article, he was eventually placed on the margins 
of Catholicism. Le Roy started to diverge from Catholicism by focusing 
even more intently on life and the living. Official Catholic philosophy 
at that time was dominated by Thomist rationalism, whose main prin-
ciples were derived from St. Thomas Aquinas’ reinterpretation of Aris-
totelian philosophy. Against St. Thomas, Le Roy invoked St. Paul, who 
focused intently on love and life; against Descartes, he backed Pascal, 
a critic of cold rationalism; and against Einstein he defended Bergson.

In Duration and Simultaneity, Bergson developed one of the ideas 
brought up by Le Roy during his first meeting with Langevin at the 
Société française de philosophie a decade earlier. He found extremely 
agreeable the option of finding other words for the time concepts used 
by scientists.35 When discussing how Einstein used “this common word 
[simultaneity] in both cases,” Bergson described it as a trick used by the 
physicist so that science could “operate magically.” It was his duty as a 
philosopher to note the difference between Einstein’s use of the term 
and its everyday meaning. He urged scientists to “invent another word 
for it, any word.”36 Exasperated by how physicists used concepts related 
to time in tricky, dual senses, he asked: “Does not science act on us like 
ancient magic?”37

In the 1950s Le Roy compiled Bergson’s collected works. He decided 
not to include Duration and Simultaneity in the collection, leaving the 
impression in the eyes of many that Bergson himself did not endorse 
the book. But that was hardly the case.38 Bergson never recanted a single 
word he had written or said about Einstein’s theory of relativity.
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Bergson’s Achilles’ Heel

When Bergson first entered into the fray in 1922, he insisted that only 
one of the two clocks’ time was “real” while the other was “fictional.” The 
two times, he argued, could not be compared because one of them was 
the exact mirror image of the other. They were “absolutely reciprocal.”

The philosopher’s refusal to understand both times in equal terms 
would become his Achilles’ heel— the reason why legions of readers 
would brand him as not having understood the theory of relativity. 
Time dilation can be explained solely by using special relativity.1 Yet the 
case of a returning twin was much more complicated, because scientists 
needed to introduce a change in direction, and therefore acceleration, 
into their theories.

Einstein’s theory of relativity did not at first deal with acceleration 
or with a change of direction. It covered only movement that was uni-
form and linear. It was only after the “special” theory of relativity was 
expanded into the “general” theory of relativity that Einstein started to 
seriously consider the case of a returning twin.

In 1905 Einstein imagined what would happen if a traveling clock 
and a stationary one would meet again. One of them, he surmised, 
would be behind the other. “The clock that has been transported from 
A to B will lag ½tv2/c2 sec,” he explained.2 Yet Einstein soon realized that 
this would require one of them to be accelerated. His theory, before it 
was expanded into the general theory, did not account for acceleration.

Einstein was ambitious and quickly started working on the problem 
of acceleration.3 At first, this new work faced the risk of undermining his 
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early work on relativity, but Einstein continued to plow ahead with the 
hope of developing a new, more comprehensive theory. His efforts paid 
off, and by 1915 he had a system that included both acceleration and 
gravitation. What is more, this general theory did not undermine his ear-
lier work. It confirmed it as a perfectly valid, albeit simpler, incomplete 
case. His special theory was still correct, even when considered separately 
from the general theory. But the general theory was even more contro-
versial than the special one. In the general case, there was no difference 
between gravitation and acceleration. The effect of being pushed to the 
floor when an elevator ascended was of the same nature as the effect of 
being pushed to the ground everyday by the Earth’s gravitational pull. 
If a person was inside a spacious chest resembling a room hooked to 
a string which could be raised or lowered, what would they feel? They 
would feel the force of acceleration in the same way as they felt that of 
gravitation. When movement was perfectly smooth and constant, they 
would feel absolutely nothing, but when it accelerated or slowed down, 
they would feel a pressure on the soles of their feet comparable to that 
which would be sensed given a change in the gravitational field.

Bergson, for the most part, focused on the special theory of relativ-
ity. “We remain therefore within the frame of the special theory,” he 
explained initially, investigating movement only when it was “straight 
and uniform.”4 The philosopher knew fully well that this approach had 
its limitations, “because in the special theory there is something that 
demands the general theory.”5 How would he deal with the general the-
ory? The question of a returning clock was particularly complicated be-
cause the equations for time were different in the earlier special theory 
than in the later general one. Which of these two equations was most 
relevant? When readers were asked to consider clocks not only travel-
ing away from each other, but meeting once again, how should they 
understand their time? Should they use the algebraic equations of the 
special theory or the differential equations of the general one?* Yes, both 
were correct, but philosophically they each had very different meanings. 
Bergson asked for clarification, since they each seemed connected to 
two radically different notions of time.

* The equation for dilated time in the special theory is: t1 = t2 / √(1 − v2/c2). For the general the-
ory, the equations for time are: ds2 = c2dt2 − dx2 − dy2 − dz2 and d′s2 = c2dt′2 − dx′2 − dy′2 − dz′2.
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In his popular work, Einstein mostly focused on the simpler theory 
based on algebraic equations that could be understood algebraically. 
The other one, requiring knowledge of advanced differential calculus 
and geometry, was glossed over. The time dilation equation for the 
special theory t1 = t2/√(1 − v2/c2) clearly showed how one time variable 
decreased with an increase in the velocity of the other system. The equa-
tion for the general theory was much different, as it showed a differ-
ential for time squared (dt2) sitting next to those for space x, y, z and 
amounting to a result (ds2) that could not be easily associated with a 
familiar, measurable quantity. “A formula such as ds2 = −dx2 − dy2 − dz2 + 
c2dt2 seems to takes us outside of any reference system, to the Absolute, 
facing an entity comparable to a Platonic idea,” explained Bergson.6 This 
was quite different from how time was described by reference to the 
special theory. Which of the two referred to time? The first was simple 
and logical and referred to concrete, widely used concepts; the second 
one much less so.

SHOULD SCIENTISTS CARE?

Einstein’s general theory remained a difficult work well into the sec-
ond third of the twentieth century. By 1922 it counted a number of 
successes, yet it was not wholly embraced or even understood by most 
physicists. Certain problems remained with it that would only be solved 
until decades after the Einstein- Bergson debate. In contrast, Einstein’s 
efforts at popularizing the special theory of relativity had paid off gen-
erously. Most physicists by 1922 considered it to be sound, logical, and 
coherent. The public at large was thrilled by it.

After Bergson was sharply criticized for considering the two travelers 
in relativity theory as completely interchangeable, he explained himself 
more fully. He had, on various occasions, described specific “conditions” 
under which the two times would differ in comparison to each other: 
“Under these conditions, the time of Paul is one hundred times slower 
than that of Pierre,” he wrote.7 But the discrepancy between the twin’s 
times still did not necessarily imply that they should both be considered 
on equal terms. After receiving numerous criticisms from Einstein’s allies, 
Bergson focused intensely on the implications of having the twin’s clock 
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times differ. This was most clearly stated two years after his first encounter 
with Einstein in “Les Temps fictifs et les temps réel” (May 1924). There he 
insisted that even if the twins’ clocks differed, his major point still held: 
that philosophy had a right to study these differences. So what if one of 
the twins’ clocks showed a different time than the other’s, asked Bergson? 
This discrepancy did not necessarily mean that time itself became dilated 
and should be understood in the way that Einstein proposed.

Bergson argued in a manner consonant with how Einstein’s general 
theory of relativity was understood at that time: that acceleration was 
the essential difference that produced a difference in times. Acceleration 
created a dissymmetry. To Bergson, this in turn proved that the two 
times were not equal in every sense: “So, if one wants to deal with real 
Times then acceleration should not create a dissymmetry, and if one 
wants for the acceleration of one of these two systems to effectively cre-
ate a dissymmetry between them, then we are no longer dealing with 
real Times.”8 Acceleration was an inescapable mark of a difference in 
the clocks’ travel itineraries. Since a difference existed, one connected 
to a difference in time, then their times were not equal in every sense. 
After all, one would have the extraordinary experience of having done 
something different— being propelled to outer space and jolted back to 
return to Earth— while the other one comfortably remained at home. 
These differences were extraordinary, he argued, and physicist had no 
right to brush them aside and consider both observers as dealing with 
one single, precious, and contested entity, time.

If the dissymmetry due to acceleration was ignored, then Bergson 
was ready to concede to Einstein: “one could naturally say that [clocks 
traveling at different speeds] cannot run in synchronicity.” In these cases 
“in effect Time slows down when speed increases.” But for Bergson the 
introduction of acceleration proved that the times described by Einstein 
were not all equally real. “But what is this Time that slows down? What 
are these clocks that are not in synchronicity?”9 These clocks were not 
equal in every way because one of them had gone through something 
that the other one had not.

When observers or clocks disagreed because they traveled in different 
ways, how could one claim— with full certainty— that one was right 
and the other wrong? Could one disregard the fact that they disagreed 
because they traveled in different ways? Could one prevent them from 
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being judged in terms of their different histories? Could their different 
trajectories, memories, and experiences be neglected? Bergson would 
reply no. If considered from “the social point of view,” he insisted, these 
distinctions mattered profoundly.10 Einstein would answer yes.

Should scientists care about these differences? To understand the case 
of a returning clock only under the frame of the special theory, sci-
entists and philosophers would think up new scenarios for decades to 
come. The first way of thinking about it involved a case in which the 
two separating twins were connected to each other via electromagnetic 
waves. In this way the two twins exchanged time signals every step of 
the journey. The differing times of the twins could be compared side- by- 
side and step- by- step. Alternatively, they laced the journey of each clock 
with other coordinated clocks. Or they completely automated a whole 
set of clock comparisons. One of the most popular scenarios involved 
the introduction of a third clock— now called the three  clocks paradox. 
Two twins could compare their clock against a third, unaccelerated trav-
eling clock and ascertain a time difference. These new scenarios solved 
some problems but opened others. The plot only thickened and the de-
bate intensified.11

Bergson’s limited focus on the special, instead of on the general theory 
of relativity, could be easily seen as his main weakness. For this reason, 
the philosopher expanded his work to account for the problem of accel-
eration. Yet his clarifications on this topic were largely ignored. Because 
Bergson was largely considered to have been “mistaken,” readers forgot 
one of his central messages: that philosophy had the right to study the 
processes that lead us to infer certain conclusions from directly ascer-
tainable (yet limited) observations, in science and in general.

But one aspect of Bergson’s critique of relativity continued to reso-
nate for decades: that experimental results did not lead directly to Ein-
stein’s conclusions. Scientists listened to him. Influential physicists who 
worked on relativity theory agreed with him, including Paul Painlevé, 
Henri Poincaré, Hendrik Lorentz, and Albert A. Michelson. Accepting 
“the invariance of the electromagnetic equations” did not necessarily 
lead to Einstein’s interpretation.12 Admitting that no experiment could 
be designed to decide if one of the two times could have a special status, 
all of these scientists refused to accept that one of them could not be 
chosen over the other for a specific purpose, nor did it mean that nobody 
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would ever be able to find a way to single out one time as unique and 
special sometime in the future.

THE PREvIOUS WINTER

During the winter of 1921, neither Bergson nor Einstein had met, yet 
some scientists and philosophers in France were already setting the 
stage for the debate that was to take place in the spring. Langevin and 
Édouard Le Roy— one the defender of Einstein, the other of Bergson— 
sparred publicly once again, crafting arguments that would resurface in 
the spring. Objections to Einstein were launched at a “great gathering” 
at the Sorbonne. Bergson presided over one of the sessions. The most 
interesting session, however, was not his, but one about Einstein, who 
once again was defended by his friend and disciple Langevin.

That winter, philosophers and scientists alike were already “planning 
a rendezvous at the lectures which Einstein himself was soon to conduct 
in Paris.” Two clear camps, one for and the other against the scientist, 
were shaping up. “The meeting which attracted the greatest attention 
on the part of the public, and caused the most ‘excitement,’ ” was Lan-
gevin’s defense of Einstein. He argued against Paul Painlevé, one of the 
most renowned mathematicians in France, who used some of the same 
arguments that Bergson would later bring up in Duration of Simultane-
ity. Their disagreement “was for the auditors a fascinating spectacle” 
mainly because of the contrast between the two men involved: Pain-
levé’s “ardent, brilliant eloquence” against “the smiling and tranquil 
simplicity of M. Langevin.”13

The debate between Painlevé and Langevin enthralled the partici-
pants: “Perhaps the most animated of the general meetings held in the 
afternoon was that at which Relativity was the theme. Here two famous 
French mathematicians, Langevin and Painlevé, crossed swords, the 
former finding more of significance, the latter less, in the theory of Ein-
stein.”14 An attendee described how science was the topic of most interest 
during this meeting of philosophers:

Of particular interest, however, was the séance generale for the section 
of logic and philosophy of science presided over by Monsieur Painlevé 
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of the Institute .  .  . and debated with extraordinary power and vivacity 
by Professor Langevin and Monsieur Painlevé. Langevin arguing in de-
fense of the relativity theory and Painlevé arguing without compromise 
against it. A more brilliant occasion of this sort can hardly be imagined 
than this general session.15

Einstein followed these events in Paris from faraway Berlin. He was so 
concerned about them that at a dinner he attended before leaving for 
Paris he talked to Count Harry Kessler, a well- connected man- about- 
town and diplomat who had just come back from Paris. Kessler had 
spoken to Painlevé, and Einstein was interested in hearing all about it. 
He asked him “to repeat more than once and verbatim” any comments 
Painlevé had made to him.16 The physicist needed to be prepared.

PAINLEvÉ AGAINST LANGEvIN

Painlevé, in addition to being a renowned mathematician, had an illus-
trious political career as minister of war and prime minister of France. 
He remained an active politician for most of his life, trying unsuccess-
fully to stem the depreciation of the franc.17 He insisted that he admired 
Einstein as a colleague and person but did not agree with his interpreta-
tion of relativity theory. “Apropos of Einstein, Painlevé is credited with 
the saying that ‘one may admire the skill of a diver even though one 
attaches no great value to the pearls which he brings to the surface.’  ”18 
Einstein was similarly gracious and critical at the same time.

The meeting in Paris between Christmas of 1921 and the New 
Year was to be followed by the one next spring, when alliances and 
arguments would shift once again. When the director of the Société 
française de philosophie learned that Einstein had accepted Langevin’s 
invitation to lecture at the Collège de France, he saw a clear opportunity 
for continuing “the discussion about the most recent approaches to rela-
tivity theory . . . that were initiated during the extraordinary Christmas 
session,” in which “our colleague and friend Painlevé” played such an 
important role. While Painlevé had been extraordinarily successful that 
winter meeting, Einstein’s visit succeeded in reversing that outcome. 
“The attitude that one has here with regard to your theories is now 
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completely different from how it was before,” explained his friend Mau-
rice Solovine to Einstein, a few weeks later.19

The Christmas meeting at the Sorbonne, although at face value a 
professional meeting of philosophers, had clear political overtones. It 
was strategically planned to strengthen the links between France and its 
allies. “Invitations to a meeting, to be held in Paris in December, 1921, 
were extended not only to the English and American societies, but also 
to those of the other countries which were the allies of France in the 
war,” explained a commentator.20 Painlevé, who by then already mul-
titasked as mathematician, politician, and philosopher, was principally 
responsible for drawing links between the philosophical discussions 
that day and the political tasks at hand. During the closing speech, he 
used the occasion to defend the role of France during the Great War. 
“The response to these expressions of appreciation and friendship was 
made by M. Painlevé, member of the Institute [Institut de France], who 
is a gifted speaker.” Painlevé wanted peace. He “made an eloquent plea 
for moral effort in the task of peace now confronting the world as no 
less imperative than was the military effort of the war.”21

Bergson, who had defended the role of France during the Great War, 
supported these collaborative efforts. He presided over the afternoon 
session, using his fluent English to reach out to Anglo- American partic-
ipants: “As the audience was overwhelmingly French, Bergson gave for 
their benefit a résumé of the points made by each speaker. He did this 
with an ease and precision which showed his mastery of English, which 
he has spoken since his childhood.”22 Bergson was active throughout the 
day and night. He “attended some of the social gatherings and enter-
tained a number of the delegates at his home.”23 Einstein and Langevin, 
in contrast, were adamant critics of the political situation at the time 
and of the role of France and Germany during the war. Together they 
used Einstein’s trip to Paris as an opportunity to publicize their views.

Painlevé had recently published two important articles on the gen-
eral theory of relativity in the prestigious Comptes rendus. One of his fol-
lowers described his contributions as accepting all of the results of rela-
tivity theory but giving it a different interpretation: “Painlevé (1921) has 
given alternative forms of relativity theory which agree with Einstein’s 
in those portions which can be tested by observation, and yet disagree 
altogether.” His reinterpretation could have important consequences, 
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even to the point of reducing Einstein’s to a fad: “If Painlevé’s views 
can be sustained, the preference of mathematical physicists for Rie-
mannian geometry may be only a passing phase.”24 The mathematics 
developed by Bernhard Riemann were useful for studying the world 
in terms of four dimensions and were essential for Einstein’s general 
theory. But perhaps Painlevé might save physicists the effort of having 
to master them.

When Einstein finally arrived in Paris, Painlevé once again played 
an important role. He intervened before Einstein’s debacle with Berg-
son and then again during the debate itself. At that time, Painlevé was 
deeply immersed in politics: he headed a leftist Christian political party 
and social movement (the Ligue de la République) and was organizing 
an alliance between radical socialists (the Cartel des gauches) and the 
International Workers’ movement.25 For this special occasion, and to 
the “great joy of his friends,” they saw how “he abandoned politics for a 
few hours” to discuss relativity theory.26

ACCELERATION

In one of the meetings with Einstein at the Collège de France, Painlevé 
asked what would happen “if the train goes in reverse.” Bergson was in 
the audience listening attentively. Among many other attendees “whose 
names escape me,” recounted the astronomer Charles Nordmann, “and 
who were modestly lost in this assembly of the French intelligentsia,” 
the “profile without end of Monsieur Bergson stood out.”27

“What time will the clock on the train mark when it comes back 
to the departure station?” Painlevé asked. His question was tricky. Ein-
stein, backed by Langevin who was “whispering answers” behind him, 
replied that “it will be behind.”28 Painlevé, according to one witness, 
thought differently: “It should mark the same time.”29

Painlevé accepted the special theory of relativity in its entirety. He 
acknowledged its bulletproof logical coherence, but he was not so sure 
that one should accept all the premises of the general theory. “It is cer-
tain that one cannot find a logical contradiction in the special theory of 
relativity, but considerable difficulties arise when one passes from one 
inertial system to another,” he told Einstein.30
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Painlevé’s comments focused on these, as yet not completely solved, 
difficulties. Even Langevin agreed about the problems of acceleration 
and return, pointing out that he had noticed them first. But for Painlevé 
these difficulties also proved that the special theory had to be considered 
in a different way. They showed that a fixed observer and a returning 
one were not necessarily speaking about the same thing. It showed that 
there was no necessary “univocal correspondence” between the two. For 
him, this lack of correspondence created a “fundamental dissymmetry” 
between the two observers that rendered all talk of “reciprocity” invalid.

Langevin replied immediately to Painlevé’s comments, taking prior-
ity for himself. “I have to insist that this lack of symmetry,” he told the 
audience, “was brought out by me in 1911 at the Bologna congress of 
philosophy and in my course at the Collège de France.”31 But although 
Langevin and Painlevé agreed about the nature of the difficulties, they 
disagreed about their significance. When two observers compared their 
clocks, and when they saw these disagree, it was because they were 
comparing apples and oranges, insisted Painlevé. They were simply not 
comparing the same thing, time. Langevin agreed there was a “lack of 
symmetry” between them, yet still considered both as marking time.

The question of a returning clock would remain at the center of Berg-
son’s critique. Bergson thought that the reason why acceleration— and 
how it was responsible for creating the differences in times— was kept 
out of most presentations of relativity theory stemmed from a deeper 
problem. It was a kind of trick, designed to “dissimulate the difference 
between the real and the virtual” in Einstein’s work. Its reintegration 
into discussions of relativity— which would open up questions about 
the relation of the special to the general theory— was “superfluous for 
the physicist, yet capital for the philosopher.”32

In the decades that followed, Einstein’s general theory received ever 
more support. A group of scientists working from new American large- 
scale observatories became “Einstein’s jury,” ruling in favor of the phys-
icist.33 This generation of researchers, who understood time in terms of 
the general relativity equations, had no use for concepts developed in 
discussions aimed at clarifying the relation of the special to the general 
theory. Painlevé’s “univocal correspondence” and Bergson’s “lived ex-
perience” were, in contrast, designed to show how differences in travel 
conditions created differences in time. When clocks went their separate 
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ways, attempts to understand their differences in ways that were not 
directly tied to the set of concepts used by this new generation of re-
searchers were increasingly irrelevant.34 But Einstein’s victory did not 
come easily— some of the most prominent scientists to work on relativ-
ity continued to side with Bergson.
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Worth Mentioning?

UNIVERSITY COLLEGE, LONDON

On May 4, 1912, two months before his death, Henri Poincaré, a re-
nowned scientist and philosopher of science, went to London to deliver 
a lecture on the theory of relativity. It would be his last significant state-
ment on the topic. Poincaré did not even mention Einstein. He did, 
however, mention Bergson. “The time of scientists comes out of Berg-
sonian duration,” he explained.1

The relation between Einstein and Poincaré is one of the most in-
triguing episodes in the history of science, one shrouded in mystery and 
controversy.2 Poincaré was so involved with relativity theory that many 
have claimed that he deserved credit for it. Einstein read Poincaré’s work 
avidly before and after writing his famous 1905 paper, perhaps missing 
only a paper or two.3 By 1921 a close friend warned Einstein how a 
French colleague was “claiming everywhere that your [Einstein’s] dis-
coveries don’t even belong to you. Poincaré purportedly invented every-
thing; you just had to develop his ideas.”4 Poincaré’s earliest work on the 
topic preceded Einstein’s by many years, but it differed from Einstein’s 
in important ways. Why would such an expert on relativity theory ex-
plain Bergson’s views of time and space while he considered Einstein’s 
name not even worth mentioning— even in a lecture on those topics? 
Why do certain scientists come so close to major breakthroughs but fail 
to push them through?
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Poincaré’s books and numerous articles in renowned journals were 
read widely. He came from an elite family accustomed to occupying 
top- level appointments in prestigious institutions. His cousin Raymond 
Poincaré was prime minister of France on five separate occasions and 
president of France from 1913 to 1920. Poincaré moved easily from pub-
lic service roles (mainly as a consultant for the mining, transportation, 
and telecommunications industries) to fundamental research, contrib-
uting across applied and theoretical sciences in engineering, mathemat-
ics, physics, astronomy, and even philosophy.

Although Poincaré was one of the most prominent scientists to work 
on relativity theory, he did not accept Einstein’s conclusions. He gladly 
accepted all of the theory’s experimental achievements but made the 
decision to stick to “ordinary mechanics” instead. In London, Poincaré 
asked: “What will be our position with regard to these new concep-
tions?” The physicists who decided to adopt them were not “constrained 
to do so,” he answered. Those who did surely acted because for them it 
was “more comfortable, that is all.” The position of those who rejected 
them was equally “legitimate.” Poincaré believed that in the long run 
most scientists would opt against Einstein’s system.5 He was wrong, but 
he would not live to see it. A few months after his trip to England, the 
great mathematician died from complications related to prostate surgery.

Bergson deeply admired Poincaré, to whom he referred as “the great 
mathematician and philosopher.”6 Ten years after his death, the presence 
of this man was still felt the evening that Einstein met Bergson. After 
introducing Einstein, the organizer of the meeting reminded the audi-
ence that “the Société française de philosophie had among its founding 
members another scientific genius: he was named Henri Poincaré.”7 In 
the discussion that ensued, references to Poincaré resurfaced again and 
again. France, after all, had a strong tradition of collaboration between 
scientists and philosophers. The Société française de philosophie even 
used the word “philosophical sciences” to describe its goal of bringing 
about “agreement and regular meetings between scientists and philos-
ophers.”8 Bergson backed this mission: “The close interaction between 
philosophy and science is a fact so constant in France that it could suf-
fice to characterize and define French philosophy.”9

Poincaré’s main difference with Einstein (and this is why Einstein 
received and deserved credit for revolutionizing physics) was that he did 
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not believe that these relativistic effects were that revolutionary. He did 
not think that the concepts of time and space should be overhauled. He 
worked closely with Hendrik Lorentz, who had developed the relativity 
equations that Einstein would later use and who called the changed 
magnitudes predicted by the theory local time and apparent length. Yet 
for Einstein there was nothing unique, let alone “local” or “apparent,” 
about them. Einstein’s genius centered on his reinterpretation of the 
notion of time, a contribution that was essential and novel to his work.

Historians have consistently considered that Poincaré, like Bergson, 
failed to fully understand relativity theory.10 But the story of his relation-
ship to Einstein and to the theory of relativity is much more complex. 
The problem was not that he did not understand it; the problem was 
that he did not want to accept it. In this respect, he would soon be left 
in the minority and labeled as retrograde.

Years before Einstein, Poincaré had made a particularly radical point, 
reminiscent— although different— of the claims that Einstein would 
later make: “Of two watches, we have no right to say that the one goes 
true, the other wrong; we can only say that it is advantageous to con-
form to the indications of the first.”11 In 1900 he gave a clear physical 
interpretation of the Lorentz transformation equations in terms of the 
slowing down of clocks and shortening of measuring rods.12 He also 
considered the idea of redefining standards of length in terms of the 
time taken by light to travel a certain distance. In Poincaré’s widely read 
book The Value of Science (originally 1905), he clearly described a “new 
mechanics” where “no velocity could surpass that of light” and where 
“inertia increasing with velocity, the velocity of light would become an 
impassable limit.”13 These sentences described concepts that were very 
close to those in Einstein’s work, which appeared that same year. In 
all of these texts, he developed “strikingly similar” ideas to Einstein— 
sometimes years before.14 But for Poincaré, they had an entirely different 
significance: this “new mechanics” would never be the be- all and end- all 
of physics.

Independently of Einstein, Poincaré explained that if one changed 
how physicists traditionally conceived of time, a cataclysm would follow, 
comparable to that which “befell the system of Ptolemy by the interven-
tion of Copernicus.”15 These lines show just how clearly he foresaw the 
potentially revolutionary lessons that could be drawn from Lorentz’s 
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relativity equations. Yet, in contrast to Einstein, he did not want to es-
pouse such a radical theory. At the same time that Einstein was pushing 
for a revolution, Poincaré was fighting against one.

POINCARÉ AND EINSTEIN

After the organizer of the debate mentioned the mathematician who 
had been dead for almost a decade, another commentator introduced 
Poincaré’s views into the discussion once again. When weighing in 
on the benefit of relativistic versus nonrelativistic approaches, he con-
cluded: “The question concerns which of the two languages is most 
comfortable.”16

Poincaré’s philosophy is generally summarized as conventionalism 
(or commodisme, in French). It was driven by the idea that scientists 
could choose among various ways of describing the same phenomena 
and that their choice was more conventional than necessary. A conven-
tionalist perspective, rather than aiming to describe how things really 
were (as a realist would), maintained instead that scientific descriptions 
arose from the particular needs of different professions and the individ-
uals who espoused them.

Einstein disagreed with those who described his theory as one possi-
ble “language” out of many others. Throughout the meeting, he force-
fully fought against the view, frequently associated with Poincaré but 
also present in Bergson’s work, that his theory was only one of other 
viable options. “One could always choose the representation one wants 
if one believes that it is more comfortable than another for the work to 
be done,” he admitted. Yet he concluded firmly: “but that does not have 
an objective meaning.” Einstein criticized the philosophical view that 
allowed for the same phenomena to be described in various ways and 
which claimed that choice between two alternative theories should be 
left up to the individuals involved. “But there are objective events that are 
independent of individuals,” he protested that evening.17 In other conver-
sations, he aligned himself with the position associated with the physicist 
and philosopher Ernst Mach, who had argued that if two competing 
theories were available, the most “economical” one should be adopted.

Einstein and Poincaré met each other only once in 1911, at the Sol-
vay Conference, a prestigious event for scientists in Brussels. There they 
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argued about the behavior of molecules in gases at low temperature.18 
Afterward, Einstein described the old man as “simply negative in gen-
eral, and, all his acumen notwithstanding, he showed little grasp of the 
situation.”19 Even though they were working on similar research topics, 
and even though Einstein followed Poincaré’s work closely, the younger 
scientist mostly ignored the elder: “Einstein continued to pass over the 
older scientist in utter and unbroken silence,” citing him only once.20 
The silence was reciprocated (“From Paris, Poincaré echoed back Ein-
stein’s silence”) and it stretched “for seven more years.”21

Poincaré knew Einstein’s work well enough to recommend the physi-
cist for a job at the Swiss Federal Institute that same year, clearly showing 
a certain noblesse oblige toward his junior colleague. The recommen-
dation, however, was hardly a full- fledged endorsement. More than half 
a decade had passed since the publication of Einstein’s seminal papers, 
but Poincaré’s letter included the caveat that Einstein, at present, did not 
have much original work to claim as his own, although it speculated 
that future accomplishments would surely come.22

By then, Poincaré had accepted some of the most revolutionary im-
plications of relativity, which he nonetheless attributed to Lorentz— not 
to Einstein. Poincaré wrote a report on Lorentz’s work in 1910, repeat-
ing some of the same claims he had made earlier when he nominated 
Lorentz for the Nobel Prize. Poincaré explained how in the case of trav-
eling clocks, Lorentz had shown that it was impossible to claim one 
as correct and the other one as delayed. He explained how it was “im-
possible to detect anything other than relative velocities of bodies with 
regard to one another, and we should also renounce the knowledge of 
their relative velocities with regard to the ether as much as their absolute 
velocities.” He concluded clearly: “This principle must be regarded as 
rigorous and not only as approximate.”23 That year (1910) in a lecture 
in Gottingen, he framed the choice between Einstein’s and Lorentz’s 
interpretations of the theory as mainly a matter of taste.

GEOMETRy AND ExPERIENCE

After his sojourn in Paris, Einstein embarked on a months- long trip 
around the world that included a stop in Japan. In Kyoto, the physicist 
continued his polemic against the ghost of Poincaré. He told audiences 
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that “the foundations of geometry have a physical significance.”24 Ein-
stein’s assertion was extremely radical. It went against the usual view, 
espoused by Poincaré, that considered mathematics as a tool for un-
derstanding the physical world and that did not consider mathematical 
equations as representing the universe itself. At stake in his lecture stood 
one of the pithiest questions pertaining to the nature of mathematical 
knowledge and the shape of the universe.

Einstein attacked Poincaré most forcefully years after the Frenchman 
had died. Geometry and Experience (1921), one of Einstein’s most cele-
brated texts, was a clear rebuttal of Poincaré’s insistence that scientists 
would never be able to prove that the universe had a specific geometry. 
In that essay, Einstein explicitly rejected the conventionalist philosophy 
of the “acute and profound thinker” Poincaré, searching for reasons 
other than bare convenience to justify why scientists should adopt a 
particular scientific explanation over an alternative one.25

What is the shape of the universe? Does space have a certain shape? The 
specific topic of Einstein’s attack against Poincaré was Riemannian geom-
etry, which Einstein used in developing his general theory of relativity, 
but also at stake was the status of Euclidean geometry over non- Euclidean 
geometry, pertinent because Einstein’s theory of relativity was closely as-
sociated with the latter. Do we live in a non- Euclidean universe?

Non- Euclidean geometries were strange: the shortest path between 
two points could be curved, parallel lines could intersect, and the an-
gles of triangles do not always add up to the same number. Traditional 
Euclidian geometry typically assumed that only one line could pass 
through two points, that a straight line was the shortest distance be-
tween two points, and that through one point only one parallel line 
could be drawn to a given straight line. Non- Euclidian geometries de-
nied these basic postulates. Euclidean geometry was three dimensional 
and was often described as based on simple principles. But in relativity 
theory, time was a fourth dimension on the same footing as the three 
traditional spatial ones. The basic postulates of Euclid, argued Einstein, 
were no longer adequate.

Was mathematics a tool used by scientists, or did it reveal the basic 
structure of the universe? Einstein tried to show that the question of which 
geometrical conception was true was “properly speaking a physical ques-
tion that must be answered by experience, and not a question of a mere 
convention to be selected on practical grounds.”26 His argument could 
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not be farther from Poincaré’s view about the relation of mathematics 
to physics. According to Poincaré, mathematics was not an experimen-
tal science. “Geometrical axioms,” Poincaré insisted, “are conventions” 
or “definitions in disguise.”27 Poincaré was an expert in the mathematics of 
both Euclidean and non- Euclidean geometries and saw the merits and 
disadvantages in each. But according to Einstein, something other than 
sheer practicality should be used to weigh in on the general question of 
which particular geometric construction of the universe was correct.

For Poincaré, the question of which geometrical system should be 
used was completely the same as which measurement standard should 
be used. Asking about the validity of Euclidean geometry over non- 
Euclidean ones was simply the same as asking if one use the yard or the 
meter: “What, then, are we to think of the question: Is Euclidean geom-
etry true? It has no meaning. We might as well ask if the metric system 
is true, and if the old weights and measures are false.”28

Poincaré’s philosophical outlook can be understood in the context 
of the time- standardization efforts in which he participated. He saw 
France, Germany, and Britain engaged in a bitter debate about which 
country’s time and timekeeping methods would prevail and proposed 
a solution based on determining what was most convenient for the par-
ties involved. Time coordination (of traveling clocks or stationary ones) 
was, for Poincaré, mainly about finding a conventional agreement that 
would be useful for each case. In contrast to Poincaré, Einstein did not 
have firsthand experience of the long, painful negotiations undertaken 
by many nations in their effort to reach an agreement on standards of 
time.29 For him, procedures for time coordination should not be under-
stood as matters of convention.

While the topic of standards of measurement could seem far from 
debates about relativity theory, they intersected in key ways. Discussions 
about measurement standards stood at the center of debates about the 
validity of Einstein’s theory of relativity.

EINSTEIN’S ENEMIES

Einstein had powerful enemies. Attacks against him due to his Jewish 
background were most prominent in Germany, but in France his back-
ground was also relevant. A distinguished historian at the Sorbonne 
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compared the controversies surrounding Einstein to the infamous Drey-
fus affair, a scandal that divided the French nation when an innocent 
Jewish captain was unfairly accused of treason and sentenced to life 
imprisonment in a penal colony in a case that took over a decade to 
unravel. The Einstein controversy, he argued, divided France across the 
very same lines: “The Dreyfus adherents claim that he [Einstein] is a 
genius, whereas the Dreyfus opponents say he is an ass. . . . The same 
groups line up and face each other at the slightest provocation.”30 Earlier 
in the century, Poincaré had sided with Jewish causes as a vocal de-
fender of Captain Dreyfus and played an important role in securing the 
exoneration of the wrongly accused man. But Poincaré’s criticisms and 
those of many others who sided with Bergson differed from those who 
attacked Einstein for being Jewish.

In Germany, Einstein’s work was viciously denounced on August 24, 
1920, in a series of anti- relativity lectures delivered at the Berlin Philhar-
monic Hall.31 After that day, Einstein claimed that anyone who opposed 
his theory did it for political reasons.32 By 1921 he did not consider the 
possibility of any legitimate scientific or philosophical critique: “ ‘No 
men of science,’ he replied, emphasizing the last word, ‘were against my 
theory.’ ” When asked about the opposition to it he insisted: “that was 
purely political.” Asked to elaborate more about the specific “political 
reasons,” he referred to anti- Semitism: “Because I am a Jew.”33

But despite Einstein’s claim linking all criticisms to anti- Semitism, 
not all attacks were motivated by anti- Semitism or by political differ-
ences. Many prominent participants at the Collège de France and the 
Société française de philosophie (such as Brunschvicg, Langevin, Paul 
Lévy, Charles Nordmann, and Bergson himself), as well as the orga-
nizer, Xavier Léon, were Jewish. Bergson’s critique and those of many 
of Bergson’s followers differed from anti- Semitic attacks in important 
ways: Bergson never categorized Einstein’s science as Jewish, and he 
never contested it for that reason. Their criticisms focused on specific 
claims present in Einstein’s work.

BERGSON AND POINCARÉ

Poincaré’s philosophy represented, in the eyes of many of his followers, 
a salutary entente cordiale between scientists and philosophers of his 
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generation. Other thinkers were more radical, such as Édouard Le Roy 
and Pierre Duhem, who wanted to go even farther than he in stressing 
the constructed nature of many scientific claims. While they at times per-
ceived him as more conservative than they, for many others he was too 
radical. Bertrand Russell even labeled him a nominalist, and in France, 
Louis Couturat hailed this assessment. The label of nominalist charged 
Poincaré with the claim that scientific truth was so particular and so de-
pendent on individual cases and practical situations that absolutely no 
general, let alone universal, lessons could be drawn from it.34 Poincaré 
resisted this characterization of his own work and distanced himself 
from any form of nominalism.

In The Value of Science (1905), Poincaré described Bergson’s influence 
negatively, as dangerously anti- intellectual.35 But later, Poincaré and Berg-
son came to be, in fact, quite close. Poincaré’s younger sister Aline mar-
ried the philosopher Émile Boutroux, who was one of Bergson’s teachers.36 
Boutroux, in his De la contingence des lois de la nature (1874), had stressed 
the role of contingency over determinism in the laws of nature, contrast-
ing his philosophy to a Cartesian theory of eternal truths. Bergson shared 
with Poincaré and Boutroux the same aversion to Descartes and eternal 
truths, even associating Einstein with that philosophical position.

Poincaré’s famous Science and Hypothesis (originally 1902) opened 
with a clear attack against Le Roy, one of Bergson’s closest allies. He as-
sociated Le Roy’s philosophical position with nominalism and targeted 
an article by the young author entitled “Science et philosophie,” which 
had claimed to “follow” Bergson “pas à pas.”37 In The Value of Science, 
published a few years later, Poincaré wrote that the worst aspects of Le 
Roy’s philosophy were due to Bergson’s influence on him. “Le Roy’s 
doctrine,” he explained, “has another characteristic that it doubtless 
owes to M. Bergson, it is anti- intellectualistic.”38 But, with time, his 
initial animosity against Le Roy and Bergson attenuated. Poincaré be-
came a supporter of Le Roy.

By 1910 Bergson found that Poincaré and Le Roy had “arrived at anal-
ogous conclusions” in their respective philosophies.39 Bergson sketched 
a rough map of the main contemporary philosophical schools in France 
in which he clarified his relationship to Poincaré’s philosophy. He con-
sidered him part of a French tradition in which “mathematicians wrote 
the philosophy of their science, and even of science in general.” “Today,” 
he explained, that school is represented by “our great mathematician 
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Poincaré,” whose philosophy, in a nutshell, showed the “symbolic and 
provisional character” of scientific knowledge.40

Bergson believed his philosophy and the one presented by Poincaré 
were no doubt “distinct,” but he also believed that “they could rejoin” 
since “they also had points in common.” What drew them together was 
that both “felt a strong repugnance toward a philosophy that wants to 
explain all reality mechanically.”41 In this camp Bergson included prom-
inent psychologists (he cited Théodule Ribot, Pierre Janet, Alfred Binet, 
and Georges Dumas) and sociologists (he mentioned Emile Durkheim 
and Lucien Lévy- Bruhl). Bergson criticized how these thinkers adopted 
philosophical stances without knowing enough of that discipline. Poin-
caré, who excelled in both areas, was an exception. Bergson also sup-
ported Durkheim’s enemy Gabriel Tarde, who extolled Bergson in his 
Les Lois de l’imitation (1890). As to the others, they held implicit and 
deeply flawed mechanistic, reductionist, and materialistic stances in 
which science was uncritically and unjustifiably above it all.

Not only did Bergson think highly of Poincaré, both as a scientist 
and as a philosopher, he believed that they had enemies in common. 
The enemy of his enemies was his friend. What was at stake in stress-
ing the similarities between Bergson’s and Poincaré’s philosophy against 
others? The attacks launched by the other camp were simply too vicious 
and unfair, explained Bergson. They characterized his philosophy as “a 
return to the mentality of primitives.”42 What could be more insulting? 
By 1915 Bergson was even clearer about the points in common between 
his philosophy and Poincaré’s:

The great mathematician Henri Poincaré has arrived at conclusions of 
the same type as ours. He has shown what is due to man and what is due 
to the needs and preferences of our science by analyzing the conditions 
that bind the construction of scientific concepts in the web of laws that 
our intellect extends on the universe, by following a different route— 
much more direct.43

Both Bergson and Poincaré shared another similar mission. They in-
sisted that relativity theory as conceived by Einstein could be adopted 
but that it did not have to be adopted. In a letter to Lord Haldane writ-
ten soon after his debate with Einstein, Bergson explained his position 
using the language made famous by Poincaré, that of conventionalism: 
“I see, for my part, in the space time of Minkowski and of Einstein a very 
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convenient [commode] form of representation, but that it is perhaps not 
essentially tied to the Theory of Relativity.” What he protested in Dura-
tion and Simultaneity was Einstein’s attempts “to elevate a mathematical 
representation into transcendental reality” and to refuse to see that his 
redefinition of time was “nothing but a convention, a convention none-
theless necessary for preserving the integrity of physical laws.”44

Readers noticed that both Bergson and Poincaré also held similar po-
sitions with regard to their views on measuring time. Measuring time, 
in their view, destroyed parts of it. “At the same time as Bergson, Poin-
caré thus reopened the ancient refutation about the possibility of mea-
suring time,” explained a professor of philosophy. He remarked how 
Poincaré, in a manner quite similar to Bergson, insisted that scientists 
“did not” measure time, “but cut it up into pieces that they declare to be 
identical so that their equations be as simple as possible.”45

In 1916, four years after Poincaré died, the mathematician and Berg-
son were considered to be close comrades in the general fight against 
materialism and mechanistic philosophies. In the Parisian lectures en-
titled “Faith and Life,” which had clear religious overtones, the philoso-
pher Paul Desjardins grouped both men together.46

POINCARÉ’S WORK

Poincaré was intimately acquainted with the problems of measuring 
time and determining simultaneity. In 1898 he published an important 
essay entitled “The Measure of Time” in the Revue de métaphysique et de 
morale. Why would an article on time measurement be fit to appear in a 
magazine devoted to metaphysics and morals?

The article was then reprinted as the second chapter in his famous 
book The Value of Science. In that essay, Poincaré remarked that there 
was no single procedure for time coordination that could be considered 
an absolute method for determining time. From 1898 onward Poin-
caré often wrote about how to deal with different times shown by two 
separated clocks.47 The most convenient procedure should be adopted 
for each specific situation. It was not— as for Einstein— a problem that 
should be solved by revolutionizing the existing laws of physics.

Another important point in Poincaré’s essay was that “we do not have 
a direct intuition of simultaneity, and also do not have it of the equality 
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of two time intervals.”48 By criticizing our intuition of time, was he at-
tacking Bergson? Bergson, after all, was known to many as a defender 
of intuition. He once described his philosophy as one that “appealed to 
sentiment, to intuition, and to interior life.”49 In denying that simultane-
ity could be directly intuited, would not Poincaré be taking a position 
against Bergson?50 Yes and no.

Within “the realm of consciousness,” Poincaré admitted that “the 
notion of time was relatively clear,” but it was not clear enough to base 
scientific measurements on it.51 His view was similar to Bergson’s, who 
used the concept of intuition in a way that differed from how many 
psychologists used the term when they used it to refer to an estimate, 
guess, or hunch. Poincaré’s point was not that intuitions about time did 
not matter for science, but rather that they were not consistent enough 
to become sturdy references for measuring time precisely and quantita-
tively. His claim against “direct intuition” was aimed at the psychologi-
cal concept— not the philosophical one.

When Bergson stressed the importance of intuition, he did not claim 
that it could be used to quantify time. The intuition of time that he 
wanted to stress was precisely the aspects of our temporal sense that 
were the least repetitive, cadenced, and homogenous. It was the intu-
ition of the “moving character of reality” that he stressed— not an in-
tuition of simultaneity or clear succession of events.52 Our intuition of 
duration, according to Bergson, was of its ever- changing character. One 
commentator explained it clearly: “This duration, which we perceive 
immediately, is made manifest in us and around us by an incessant reju-
venation: there are not two instants like each other.”53

“AN AMAZINGLy SIMPLE SUMMARy”

Bergson’s objections to Einstein’s theory were disquieting for physi-
cists. In light of his critique, many started to wonder that perhaps Ein-
stein’s theory should not have the importance that it did, that perhaps 
the physicist was offering only one way of interpreting reality, and that 
perhaps this interpretation was only one out of many other possibilities. 
Perhaps it was not even revolutionary but, rather, conservative. Einstein 
fought against these interpretations harder than ever after his meeting 
with Bergson.
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Much has been written about Einstein’s philosophical outlook. Schol-
ars debate just how much of a realist Einstein was.54 Evidence varies, 
because Einstein often offered contradictory views on this matter. His 
debate with Bergson, however, reveals that for a delimited period of time 
(starting with the attacks against him at the Berlin Philharmonic Hall 
and followed by Bergson’s confrontation), he adopted a view where only 
his interpretation of relativity theory was deemed “objective.”

Einstein’s bold defense of his theory during these years as the only sci-
entifically viable option stood in sharp contrast to both earlier and later 
interpretations of his own work and that of his colleagues. Einstein re-
peatedly extolled the dual virtues of simplicity and generality when evalu-
ating scientific theories. He first argued that his theory should be adopted 
because it was simple and comprehensive, not because it was absolutely 
and definitively the only right one. He described it “as an amazingly sim-
ple summary and generalization of hypotheses which previously have 
been independent of one another.”55 His seminal paper on general relativ-
ity (1916) had only modestly claimed that his theory was “psychologically 
the natural one.”56 The fact that he included the caveat of a psychologi-
cal benefit was important, marking an important difference with later 
claims that it was necessarily the natural one. In that paper as well, when 
he referred to time, it was with the additional clarification that he was 
referring to a certain “definition” of time, and even put the term “really” 
in quotation marks when writing about altered clock times. One clock 
“ ‘really’ goes more slowly than the [other] clock,” he wrote.57 In 1918 he 
again implied that a choice for or against his theory was legitimate: “Only 
utilitarian reasons can decide which representation has to be chosen,” he 
explained.58 A year later, after the eclipse expeditions had confirmed his 
theory, he offered one of his strongest statements describing how scien-
tific theories rarely imposed themselves. Scientists usually had choices:

When two theories are available and both are compatible with the given 
arsenal of facts, then there are no other criteria to prefer one over the 
other besides the intuitive eye of the researcher. In this manner one can 
understand why sagacious scientists, cognizant of both— theories and 
facts— can still be passionate adherents of opposing theories.59

But after the attacks on him in Berlin and in Paris, Einstein did not de-
scribe the availability of other theories as alternative options.
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Bergson and most of his supporters did not deny the results of the 
theory of relativity. Most merely disputed the assertion that they led 
necessarily to Einstein’s conclusions. Poincaré and others had often ar-
gued that scientists usually had a choice of which theories were better 
suited for particular cases. They sometimes argued that theories rarely 
corresponded exactly with reality, but they nonetheless considered 
them adequate and useful representations of it. Initially, it seemed that 
Einstein would have agreed with these characterizations, but he later 
took a stance against them. For a moment, he forcefully fought against 
the common view, made prevalent by Bergson’s critique, that “whether 
‘simultaneity’ can be given an absolute meaning” is a matter “which the 
physicists have been unable to decide.”60
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Bergson Writes to Lorentz

HAARLEM, HOLLAND

In 1928 Einstein traveled to Holland to deliver a moving funeral speech. 
His colleague and friend Hendrik A. Lorentz had just died, at the age 
of seventy- four. On a Friday, exactly at noontime, the state telegraph 
and telephone services of the country were suspended for three minutes 
as a “tribute to the greatest man Holland has produced in our time.”1 
Despite being a close friend, an illustrious scientist, and the author of 
the relativity equations Einstein used, the Dutchman never accepted his 
conclusions. Why not?

Lorentz received the coveted Nobel Prize for physics in 1902. In 1895 
he proposed that lengths could contract under motion. A few years 
later, he proposed that clocks could slow down under these same cir-
cumstances. The reasons why scholars are fascinated with Einstein’s re-
lationship to Lorentz are similar to those fueling interest in his relation-
ship with Henri Poincaré. Why did these two scientists fail to espouse 
the theory that would revolutionize physics? Einstein had a close and 
affectionate relationship to Lorentz, who was somewhat of a father fig-
ure for the younger physicist.2 Their work on relativity was initially so 
similar, and it was so difficult to tease apart the contributions of each 
man, that it was often called the Einstein- Lorentz theory. But their re-
lationship was not always smooth, particularly when it came to certain 
interpretations of relativity.

Abraham Pais, a colleague turned Einstein biographer, described him 
as not being able to “let go” of the old theories, much like Poincaré.3 
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Could Bergson have played a role in Lorentz’s view of Einstein? A few 
years after the Paris meeting, Bergson started badmouthing Einstein to 
Lorentz— behind Einstein’s back. In a letter to Lorentz, he explained 
why his philosophy was being received with such animosity on the part 
of physicists. He speculated that Einstein, along with numerous other 
physicists, simply did not understand him. To Lorentz, he offered a very 
negative view of the physicist:

In general, relativity physicists have misunderstood me. They, by the way, 
frequently do not know my views except through hearsay, by inexact 
and even completely false accounts. This is perhaps the case of Einstein 
himself, if what they say about him is true.4

Bergson’s argumentation differed from Lorentz’s in various ways, but 
he wholly accepted and used Lorentz’s equations. Like Lorentz, he de-
fended a view for which Einstein’s interpretation of relativity was not 
the only viable interpretation.

Bergson would also meet with Albert A. Michelson, the very author 
of the experiment that became central to relativity, and studied his work 
carefully. Historians have often puzzled why Lorentz, Poincaré, and 
Michelson— the three men whose research was closest to Einstein’s— 
failed to embrace the theory of relativity wholeheartedly. The role of 
Bergson as an individual, colleague, mentor, friend, and confidant— in 
addition to the general role and impact of his philosophy— was key. 
How did Poincaré’s, Lorentz’s, and Michelson’s views fit with Bergson’s? 
These three men agreed that relativity theory as conceived by Einstein 
could be accepted yet did not have to be. Accepting it or not was a choice 
that, in the end, should be left up to individual scientists themselves.

Evidence suggests that Lorentz and Bergson saw eye to eye with re-
spect to many pertinent issues of their time. Bergson considered his 
arguments in Duration and Simultaneity to be compatible with Lorentz’s 
(although they were hardly identical). While Lorentz hoped that they 
would lead back to a traditional belief in a universal and absolute no-
tion of time, Bergson held no such expectations. Bergson’s support of 
Lorentz did not go this far. It did not amount to a defense of the contro-
versial contraction hypothesis, a belief in the ether, or in the hope that 
the fixed- star hypothesis could be used a stable reference point for the 
laws of physics.
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Discussions about the physics of time were particularly tense because 
of the involvement of all three men in the International Committee on 
Intellectual Cooperation (CIC), one of the most prestigious branches 
of the League of Nations. Lorentz was called to replace Einstein after 
the physicist angrily resigned from the committee. Later Bergson, who 
was president of the CIC, supported the Dutch scientist to such an ex-
tent that he nominated him as his successor. Lorentz succeeded him as 
president in 1925. Only a year earlier, Bergson had sent a letter inviting 
Lorentz to dinner and included the following promise: “We will be ab-
solutely alone.” That same letter thanked Lorentz for having sent Berg-
son a note on “the two clocks”: “My first impression,” wrote Bergson, 
“is that your argument is irreproachable.” He then added a concluding 
clause explaining how both of their arguments were compatible, “and 
for that reason mine remains correct.”5

LORENTZ AND EINSTEIN

Lorentz was a resolute admirer and supporter of Einstein personally and 
professionally who, for the most part, sympathized with Einstein’s po-
litical outlook except with respect to the League of Nations. In contrast 
to Einstein’s nearly nonexistent relationship with Poincaré, Lorentz and 
Einstein had an intimate and personal relationship that stretched across 
many years. The two men corresponded amply about both science and 
politics and were mostly friendly, although clear tensions surfaced on 
occasion. When Lorentz died, Einstein stood up to the occasion, speak-
ing ceremoniously and generously at his funeral. “I revere you beyond 
measure,” Einstein once wrote to Lorentz. Throughout his life, Einstein 
would continue to praise his colleague and his close relatives.6 The ad-
miration was mutual. Lorentz used all his influence to try to bring Ein-
stein to work in Utrecht, although Einstein declined. After the Great 
War broke out, Einstein and Lorentz became even closer, sharing many 
political aims. Lorentz led various antiwar initiatives from Holland, and 
when the war started, Einstein immediately reached out to him to con-
vey his international stance and opposition to the war.7

But behind these public forums lay an, at times, tense relationship. 
Lorentz’s closeness to Bergson complicated their relationship. So did his 
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affinity with Poincaré. Lorentz and Poincaré seemed so close to each 
other that a French scientist chose to describe Lorentz simply as “the 
Dutch Poincaré.”8 When in one of his last speeches, Poincaré talked 
about the theory of relativity, he attributed some of its most important 
characteristics to Lorentz.9

Both Poincaré and Lorentz continued to strongly support each other. 
In 1902 Poincaré nominated Lorentz for the Nobel Prize, which he in-
deed was awarded. In his nomination, Poincaré credited Lorentz for 
introducing the concept of time dilation. Poincaré’s letter to the Nobel 
Prize committee supporting Lorentz described his “ingenious invention 
of ‘reduced time,’ ” in which “everything happens as if the clock in one 
place slows down in comparison to the other.” Lorentz, according to 
Poincaré, had also noted that there “is no conceivable experiment that 
can lead us to discover” a difference between a traveling and a stationary 
clock, with the additional result that no experiment could help decide 
on one its time over the other. He also credited Lorentz with changing 
our concept of simultaneity. Lorentz’s “surprising” discovery explained 
why “two phenomena occurring in two different places can appear si-
multaneous even though they are not.”10 Lorentz himself later famously 
claimed that “Einstein simply postulates what we have deduced, with 
some difficulty and not altogether satisfactorily.”11

Their assessment of Einstein’s work was hardly anomalous. After the 
latter was published in 1905, it received almost no attention. One of the 
few notes that mentioned it drily included the caveat that it “leads to re-
sults which are formally identical with those of Lorentz’s theory.”12 Ein-
stein at first dutifully attached Lorentz’s name to the theory, referring 
to it as “the theory of Lorentz and Einstein.”13 He only separated him-
self from Lorentz’s position in 1907, referring separately to “the H. A. 
Lorentz theory and the principle of relativity.”14 That same publication 
described his differences with Lorentz in more detail. Einstein claimed 
that he took Lorentz’s “local time” to be time in general: “Surprisingly, 
however, it turned out that a sufficiently sharpened conception of time 
was all that was needed to overcome the difficulty discussed.”15 Lorentz 
had referred to one of the changed magnitudes as local time (and in the 
similar length equations he called it apparent length), but Einstein even-
tually came to believe that there was nothing unique, let alone “local” 
or “apparent” about it.
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Einstein’s new “sufficiently sharpened conception of time” received 
additional backing from Hermann Minkowski in a famous September 
1908 lecture.16 Minkowski had been Einstein’s mathematics professor 
at the polytechnic in Zurich where Einstein completed his doctorate. 
He would later become one of Einstein’s most influential supporters, 
playing a key role articulating the differences between Lorentz’s and 
Einstein’s work in terms of Einstein’s reinterpretation of local time.17 In 
the famous speech trumpeting his student’s accomplishments, Minkow-
ski did not even mention Poincaré’s.18 Minkowski was also essential in 
combating one of the main accusations against the theory. He argued 
that relativity was not an artificial hypothesis but one that necessarily 
followed from this new conception of time.19

Poincaré and Lorentz never attributed the same meaning and impor-
tance to these conclusions that Einstein or Minkowski did. Why? And 
what was the role of Bergson in these discussions?

ARTIFICIAL OR NECESSARy?

From 1907 to 1911 Einstein tried hard to differentiate his work from 
Lorentz’s. The distinction between the two approaches became so clear 
that eventually the senior scientist agreed to give the junior physicist 
full credit for a particular way of interpreting relativity. Although in his 
famous 1905 article Einstein clearly referred to “time,” his claim was ini-
tially more modest than it would later be. Then, it was closely associated 
with clock time and did not even include all clocks. He was careful to 
say that his theory applied to balance- wheel clocks as well as to light- 
signal- coordinated clocks. A footnote added later when the article was 
published in a collection dedicated to the theory (probably by the editor 
of the collection, Arnold Sommerfeld), explicitly warned that it would 
“not” apply to “a pendulum clock, which is physically a system to which 
the Earth belongs. This case had to be excluded.”20 How did a paper 
about clocks, and only certain kinds of clocks, become a paper about 
time in general?

Einstein’s initial caution about referring to time started fading in 1911. 
In a lecture given in January, Einstein claimed that the effects of time 
dilation that he had considered for moving clocks would affect “a living 
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organism in a box.”21 When that same year Paul Langevin developed the 
famous twin paradox, he referred to clocks but also to biological aging.

Poincaré, and Lorentz himself in self- criticism, had found Lorentz’s 
explanation to be ad hoc— a pejorative label for a scientific theory. 
During the 1900 International Congress of Physics, Poincaré com-
mented on the artificial character of Lorentz’s theory.22 A few years later 
Lorentz recounted how “Poincaré has objected to the existing theory 
of electric and optical phenomena in moving bodies that, in order to 
explain Michelson’s negative result, the introduction of a new hypothe-
sis has been required, and that the same necessity may occur each time 
new facts will be brought to light.” Lorentz accepted the criticism en-
tirely, noting that “surely this course of inventing special hypotheses for 
each new experimental result is somewhat artificial.”23

Lorentz continued to work hard on the topic, trying to combat the 
apparent artificiality of his theory by incorporating new experiments 
on the deformation of the electromagnetic mass of the electron. He 
now optimistically claimed that his work was based on “fundamental 
assumptions . . . with better results.”24 But even with this new research, 
he was not entirely successful in convincing his Parisian colleague. In 
The Value of Science (1905), Poincaré insisted that if Lorentz had suc-
ceeded “it is only by piling up hypotheses.”25 Yet he also lauded it as the 
“least defective” of all available options.26

Extending the accusations that had first originated with Poincaré, 
Einstein portrayed the advantage of his theory over Lorentz’s as not 
being artificial. The reason he gave for the superiority of his interpre-
tation was that, in contrast to Lorentz’s, it was not “an artificial means 
of saving the theory.” Einstein included a history of the development 
of this research where he differentiated his position from Lorentz’s.27 
Minkowski reinforced this argument by arguing that Lorentz’s theory 
appeared as “a gift from above,” whereas Einstein’s alternative allegedly 
emerged naturally from the observed facts.28

What distinguishes a theory that naturally reflects the order of the 
world from one that is artificially designed to match experimental re-
sults? These publications by Poincaré, Lorentz, and Einstein contained 
mud- slinging accusations of artificiality and ad hoc construction that 
ensued among the three men. Lorentz disputed Einstein’s accusations 
that his theory was ad hoc, arguing instead that it was Einstein’s solution 
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that was most artificial. By 1909 Lorentz conceded in print that Einstein 
could “take credit” for “the manifestation of a general and fundamen-
tal principle” of relativity— something he himself had not done— but 
only if one recognized how “artificial” Einstein’s contribution really 
was.29 In a text that (seemingly) generously gave credit to his colleague 
for the relativity theory, he added: “Einstein simply postulates what we 
have deduced, with some difficulty and not altogether satisfactorily.” 
The result was “rather complicated and looks somewhat artificial.”30 In 
lectures that followed (in 1910) he used the term “Einstein’s Relativi-
tätsprinzip,” clearly marking his difference.31 He accepted that Einstein’s 
theory could be considered the best available explanation of certain ex-
perimental results, but he kept searching for an alternative theory.

TENSIONS DURING THE WAR

In six lectures delivered in Gottingen (1910), Lorentz accepted that Ein-
stein was right but claimed that he was right too: “Which of the two 
ways of thinking you would like to join, is a decision that depends en-
tirely on each individual.”32 In the years that followed, Lorentz would 
be clear about the benefits of each approach.33 This status quo, in which 
both interpretations were considered as equally viable, changed after 
signs of tension between Einstein and Lorentz resurfaced at the end of 
1911, when Einstein refused a generous job offer to move from Prague 
to the Netherlands (an offer made to him largely through Lorentz’s ef-
forts). Einstein negotiated instead to go to the Zurich Polytechnic. “But 
if they were to learn the day after tomorrow, or at some other date in 
the very near future,” that I am not interested in the Utrecht job, “they 
would lose their fervor at once and keep me forever in suspense,” he 
wrote to a friend.34 Negotiating simultaneously with two institutions 
was risky personally and professionally, since for the position in the 
Netherlands he was dealing with “the greatest man in our field, who is 
also a personal friend.”35

In three lectures given in Haarlem in 1913, Lorentz was even clearer 
that the decision as to who was right, Einstein or him, could not be left up 
to experiment and certainly not to Einstein himself, for that matter. He 
criticized Einstein’s “short and quick” dismissal of these “questions” and 
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his claim that they were simply “nonsense.”36 The issues at stake, Lorentz 
insisted, were epistemological: “The evaluation of these concepts belongs 
largely to epistemology, and the verdict can also be left to this field.” Sci-
entists were free to chose between them depending on “the mindset to 
which one is accustomed, and whether you feel most attracted to one or 
the other view.”37 The presenter of Einstein’s Nobel Prize restated (almost 
verbatim) the view which Lorentz had expressed years earlier, that the 
validity of Einstein’s theory of relativity “pertains to epistemology and has 
therefore been the subject of lively debate in philosophical circles.”38

In an article published for a general audience in the influential Kul-
tur der Gegenwart, a multivolume “encyclopedia of the present” com-
missioned by the German Reich, Einstein responded to the view that 
anyone could chose which of the two interpretations was better. The 
article included a stinging criticism of Lorentz’s interpretation: Einstein 
explained how “Lorentz’s theory arouses our mistrust.”39 When Lorentz 
read these lines, he quickly accused Einstein of “raising the impression 
that only ‘fictitious’ things were involved here and not a real physical 
phenomenon.”40 In January 1915, Lorentz personally complained about 
this article in a personal letter to Einstein: “In your article of the Kultur 
der Gegenwart, I find in the discussion  .  .  . the remark: ‘This manner 
of thinking up ad hoc hypotheses to cope with experiments . . . is very 
unsatisfactory,’ ” noticing that it referred directly to him.41 He also chas-
tised Einstein for “presenting a personal view as self- evident” by claim-
ing that it was “hopeless” to continue to search for a distinguishing fac-
tor that might lead scientists to select one time in relativity theory over 
the others. Lorentz then proceeded to describe all that was wrong with 
Einstein’s interpretation, settling largely on two main points.

The first problem had to do with the equivalence of time and space. 
Space and time were simply not interchangeable, argued Lorentz: “An un-
mistakable difference exists between spatial and temporal concepts, a dif-
ference which you also certainly cannot remove entirely. You cannot view 
the time coordinates as totally equal in status with the space coordinates.” 
The second issue had to do with the equivalency of the status of the dif-
ferent times. Lorentz was ready to concede that imperfect spirits could 
not assign a different status of t1 over t2, but a “universal spirit” could. But, 
what is more, Lorentz argued that there was something of a “universal 
spirit” in all of us: “Surely we are not so vastly different from it.”42
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What did Lorentz mean by “universal spirit”? Traditional conceptions 
of time in connection to the perceptual qualities of a hypothetical or real 
universal spirit had a long history going back to medieval times. In New-
ton’s time, this universal spirit was directly taken to be God. Were these 
scientists still debating, albeit in secularized terms, questions of a theo-
logical nature? To Lorentz, the issue of a “universal spirit” and the ability 
to disentangle the equivalency of the status of t1 and t2 was not a question 
of physics properly, but one that went “beyond the bounds of physics.”43

Einstein replied to Lorentz, apologizing to some extent: “Although 
I had 3 years to compose it, I had completely forgotten and was re-
minded of my commitment . . . one week before the delivery deadline.” 
He pleaded: “So please, do not punctiliously weigh every word!” He 
explained that his assessment of the equal status of t1 and t2, was based 
on the fact that so far there were no “physical grounds (accessible in 
principle to observation)” for distinguishing them— a fact that Lorentz 
himself knew and acknowledged. Scientists could have other reasons 
for wanting to distinguish between them, but Einstein cited Ernst Mach 
as responsible for leading him to believe that “a worldview that can do 
without such arbitrariness is preferable, in my opinion.” Einstein fin-
ished his response by saying that agreement on these issues was proba-
bly not forthcoming, at least not through correspondence: “Finally, as 
far as the question of time is concerned, we are scarcely going to be able 
to debate this effectively by letter. I shall be glad to come to Holland 
again to discuss this and other matters, when the sorry international 
entanglement is finally overcome.”44

Even though their disagreements about the nature of time inten-
sified during the Great War, the conflict, in many other ways, drew 
the two men closer. During those years Lorentz and Einstein corre-
sponded frequently about the horrors of the war, lamenting how it 
hurt relations among scientists.45 They also corresponded about their 
current work. In 1919 Lorentz was among the first physicists to explain 
Einstein’s theory to the general public. His short, popular book, The 
Einstein Theory of Relativity, called it “a monument of science” and ex-
tolled the “indefatigable exertions and perseverance” of Einstein.46 Lo-
rentz nonetheless cautioned that “in my opinion it is not impossible 
that in the future this road [research on the ether], indeed abandoned 
at present, will once more be followed with good results.”47 Lorentz 
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continued to search for a stable background that could serve as an an-
chor for an absolute concept of time, be it the ether, a concept of space 
that could serve as reference point, or the fixed- star hypothesis. Either 
of these would all do what he wanted: to serve as absolute reference 
points. If scientists had not found these references to date, it did not 
mean that they never would.

In the 1920s Lorentz continued to support Einstein personally, de-
spite their other differences. His support peaked after Einstein suffered 
anti- Semitic attacks at the Philharmonic Hall. Yet tensions remained. 
In 1922 he still insisted that “one may, in all modesty, call true time the 
time measured by clocks which are fixed in this medium [space], and 
consider simultaneity as a primary concept.”48

By then, it was clear that the two men differed in their interpretation 
of relativity but that they agreed on many aspects of international pol-
itics. Both scientists lamented the exclusion of German nationals from 
scientific forums after the war, yet they each had different ways of pro-
testing this exclusion. For Lorentz, it entailed reaching out to German 
scientists, including Einstein. For Einstein, it meant boycotting certain 
forums perceived to be exclusionary. Sometimes these efforts clashed 
with each other. Lorentz had been president of the Solvay Conferences 
since 1911, and Einstein later boycotted these meetings. Einstein raised 
a complaint against the exclusionary policies of the International Com-
mittee on Intellectual Cooperation (CIC), first led by Bergson and later 
by Lorentz. Einstein claimed that the Committee was excluding all Ger-
mans, an assertion that provoked Lorentz to respond with an angry letter 
(on September 15, 1923) explaining to Einstein that it was not true that 
German scientists were excluded on principle. He offered clear evidence, 
including the repeated invitations that had been made to him. As Einstein 
continued to launch criticisms and miss meetings of the CIC, Lorentz as 
its new president continued to distance himself from Einstein’s theory.

During these at- times tense discussions, Lorentz continued to con-
sider Einstein’s theory as one of many other possible options. Special 
and general relativity were undoubtedly correct: “I do not mention that, 
also in my opinion, not only the theory of relativity but also your grav-
itation theory can remain valid in their entirety.” But they were not the 
only way to see things: “They will just not impose themselves on us so 
much as the only possible ones.”49
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In a series of lectures delivered at the California Institute of Technology 
(and published later) Lorentz again explained the differences between a 
“physicist of the old school” and the “relativist.” Both agreed that no-
body could “make out which of the two times is the right one.” But the 
old- school physicist was ready to acknowledge that he “preferred” one of 
them, whereas for the relativist, “there cannot be the least question of 
one time being better than the other.” Lorentz’s personal preference was 
to maintain “notions of space and time that have always been familiar to 
us, and which I, for my part, consider as perfectly clear and, moreover, 
as distinct from one another.” Why give up these clear advantages? “My 
notion of time is so definite that I can clearly distinguish . . . what is si-
multaneous and what is not.” Why give up this clear benefit?50

A science writer of that period explained that “to ask which of these 
durations are the real one is equivalent to the question of which is the 
true color of a piece of opal. It can be yellow if we look at it from a 
certain angle; red when we move toward the left, green or blue if we 
move ourselves toward the right.”51 Lorentz nonetheless continued to 
defend his position. In 1928, prompted by new experimental results, he 
again described the option he advocated, giving Einstein full credit for 
relativity. While he had introduced the concept of local time, in con-
trast to Einstein he “never thought that this had anything to do with 
the real time. The real time for me was still represented by the old clas-
sical notion of an absolute time, which is independent of any reference 
to special frames of co- ordinates. There existed for me only this one 
true time.”52 Einstein, Lorentz insisted, could take full responsibility 
for what he had done:

So the theory of relativity is really solely Einstein’s work. And there can 
be no doubt that he would have conceived it even if the work of all his 
predecessors in the theory of this field had not been done at all. His work 
is in this respect independent of the previous theories.53

He granted to Einstein a lot: “To the experimental evidence which we 
already had, the charm of a beautiful and self- consistent theory was 
then added.”54 Nonetheless Lorentz continued to believe in his hypothe-
sis: “Asked if I consider [my hypothesis] a real one, I should answer ‘yes.’ 
It is as real as anything we observe.”55 And he continued to believe that 
Einstein “simply postulated” what he had laboriously deduced.56
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Bergson Meets Michelson

PARIS, FRANCE

Test it. Measure it. Why not solve the debate between Einstein and Berg-
son by simply measuring time? That way, scientists and philosophers 
could potentially determine if it behaved in the manner described by 
Einstein or in the way that Bergson understood it. Just measure the 
time of clocks traveling at different speeds and determine if one slowed 
down in comparison to the other. Couldn’t Einstein simply prove— 
experimentally— that Bergson was wrong?

Together with the chemist Edward Morley, the American physicist 
Albert A. Michelson devised the famous Michelson- Morley experiment, 
which is usually considered to be central to Einstein’s special theory of 
relativity. Einstein himself claimed that it was. Historians and philoso-
phers have been doubtful, debating the actual role played by the exper-
iment in the formulation of his theory.1

Bergson knew Michelson well. He even understood that the notion 
of time he had proposed in Duration and Simultaneity adhered more 
closely to the results of Michelson’s experiment than Einstein’s theory 
did. On March 19, 1923, almost one year after the debate, Bergson met 
Michelson and had an important conversation with him. He found that 
the physicist was “completely shocked at having enacted such a revolu-
tion by a simple experiment that appeared, even to himself, susceptible 
to a completely different interpretation.”2 Bergson’s interpretation of the 
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experiment was consonant with Michelson’s views about it: because the 
results of the experiment could be understood in an entirely different 
way, it did not directly prove Einstein’s theory.

By measuring time, scientists destroyed some of it, argued Bergson. 
Time measurements were surely valuable, but they referred to some-
thing different from those aspects of time that so fascinated him. 
Clocks were ideal for studying time in physics, but how they related to 
our general sense of time would still need to be settled, explained the 
philosopher. Physicists could respond: “If you cannot in principle mea-
sure something, it surely does not exist.” But Bergson had evidence to 
the contrary— evidence that time existed and was not entirely measur-
able. What made something measurable? How did changes in measur-
ing techniques affect our sense of reality? The possibility of measuring 
certain things, and our desire to measure new ones, changed radically 
throughout human history. For that reason, scientific arguments based 
solely on measurement results were sorely deficient descriptions of 
nature.

The debate between the two men soon engulfed one of the founda-
tional concepts of modern science: experiment. What proof did Ein-
stein have against the propositions of Hendrik Lorentz, Henri Poincaré, 
and Henri Bergson? Could the debate between Einstein and Bergson be 
decided experimentally? The experimental method, after all, was exactly 
what set science apart from other endeavors, humanistic or practical.

Let us travel to the Société française de philosophie, the same forum 
where Einstein encountered Bergson, but arrive one year earlier. During 
the spring of 1921, the philosophers of the Société française de philoso-
phie invited Michelson to discuss his recent research.3 Michelson was by 
then an established experimentalist who had received the Nobel Prize 
in physics for 1907.

Why was Michelson invited to the Société française de philosophie? 
What could be of interest to philosophers? In the days preceding Michel-
son’s visit, Bergson met with him. “I had a conversation with him that 
interested me greatly,” he explained to Xavier Léon, who would later 
host Einstein.4 Bergson would continue to meet with the experimental 
physicist and converse with him, using what he learned to build a case 
against Einstein.
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THE CRUCIAL ExPERIMENT

The Michelson- Morley experiment is usually considered the paradig-
matic example of a crucial experiment— one that blindly and justly helps 
decide between competing hypotheses; one that settles debates and lets 
the facts of nature speak for themselves; one that is the arbiter between 
right and wrong, truth and error; one that becomes a model for all sci-
ences, even the social sciences, that aim to be experimental.

The concept of the crucial experiment is much older than the 
Michelson- Morley experiment. It is usually traced to Francis Bacon, 
who used the term instantia crucis to refer to an experiment that would 
prove one of two hypotheses right and disprove the other. Yet many of 
our ideas about what scientific experiments are stem from a widespread 
misunderstanding of Michelson and Morley’s experiment. Einstein dif-
fered with Lorentz, Poincaré, Bergson, and even Michelson himself in 
how they interpreted it.

Michelson’s shock at seeing his experiment be used as proof for Ein-
stein’s theory of relativity can be understood in part because he did not 
create his experiment as a test for it. In fact, he undertook it more than 
a decade before the theory even appeared, in 1881, and then repeated it 
many times, often hoping for a different outcome.5 From the moment of 
its first formulation to the end of his life, Michelson would not believe 
many of the conclusions that scientists drew from his own experiment— 
especially not Einstein’s. He identified relativity theory mainly with 
Lorentz’s work and his equations more than with Einstein’s particular 
interpretation of them. “These [the famous Lorentz transformation 
equations] contain the gist of the whole relativity theory,” he explained.6

In 1907 Einstein started claiming that the famous experiment was 
central to his theory although in his famous 1905 work he had not drawn 
a connection to this experiment at all.7 Two years later, he thought it 
was essential. From that day onward, Einstein frequently referred to the 
Michelson- Morley experiment as offering unambiguous proof for his 
interpretation of the theory of relativity. Was it?

Did Einstein have all the experimental proof he needed? Bergson did 
not think so. He criticized Einstein for not giving enough importance 
to experimental results. Ironically, the philosopher wanted even more 
weight placed on the results of the Michelson- Morley experiment than 
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even Einstein himself. In some of the first sentences of Duration and Si-
multaneity, he complained that “the theory of relativity is not precisely 
based on the Michelson and Morley experiment.”8 Bergson insisted that 
one should go back to those experimental results and to the formulas at-
tached to them in order to properly understand Einstein’s contributions. 
This exercise, furthermore, would lead readers to understand the role of 
experiment in the sciences more generally. Because of his no- nonsense 
reliance on experimental facts, Bergson found that his argument was 
most easily understood and accepted by scientists with a practical bent: 
“The only ones who seem to have understood my book are some poly-
technicians and engineers.”9

Einstein initially cited the Michelson- Morley experiment as proof 
that the speed of light was “constant” since even the fast velocity of the 
Earth (approximately 1600 km/h at the equator) did not seem to affect 
it. Some of the most dramatic consequences of relativity theory and its 
paradoxes followed from the constancy of the speed of light. Light, sci-
entists had noticed, did not seem to behave like anything else known to 
us. If a traveler on a train threw a ball toward the direction of the train’s 
movement (say at 20 mph), when seen from the outside the train, the 
ball would be traveling at its initial speed (20 mph) plus the speed of the 
train. But if the same observer sent a ray of light— instead of a ball— in 
the same direction, its speed would not have to be added to that of the 
train. The velocity of light would be the same for the person on the train 
as outside, since it did not need to be included as in the classic Galilean 
case exemplified by the train and the ball. According to Einstein, the ex-
periment also proved that the ether— a substance believed to fill empty 
space— did not exist. In consequence, no stable, single background 
could be used as a reference point to regulate moving phenomena. In 
other words, any frame of reference was just as good as any other— none 
could have a privileged status.

Initially, however, the experiment was designed for an entirely differ-
ent purpose. Michelson conceived of it as a way to reveal the effect of 
the Earth’s velocity on light waves. Why did this experiment become so 
important for Einstein’s theory years later? Why did it become so crucial 
for discussions about the nature of time?

Michelson’s experiments about the speed and behavior of light, it 
turns out, were undertaken in efforts to find better measurement systems 
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than science could offer at the end of the century. They were part of 
broader efforts to find better ways of measuring time and length. Ein-
stein was profoundly aware of initiatives to find absolute standards of 
measurement. His knowledge of current measurement techniques and 
limitations was so thorough that in 1901, when looking for a job, he 
described himself as “a mathematical physicist familiar with absolute 
measurements.”10

A vIEW FROM NOWHEN: SEARCHING FOR A “NEW CLOCK”

By the end of the nineteenth century, scientists had pointed out too 
many problems with the traditional way of determining time: a system 
based on the rotation of the Earth against the stars. Scientists referred 
to this method as the sidereal clock. They had noticed, in comparing 
the Earth’s rotation against mechanical clocks and in following through 
all the implications of thermodynamics, that the Earth’s velocity was 
slowing down. So if the rotation of the Earth against fixed stars could 
only keep time imperfectly, what new clock could take the place of the 
standard yet defective sidereal clock system?

Archimedes is said to have exclaimed, “Give me a place to stand out-
side the Earth and I will move it.” The need for such a place was felt 
not only for the purpose of accumulating forces through a smart use 
of a fulcrum, but it was important in seemingly more modest ways: for 
measuring. To measure with precision, something had to be compared 
against something else, but this something else had to be different from 
the object measured. Ideally, this something else should be unchanging, 
so that subsequent measured values could remain comparable. Ideally, 
it should not be damageable by human or natural actions, revolutions 
or cataclysms, so as to withstand the vicissitudes of time and history. 
Ideally, it should be mobile, easily accessible, and reproducible, so that 
the standard, or a copy of it, could be used over and over again. Ideally, 
everyone should agree on the same standard. Some of these ideals, it 
turns out, conflicted with each other.

To properly measure time, scientists needed such an absolute stan-
dard, something unchanging, unaffected by the stresses and strains of 
the universe as we know it. We can nearly say that what they needed was 
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something divine, for god and divinity were frequently understood by 
these very same qualities. They needed a view from nowhere.11 But they 
also needed a view from nowhen.

The quest of finding a natural standard of measurement had con-
sumed scientists since the time of the French Revolution to the moment 
when Michelson’s standards were proposed in the first decade of the 
twentieth century. Standards of measurement were so important that 
determining them was the main source of scientists’ income after mod-
ern nation states replaced previous royal patronage systems.12

Was light a better clock than the rotation of the Earth? Could one 
second of time be defined as the time taken by light to cover a certain 
fixed distance? Since the late 1870s, many scientists asked if the speed of 
light could be used to measure time more accurately. If scientists could 
accurately determine a certain distance, and if they could find some-
thing that covered this distance at a constant speed, they could define a 
unit of time as the time needed to cover this particular distance. What 
about length? Could it also be used to define a distance? Michelson and 
others thought so. He worked hard to create such a system.

To implement an alternative measurement system based on the prop-
erties of light, scientists needed to measure lengths and the speed of 
light as exactly as possible. In 1879 Michelson measured its value to be 
299,944 ± 50 km/s.13 These experiments were state of the art— it was ex-
tremely hard to measure something as quick as light. Only a handful of 
previous researchers had attempted this feat. But when Michelson com-
pared his number against theirs, he found that it differed significantly 
with previous measurements. Why was his result so different?

LIGHT AS A STANDARD OF LENGTH

Perhaps the problem lay with the unit of length used by Michelson and 
others. Many scientists had good reasons to believe that the length of 
the meter— a length that was ostensibly related to precise astronomical 
constants— had been mismeasured.

At the end of the eighteenth century, French scientists defined the 
meter as a 1/10,000,000th part of the Earth’s quadrant circumference. 
They constructed a platinum prototype of this length, kept it safe in an 
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underground vault, and devised a system for making copies so that all 
other measures of length would derive from this unique standard. Yet 
this platinum meter bar was much maligned. Despite cover- up efforts 
by certain scientists intent on promoting a different view to the public, 
uncertainties and doubts about its value (and that of other standards, 
such as the yard) remained strong.14 Up to the first decade of the twenti-
eth century, the “international” meter bar kept in Sèvres could not hide 
its imperfect origin, which seemed more Gallic than universal.

Improving on current standards of length was particularly urgent 
because of the criticisms they faced. Some of the debates pertaining to 
the meter bar were due to uncertainties in previous measurements of 
the Earth’s quadrant circumference. Estimates of this value were under-
taken in ancient times by measuring the difference between the angles 
of shadows at two different places, but these measurements were only 
approximate because the Earth was not perfectly round. An alternative 
technique was proposed at the end of the eighteenth century when a 
portion of the circumference was measured step- by- step by two travel-
ing astronomers who embarked on “the most important mission that 
any man has ever been charged with.”15 Armed with portable theodo-
lites used for cadastral surveys, they determined the difference in longi-
tude between Dunkerque and Barcelona by going there and measuring 
the distance they covered. Extrapolating extensively from these mea-
surements, they determined the length of the Earth’s circumference.

The measurements they brought back were so confusing, and so filled 
with errors, that they led scientists to classify the errors into three main 
types: random, systematic, and personal errors. But despite prompting 
advances in the mathematical theory of errors, uncertainties (in the de-
termination of the Earth’s circumference) spread to those of the meter 
bar based on it. Napoléon did not accept defeat easily, and this was one 
of his pet projects. In 1800, he unveiled a platinum meter bar based on 
these measurements, crowning it as a natural standard against which all 
measures of length should be compared.16 Almost a century later, scien-
tists would ask if instead of basing it on the Earth’s circumference, they 
could use something much smaller: wavelengths.

Michelson took on the quest of redefining the length of the meter by 
reference to wavelengths. His work on this topic became a key reference 
for a growing number of scientists who considered light waves a better 
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standard for measurements of length and their frequency as a better 
standard for time.

The idea of using light waves as standards had been seriously consid-
ered by the eminent physicist James Clerk Maxwell, known as one of 
the founders of electromagnetism. In his famous Treatise on Electricity 
and Magnetism (1873), Maxwell asked how the sharp frequency lines 
in the spectrum of chemical substances could be used as ruler marks. 
He proposed to leave behind determinations based on the size of the 
Earth’s circumference and also to abandon the controversial measures 
of the Earth- Sun distance, to focus instead on the spectrum of the 
 sodium atom.

By the end of the nineteenth century, scientists had greatly improved 
their techniques of spectral analysis. The German experimenters Rob-
ert Bunsen and Gustav Kirchhoff pioneered these investigations in the 
1860s. Soon thereafter, spectral analysis became widely used for deter-
mining the chemical makeup of a variety of substances. Could spectra 
be used for something else? If the vibration frequency of molecules was 
constant, scientists could use the distance between vibrations as a stan-
dard of length, and the frequency of the vibrations could be used as 
a standard for time. Standards based on these molecular spectra were 
better, argued Maxwell, because molecules were “imperishable,” “un-
alterable,” and “perfectly similar.”17 Maxwell saw in them— and in their 
peculiar stability— the undeniable mark of God.

At least since the times of Democritus, the idea that atoms could be 
absolute units was seriously considered. Perhaps these indivisible build-
ing blocks of nature could be used as units on which to base physi-
cal constants. Critics of Maxwell did not believe that molecules and 
atoms were as unchanging as he claimed. Thomas Huxley, Darwin’s 
famous champion, doubted that “atoms are absolutely ingenerable and 
immutable,” insisting that “the supposed constancy of the elementary 
atoms” was as baseless a belief as “the constancy of species.”18 In an evo-
lutionary universe, nothing seemed unchanging.

Michelson did not give up. He explored the possibility of basing 
standards of length on vibrating light waves by trying to make the 
waves themselves into a standard. He described his interferometry ex-
periments as designed for “making a light wave a practical standard of 
length.”19
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Metrologists were particularly enthusiastic about Michelson’s re-
search, and they decided to bring the American pioneer to France. 
From 1892 to 1893, he worked at the Bureau international des poids et 
mesures to determine standards of length. Michelson’s stay in France 
culminated with the construction of a costly apparatus designed to 
compare the length of the meter against wavelengths from various light 
sources. While in France, he famously measured the meter against the 
wavelength of cadmium light.20 A few years later, this standard received 
further confirmation with the work of Alfred Pérot and Charles Fabry, 
who built another interferometer to determine the length of the stan-
dard meter by comparing it against fixed light waves.21

According to its supporters, Michelson’s light standard for length 
completed the eighteenth- century dream of finding a standard that was 
based on a natural constant— and one much easier to measure than the 
circumference of the Earth. Michelson’s boss, the director of the Bureau 
international des poids et mesures, could not be happier. With modi-
fications, Michelson’s method continued to be employed in the twen-
tieth century. In 1967 the meter was redefined as 1650763.73 times the 
wavelength of the orange- red light emitted by 86Kr, a natural krypton 
isotope. The basic premise of light- based standards remained the same: 
the use of either the frequency or wavelength of well- defined chemical 
sources produced under fixed conditions.

Michelson was showered with accolades. The man who first spon-
sored Michelson’s work in France explained how at the fin de siècle 
scientists had finally found an ideal natural standard— one sought in-
tensely by the Jacobins after the French Revolution and eluding scien-
tists until the twentieth century. The next director of the Bureau inter-
national des poids et mesures, Charles Édouard Guillaume, expressed 
the importance of Michelson’s work for metrology: “The classic research 
of Michelson and Morley . . . has placed in the hands of physicists rays 
that can be standards of length . . . and, at the same time, measurement 
instruments.”22 In 1907 Michelson was crowned as the man who was 
able to prove that an absolute standard of measurement existed, and 
he received the Nobel Prize for his work related to this endeavor. In an 
address to celebrate his award, a colleague explained: “It is to Michel-
son’s eternal honour that by his classical research he has been the first to 
provide such proof.”23
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TESTING THE LIGHT STANDARD

Physicists were largely delighted with light- based standards of measure-
ment, but another group of scientists were not so happy, to put it mildly. 
Astronomers found that when they used the value for the speed of light 
as it had been calculated from experiments on the Earth’s surface in 
their formulas, the results did not match previous calculations or pre-
vious observations. Even the basic dimensions of the universe and the 
velocities of the planets appeared to be different. Calculations involving 
lengths were a problem, and so were those involving time.

The lack of consensus surrounding basic astronomical standards only 
got worse after Michelson’s research. Soon after the American scientist 
published his work on the speed of light, astronomers quickly calculated 
the value of the Earth- Sun distance using his result instead of their own 
suspect observations (based on observations of the transit of Venus). The 
two did not match. This new way of calculating the coveted constant 
only increased uncertainty and fueled competition to determine the 
true value. By the end of the nineteenth century, disagreements about 
the exact value of the Earth- Sun distance remained enormous: about 
1,500,000 miles.24 Some sided with the physicist’s calculations, sidelin-
ing those of the astronomers. By 1881 Michelson’s value on the speed of 
light was a strong contender among the available alternatives that could 
be used for determining the Earth- Sun distance.25

Initially, measurements of the speed of light had been deduced from 
astronomical observations. In the seventeenth century, Ole Rømer, 
while working at the Paris Observatory, famously calculated the speed 
of light from observations of Jupiter’s satellites.26 Rømer’s measure-
ments therefore depended on the value of the diameter of the Earth’s 
orbit around the Sun. Because it depended on the Earth- Sun distance, it 
was subject to the changing dimensions of an unwinding and slowly but 
surely shrinking solar system. In contrast, speed- of- light measurements 
done on Earth, such as Michelson’s, which used a beam of light and 
bounced it off mirrors on the Earth’s surface, would be largely unaf-
fected by any changes in the solar system.

When the two values for the speed of light were entered into the 
classic formulas of celestial mechanics, the results of many calculations 
were slightly but significantly different. Which ones were correct? Why 
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did they differ? “In the terrestrial methods of determining the velocity 
of light, the light comes back along the same path again,” noted Max-
well, thinking that the light’s back- and- forth trajectory might be the 
cause of such differences.27 To determine if measurements of the speed 
of light or other measurements based on light waves could serve as ab-
solute standards, it was important to investigate how the speed of light 
would change in different situations and directions.

Michelson created his famous Michelson- Morley experiment as part 
of his efforts to obtain a better standard for measuring time and length 
that both physicists and astronomers could use. What did Michelson find 
from his work with Morley? Nothing. Did he find what caused the dif-
ference between the values found by astronomers and those preferred by 
physicists? No. He looked and looked, moving his instrument from lab-
oratories to mountain peaks to the quiet deserts of California, and— in 
disbelief— he did not find any effect of the ether or of the velocity of the 
Earth on light waves. The result of his experiment was simply null.

But if the ether was not the culprit, why did the speed of light deter-
mined physically differ from that determined astronomically? Michel-
son was not sure why. He, like so many others, started pointing fingers. 
They found many potential culprits and many possible sources of error.

Perhaps there was an error in the number physicists were using for 
the Earth’s velocity? If this error was corrected, perhaps their numbers 
would now agree. In narrow terms, Michelson explained his motivation 
for creating the famous experiment simply as offering another measure-
ment of the Earth’s velocity: “In 1880 I conceived for the first time the 
idea that it should be possible to measure optically the velocity w of the 
Earth through the solar system.”28

A popular technique for measuring the velocity of the Earth was based 
on the concept of stellar aberration. When looking at the stars, scientist 
had to tilt their telescopes to compensate for the Earth’s movement in 
much the same way that someone walking rapidly with an umbrella 
under the rain has to tilt it slightly forward to gain more protection. 
The most reliable late nineteenth- century measurements of the Earth’s 
speed using measurements of stellar aberration attributed to it a velocity 
that was 1/10,000 the speed of light. This number depended on the con-
cept of a stationary ether as developed by the scientists Augustin Fresnel 
and George Stokes. Michelson concluded from his investigations that 
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there was something wrong with the current theory of stellar aberration 
and that this error spread to values of the velocity of the Earth derived 
from it. This could explain the null result, but there were other possible 
explanations as well. Michelson considered at least two of these. One 
could be due to how the Earth dragged the ether along with it, so that 
no “ether wind” could be found at the Earth’s surface, where the appa-
ratus was firmly located. Another explanation was called the Lorentz- 
Fitzgerald contraction hypothesis, which argued that the length of rigid 
bodies changed according to their motion through the ether.

In 1892 Lorentz explained the null result of the Michelson- Morley 
experiment through a controversial contraction hypothesis. He argued 
that a shortening in the length of the apparatus in the same direction 
of the Earth’s movement countered the ether’s effect on light waves. 
Because of this contraction, the effects of the Earth’s velocity on light 
waves could not be found. Soon after this explanation was first intro-
duced, Michelson himself considered this hypothesis a “rather startling 
though not at all improbable explanation of the negative result.”29 A 
few years later, once he had wrapped his head around this possible 
explanation, he considered his experiment as providing potential evi-
dence for Lorentz’s hypothesis where “the length of all bodies is altered 
(equally?) by their motion through the ether.”30 Michelson and Lorentz 
were soon joined by Poincaré and many others who tried to answer 
these questions.

Einstein’s portrayal of Michelson’s experiment as one that unambig-
uously proved that the ether did not exist and that previous notions 
of simultaneity, time, and space needed to be completely overhauled 
seemed to Michelson and others far- fetched, at the very least. Since its 
inception in 1800, scientists could not fully trust the current definition 
of the meter bar. By midcentury they could not trust the stability of 
the solar system and of the sidereal clock based on it. A quarter of a 
century later they could no longer trust the Earth- Sun distance.31 Soon 
they would admit that they could not even determine, through electro-
magnetic means, that the Earth moved through space. What had they 
learned from all their experiments, calculations, and observations? As 
electromagnetic communication networks increasingly crisscrossed the 
globe (both telegraphic and wireless), scientists became increasingly 
sure about one thing: the behavior of light on the surface of the Earth.
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Was the speed of light a better clock? Was it, as well, a better measure 
for length? “How do we go about measuring?” asked Poincaré in the ar-
ticle that advanced ideas that would later be considered as most similar 
to Einstein’s. “The first response will be: we transport objects considered 
to be invariable solids, one on top of the other. But that is no longer 
true.” In cases involving electromagnetic phenomena, “two lengths are 
equal, by definition, if they are traversed by light in equal times.”32 As sci-
entists became increasingly unsure about other standards, particularly 
astronomical ones, they gained confidence in the possibility of defining 
the meter in terms of light waves. Part of the success of this standard 
was the result of its constant velocity in a vacuum: Michelson had been 
unable to find an effect from the Earth’s velocity on the speed of light. 
Was its use as a measurement standard justified? If so, could it be used to 
determine other coveted physical constants that were increasingly hard 
to determine due to the changing dimensions of the universe? Scientists 
could finally have a better standard for measuring not only length but 
also time, and what is more, for using the same standard for both.

CONSTANT vELOCITy, OR RECIPROCAL  
CHANGES IN TIME AND LENGTH?

Einstein’s first successful entry into the contemporary debates pertain-
ing to time measurement standards appeared in his famous 1905 paper. 
In that epoch- making work, he simply considered what would happen 
to the laws of physics if the velocity of light was considered to be con-
stant.33 Could it be used as a standard for measuring other astronomical 
values? If it were constant, scientists would have in their hands a poten-
tial solution to the century- long quest for setting and determining some 
of the most important values of celestial mechanics.

Bergson noted in his controversial book how problems with “the 
side real clock lead to consequences that impose the adoption of a new 
clock.” He agreed that the “light clock— that is to say, the propagation 
of light”— was the best available alternative.34 Yet he insisted that using 
the speed of light as a way to measure time was equivalent to agreeing 
on a new clock or agreeing on a way to measure of time, and not, as 
Einstein proposed in Paris, the most “objective” way of understanding 
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time— and certainly not a reason to force scientists and philosophers to 
completely change their current understanding of it.

Bergson repeatedly reminded his readers how debates about time 
standardization and measurement units were essential for understanding 
the theory of relativity. Its paradoxes, he claimed, arose because of how 
time- measurement units were defined in it. The speed of light was the 
same for an “extraterrestrial onlooker” traveling close to the speed of 
light as it was in a system at rest. Bergson agreed with that essential fact. 
But he stressed that it was only true because of reciprocal changes in the 
units for time and length. “My units of time appear to him as longer 
than his own,” he insisted. An observer would determine that light was 
propagated with the same speed in every direction, but only because the 
units used to measure its velocity where changing too: “I am measuring 
with a ruler whose length he sees changing.”35

The question for Einstein’s critics who doubted the conclusions he 
drew from the claim advanced in his 1905 paper that the speed of light 
was “constant” was, how would one know? The problem was partic-
ularly pertinent because many philosophers (such as Poincaré) and 
many scientists felt that there was no practical way to determine that 
standards— any standards— were absolutely constant and unchanging. 
To measure a constant velocity one needed an absolute standard of 
length and an absolute standard of time. Some scientists of the time felt 
they had neither. If Michelson’s light waves were used for length and 
time, any reciprocal changes would cancel each other. Could this be a 
positive quality for a standard?

Poincaré, who actively participated in debates pertaining to the 
standardization of time, along with many other scientists of his time, 
was convinced that standards (especially standards of time) were con-
ventional and not absolute. Some of the most important scientists had 
lost hope in this quest, believing that absolute standards could never 
be found. The astronomer Charles Nordmann concluded firmly: “We 
will never find in nature a standard, a fixed unit.” This was simply an 
“impossibility” leading to the dramatic conclusion that

In the eternal swell that jolts us, carries us and at times drowns us, not 
only is there not a rock for us to tie our forsaken boat, but the buoys 
themselves that we lay to measure our traveled path, are naught but 
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floating mirages. And at the mysterious depths of things, our anchors 
slip without ever grasping the floor.36

It would be tempting to think that scientists could measure time 
straight from their laboratories, without reference to the stars and with-
out needing to deal with the perturbations of the unwinding universe. 
Of course, scientists would have to agree on a particular standard and 
procedure— a formidable task given the competing interests of the dif-
ferent parties and nationalities involved. But the problem of time stan-
dards was even more complicated than was suggested by the already 
difficult task of bringing different nations and groups into agreement. 
Since midcentury, scientists had not only debated whether one standard 
was better than another for some or other purpose (such as for traveling 
in the desert or timing a harvest), or whether the decision should come 
from some person or other in power (such as a Roman emperor or a 
Holy Pontiff), or whether it benefited one group over another (such as 
railroad engineers over astronomers), they also increasingly grew doubt-
ful that absolute standards existed in nature.

How important were debates about standards of time to relativity? 
The issues at stake were very different from previous debates about the 
standardization of weights and measures— scientists were not simply 
debating the use of a particular standard, such a yard or a meter. Ein-
stein’s solution to the scientific problems of his era involved considering 
that both time and length units dilated under certain circumstances. It 
did not matter how these units were expressed because the units them-
selves were changing. Scientists and philosophers were well aware that 
they could adopt a different system to define time and length units in 
ways that would compensate for these dilation effects. Or they could 
accept Einstein’s brilliant offer. For the most part, they did.

Even after Einstein’s theory of relativity was expanded significantly, 
criticisms pertaining to its relation to light- based standards continued 
to linger to the century’s end. In the 1970s, the Harvard physicist Léon 
Brillouin described the problems in determining the constancy of the 
speed of light given that time and length were both defined using light 
waves: “The unit of length is based on the spectral line of krypton- 86 . . . 
and the unit of time is based on the frequency of a spectral line of 
 cesium.  .  .  . Hence the same physical phenomenon, a spectral line, is 
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used for two different definitions: length and time.” Under this system, 
any change in the velocity of light could go undetected because the 
changes would cancel out when length was divided by time: “It should 
be stated, once and for all, whether a spectral line should be used to de-
fine a frequency or a wavelength, but not both!” he wrote with complete 
exasperation.37 Since length and time were both defined through light 
waves, scientists were left with no other standard with which they could 
measure the velocity of the waves themselves.

Brillouin protested that “with the legal definitions of length and time 
it seems rather difficult to check experimentally” some of the claims 
of relativity theory. Brillouin blamed metrologists: “This raises a very 
real problem of metrology.”38 It also raised a very real problem for sci-
ence and for the philosophy of science, leading thinkers to reconsider 
the effectiveness of experimental “proof” in one of the most successful 
theories of modern science and in science in general. Brillouin, who 
had grown up in Paris, emigrated to America after the war. Toward the 
end of his brilliant career, he wrote Relativity Reexamined (1970), which 
addressed some of these questions. He remembered very well being 
present at the conferences at the Collège de France during Einstein’s 
legendary visit to Paris.39
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The Debate Spreads

GENEVA, SWITZERLAND

When the philosopher Léon Brunschvicg first spoke on April 6, 1922, 
he said something in a different tone of voice. He started his comments 
generously, remarking on “his excitement at greeting among us a man 
who, by his work as scientist and philosopher . . . aggrandizes our idea 
of humanity.” But he also mentioned another reason. Brunschvicg’s en-
thusiasm at meeting Einstein was not limited to the physicist’s scientific 
work. The transcriber of the meeting placed his words in parentheses: 
“by his work as scientist and philosopher (and for other reasons as well, 
on which I will not insist, but which he surely knows are on our minds).”1 
What could these “other reasons” mentioned by Brunschvicg be?

A few days after Einstein and Bergson met in Paris, the two men 
were to meet again in Geneva at the inaugural meeting of the Interna-
tional Committee on Intellectual Cooperation (CIC), a forerunner of 
 UNESCO and one of the most prestigious branches of the League of 
Nations. Five days before (on April 1, 1922), Bergson had been unani-
mously confirmed as its president. Einstein would later join as a member.

How did Bergson’s and Einstein’s involvement with the League of 
Nations affect discussions about the nature of time both within and 
outside the institution? The League of Nations was one of a host of com-
peting institutions that tried to forge agreement about time standards 
and distribution protocols. The CIC was founded on the hope that 
scientists and intellectuals could lead nations by showing them how 
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cooperation and agreement across borders could be forged, peacefully 
and civically, so that senseless wars and conflicts would be avoided. It 
initiated a wide range of diplomatic activities pertaining to elemen-
tary and secondary education, the creation of bibliographic databases, 
 faculty and student exchanges, intellectual property, nomenclature, sci-
entific organization, dissemination and access to knowledge, classified 
research, and so on. Besides its obvious political mission, the League of 
Nations spearheaded initiatives to standardize the calendar and to set 
and coordinate world time.

Which standards of time would ultimately prevail would not only be 
a political victory for a particular international body, they would also 
reflect scientists’ views about the properties of time and space and how 
they should best be measured. What is one second of time? The answer 
to this question was complicated, especially after scientists realized that 
the common way of defining a unit of time by using the rotation of the 
Earth against the stars (the sidereal clock) was subject to numerous er-
rors. Einstein was directly concerned with time standards, understand-
ing them in terms of how they were measured by a “light clock.” In 
good clocks, time intervals need to be as identical as possible. If certain 
properties of light (including its frequency and propagation speed) were 
constant, light would be an ideal clock. Time intervals could be deter-
mined in terms of light traversing a certain distance and lengths by the 
distance covered in a certain amount of time (as defined above). When 
time and length were defined in this way, the strange dilation described 
by relativity were readily apparent.

By the time of their debate, both Bergson and Einstein were very 
active outside their specific disciplines.2 Bergson was perhaps the most 
politically engaged intellectual to emerge in France since Émile Zola. 
He was a major political asset during World War I, when he was enlisted 
by the French government to participate in two high- level “diplomatic” 
missions. In 1916 he went to Spain to try to persuade it to side with the 
allies. The next year he traveled to the United States to help convince 
Woodrow Wilson to enter the war against Germany. His vocal endorse-
ment of the war against Germany won him many enemies and a few 
friends. He gained a reputation as a forceful intellectual leader, becom-
ing the president of the prestigious Académie des sciences morales et 
politiques.
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Einstein’s involvement in politics started after Bergson’s. He publicly 
took a pacifist stance during the First World War and started to partici-
pate in the New Fatherland Association, a group advocating early peace 
and the formation of a federal structure for Europe. Soon after the war 
broke out, many prominent German intellectuals signed the famous 
Manifesto of the 93 (including Max Planck) to express their adherence 
to the German nation and army. Einstein, who had recently moved to 
Berlin, and three other colleagues, drafted their own countermanifesto 
but managed to convince only one graduate student to sign.3

After his 1919 launch to stardom, his energy and that of his wife was 
directed toward helping his fellow Jews. In the spring of 1920 he started 
offering accredited university courses to Jewish students unable to regis-
ter at German universities because of (unofficial) quota limits.4 During 
those years he became a strong supporter of cultural Zionist causes, 
advocating “large- scale Jewish colonization” of “Palestine” and the cre-
ation of a university in Jerusalem.5 His visit to the United States in April 
1921 was explicitly designed to raise funds for the Hebrew University of 
Jerusalem.

By 1922 Einstein was deeply involved in various political causes for 
more than half a decade already. He was a symbol for science and for 
politics. “I would quite like to say a word to one or the other serious 
politician, if the opportunity presented itself,” Einstein explained to 
Langevin, in a letter preparing his trip to Paris. He wished to do “some-
thing,” he explained “against the harm that is being borne out into the 
world from your fine city.”6 Einstein wanted to use his trip to Paris “to 
have occasion to speak with scientists about the possibility of restoring 
international relations in the scientific world, but not just with well- 
wishers and pacifists.”7 The initiatives of the League of Nations were not 
enough for him.

Einstein continued to advocate political causes throughout his life. 
After moving to America, he became famous for drafting a letter to the 
president alerting him of the potential dangers of nuclear weapons. He 
was active in the civil rights movement, taking personal risks during the 
McCarthy era and earning a hefty FBI file.

A political Bergson- Einstein debate was waged alongside the scien-
tific and philosophical debate. Bergson was the single most politically 
committed French intellectual of his time. Einstein’s participation in 
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the CIC was equally crucial. Bergson needed him. Acknowledging that 
the CIC “will only succeed, will only impose itself by the prestige and 
the authority of its members,” he worked hard to include Einstein.8 But 
disagreements between the two men plagued the committee, which fi-
nally failed in 1939 in the face of the upcoming Second World War.

THE POLITICS OF TIME

Politics affected discussions about time directly, particularly in connec-
tion to the success or failure of institutions vying to set and maintain 
time standards. From the mid- nineteenth century to the early twenti-
eth, the task of standardizing time internationally seemed so daunting, 
so passionately fought, and so difficult that many scientists placed their 
hopes in the League of Nations, which had been created in Paris in the 
aftermath of the peace conference of spring 1919 to regulate disputes 
among nations— including time. The standardization of time had pro-
gressed tremendously after many nations in the late nineteenth century 
agreed to set the prime meridian in Greenwich, England. But some 
prickly issues remained, particularly with respect to how time related 
to the calendar. Gaining agreement on these two topics was considered 
to be a contribution to— and in fact in some instances, even a prerequi-
site for— world peace. Uncertainties in the determination of time led to 
uncertainties in the determination of longitude. The transmission and 
standardization of time had clear geographic consequences not only for 
mapmaking but for fixing national borders. Both could easily lead to 
diplomatic conflicts and even to wars. Settling border disputes was an 
extremely pressing need, particularly the one between France and Spain 
concerning the border in Morocco, the disagreement between France 
and Germany over the Congo- Cameroon border, and the territorial dis-
putes between France and Italy in Tunisia.

Most members of the League of Nations wanted all nations to adopt 
one calendar and agreed that it should be the Gregorian calendar. They 
hoped to integrate religious holidays within this calendar, so that the 
latter would finally be fixed and not change from year to year. The date 
of Easter, for example, varied as much as thirty- five days and changed 
every year. But the question of Easter was extremely complicated. The 
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need to adjust time according to time zones had been extremely con-
troversial, but attempts to adjust religious holidays was even more divi-
sive. The commission that was dedicated to this problem resolved to be 
joined by representatives of the Holy See and the Orthodox and Angli-
can churches.

Charles Nordmann, the astronomer from the Paris Observatory who 
greeted Einstein at the border during his visit and who rode with him 
into the city, believed that “the general acceptance of the Gregorian cal-
endar can and must be part of the condition imposed on the world 
by the League of Nations.”9 Nordmann, however, hoped that questions 
touching on religious issues, like that of the date of Easter, would not be 
part of the discussions. “From a strictly dogmatic point of view, in what 
concerns the date of Easter feasts and other more general questions, 
the reform of the Gregorian calendar will not take on difficulties of a 
nature which it considers insurmountable,” he recounted.10 The benefit 
of the Gregorian calendar, according to him, resided in that it lay “at the 
center of gravity of civilization.”11 The success or failure of the League 
of Nations hinged on the question of calendar reform: “The outcome 
of these projects will permit us, in every case, to judge the League of 
Nations.”12 Nordmann was optimistic: “We count heavily on the League 
of Nations to reform the calendar. We are right.”13

When suggestions to adjust clocks back or ahead for a full day or 
longer were brought up, they inevitably caused anxiety and controversy. 
Nordmann described how when Bulgarians adopted the Gregorian cal-
endar they suddenly “aged officially by 13 days.”14 And if the astrono-
mers of the Paris Observatory agreed to join the Greenwich standard, 
a small consolation would be that they would rejuvenate: “Some have 
been consoled in thinking that rejuvenating 9 minutes and 21 seconds 
by the force of law is not a trivial blessing.”15 The Russians would not 
agree to change the calendar because “the mass of ignorant muzhiks” 
would not want to “age” those days and a single “ex- beautiful woman” 
from “down there” could singlehandedly bring the reform to a halt.16

A group of astronomers presented a new perpetual calendar for “con-
sideration without recommendation” that boasted various advantages: it 
would only “need to be printed but once,” every new year would begin 
on a Monday, and “holidays [would] always fall on the same day of the 
week.”17 But ambitions to reform the calendar were curbed by its explicit 
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commitment to avoid “far- reaching reforms touching the every- day life 
of the people, at the present moment, even though such reforms seem in 
themselves desirable.”18 Reluctance to push for bolder reforms was due 
to “this very unsettled time in the world’s history” when “all sorts of 
reformers, wise and otherwise, are springing up advocating changes in 
all sorts of things.”19 Many scientists hoped that the League of Nations 
would help them push these reforms along. The hope of its members 
was that nations could start agreeing on bigger issues once they settled 
on the more pragmatic ones.

Scientists working within international organizations played im-
portant roles in initiatives to standardize instruments, methods, proce-
dures, and publication and bibliographic practices. The organization of 
the League of Nations (and of the CIC within it) was modeled after pre-
vious scientific international commissions that had tackled questions 
of standardization. Global sciences (such as geodesy and meteorology), 
global industries (such as electric, telegraph, and rail), and global stan-
dards (time, longitude, weights, and measures) depended centrally on 
inter national agreement across nations.

TIME AND THE LEAGUE OF NATIONS

The League of Nations (and the CIC within it headed by Bergson) faced 
direct competition for questions related to scientific standards from the 
International Research Council (IRC).20 The IRC constituted itself as 
an umbrella institution for many others— including the committee re-
sponsible for determining the very unit of time. In a decision that would 
have important consequences for the theory of relativity, in 1919 the 
Astronomical Union of the IRC set up the Committee on Standard of 
Wave- Length.21 The decision to eventually “place metrology in the Brit-
ish Empire on a wave- length basis” was eagerly accepted in the United 
States by the Board of Trade and the National Physical Laboratory.22 
Other standards, such as those based on the traditional meter bar at 
Sèvres, would now have to compete against those proposed by this new 
Anglo- American front.

Einstein was deeply concerned about any intervention from the 
League of Nations on topics that could potentially affect the definition 
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of time. Could the recommendation to use light waves as standards be 
at risk? One of Einstein’s biographers described his work in the League 
of Nation’s CIC branch as centering on topics “which were technical 
and belonged to his own domain.” Einstein “intervened in the course 
of successive sessions in favor of proposals  .  .  . such as, for instance, 
the project for a universal synchronization of comparative astronomic 
measures, as well as proposals for the needs of telegraphy, etc.; or the 
proposal for the creation of an international meteorological office.”23

After the Great War, a number of debates pertaining to the definition, 
determination, and distribution of time gained a certain closure, at least 
in practical terms.24 A worldwide time distribution and timekeeping 
system had been set in motion during the Congrès international pour 
la réforme du calendrier, which had met in Liége May 27– 29, 1914, with 
the express purpose of reaching agreement with respect to time and the 
calendar, but the Congrès had been unable to complete its work because 
World War I had started later that summer. The task of reforming the 
calendar had to wait until after the war, when the need for reform was 
even more pressing than before. The postwar period presented a unique 
opportunity for gaining consensus with respect to time— the Allied na-
tions could legitimately exclude the others.

In 1919 the IRC urged the formation of the International Astronom-
ical Union (IAU) to regulate and promote scientific standards. In July, 
during a meeting in Brussels, they started the actual process. Partici-
pants determined that the IAU should “adopt” the central authority on 
time, the International Time Commission (ITC). The ITC would be in 
charge of distributing time. After extended negotiations, they agreed 
that the bulk of its work should be carried out by the Paris- based Inter-
national Time Bureau (ITB), which was located at the Paris Observatory, 
and as a compromise, that time be “expressed in Greenwich Time.”25 To 
avoid appearing as simply a Franco- British alliance, the ITB was charged 
with “harmonizing” time sent to it by various other “National Centers” 
located at international observatories worldwide and with calculating a 
mean value from them. From there, it could be sent back to the world 
as “universal time.” The ITC included as its task the regulation of “or-
dinary” time, seeking to reach “individuals, etc.” and stating as its mis-
sion the process of “unifying time” signals “whether these are scientific 
signals of great precision or ordinary signals adapted to the needs of 
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navigation, meteorology, seismology, railways, postal and telegraphic 
services, public administration, clock- makers, individuals, etc.”26

How did this new institutional organization affect science? The IRC, 
through the IAU, recommended that standards should eventually be 
determined by reference to light waves, asking “that the question of a 
primary standard of wave- length be held in abeyance— that is not to be 
reopened.” Time and length standards, they concluded, were “a matter 
belonging entirely to the Committee on the International Bureau of 
Weights and Measures.”27 With this decision, the path leading to the 
eventual adoption of light waves as a privileged unit of measuring time 
and length was cleared. This decision, more importantly, favored scien-
tists, such as Einstein, who analyzed space and time concepts in terms 
of the behavior of light waves.

AGAINST THE LEAGUE OF NATIONS

Einstein initially portrayed his political and scientific outlook as fitting 
within the collaborative efforts of the league. “The theory of relativity 
does not topple Newton’s and Maxwell’s theories, just as the League of 
Nations does not annihilate the states that join it,” he explained.28 But 
his initial support for the League of Nations was lukewarm and would 
eventually completely wane.29 Einstein missed the CIC’s second meet-
ing (in September 1922) because he was in Japan.30 At that time, the 
members of the CIC were divided between those who believed that sci-
entists should make any research that could be have potential military 
applications available to all and those who believed it should remain 
classified.31 That day, the committee discussed scientists’ research into 
toxic gases “in order to reduce to a minimum the chances that they 
would be used in a future war,” concluding that making this research 
public would constitute a grave danger to all.32 The CIC agreed to leave 
the issue up to the personal morality of each scientist, a position that 
greatly disappointed Bergson.

Einstein was explicitly considered as someone who could counter 
the “Latin element” of France, Spain and Italy, Portugal and Latin 
American nations in the League of Nations. To try to get him to par-
ticipate more fully in its activities, a colleague explained to him how 
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“this committee, like all the organizations of the League of Nations, is 
in danger of having the Latin element overrepresented.”33 Yet Einstein 
did not feel he could adequately represent Germany in these forums 
because of his “condition as Israeli, on the one hand, and on the other 
because of his antichauvinistic feelings from the German point of view 
do not permit him to truly represent the intellectual milieu and the 
universities of Germany.”34 He also considered resigning because of 
prevailing anti- German sentiments. Nonetheless, Einstein was invited 
as a representative of German science. Einstein was in a difficult posi-
tion. Marie Curie and others pleaded with him to remain a member, 
and he agreed.

The physicist resigned on March 1923, publishing a sharply worded 
public statement against the League of Nations. Einstein protested that 
it had watched helplessly as the French, refusing to send the problem 
of Germany’s war reparations to arbitration, occupied the German 
Ruhr region. The government of Raymond Poincaré, Henri Poincaré’s 
cousin, had sent the troops to the Ruhr industrial area to seize control 
of production. “The League of Nations,” argued Einstein, “fails not only 
to embody the ideal of an international organization, but actually dis-
credits it.”35

His highly public resignation only made the work of the League of 
Nations and the CIC more difficult. His behavior appeared paradoxical 
to many of his colleagues. How could a scientist who preached about 
internationalism refuse to take place in these outreach activities? After 
all, he was being invited (indeed, they had pleaded) as a German- born 
member. Had not Einstein repeatedly protested the exclusion of Ger-
man scientists?

His colleague Max Born immediately wrote to him upon hearing the 
news of Einstein’s resignation. Could it be true? “The papers report that 
you have turned your back on the League of Nations. I would like to 
know if this is true. It is, indeed, almost impossible to arrive at any ratio-
nal opinion about political matters, as the truth is systematically being 
distorted during wartime.”36 But Einstein had indeed resigned. He was 
replaced by Lorentz, who would play an increasingly important role at 
the CIC, becoming its president after Bergson’s retirement.

During this tumultuous period, Einstein considered his theory of 
relativity in both political and scientific terms. In a letter to his friend 
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Maurice Solovine, he connected his decision to resign directly to Berg-
son’s reception of relativity:

I resigned from a commission of the League of Nations, for I no longer 
have any confidence in this institution. That provoked some animosity, 
but I am glad that I did it. One must shy away from deceptive under-
takings, even when they bear a high- sounding name. Bergson, on his 
book on the theory of relativity, made some serious blunders; may God 
forgive him.37

In four short sentences Einstein referenced God, politics, and relativity. 
As if these topics were not complicated enough, Einstein dated his letter 
to Solovine by reference to a religious holiday, Pentecost 1923, instead of 
to the calendar date of May 20, 1923. When months later he was forced 
to explain his decision to resign from the CIC and to combat views that 
he was being pro- German, he again explained his decision by reference 
to his scientific work, stating that his position was consistent with the 
theory of relativity. In a letter to Marie Curie, he explained: “Do not 
think for a moment that I consider my own fellow countrymen superior 
and that I misunderstand the others— that would scarcely be consistent 
with the theory of relativity.”38

ExCLUSION AND BOyCOTT

Since the First World War, Bergson had criticized the policies of exclu-
sion of various so- called international forums and academies. As pres-
ident of the Académie des sciences morales et politiques, he was pres-
sured by a group of members of the Institut de France who demanded 
the expulsion of foreign associates of German nationality. The philos-
ophers of the Institut, as a group, condemned this initiative. Bergson, 
during his tenure as president of the Académie drafted a declaration 
that condemned the war but did not go to the extreme of expelling 
German nationals.39

Bergson’s compromise with regard to German scientists was excep-
tional during those years. After the war, the politics of exclusion inten-
sified as Germans were consistently excluded from most “international” 
scientific forums. In 1922 the Académie de sciences refused to invite 
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Einstein to lecture while he was in Paris because Germany did not be-
long to the League of Nations.40 An antagonistic newspaper questioned 
their logic: “If a German were to discover a remedy for cancer or tuber-
culosis, would these thirty academicians have to wait for the application 
of the remedy until Germany joined the League?”41

The politics of exclusion was more complicated when it came to Ein-
stein, who did not consider himself as adequately representing Germany 
yet continued to protest against the exclusion of Germans. Einstein 
boycotted these forums despite being invited. After resigning from the 
CIC, he explained to Marie Curie: “I have requested, furthermore, that 
I not be invited to Brussels [to attend the Solvay Conference].”42 Einstein 
nonetheless constantly referred to the exclusion of German scientists as 
a reason for his unforthcoming support. Despite the efforts of Curie, 
Lorentz, and others, Einstein continued to be extremely critical of the 
CIC and the League. To his friend Michele Besso, Einstein explained 
how he felt “proud not to have been duped by the League of Nations.” 
That would have been a complete “waste of time and energy,” due to the 
complete “hypocrisy” of the institution.43

On March 6, 1924, crisis hit the CIC. Gilbert Murray, a scholar of 
ancient Greek literature, world peace advocate, and vice president of the 
CIC, sent a letter to the Times accusing the commission of being anti- 
German. The CIC responded by publishing numerous invitations to 
German scientists and institutions as evidence of how they had turned 
down these invitations. Bergson, who could not disguise his anger to-
ward Murray and those who were claiming that the CIC was exclusion-
ary, needed Einstein more than ever.44 When asked how they should 
best respond to the crisis and to these accusations, Bergson responded: 
“It would be extremely useful if Prof. Einstein joined the commission 
again.”45 Bergson quickly sent him a second invitation.

Should Einstein be asked to rejoin, even after he had sent to the press 
insulting remarks about the League of Nations? The question of rein-
tegrating Einstein into the CIC was also affected by pressure from the 
British, who sought to profit from two weak points in France: the dip-
lomatic isolation that France’s occupation of the Ruhr area had brought 
on and the concurrent devaluation of the franc. Gilbert Murray asked 
Einstein if he would join, and he accepted on June 25, 1924.46 Reintro-
ducing him was awkward for the president. Bergson saluted him as a 
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member who “was at the same time old and new” and whose “reputa-
tion is universal.”47

THE MEETING BREAK

New articles on the conflict between the theory of relativity and Berg-
son’s philosophy appeared in the July 1924 issue of the Revue de philos-
ophie. In that volume, the alleged equality of the different times in the 
twin paradox was again debated. The philosopher Isaac Benrubi, among 
others, decided to attend the CIC’s meeting in Geneva (July 25, 1924) 
only after learning that both Einstein and Bergson would attend.48 The 
fate of the CIC was now colored by the Bergson- Einstein debate. For its 
participants, the debate was at least as important as the meeting itself.

For the meeting proper, Bergson reintroduced Einstein with a flat-
tering introduction, but during the meeting break, their differences 
once again became evident. Benrubi approached Einstein to ask him 
what he thought of Duration and Simultaneity. Einstein offered his of-
ficial response— that Bergson had not understood the physics of relativ-
ity; that he had made a mistake. Asked if he would continue the fight 
against Bergson, Einstein responded: “No, I do not intend to do that, 
unless Bergson himself provokes a polemic. But that would not help 
anybody.”49 Was Einstein willing to let bygones be bygones? Reporting 
to the Frankfurter Zeitung right after the meeting, Einstein expressed 
discontent about the dominant role of the French participants, who 
were led and chaired by Bergson as president: “It is true that the French 
mentality may unwittingly have dominated the proceedings to some 
extent.”50

Einstein and Bergson did not manage to work together at the CIC. 
Passions again flared when the French government offered the CIC the 
option of building the International Institute of Intellectual Cooper-
ation in Paris. Einstein (among others) expressed his concern that the 
CIC was international only nominally and, in effect, nationalistically 
French. But Bergson thought he should not turn down the govern-
ment’s generous offer. When Bergson accepted, Einstein became more 
and more suspicious of the CIC’s underhand nationalism. He did not 
attend the next meeting, which was held in Paris, instead of in Geneva.51
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Einstein continued to support alternative political forums, even hop-
ing to enlist Bergson in some of them. Together with the Zionist leader 
Chaïm Weizmann, he invited Bergson to participate in the inauguration 
of the Hebrew University of Jerusalem. Bergson immediately declined, 
explaining that although he was “touched” by the invitation he was sim-
ply too busy supporting other causes. Bergson then asked Einstein once 
again about his participation in the League of Nations, urging him to 
please attend the next session.52

Einstein’s support of Zionist causes seemed, in the eyes of his critic, 
to be more important than his defense of international causes. Einstein 
responded by arguing that “my Zionism does not preclude cosmopoli-
tan conception.” When pressed to explain himself, he responded that he 
was “against nationalism but in favor of Zionism.”53 Einstein’s Zionism 
became increasingly controversial as relations between Jews and Arabs 
worsened in the Middle East. As he continued to advocate cultural 
 Zionist causes and criticize the League of Nations, he was reproved by 
some of his fellow German Jews, who did not yet see a necessary tension 
between German nationalism and Judaism. Fritz Haber, a prominent 
Jewish German chemist and friend of Einstein who had played an im-
portant role in developing and using toxic gases during the Great War, 
disagreed with Einstein’s activism. He worried that it would only fan 
the flames of anti- Semitism in Germany.54

Einstein was totally “bored” by the League on Nations. During the 
meeting of July 1925, he killed time by thinking about physics. “This 
letter,” he wrote to Besso, “was written during a boring meeting of the 
League of Nations.”55 In August 1925, Einstein once again criticized 
the CIC for its two- facedness. Bergson resigned, citing an illness.56 He 
completely retired from public life. Lorentz assumed the presidency. 
But even after Bergson’s resignation, Einstein did not increase his atten-
dance; from 1926 to 1930, Einstein attended only three meetings. He 
even asked if Langevin could go to them in his stead.57

When he did attend the CIC, Einstein advocated Germany’s partic-
ipation in the League of Nations. Even after the country was accepted 
in 1926, he continued to protest the excessive dominance of the French. 
His complaints escalated after the CIC inaugurated its institute in Paris 
with Einstein publicly complaining of the “impression of French pre-
dominance,” especially since “the chairman of the committee has so 
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far also been a Frenchman,” that is, Bergson.58 Einstein believed that 
the domination of the CIC by the French (through Bergson) was “a 
fact which is not conducive . . . to international solidarity.”59 Elsewhere 
the physicist described the initiative as a “keen disappointment” and a 
“weak and imperfect instrument” that has “by no means fulfilled all the 
expectations that accompanied its founding.”60

To the mathematician Jacques Hadamard, he described the league as 
“impotent.”61 And to the New York Times, he described himself as “rarely 
enthusiastic about what the League of Nations has done or has not 
done.”62 Einstein explained to Paul Painlevé that “I have always regretted 
the fact that the institute was established in Paris and financed exclu-
sively by French funds.”63 He advocated instead “to move the institute in 
toto to Geneva and have all countries contribute to its financial support 
under a quota system.”64 Together with Paul Langevin, his lifelong ally 
in the defense of relativity theory, he worked on the prospect of creat-
ing an alternative international association of leading intellectuals to 
exert political influence. His opinion of the institution worsened even 
more when Alfredo Rocco, the Italian minister of education, who was 
of a clear fascist persuasion, joined as member. In July 1930 Einstein 
criticized the committee yet again and resigned for good. Murray, one 
of the CIC’s most active members, wrote about the woes that Einstein’s 
resignation brought to the institution and pointed his finger to a quick 
fix: “The best solution of all these difficulties is obvious! It is that you 
should remain with us, but perhaps that is too much to hope for.”65 It 
certainly was.

THE DISAGREEMENTS CONTINUE

As they disagreed about world politics, the physicists continued to dis-
agree on pertinent scientific issues. Einstein decided to resume attend-
ing the Solvay Congresses, which were organized by Lorentz, on April 
1926. During the following year’s Solvay Conference, Einstein started a 
notorious debate with one of the founders of quantum mechanics, Niels 
Bohr. During the meeting, Einstein “expressed . . . a deep concern” over 
physicists’ disagreement about causality in physics, uttering his argu-
ment that God did not play dice with the universe: “ob der liebe Gott 
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würfelt.”66 From then on the Solvay Conferences “took quite a dramatic 
turn” plagued by disputes pertaining to the relation between relativ-
ity and quantum mechanics— two areas of science based on radically 
different conceptions of how the universe worked.67 Bohr’s challenge 
profoundly concerned Einstein, who “expressed a feeling of disquietude 
as regards the apparent lack of firmly laid out principles for the expla-
nation of nature, on which all could agree.”68 Defenders of Bohr and 
quantum mechanics increasingly turned to Bergson for support.

The physicists continued to disagree, but meeting together became 
increasingly difficult because of the deteriorating political situation. 
Einstein was unable to attend the Solvay Conference of 1933. What was 
worse, the tone of their discussions appeared increasingly unfit for sci-
entists, who risked further discredit in the eyes of the public. Bohr ex-
plained the urgency of having additional international scientific meet-
ings so that participants would not leave with a negative impression of 
science. He had in mind Einstein’s remarks about what God would or 
would not do: “Utterances of this kind would naturally in many minds 
evoke the impression of an underlying mysticism foreign to the spirit 
of science.” Bohr explained how at the “Congress of 1936 I therefore 
tried to clear up such misunderstandings.”69 Despite his best efforts, the 
International Congress for the Unity of Science (1936) was yet another 
display of disunity.

In 1938 the CIC tried to forge some consensus on the main issues 
splitting the physics community, in particular the quantum mechanics– 
relativity debate, under the auspices of the League of Nations. “These 
aspects of the situation were especially discussed at a meeting in War-
saw in 1938, arranged by the International Institute of Intellectual Co- 
operation of the League of Nations,” recalled Bohr.70

We now know that the League of Nations did not fulfill its much- 
hoped- for expectations: agreement, either political, or scientific, or of 
any other kind. The question of what kind of reality should be given 
to times marked by the two clocks continued to be debated. And the 
Einstein- Bergson debate was now entangled with the larger problem of 
how relativity could be reconciled with quantum mechanics.

By then, Bergson had given up active political involvement. He ded-
icated the rest of his life to writing his last works, including The Two 
Sources of Morality and Religion (1932), a book whose tone regarding 
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war, peace, and cooperation was influenced by his own experience at 
the CIC. In particular, it was colored by the CIC’s failure with respect 
to arms control. Bergson explained how the failure of the League of 
Nations was not due to its powerlessness or to its lack of a means of en-
forcement, as many (including Einstein) believed: “Even if the League 
of Nations would take an armed form sufficient in its  appearance, . . . 
it would collide with the profound war instinct that covers civiliza-
tion.”71 The war instinct, according to Bergson, would be better tack-
led by rethinking the idea of instinct itself and of the role of biology 
in determining behavior, that is, by not attributing to them such dom-
inant roles.

Einstein thought differently. In 1932 he was asked to publish a vol-
ume of correspondence between himself and another leading intellec-
tual on the challenges facing mankind. Einstein considered Langevin 
first, but later settled on Freud. Freud, in contrast to Bergson, was much 
more pessimistic about the inevitable direction of history and the role 
of destructive instincts in humans. While Bergson continued to argue 
in his book that these impulses could and should be overcome and that 
philosophy could lead the way toward a better world, Freud considered 
civilization as inevitably imperiled by them. He argued that the instinc-
tual drive of humans toward destructiveness could never be overcome, 
basing his argument on evidence from biology, anthropology, and psy-
chology. Between 1933 and 1935, the CIC published the correspondence 
between Freud and Einstein in Why War.72

Bergson’s response to anti- Semitism and the growing horrors of 
 Nazism was very different from Einstein’s. Einstein publicly differenti-
ated his views about Jewish identity from the mainstream Central Asso-
ciation of German Citizens of the Jewish Faith. He did not agree with 
those who considered Judaism simply as a faith or as a religion, arguing 
instead that being Jewish was first and foremost about “ties of blood 
and tradition” and therefore a distinctly racial category.73 “The way I see 
it, the racial peculiarity of Jews will necessarily influence their social 
relations with non- Jews.”74 Bergson did not espouse a racial definition 
of  Judaism, especially not one that placed it in conflict with their na-
tional affiliations. In The Two Sources of Morality and Religion he firmly 
criticized the unwarranted extension of biological notions of race to 
the realm of human culture. The book contained a sharp statement 
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against Friedrich Nietzsche, who was being read— including by Einstein 
himself— as an authority describing how power relations mapped unto 
 racial ones.

The Nazis rose to power early in 1933. Einstein abandoned his paci-
fist stance, hoping that another institution “differing from the present 
League of Nations in Geneva, would have at its disposal the means for 
enforcing its decisions.”75 He started to advocate an international stand-
ing army and police force. The CIC lost momentum and had its last 
meeting on July 1939.76 During the years that followed many of Ein-
stein’s supporters suffered the consequences of the deteriorating polit-
ical situation.
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Back from Paris

BERLIN, GERMANY

When Einstein returned to Berlin from Paris, he found that the visit had 
been “unforgettable, but devilishly tiring.”1 Fatigue was the least of his 
worries. Einstein soon feared for his life.

Walther Rathenau, the man responsible for convincing him to go to 
Paris, was targeted and killed that summer. A band of men intent on 
assassinating prominent Jews shot him at close range and finished him 
off by throwing a hand grenade into his car. His assassination foretold a 
deteriorating political situation in Europe and the immense difficulties 
in improving Franco- German relations. Einstein’s confrontation with 
Bergson did not help matters. In Germany, Einstein’s work was widely 
attacked, often because of blatant anti- Semitism. Einstein and his sup-
porters defended themselves bravely, but after his visit to Paris, they 
would have to deal, in addition, with Bergson’s objections and those of 
his numerous supporters.

Einstein had discussed his theory with Rathenau, who had asked him 
what would happen if instead of light signals striking a moving train, 
an assassin would throw a stick of dynamite on the train carrying the 
czar of Russia. “What startles the czar twice is a single matter for the 
assassin,” Rathenau concluded.2 Rathenau attempted to extend to this 
violent scenario the claim that certain events that were simultaneous 
for one observer (seen once) were sequential for another (seen twice). 
But Einstein’s work showed that a different logic applied to a light signal 
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than to a solid body, be it a vehicle or a stick of dynamite. Relativity 
was not necessary for understanding the latter. Could he have helped 
 Rathenau in other ways? Could he now help the wider world?

Einstein’s trip was considered diplomatic by some but provocative by 
others. On his journey back, Einstein stopped at battle sites in Rheims 
and its surroundings to show “how ugly war is.”3 Were the French or 
the Germans to blame? Bergson unambiguously blamed Germany. Ein-
stein, in contrast, did not point his finger to any nation in particular, 
feeling instead that all “horrid Europeans” were at fault.4

CONCEPTUAL HISTORy: ERNST CASSIRER

Einstein’s politics and fundraising for Zionists causes made him more 
controversial than ever. Some of his closest friends warned him of the 
dangers, yet many sided with his causes. Einstein received the backing of 
some of the most important German philosophers, who simultaneously 
started to retreat from Bergson. By far the most important endorsement 
of relativity by a philosopher came from one of the most talented men 
in the profession: Ernst Cassirer. Cassirer was a few years older than Ein-
stein and can roughly be considered to belong to the same generation. 
He came from a privileged, elite Jewish family and was well established 
as the chair of philosophy at Hamburg University, where he embarked 
on an ambitious and highly successful career.

In the spring of 1920 Cassirer sent Einstein the manuscript of a book 
on the theory of relativity that he hoped to publish. The letter accompa-
nying the manuscript explained to him that his purpose was to “bring 
about agreement” between physicists and philosophers and to “avoid 
misunderstandings” among them.5

Cassirer’s letter, by virtue of coming from a German philosopher who 
did not outright attack the foundations of relativity, offered Einstein the 
possibility of a rapprochement with the philosophical community, at 
least with part of that community in Germany. The offer of a white flag 
was rare from philosophers, since one of the most prominent philosoph-
ical schools in Germany, grouped under the name of the Kant Society, 
was clearly against some of Einstein’s most important claims. A few 
days after Cassirer’s letter arrived, Max Wertheimer, one of the founders 
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of Gestalt psychology, wrote a letter to Einstein warning him how the 
Kant Society wanted to invite him to Halle “to uncover in public before 
a philosophical tribunal the elementary absurdities of Einst[einian] the-
ories.”6 He recommended that Einstein not go. Wertheimer warned him 
that the philosopher Oskar Kraus was poised to attack him. Kraus and 
others would use Einstein’s theory of relativity to prove the main points 
of the Philosophy of As If, which had been developed years earlier by 
the philosopher Hans Vaihinger.7 According to its proponents, scientists 
worked under the assumption that theories matched perfectly well with 
reality, but this belief, in the end, was unwarranted.

Wertheimer thought that Cassirer was different from almost all of 
the other philosophers in Germany. Cassirer, explained Wertheimer to 
Einstein, was a real ally. Offering an otherwise almost wholesale indict-
ment of German philosophers, he referred to Cassirer alone as a unique 
person of “earnest intention.”8

Einstein paid attention and considered to “call Halle off because the 
blather would make me sick.” Instead of going, he dedicated himself to 
digging into Cassirer’s manuscript, which initially he found “less amus-
ing” than playing with his friend’s kids.9 A few days later, he had made 
up his mind: “I am not going to Halle. It would be senseless.”10 And he 
thanked Wertheimer: “It is very nice of you not to let me fall into the 
trap.”11 His wife agreed: “How glad I am that you aren’t traveling to 
Halle! All that fuming, for what purpose? You won’t convince that sort 
anyway.”12 Thanks to Wertheimer’s and his wife’s warnings about “the 
trap” coming from “that sort” of people, Einstein succeeded in distanc-
ing himself from antagonistic philosophers and drawing closer to Cas-
sirer, a person of “earnest intention.”

That summer (1920) Einstein responded approvingly to Cassirer’s re-
quest for comments, concluding that “I think your treatise is very well 
suited to clarify philosophers’ ideals and knowledge of the physical 
problems of relativity.”13 Their disagreements were minor, but none-
theless existed. Einstein thought Cassirer should place less emphasis on 
“conceptual tools” than he had done, stating that “I do not think that 
our choice of these [conceptual] tools is constrained by virtue of the na-
ture of our intellect.” He also urged Cassirer to place more emphasis on 
experiment and measurement: “The theory of relativity stands and falls 
as a physical theory,” he underlined. Cassirer obliged, making necessary 
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revisions to that end: “In particular, I have now given stronger emphasis 
to the theory of relativity’s purely empirical point of departure, which, 
when set against the analysis of theoretical assumptions, certainly did 
get the shorter end of the deal.”14 Cassirer had initially operated under 
the assumption that the nature of our thought processes and the think-
ing apparatuses shaped what was known— but retreated from this posi-
tion after being chastised by Einstein.

Cassirer’s support of Einstein was clear from the very beginning of 
their correspondence. Even before Einstein’s work appeared in print, 
Cassirer considered the physicist as someone who could “guide us to-
ward a return to critical rationality and staid, factual inquiry.”15 Why 
was Cassirer so intent on defending “staid, factual inquiry”? The imme-
diate context of Cassirer’s remarks appeared in light of the attacks that 
Einstein was facing from the “Syndicate of German Scientists,” who 
held an event in August 1920 at the Philharmonic Hall in Berlin to dis-
credit the theory of relativity.

After the Berlin anti- relativity lectures, Einstein increasingly de-
scribed all criticisms of his theory as politically and racially motivated. 
He explicitly claimed “that there are other motives behind this under-
taking than the search for truth.” These attacks would not have been 
launched “were I a German nationalist, whether bearing a swastika or 
not, rather than a Jew of liberal international bent.”16 Einstein explained 
that “to my knowledge there is hardly a scientist among those who have 
made substantial contributions to theoretical physics who would not 
concede that the entire theory of relativity is logically consistently struc-
tured and that it agrees with the experimental facts now available.”17 
Einstein was right: most scientists agreed with these two aspects, logical 
consistency and experimental verification, but many of them still did 
not agree that all of the theory’s conclusions were absolutely necessary.

Cassirer stood firmly by Einstein because of the dangerous politi-
cal situation in Germany. He warned that “the more conditions here 
worsen,” the more “we need the men” like Einstein. He was convinced 
that attacks on the physicist’s theory were politically, rather than intel-
lectually, motivated. In defending Einstein, Cassirer had a mission: “I 
hope to be able to do my part in contributing at least a little toward 
checking the mental confusion of these things that still seem to exist in 
so many minds and seem to be deliberately exploited by some quarters.”18 
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Despite doing “his part,” conditions worsened tragically. In 1933, when 
the Nazis seized power, Cassirer would be dismissed from his professor-
ship in Hamburg and forced into exile. In America, he would continue 
his defense of Einstein and fight against Bergson until his death.

In 1921, the year Einstein started to portray the acceptance or denial 
of his theory as a political matter, Cassirer published Einstein’s Theory of 
Relativity, through the prestigious publishing house of his cousin Bruno 
Cassirer.19 In publications that followed, Cassirer attacked Bergson.20 By 
the time the third volume of Symbolic Forms appeared in 1929, it was 
clear that Cassirer did not think highly of Bergson, nor of the many 
other representatives of the Philosophy of Life movement in which he 
grouped him.

KANT’S GHOST

The enemy of his friend was also Cassirer’s enemy. What most separated 
Cassirer from Bergson was the legacy of Kant. The two philosophers 
held distinctly opposite appreciations of Kant’s philosophy. Cassirer 
was a neo- Kantian, whose work fit within the school of thought of his 
teacher, Hermann Cohen. Cohen, one of the first unconverted Jews to 
hold a university professorship in Germany, was an authority on Kant. 
He offered a highly influential interpretation of Kant’s work that in-
fluenced generations to come, reading him as a science- friendly episte-
mologist rather than as an obscure metaphysician. His reading of Kant 
would soon be contested by Martin Heidegger. According to Cohen, 
the role of philosophy with regard to science was that of providing an 
epistemological framework for it. Read in this way, Kant was the perfect 
model for Cohen, and later for Cassirer, since he showed how science 
could be both empirical (touching on the concrete) and idealistic (con-
nected to the eternal). Bergson was resolutely anti- Kantian and in more 
ways than one. “Kant’s error has been to consider time as homogenous,” 
he explained in Time and Free Will (1889).21

Cohen had just written a manuscript on the relation between reason, 
science, and Judaism that “violently critiqued Bergson.” When Cassirer 
read it, he tried to appease Cohen and convince him to tone down his 
attack. In response to Cassirer, Cohen promised to “reexamine” his text. 
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As soon as Cohen returned to his house after these conversations, he 
telephoned Cassirer. In an “intimate and tender voice,” he told Cassirer 
that he had attenuated his critique significantly, so that Bergson’s mes-
sage now appeared “as the most trivial, most insignificant, and most 
garrulous I have ever read.” Cassirer’s wife, who was listening in on the 
call from the second telephone on the line, could not help but burst 
into laughter. In the end, Cohen heeded his colleague’s advice.22 Cohen’s 
preface to the book, translated as Religion of Reason Out of the Sources of 
Judaism, appeared without a direct reference to Bergson. Yet the claims 
he advanced throughout could not be more different from those of 
the French philosopher. Refusing to oppose intuition against reason, 
Cohen strove to show how science, reason, and Judaism strengthened 
each other.

What was Einstein’s position with respect to these topics? Accord-
ing to Einstein, Cassirer initially went too far in emphasizing the role 
played by concepts in shaping science. For Cassirer, the reality revealed 
by physicists was “through and through mediated.”23 Cassirer’s view on 
this matter was indeed very far from that proposed by Einstein during 
those years. In his early work, Cassirer was not content with simply de-
fending a “neat formulation of the physical criterion of objectivity, that 
everything that can be measured exists,” which Einstein (at a certain 
moment of his career) fully endorsed. He found an additional task for 
the philosopher to tackle, one that “involves the problem of discovering 
the fundamental conditions of this measurability.”24 But Cassirer would 
increasingly leave these questions behind as he allied his position more 
strongly with Einstein’s.

“An experimental decision between Lorentz’s and Einstein’s theories 
was thus not possible,” wrote Cassirer in his book on relativity. “Be-
tween them,” he insisted, “there could fundamentally be no experimen-
tum crucis.”25 To some, these were alarming claims. If not on clear ex-
perimental proof, then on what basis could one judge Einstein’s merits? 
In his book on relativity, Cassirer endorsed Lorentz’s view of relativity 
as much as Einstein’s. What is more, he repeated the claim, made ini-
tially by Lorentz, that Einstein simply postulated what he had earlier 
deduced. With biting humor, he traced this strategy to Goethe, who 
had explained in a letter that “the greatest art in theoretical and practi-
cal life consists in changing the problem into a postulate; that way one 
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succeeds.” Cassirer stated that “this was the course which Einstein fol-
lowed in his fundamental essay.” Indeed, Einstein himself had initially 
described his contribution as one that “raised” a “conjecture . . . to the 
status of a postulate.”26

Cassirer was nonetheless very generous to Einstein throughout the 
book. He lauded the physicist for taking science “a step further by free-
ing it still more from the presuppositions of the naïvely sensuous ‘sub-
stantialistic’ view of the world.” Cassirer viewed the progress of science, 
and of civilization, as one that slowly moved away from a primitive and 
mythical focus on specifics and substance to a modern focus on symbols 
through abstraction. His view stood in sharp contrast to other philoso-
phers who mourned the move of science toward increasing abstraction 
as a loss and who frequently gained inspiration from Bergson.

As the political situation worsened in Germany, Cassirer would aban-
don his early evenhanded approach, in which Einstein’s contributions 
appeared side by side with Lorentz’s and in which Einstein’s theory 
appeared without the strong support of experimental evidence, and 
become one of Einstein’s strongest supporters. An Essay of Man (1944), 
written in exile, was a panegyric statement for science and a tribute to 
his friend: “Science is the last step in man’s mental development and it 
may be regarded as the highest and most characteristic attainment of 
human culture.”27 It stood at the pinnacle of culture precisely because 
of its relation to “spontaneity.” Throughout the text Cassirer stressed 
the theoretical aspects of science, excluding from it any mundane or 
technological connections. Einstein was the most recent representative 
standing at the front of an illustrious lineage of scientists traced back to 
Galileo:

The work of all the great natural scientists— of Galileo and Newton, of 
Maxwell and Helmholtz, of Planck and Einstein— was not mere fact col-
lecting; it was theoretical, and that means constructive work. This spon-
taneity and productivity is the very center of all human activities. It is 
man’s highest power.”28

The tome simultaneously discredited Bergson, arguing that his philoso-
phy was based on “a mode of receptivity, not of spontaneity.”29 The con-
cepts of receptivity and spontaneity became the favored terms used by 
Cassirer to distinguish his philosophy from others. Cassirer associated 
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spontaneity with engagement— political, social, and humanitarian— 
and optimism. He associated receptivity with passivity, inaction, and 
pessimism.30 Bergson’s philosophy “at first sight  .  .  . would appear to 
be a truly dynamic more energetic philosophy,” but in distancing the 
“vital impulse” from the realm of active life, it was forever doomed. 
Scientific work, in contrast, embodied the “spontaneity” that Cassirer 
dearly admired. These labels, and the philosophical stance associated 
with them, were clearly personal and political. “Bergson’s ethics is a 
consequence and a corollary of his metaphysics,” Cassirer concluded.31 
Cassirer’s work fell in line with other work of that period focused on the 
history of ideas that considered science as the main accomplishment of 
the Enlightenment and that distanced it from technology, industrializa-
tion, the horrors of war, and global poverty.

After his death, Cassirer’s strong dislike of Bergson became evident. 
In the fourth volume of Symbolic Forms, a work that remained unpub-
lished during his lifetime, Cassirer accused Bergson of espousing and 
defending irrationality and, what is more, of overemphasizing the role 
and the weight of the past instead of stressing the possibilities of the 
future. He grouped Bergson and Heidegger together and found in them 
the roots of the intellectual decline of Europe. The third section of the 
volume, entitled “Time According to Bergson and Heidegger,” sought 
to discredit both.32
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Two Months Later

FREIBURG, GERMANY

For some young scholars at the time, the next most intellectually stimu-
lating event after the Einstein and Bergson encounter was a meeting in 
London led by a philosopher who was then spearheading what would 
become one of the leading schools of the century: phenomenology. The 
chief proponent of phenomenology at that time was Edmund Husserl. 
His student and personal assistant, Martin Heidegger, would emerge in 
the late 1920s as an inspiring young force behind the new movement. 
Citing Einstein and Bergson directly, he offered an option for moving 
beyond the impasse of April 6, 1922. In doing so, he attempted to take 
phenomenology into a different direction from what his teacher, Hus-
serl, had initially proposed.

The summer after Einstein’s visit to Paris, Husserl was scheduled to 
give four lectures at University College in London (in June 1922). A 
young aspiring philosopher, Alexandre Koyré lamented that he could 
not attend. In a personal letter to Husserl, he excused himself for his 
absence, noting how he considered the lectures in England “more im-
portant” than Einstein’s visit to France.1 Koyré, who was originally from 
Russia, had been part of Husserl’s circle in Gottingen. He would move 
to France from Germany, where he would serve “as a bridge between 
Germany and France and between Husserl and Bergson.”2 When Ger-
man forces marched into Paris, Koyré had to move again. He crossed 
the Mediterranean to relocate first in Cairo at Fuad University and then 
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later, in America.3 He took his Bergson with him, training numerous 
students, before becoming a leading historian of science in America.

By the time of Husserl’s London lectures, the differences between 
Husserl and Bergson were already quite stark.4 In 1917, a student of Hus-
serl, Roman Ingarden, wrote an extremely critical dissertation about 
the French philosopher, claiming that Bergson’s philosophy led to an 
ineffective skepticism rather than to purposeful action.5 Ingarden pub-
lished his dissertation in 1922— decisively marking off Husserlian phe-
nomenology from Bergson’s philosophy.6 In the years that followed, 
Husserl and Heidegger emerged as attractive alternatives to Bergson. 
Each proposed different ways of understanding philosophy’s relation to 
science and to Einstein’s work and new—original and divergent—ways 
of understanding time.

HUSSERL AND HEIDEGGER

Heidegger’s Being and Time (1924), a quickly written introductory vol-
ume to a proposed multivolume project, inspired philosophers for gen-
erations to come. What did the enigmatic title refer to? “As regards the 
title ‘Being and Time,’ ‘time’ means neither the calculated time of the 
‘clock,’ nor ‘lived time’ in the sense of Bergson and others,” he explained, 
years after the book appeared.7 When he wrote that book, Heidegger 
was dissatisfied with the two dominant conceptions of time: Einsteinian 
and Bergsonian. For Heidegger, the two conceptions of time— “clock 
time” and “lived time”— one associated with Einstein and the other 
with Bergson, were symptomatic of the broader divisions of rationality 
and irrationality, where the first was associated with science and the 
second with experience. Heidegger criticized both of these divisions, 
investigating their emergence. “ ‘The irrational’ also appears and, in its 
wake, ‘lived experience,’ ” he explained. These were strong words: “irra-
tionality” thrived when “lived experience” was excluded from science.8

Heidegger’s first confrontation with relativity theory occurred before 
he wrote Being and Time, while he was still a student in Freiburg. In his 
habilitation lecture, given in 1915, he confronted the theory of relativity 
directly, claiming that Einstein was not dealing with time but rather 
only with measurements of time. These two should not be confused. “We 
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usually overlook the following,” he explained. “As a theory of physics, 
the theory of relativity is concerned with the problem of measuring 
time, not with time itself.” His judgment was severe, especially pointing 
out the limits of the theory: “The theory of relativity leaves the concept 
of time untouched,” he boldly concluded. Einstein erroneously assumed 
that time was a “homogenous, quantitatively determinable character”— 
which it was not, argued Heidegger. The theory’s limited notion of time 
was the result of how it spatialized time, assuming it to be a homoge-
nous and geometrical concept. Einstein, continued Heidegger, claimed 
that time “can be placed alongside three- dimensional space.” The phi-
losopher disagreed with this point of view.9 By treating time as space, 
scientists missed what Heidegger considered to be a much richer topic: 
an investigation into those aspects of time that could not be studied in 
the same way as space.

Heidegger’s argument echoed Bergson’s own critique of measure-
ment that had been advanced in Creative Evolution (1907). The act of 
measuring time, according to both, destroyed much of it. “We, as it 
were, make a cut in the time scale, thereby destroying authentic time in 
its flow and allowing it to harden. The flow freezes, becomes a flat sur-
face, and only as a flat surface can it be measured,” wrote Heidegger.10

In his early work, Heidegger held certain views that were similar 
to Bergson’s, namely that the time of physicists referred to something 
other than that of the philosopher’s and that this time, was in essence, 
immeasurable. But as Heidegger’s thought developed, he would increas-
ingly distance himself from any notions of Bergsonian time, even as he 
continued to sharpen his critique of Einstein. The problem with Ein-
stein’s work was that it was based on a simplistic and inadequate notion 
of measurement. Unless this notion was clarified, Einstein’s claim that he 
was dealing with real time remained suspect. To base a concept of time 
on measurements of time without noticing evident complexities in the 
concept of measurement itself was simply inadequate: “Any axiomatic 
for the physical technique of measurement must rest upon such inves-
tigations, and can never, for its own part tackle the problem of time as 
such.”11 Heidegger did not argue for or against the validity of the theory of 
relativity. He instead expressed the need to think about “the problem of 
the measurement of time as treated in the theory of relativity.”12 Measure-
ment could not simply give answers about time, since it itself occurred in 
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time. The “temporal meaning of measurement” itself had to be consid-
ered, and it had to be considered first, before anything else, since it was 
more basic and more essential than any derivative scientific results.

Heidegger’s “The Concept of Time” lecture (originally 1924) diag-
nosed a damaging divide in the two dominant ways of thinking about 
time: the scientific notion of time and the lived notion. In this short 
lecture, Heidegger explained how a renewed interest in the concept of 
time was largely due to Einstein:

Interest in what time is has been reawakened in the present day by the 
development of research in physics. . . . The current state of this research 
is established in Einstein’s relativity theory.

The physicist, argued Heidegger once again, used clock time. And clock 
time, he repeated, was a grossly inadequate concept for understanding 
time: “Once time has been defined as clock time then there is no hope 
of ever arriving at its original meaning again,” he warned.13 A review 
article on the same topic also written that year (but it remained unpub-
lished) directly cited Bergson’s Duration and Simultaneity.14

The next summer, Heidegger gave a full course, “The History of the 
Concept of Time.” His research was motivated by “the present crisis of 
the sciences,” which Heidegger blamed largely on Einstein: “In physics 
the revolution came by way of relativity theory,” he explained. Heideg-
ger considered that most conceptions of time— including Einstein’s— 
derived from Aristotle’s: “Basically the concept of time as Aristotle con-
ceived it is retained throughout.”15

Bergson made similar arguments years before Heidegger, finding the 
origin of contemporary notions of time in Aristotle and proposing to go 
beyond it. Aristotle’s error, Bergson argued repeatedly, was to describe 
time as analogous to space. Bergson proposed the concept of duration as 
an alternative to Aristotle’s notion of time. In contrast to Aristotle, he re-
vived a different antique authority, Plotinus, whom he pitted against Ar-
istotle. Bergson tried to decouple the Aristotelian connection between 
time and space, restoring to time instead its connection to duration — a 
nonspatial, nonmeasurable, and indivisible concept.

Heidegger acknowledged Bergson’s critique of Aristotle. “Bergson,” 
he explained, “in fact makes an attempt to go beyond this concept to 
a more original one.” For that reason, Heidegger set him apart from 
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the majority of previous thinkers. “This justifies our treating him sep-
arately,” he added. Yet Heidegger also wanted to improve on Bergson’s 
critique, claiming that the French philosopher remained “traditional” 
in the way he approached time. Heidegger criticized how Bergson chose 
to focus on quality instead of quantity and on succession instead of in-
stantaneity. In his opinion, Bergson’s contribution merely shifted the 
debate to these other categories: “Basically, when we consider the cate-
gorical fundamental he [Bergson] presupposes, namely, quality and suc-
cession, Bergson does not advance the matters at issue and so remains 
traditional.”16 In his view, by proposing the opposite notion to Aristot-
le’s, the force of Bergson’s philosophy remained merely one of negation.

How would Heidegger improve on Bergson? Heidegger proposed to 
question the opposite terms, quality and succession, as well. His project 
would differ from Aristotle’s, Einstein’s, and Bergson’s in this essential 
respect. Instead of continuing to debate about what time is, which was at 
the crux of the Einstein- Bergson debate, he proposed to take a step back 
and ask, what, after all, makes time? His stunning answer proposed that 
“human life does not happen in time but rather is time itself.”17

Heidegger rarely did what he said he was going to do. He proposed to 
discuss his critique of Bergson in the last section of his four- hour- a- week 
course at Marburg University. Yet, by the end of the semester, it was clear 
that he was unable to complete the themes he had proposed in outline 
at the very beginning. The course ended before he could deliver the final 
lecture— the one slated for Bergson. The notes from this course nonethe-
less served him as an “early draft” for Being and Time— a book described as 
an introduction to a longer multivolume work that never materialized.18

In Being and Time Heidegger turned even more decisively against 
Bergson. In Bergson’s philosophy, Heidegger continued to see a mere 
inversion of the Aristotelian conception of time. Bergson strongly and 
consistently criticized Aristotle’s notion, and Heidegger seized on that 
fact. Although in his very early work Heidegger considered the Berg-
sonian critique of Aristotle as important and inspirational, by now he 
considered Bergson’s duration to be a simple inversion of it. It was a 
significant improvement, but not a monumental one: “Every subsequent 
account of time, including Bergson’s, has been essentially determined by 
it [Aristotle’s concept].”19 Being and Time was a clear statement “against 
Bergson’s thesis.” Heidegger’s target was “the traditional concept of 
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time, which has persisted from Aristotle to Bergson.”20 But it was also a 
statement against Einstein’s simplistic conflation of time with the mea-
surement of time.

Heidegger set out to do the contrary of what Einstein had done to 
time— in a radical way. Whereas the Aristotelian tradition from which 
Einstein drew (according to Heidegger) represented a culmination of 
a longstanding denial of differences between past and future, left and 
right, and up and down, for Heidegger these differences were now 
deemed essential. In “everydayness,” he argued, they mattered substan-
tially. Details as mundane and frequently overlooked as having some-
thing next to you or laying close to your dominant hand could have 
important consequences for what would happen next. They spoke vol-
umes about the organization of the world. Even the future, ostensibly 
unknown to us, was primed to follow a certain course in connection to 
these frequently overlooked details.

HEIDEGGER AND CASSIRER

In 1928 Einstein gave a lecture to more than four hundred persons in 
the Hochschule in Davos about the theory of relativity. In that same 
location one year later, Heidegger confronted Cassirer.21 Cassirer, a de-
fender of Einstein and enemy of Bergson, was now pitted against a man 
ready to leave both Einstein and Bergson behind. By then, Heidegger 
was not only ready to confront Cassirer; he was also poised to abandon 
his teacher, Husserl.

Heidegger edited and published Husserl’s The Phenomenology of Inter-
nal Time- Consciousness (in 1928) based on lectures given by his mentor 
between 1905 and 1910, with some supplemental material from later 
years. In it, Husserl explained the dilemma of time motivating his inves-
tigations in clear Bergsonian terms: “Time is fixed, yet time flows.”22 The 
published text made it easier for Heidegger to compare his approach 
against Husserl’s, permitting him to highlight the differences between 
his own philosophy and that of his mentor. In contrast to Being and 
Time, which proposed to take philosophy in a new direction, Husserl’s 
The Phenomenology of Internal Time- Consciousness seemed a comparatively 
conservative text, proposing to provide a descriptive phenomenological 
account of time according to a strict method. It suggested looking at 
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how “objective” time arose from the subjective perception of flow: “In 
the flow of time . . . a non- flowing, absolutely fixed, identical, objective 
time becomes constituted.”23 By then, the approaches of Husserl and 
Heidegger were clearly different and, at times, even at odds.

During these years, the philosophical community noticed a clear fall-
ing out between the two men, both personal and professional. Husserl’s 
work accepted a division between internal and external assessments of 
time. He agreed with a standard division of labor in which the philoso-
pher focused on the “internal” aspects. Heidegger’s work, on the other 
hand, proposed to take a step back in order to go forward. He aimed 
to analyze time even before it was divided into internal and external 
qualities. Husserl’s method remained a “scientific” investigation into 
how time appeared to us before it emerged as a clear concept (such as 
that of traditional psychological investigations). Heidegger’s method, in 
contrast, proposed to be “pre- scientific.” Heidegger accepted the conclu-
sions of the exact and mathematical sciences, but— in contrast to some 
of Einstein’s defenders such as Bertrand Russell and Cassirer— he was 
not effusive about them.

In 1933 Husserl was forced out of his university position as a result of 
the Nazi racial laws against Jews. Heidegger’s career in this political con-
text, in turn, took off. When he was appointed rector to the university 
for a brief period, he publicly embraced the new political order, which 
was required of all university employees. Yet Heidegger never accepted 
a biological notion of race. He considered anti- Semitism “senseless” 
[töricht] and “abject” [verwerflich], continued to have close relationships 
with Jews, and mentored a great number of Jewish students.24

During these years, Husserl and Bergson agreed about the problems 
facing science, although they offered different solutions for it. In 1935, 
during a Vienna lecture, Husserl enumerated them. He blamed Einstein 
for part of the problem. Einstein’s revolution, he argued, came at a high 
price. Science distanced itself from those aspects that had “meaning” for 
us, mainly our everyday sense of time flowing:

Einstein’s revolutionary innovations concern the formulae through 
which the idealized and naïvely objectified physis is dealt with. But how 
formulae in general, how mathematical objectification in general, re-
ceive meaning . . .— of this we learn nothing; and thus Einstein does not 
reform the space and time in which our vital life runs its course.25
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A year later, in 1936, Husserl published the first two parts of one of his 
most influential texts about science, titled The Crisis of European Sciences 
and Transcendental Phenomenology: An Introduction to Phenomenological 
Philosophy. The work, which would be foundational for philosophers 
to come, provided a particular interpretation of Einstein’s theory of rel-
ativity in relation to Michelson’s experiment. Husserl knew well that 
“Einstein [used] Michelson experiments” to reach his conclusions. Yet 
he also knew that he used them in a particularly delimited way, one 
focused narrowly on “scales of measurement, coincidences established, 
etc.”26 Provocatively, he asked, why did Einstein stopped his investi-
gations there? One could envision researchers taking more aspects of 
the experiment into consideration: “There is no doubt that everything 
that enters here— the persons, the apparatus, the room of the institute, 
etc.— can itself become a subject of investigation in the usual sense of 
objective inquiry, that of the positive science.”27 But there were good rea-
sons why these additional topics should not and did not matter to scien-
tists. “Einstein,” he explained, “could make no use whatever of the theo-
retical psychological- psychophysical construction of the objective being 
of Mr. Michelson.” How did the “Mr. Michelson” who actually built 
and performed observations (and who had distinctly personal opinions 
about Einstein’s work) disappear from view, replaced by a seemingly 
generic and impartial observer who could ostensibly be just anyone? 
The ideal “Michelson” of the “Michelson experiments” was as distant 
from the actual “Mr. Michelson” as the virtuous Dr. Jekyll was from 
the vicious Mr. Hyde. The difference between them was key to setting 
boundaries between valid scientific experiments and nonscientific in-
vestigations. Who set these boundaries? They arose from “pre- scientific” 
“presuppositions” that were “common to all” arising from “the world of 
experience.” Those were the very “premises” of scientific knowledge that 
Husserl offered to investigate.28 Part of his philosophical project would 
be concerned with describing them in order to better understand them.

PARMENIDES AND HERACLITUS

A new generation of philosophers during these years agreed on a cer-
tain diagnostic for Europe’s problems, one connected to the “crisis” 
brought about by science. Many thinkers would side with Husserl’s 
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phenomenology as a proposed solution. Not Heidegger. He distin-
guished himself from his teacher by offering a different interpretation 
of Einstein’s and Bergson’s contributions. In the winter semester 1942– 
1943 in Freiburg, Heidegger gave a couple of lectures on Parmenides 
of Elea and Heraclitus in which he referred explicitly to Bergson and 
implicitly to Einstein. The comparison was not entirely original, though 
it would prove increasingly fruitful. The philosopher of science Karl 
Popper, among others, compared Einstein to Parmenides. Heraclitus, 
in contrast, was seen as defending the view that reality was always 
ever changing. Russell, Reichenbach, and others compared Bergson to 
Heraclitus.29

How did Einstein’s views compare to those of Parmenides? In the 
surviving lines of the ancient poem On Nature, Parmenides described 
the universe, in a section titled “The Way to Truth,” as basically static 
and unchanging. Einstein and the mathematician Hermann Minkow-
ski were often seen as offering a similar description and conceiving the 
universe as a block. “If all motional phenomena are looked at from this 
point of view,” explained a writer on relativity, “they become timeless 
phenomena in four- dimensional space. The whole history of a physical 
system is laid out as a changeless whole.”30

During the Freiburg lectures, Heidegger lamented that “clock time” 
and “lived time,” the two traditional terms for understanding it, were 
heavily value- laden: the first associated with science and all its benefits, 
and the second with “the irrational” and “lived experience.” But how 
could one go beyond these dichotomies and redistribute the heavy asso-
ciations that came with them?

As a solution, Heidegger started by focusing on “everydayness” as a 
territory where these categories could not be differentiated. Our “every-
day” was defined neither wholly by clock time nor by lived time— but 
rather by a combination of the two. In that territory, differences between 
past and future, left and right, and up and down mattered substantially. 
It made an important difference if we could “reach for [some thing], 
grasp it, look at it,” or if we could not. Heidegger sought to give back 
the texture, meaning, and importance of things being left, right, above, 
below, before, after, far, or near. This texture was lost and obfuscated if 
these differences were thought about in terms of measured, objectively 
defined terms. For example: “When, for instance, a man wears a pair 
of spectacles which are so close to him distantially that they are ‘sitting 
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on his nose,’ they are environmentally more remote from him than the 
picture on the opposite wall.” Heidegger insisted that to properly think 
about the world we needed to consider the technologies that affected 
these distances— not only eyeglasses, but also the radio, the telephone, 
and a regular street.31 The more “inconspicuous” these elements were 
in their effects on our environment, the more relevant they were for 
him philosophically. Precisely because of its “inconspicuousness,” the 
“street” itself appeared more “remote than the acquaintance whom one 
encounters ‘on the street.’ ”32

Heidegger’s point was not that there were subjective understandings 
of distances, including temporal ones, that should be contrasted with 
objective ones, although he agreed that “one is inclined to pass off 
such estimates and interpretations . . . as ‘subjective.’ ” Rather, a focus 
on these so- called subjective assessments as much more than merely 
“subjective” was what “ ‘uncovers the ‘Reality’ of the world at its most 
Real.”33 At its core, Heidegger wanted to investigate experiences before 
they could be divided neatly into objective or subjective categories. His 
analysis of time included elements that had up to then been mostly ig-
nored by philosophers, such as why certain people seem to never have 
enough time.34

During his last summer at Marburg, Heidegger referred explicitly to 
Einstein and Bergson as offering two distinct views on the nature of 
time and compared their work to that of Parmenides and Heraclitus. 
He paid compliments to Bergson: “Recently Bergson tried to conceive 
the concept of time more originally. He made it more clear than any 
previous philosopher that time is interwoven with consciousness.” But 
he was not totally convinced: “But the essential thing remained unre-
solved in Bergson, without even becoming a problem.”35 Bergson had 
offered some of “the most intense analyses of time that we possess,” 
he granted. After adding that Bergson’s work could be “re- examined 
and improved,” he accused the philosopher of “blocking” a solution. He 
boldly embarked on the problem of removing this obstacle.36

In the following lecture course during the winter semester (1929– 
1930), published as The Fundamental Concepts of Metaphysics: World, Fini-
tude, Solitude, Heidegger continued his attempt to tackle aspects of time 
in a way that was not limited by the dual perspective of “clock” versus 
“lived” time. He tried to understand the characteristics of time that 
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were traditionally understood subjectively, such as boredom, in a new 
way. When bored, “one feels timeless, one feels removed from the flow 
of time,” but this sensation should not be understood in simple psycho-
logical terms.37 Boredom and anxiety arose in particular situations and 
technological settings, such as when “waiting for a train,” and— more 
important— they represented essential characteristics of existence, if 
under stood more broadly.

Heidegger’s winter lectures, delivered during a period of heavy set-
backs for the German troops (1942– 1943), communicated a new sense 
of urgency. Centering on Parmenides of Elea and Heraclitus, two topics 
that could seem extremely distant from his present- day concerns, they 
were directly tied to the much more recent confrontation between Berg-
son and Einstein. In those lectures, Heidegger pointed out that Being 
and Time was written as an alternative to both, explaining that it was 
urgent to find a way out of their impasse, which he saw as intimately 
tied to “the destiny of the West.”38 For him it meant an investigation 
into “the essential ground of ratio and of all thinking and saying.” This 
analysis led Heidegger to think about technology in a new way and to 
continue his essay with a discussion of handwriting, the printing press, 
the typewriter, and electrification: “Insight into the ‘metaphysical’ es-
sence of technology is for us historically necessary if the essence of West-
ern historical man is to be saved.”39

An essential part of Heidegger’s philosophy consisted in focusing 
on what lay between tool and machine and between man and technol-
ogy. Heidegger warned about the spread of new media technologies, 
which he called “an ‘intermediate’ thing, between tool and a machine.” 
These things, such as the typewriter and printing press, were charac-
teristically modern: “It is no accident that the invention of the printing 
press coincides with the inception of the modern period.” These things 
concealed themselves “in the midst of [their] very obtrusiveness” but 
“transformed the relation of Being to his essence.”40 One could no lon-
ger “pretend as if ‘technology’ and ‘man’ were two ‘masses.’ ” These two 
elements were complexly intertwined, and their interrelation was the 
reason, as well, why “the much discussed question of whether technol-
ogy makes man its slave or whether man will be able to be the master 
of technology is already a superficial question.” Heidegger expressed 
the need to “ponder the ‘concrete’ . . . and to remove the concealment 
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thrust upon things by mere use and consumption.” He asked his stu-
dents to think about the typewriter. Anticipating that they might take 
his statements as “a digression,” he underscored their central impor-
tance: “Λήθη [Lethe] and the typewriter— this is indeed not a digres-
sion.” Also anticipating students that would “justifiably be asked what 
in the world that [the typewriter] has to do with Parmenides” he an-
swered: “It has everything to do with it.”41

By searching for a different “essential ground” and focusing on “in-
termediate” things, that were neither machines nor tools, Heidegger 
sought to bypass the impasse between “clock time” and “lived time,” 
between the “rational” realm of science and the “irrational” ground 
of experience. Heidegger clearly identified the problem he saw around 
him and expanded his philosophy in a radically new direction in his 
attempts to find a solution.

This early analysis led Heidegger to think more carefully about paper 
in his later years. After the war, Heidegger used the example of paper to 
illustrate how modern technology and man could no longer be differ-
entiated: “[The forester] is made subordinate to the orderability of cellu-
lose, which for its part is challenged forth by the need for paper, which 
is then delivered to newspapers and illustrated magazines.” Newspapers 
and magazines “set public opinion to swallowing what is printed, so that 
a set configuration of opinion becomes available on demand.”42 Even a 
man who could be seen to be immune to technological developments— 
the forester— was already part of a much larger system— print culture— 
from which he could not be separated. Even if the forester himself did 
not read— even if he was illiterate— he was directly affected by the 
printed opinion swallowed by others.

During the Enlightenment, “public opinion” emerged as a distinct 
category representing the voice of the people. Its emergence was tightly 
connected to new public spaces (such as coffeehouses) and new publi-
cation practices (such as the daily press). It could be a powerful force 
for keeping leaders from adopting unpopular authoritarian policies 
and could promote democratic causes. Could the very category of the 
“public” be understood independently of technology? No. The “public” 
could never, according to Heidegger, be the source of Enlightenment.43 
Why? Because a public composed of persons who were not separable 
from “technology” could never have sovereignty over it.
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“THE MOST LOvELy AND PERTINENT OBJECTION”:  
CRITICAL HISTORy AND THE FRANKFURT SCHOOL

As young men, Walter Benjamin and Heidegger sat together in the same 
classroom where they learned about Bergson’s philosophy.44 During 
those years, Benjamin zealously read what his classmate wrote. His as-
sessment of Heidegger’s work was, for the most part, critical. He dispar-
aged it as penned for the benefit of “Catholic Germany.”45 But Benjamin 
was also very intrigued, especially about Heidegger’s views on science. 
He wrote to a close friend asking him if Heidegger was right about his 
views on Einstein, expressing his suspicion that he must not be.46 After 
that, Benjamin started to develop a different approach to history and 
philosophy than what Heidegger had to offer. This work culminated 
in his Theses on the Philosophy of History, a text exploring the relation 
between time and history in a new way.

Benjamin explained how, to combat an overly simplistic view of mod-
ern progress in society— one that had ended with the rise of fascist forces 
that he was fleeing— he first had to combat the concept of homogenous, 
empty time. He linked the modern concept of “progress,” which he con-
sidered fraudulent and dangerous, to that particular conception of time: 
“The concept of the historical progress of mankind cannot be sundered 
from the concept of its progression through a homogenous, empty time.” 
What is more, he called on intellectuals to question their views of time 
in order to better understand historical developments.47 Benjamin was 
also critical of philosophies that wanted to turn homogenous time on its 
head and place “true” experience in its stead. He was unconvinced by the 
answer that came from the philosophy of life movement, within which 
he saw Bergson’s work as “towering over this literature.”48

For a growing number of theorists, understanding the limits and 
possibilities of historical development entailed an investigation into 
the relation between history and time. How could one move past the 
impasse of homogenous time and experienced time? Benjamin, along 
with many other intellectuals during this period, struggled with these 
two alternatives. He attempted to find a solution in which science was 
neither the solution nor the impediment for understanding time.49 Ben-
jamin died while crossing the border into Spain trying to flee from the 
Nazis— before he could tell us more.
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In the 1930s, with the rise of Nazism in Germany, seemingly abstract 
discussions about the nature of time became ever more concrete and 
immediately relevant. Benjamin’s mentor, Max Horkheimer forcefully 
criticized Bergson’s focus on the fluctuating, continuous, and indivisible 
aspects of the world. For him, Bergson’s focus on continuity and move-
ment as essential characteristics of the fabric of reality belied the facts 
on the ground: a divided world. “The claim that reality is essentially 
indivisible contradicts the fact distinguishing history, at least in its form 
until now, that humanity is divided into the happy and the unhappy, 
the ruling and the ruled, the healthy and the sick,” he explained.50

For the rest of his life, Horkheimer would struggle to find an alter-
native to the two dominant intellectual schools of his time: the neo- 
Kantian school (represented by Hermann Cohen and his students) 
and the Lebensphilosophie, or “philosophy of life” movement, which 
was tightly associated with Bergson. As an alternative to both options, 
Horkheimer proposed Critical Theory.51

Horkheimer started the Critical Theory project while he was the di-
rector of the Institut für Sozialforschung in Frankfurt (simply known 
as the Frankfurt School) and the chair of social philosophy at the Uni-
versity of Frankfurt. Like other Jews, he was eventually forced out of 
his positions and into emigration. Bergson reached out to Horkheimer. 
Although they did not agree on a solution that would bridge our sense 
of flowing time with static descriptions of it, both men agreed on the 
problem. In the United States, Horkheimer told his listeners that he had 
obtained “Bergson’s personal acknowledgement that although he could 
not agree with me, he felt that it was the most lovely and pertinent ob-
jection which he had yet encountered.”52
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Logical Positivism

Sitting in front of him in his classroom in Berlin, Einstein found two 
men recently released from active duty. They were both still eager to 
lead a battle, albeit of an intellectual sort. They would join the fight 
against Bergson and against Henri Poincaré’s conventionalist approach 
to science. Einstein got to know them well. In years to come, he would 
teach them more than just physics. One of them, Hans Reichenbach, 
would become one of the most prominent defenders of logical positiv-
ism, arguably the most dominant philosophy of science movement in 
the twentieth century, sometimes referred to as logical empiricism. He 
found an ally and friend in Rudolf Carnap, an active and prominent 
member of the Vienna Circle, an association of intellectuals based in 
Austria that served as logical positivism’s launching pad. Both men de-
fended Einstein and attacked Bergson. Reichenbach, due to his Jewish 
background, and Carnap, because of his leftist and pacifist sympathies, 
would be forced into exile after the Nazis gained power. Both com-
pleted their careers in California. In influential works, and as founders 
of a journal with the immodest yet simple title Knowledge (Erkenntnis in 
the original German), they explained to a growing number of readers 
why science was so exceptional.

Although unnamed in many of their publications, Bergson was a 
clear target from the start to the end of their careers. Bergson was syn-
onymous with a dangerous new enemy: metaphysics. When Carnap de-
fined the term “metaphysics” in his influential The Logical Structure of 
the World (1928), he attributed to Bergson the view that it dealt with the 
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“area of the nonrational,” and he profoundly disagreed with how Berg-
son thought about its role in the development of science.1 Later in life, 
he cited Bergson not just as an authority about what metaphysics was, 
but rather as a metaphysician. When one of his most influential articles 
was republished after the war, Carnap added a telling footnote. The ar-
ticle, initially published in 1932, had not referred to Bergson by name. 
Its target at the time was simply referred to as metaphysics. But safely in 
exile in UCLA, Carnap explained that one of its main targets had been 
Bergson, who appeared alongside Fichte, Schelling, Hegel, and Heideg-
ger. He was now free to reveal the identities of his archenemies. Carnap 
went on to explain how he still found no use for “the field of alleged 
knowledge . . . which transcends the realm of empirically founded, in-
ductive science” and which he associated with the “systems” proposed 
by these authors.2 At stake in their fight against metaphysics was the 
status of their positivist conception of science in the modern world.

Reichenbach’s distaste for Bergson also appeared in print late in his 
life: first in one of his most influential books, titled The Rise of Scientific 
Philosophy (1951), and then later after his death in The Direction of Time 
(published posthumously in 1956).

Logical positivism was a heterogeneous movement with many fac-
ets. Yet one of its defining principles maintained that science emerged 
from a strictly sensorial basis and was then built upward with clear log-
ical principles. Most logical positivists were driven by two goals: that 
of building knowledge from a firm empirical foundation and that of 
distancing it from dangerous metaphysics. Part of the movement was 
shaped by a particular hatred for the work of one man— Bergson— and 
an intense appreciation of the work of another: Einstein. Some of its 
chief representatives, such as Reichenbach and Carnap, were extremely 
close to Einstein, owing much of the success of their careers to him. 
They strongly advocated limiting the role of philosophy when it came 
to science. “All the philosopher can do is to analyze the results of sci-
ence, to construe their meaning and stake out their validity,” explained 
Reichenbach.3

After being released from the army, Reichenbach attended Einstein’s 
lectures in Berlin. He was hooked for the rest of his life. He dedicated 
his first book to the physicist, and in the years that followed, Reichen-
bach and Einstein would become close friends. Reichenbach met Carnap 
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in 1923 and recognized him immediately as an ally and friend. Carnap 
first studied Einstein’s work for his dissertation, Der Raum (completed 
in 1921, published in 1922). His aim throughout the text was to clarify 
and eliminate the preexisting tensions between mathematicians, philos-
ophers, and physicists. In it, Carnap introduced a division of labor in 
which each (mathematicians, philosophers, physicists) would be limited 
to studying distinct notions of space (formal, intuitive, and physical, re-
spectively). Conflict pertaining to who had authority on these topics, he 
argued, could be eliminated if readers properly understood that Einstein 
was a physicist and his description of space was physical. “All parties were 
correct and could have been easily reconciled if clarity had prevailed con-
cerning the three different meanings of space.”4 If they adhered to these 
divisions, Carnap argued, most problems would be solved.

Carnap tried hard to show how physics did not need to engage with 
these other disciplines and could fare better if purified from them. He 
wrote The Logical Structure of the World to show how scientific knowl-
edge could be traced back to simple sense data. By using clear, uncon-
tested data as starting points, attaching them to numerical values, and 
combining them with clear mathematical rules, Carnap believed he 
could put science on firm, uncontestable footing.

LIMITING THE ROLE OF PHILOSOPHy

According to Reichenbach, Einstein had completely revolutionized the 
relation between physics and philosophy: “There is no separate entrance 
to truth for philosophers: the path of the philosopher is indicated by 
that of the scientist.” Einstein, Reichenbach would repeat for the rest 
of his life, had finally pushed traditional philosophy aside: “It [modern 
science] has refused to recognize the authority of the philosopher who 
claims to know truth from intuition, from insight into a world of ideas 
or into the nature of reason or the principles of being, or from whatever 
super- empirical source.”5

Einstein and Reichenbach would not always agree. In fact, Reichen-
bach’s views about the firm foundations of science would eventually be 
much stronger than even Einstein’s. But Reichenbach’s early contribu-
tions to the physicist’s work were essential in many respects. He was 
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particularly successful in developing arguments against some of Ein-
stein’s colleagues— prominent mathematicians among them— who re-
mained unconvinced about some of the physicist’s claims.6

Was Einstein’s “ideal clock”— the light clock based on light’s constant 
velocity— simply a logical artifice? In 1917 the mathematician David 
Hilbert noted that Einstein’s particular way of defining an ideal clock 
was insufficiently convincing as a physical concept, insisting that at a 
later point it “must appear as a consequence of the general theory.”7 
Many others did not see a need for adopting the “ideal clock” proposed 
by Einstein. In light of these criticisms, some of Einstein’s friends and 
advocates agreed that this concept made perfect sense, but only for tem-
porary, pragmatic reasons pertaining to time measurement and coordi-
nation. Einstein himself initially espoused these practical justifications 
as well. In a letter to a student of the mathematician Hermann Weyl, 
he insisted on the theory’s “didactic” benefits.8 But neither Weyl nor his 
student were convinced that justifications based on didactic or practical 
benefits were enough for producing a theory of the universe, saying that 
“the task remains . . . to derive this fact.”9

Reichenbach’s contributions proved essential for facing these early 
criticisms. Einstein had first tried a different strategy. He responded 
boldly to Weyl’s student, who had asked for clarification on exactly this 
matter. Einstein defended himself by placing the burden of proof on his 
critics. He was right in his assumption because to be wrong, someone 
would need to show him that “nature is different.”10 Others would have 
to disprove the pertinence of the “ideal clock” for physics. While the 
student was effectively silenced with this curt response, his teacher was 
not. Weyl continued to protest that Einstein’s conclusions should appear 
as a “consequence of the developed theory.”11 The effects described by 
the theory should be a consequence of a much broader physical theory; 
many remained unconvinced that they indeed were. Soon thereafter 
Einstein had no choice but to admit that “the fact the measuring- rods 
and clock have to be introduced separately, instead of being constructed 
as solution” is a “logical weakness of the theory in the state today.”12

Reichenbach continued to work hard to show how Einstein’s the-
ory was not simply a useful convention relaying on an artificial “ideal 
clock.” His criticism of Poincaré’s conventionalist philosophy was di-
rectly tied to his defense of Einstein. Einstein’s theory was not simply 
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one out of other possible ways of describing the universe mathemati-
cally, he insisted. Its mathematical structure was not a convenient tool: 
it revealed the shape of the universe itself. The philosopher and physi-
cist Moritz Schlick was not convinced by Reichenbach and immediately 
wrote to Einstein to tell him: “Reichenbach does not seem to me to have 
done justice to Poincaré’s theory of conventions.” The problem, he con-
tinued, was that Reichenbach considered as fundamental and a priori 
certain aspects of measurement that could equally be considered con-
ventional: “What he calls a priori correspondence principles and rightly 
distinguishes from empirical correspondence principles seems to me to 
be completely identical to Poincaré’s ‘conventions’ and not to have any 
meaning beyond that.”13

Einstein developed his most thought- out response to these criticisms 
in a lecture titled Geometry and Experience (1921), which was later ex-
panded for publication.14 His solution (developed in conversation with 
Reichenbach, Schlick, Weyl, and others) was frequently remarked 
upon.15 The lecture was designed to show how the non- Euclidean ge-
ometry used in Einstein’s work was not merely a useful mathematical 
formulation but, rather, a model of the actual geometry of the universe 
itself: that it was “a question of physics proper which must be answered 
by experience, and not a question of a convention to be chosen on 
grounds of mere expediency.”16 He aimed to convince readers that these 
mathematical techniques were more than simply tools used by physi-
cists; they were actual models for the universe itself.

Reichenbach defended and improved Einstein’s arguments. Always 
attentive to what his professor said and wrote, he joined in the fight 
and developed the lecture’s central ideas more fully. Einstein’s “ideal 
clock,” argued Reichenbach, was based on a concept given “by defini-
tion,” namely the constancy of the speed of light.17 But this “by defi-
nition” solution was neither arbitrary nor merely convenient— it was 
also a “fact.” To answer those who wanted to know if the velocity of 
light was actually constant and not merely defined as such, he stressed 
that it was “an empirical fact” that measurements of time and length 
could be and were undertaken in the manner described by Einstein;18 it 
was “experimentally well- confirmed.”19 A few years later, Reichenbach 
once again explained why he thought that Einstein was entirely justi-
fied in his definition of time, arguing that it was “a matter of fact that 
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our world” was a place where measurements were undertaken in this 
way.20 The choice of measuring system could potentially be viewed as 
conventional— this was Poincaré’s point, which even Einstein himself 
had admitted was “sub specie aeterni” right.21 But the actual reality of 
how people measured was not. Actual measurement practices explained 
why certain measuring systems reflected the world as it really was and 
others did not. With these arguments, Reichenbach showed how Ein-
stein’s light clock was more than just ideal. Einstein’s clock (based on the 
velocity of light as constant) was more than a convenient choice; it was 
ideal by definition and empirically so, as well.

Reichenbach sharpened the criticisms of Poincaré that Einstein had 
first introduced in Geometry and Experience. He attacked the French-
man’s claims about the relation of mathematics to physics— that math-
ematics was a tool and not a reflection of how the world actually was. 
He chastised him for espousing the view that scientists could chose be-
tween different geometries (such as that between Euclidian and multi-
dimensional ones). From then to the end of his career, he would consis-
tently claim that only one of them (the one used by Einstein) described 
the actual “geometry of the physical world.”22

Einstein benefited enormously from Reichenbach’s support, zeal, and 
talent. He gratefully accepted Reichenbach’s generous dedication of The 
Theory of Relativity and A Priori Knowledge to him and offered a few sug-
gestions. He gave the young philosopher some of the same advice he had 
earlier given to Cassirer: that he should not view the role of concepts 
for shaping knowledge as that meaningful. “Concepts are simply empty 
when they stop being firmly linked to experiences,” he explained. “They 
resemble upstarts who are ashamed of their origins and want to disown 
them,” he concluded.23 In two sentences, Einstein gave his student a les-
son in how not to appear too eager to advance professionally, as well as 
pointing him in a philosophical direction that would stress the impor-
tance of sense experience in science over the role of theoretical concepts.

CONSTANT— By DEFINITION

Reichenbach’s views were consonant with how he encountered and 
thought of radio technology as a practitioner. Early in his career 
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Reichenbach had worked as an engineer, yet he would eventually shed 
his technical training, becoming first a professor of physics (with Ein-
stein’s support) and then a professor of philosophy after his exile from 
Germany. While he was perfectly versed in technical engineering lan-
guage, Reichenbach consistently downplayed the connection of the 
theory of relativity to contemporary technologies. His views about why 
relativity theory did not arise in connection with new technological 
discoveries stemmed from how he understood the relation of science to 
technology more generally.

“Telegraphy is as old as mankind,” explained Reichenbach in his 
radio manual. By framing it as atemporal, Reichenbach naturalized the 
technology: “The prehistoric man who raised his arm up to wave to his 
contemporaries telegraphed.”24 This was “true wireless,” he concluded. 
The only difference between the gestures of prehistoric man and con-
temporary telegraphy were “the thousands of years of scientific work 
that lay in between.” Reichenbach highlighted the sole role of science 
in the thousands of years from prehistoric days to the present; he did 
not focus on the piecemeal practical development of technology. His de-
scriptions elided the immediate war conditions that led Reichenbach to 
work with radio in the first place and the commercial interests of elec-
tromagnetic technologies (including those that led to the publication of 
the radio series with him as the editor).

Reichenbach’s notion of scientific experiment— one of the most domi-
nant models in the twentieth century— did not include a role for technol-
ogy, let alone contemporary technologies, either scientific or commercial. 
In 1949 Reichenbach published an essay to appear alongside Einstein’s 
autobiography. The essay summarized Reichenbach’s views, which were 
dominant in Anglo- American circles and representative of logical empir-
icism. He explained how Einstein’s work emerged from “an empiricism 
which recognizes only sense perception and the analytic principles of 
logic as sources of knowledge.”25 Intermediate material between sense 
perception and the final results of science were unaccounted for.

In America, Reichenbach set for himself the task of forming a new 
generation of philosophers of science. During these years, he described 
Bergson as a representative of the “philosophy of the nineteenth cen-
tury,” which was now superseded by the completely different approach 
he was forging. While the former was characterized by “persuasive 
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solutions of systems that talk picture language and appeal to esthetic 
desires,” honest work was now done by men “trained in the technique 
of the sciences, including mathematics, and who concentrated on philo-
sophical analysis.” This, according to Reichenbach, represented the “new 
generation” of the “professional philosopher of science.” By virtue of the 
professional education of these new practitioners, philosophy would no 
longer remain a mere “by- product of scientific research” or a confused 
mass of metaphysical speculations.26 In contrast to the outmoded disci-
pline, the new profession he helped build as a professor of philosophy 
in California was one now cleansed of any aesthetic intention: “phi-
losophy is not poetry  .  .  . and picture language has no place in it.”27 
Instead of thinking that science should be understood philosophically, 
Reichenbach believed that philosophy should be understood scientifi-
cally. Philosophy should become closer to science and leave behind its 
nineteenth- century antecedents, its connection to Bergson’s system, and 
its recourse to “systems that talk picture language and appeal to esthetic 
desires.” It should renounce an aesthetic appeal to become instead a 
truly “scientific philosophy.”28 Please keep it dry, gentlemen— one could 
almost hear him tell his students.

In 1951 Reichenbach published his most popular book, The Rise of 
Scientific Philosophy. Once again, poised to defend Einstein, he coun-
tered some of the objections to Einstein’s work that considered its con-
clusions as emerging from contestable definitions. He again claimed 
that in Einstein’s theory the constancy of light was given by definition.29 
Reichenbach argued in favor of simply defining the speed of light as a 
constant quality and then deriving all other important constants from 
it. But Reichenbach again added another piece to Einstein’s argument: 
he explained that when Einstein said that “there can be no faster signal 
than light,” he did not merely mean “that no faster signal is known to 
us.” Rather, Einstein meant “the statement that light is the fastest signal 
is a law of nature.” Was light the fastest signal (to date), or was the fastest 
signal light (now and forever)? The difference was important. The latter, 
answered Reichenbach.30

In the decades after the Second World War, logical positivism became 
firmly established in the United States because many of the school’s 
members had obtained comfortable positions there, having been forced 
to emigrate from Europe. A rare challenge to logical positivism came 
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from Harvard, where Alfred North Whitehead taught. One of White-
head’s students, the philosopher W.V.O. Quine, who had written one of 
his first papers at Harvard on Bergson, published the damaging “Two 
Dogmas of Empiricism” (1951), in which he directed arguments against 
Carnap and Reichenbach. It was a significant blow.31
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The Immediate Aftermath

AT THE HOME OF JEAN BECQUEREL, PARIS

“I am being splendidly regaled, as never before in my entire life,” Ein-
stein wrote to his wife on the Friday evening before he would encounter 
Bergson.1 The physicist Jean Becquerel generously opened his home to 
him and invited about one hundred additional guests.2 Discussions at 
“the library [of the Becquerel’s], in petit comité,” were “a supplement to 
the conferences at the Collège de France,” explained a journalist.3 “All 
who Paris could count of famous scientific personalities” were there, 
wrote another.4 What was discussed in these private forums? How did 
these discussions affect the unraveling of the debate?

After inviting Einstein to his home and learning about the ensuing 
debate, Becquerel called on Bergson. Becquerel thought he had caught a 
mistake in the philosopher’s interpretation of Einstein’s work. Instead of 
confronting Bergson publicly, he decided, diplomatically, first to invite 
the philosopher over for a private meeting. The meeting did not go well. 
Becquerel felt he was not taken seriously by the philosopher, who ap-
parently, did not “want to come around to the arguments” with which 
he was presented.5 Bergson was not alone during his meeting with Bec-
querel. He was accompanied by Édouard Le Roy. Becquerel, as others, 
came to believe that “it was Le Roy who was the person responsible for 
Bergson’s attitude.”6

Volumes have been written about the reception of Einstein’s work in 
France, but Bergson’s role— generally dismissed as too egregiously off- 
topic for the history of physics— has been largely written out of these 
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accounts.7 However, records in the private correspondence of key scien-
tists and clues in academic publications reveal that even the most prom-
inent physicists in France and beyond seriously considered Einstein’s 
work in terms of Bergson’s arguments. The points raised by the philoso-
pher remained central for decades to follow— for scientists.

A new cadre of scientists, such as Becquerel, joined Langevin in de-
fending the physicist against the philosopher. When Bergson resisted 
the physicist’s arguments, Becquerel retaliated by publishing a damag-
ing article against the philosopher aimed at students. Becquerel would 
soon be joined in his fight against Bergson by André Metz, a practicing 
Catholic who had a brilliant military career and would emerge as a brave 
resistance fighter during the Second World War. In a series of back- and- 
forth exchanges, Bergson and Metz sharpened their arguments against 
each other to such an extent that agreement between them— and per-
haps even mutual understanding— became impossible.

Within France, Einstein’s invitation intensified preexisting tensions 
between philosophers and physicists of different schools and institu-
tions. He was embraced by some members of the Collège de France 
(particularly by Paul Langevin, who invited him), greeted at the bor-
der by an astronomer from the Paris Observatory (Charles Nordmann 
met Einstein along with Langevin), courted by the Société française de 
philosophie (in which forum he debated with Bergson), admired by the 
Société astronomique de France (especially by its president, the prince 
Bonaparte), welcomed by the Société de chimie physique, and courted 
by the Société française de physique— for which Einstein had no time.8

The April 6, 1922 debate and its aftermath was hardly a confrontation 
of scientists against philosophers. Einstein was defended by scientists 
and philosophers of a particular bent, whereas Bergson was backed by 
a very different set of scientists and philosophers. Alliances and antago-
nisms between the different groups were subtle and complex. Many phi-
losophers ended by siding with Einstein; many physicists, with Bergson.

“ERROR” OR “HALF ERROR”?

Jean Becquerel was the son of the eminent physicist Henri Becquerel, 
known as the discoverer of radioactivity. Jean was one of the first scien-
tists in France to introduce classes on relativity at the École polytechnique 
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and at the Muséum d’histoire naturelle, where he was a professor. He 
published two books on relativity in 1922, one of them designed for a 
general audience.

Soon after Einstein’s Paris visit, he defended Einstein more forcefully 
than ever and attacked Bergson. When Becquerel read Duration and Si-
multaneity, he immediately thought Bergson had made an “error.”

In an article published in the Bulletin scientifique des étudiants de Paris 
(March 1923), Becquerel made his disagreement with the philosopher 
public. After thoroughly criticizing Bergson’s new book throughout the 
paper, he was slightly more diplomatic in a footnote. In a note, Bec-
querel explained that Bergson’s error was really only a “half error,” since 
it was an error mainly of “interpretation.” But the main text of the arti-
cle was unambiguously critical.9

Bergson made the disagreement with Becquerel public as well, al-
though initially he had tried not to name his contradictor directly, ex-
plaining that at first he had decided to publish it “without a name, be-
cause otherwise, if one publishes the name, it immediately appears under 
the guise of a polemic.” The second edition of Duration and Simultaneity 
(1923) included three new appendices written “to respond to Becquerel 
and Langevin, who have not accepted my critique of Einstein.”10 After 
unmasking his critics, he included the letter that Becquerel had sent to 
the philosopher. That letter and the three new appendices only intensi-
fied the debate between him and these physicists.

In his critique of Bergson, Becquerel repeated the usual story of the 
twins. Paul left Earth in a fast rocket ship, only to return and see that 
Pierre had aged much more than he. When they compared their clocks, 
they noticed that less time had passed according to Paul’s. Who was 
right? “They are both right,” insisted Becquerel. Why did Bergson fail to 
accept this? Becquerel explained in the preface to his book on relativity 
that for some people it was exceedingly difficult to rid themselves of 
“preconceived ideas” and of “ingrained habits,” implying that Bergson 
was simply a stubborn old man.11

Bergson reprinted Becquerel’s letter describing a scenario in which 
the clocks were “synchronized by light signals.” In that example, Pierre, 
who stayed on Earth, would see his clock mark 8 hours passed while 
he would also see that Paul’s would mark 4 hours. Becquerel illus-
trated how the slowing down of time of the traveling twin could be 
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ascertained every step of the journey. This could be done in various ways. 
The twins could diligently compare their clocks by communicating 
with each other during the trip, exchanging light or radio signals along 
the way— so a comparison could be made even without having one of 
them return. Or, alternatively, the whole travel path could be strewn 
with clocks that showed Earth’s time. The twins did not have to wait to 
compare their clocks once they met back on Earth. Paul could see how 
time was elapsing faster on Earth, and Pierre could see how Paul’s clock 
was slowing down as soon as the trip started.

How did Bergson reply? He argued that nothing would prevent Paul 
from thinking that his time was real, whereas Pierre’s was a mere “rep-
resentation.” And nothing would prevent Paul from thinking the same 
but exactly in reverse: that his time was real while Pierre’s represented: 
“It is for this Paul simply represented and as a referent that 4 (repre-
sented) hours would have gone by, whereas for Pierre 8 (lived) hours 
would have passed. But Paul conscious, and therefore the referring one, 
would have lived 8 hours, because we need to apply everything that 
we have said about Pierre to him.”12 One of those times, Bergson, kept 
insisting, was a fiction. Determining when time was “represented” and 
when it was “real” in Einstein’s theory was necessary to explore the dif-
ference between “representation” and “reality” more generally.

Becquerel added a further twist to the story, delineating what today 
is called the three clocks paradox. With this new example, he thought 
he had a clever and final argument against the philosopher. It aimed at 
solving their disagreements without bringing up the more complicated 
question of how one could bring the two clocks back together in order 
to compare their differences. A third space traveler could set his clock 
to the time of the departed one and bring it back to Earth. In this way, 
the twin on Earth could actually see that the traveling clock was behind 
his. In all of these examples the need for acceleration or change in direc-
tion was eliminated— the twin paradox could thus be explained solely 
within the framework of the special theory of relativity.

To Becquerel, this new illustration demonstrated that the time of 
Paul and that of Pierre should both be considered to be equally real. 
Why keep insisting that only one had to be chosen? “I am in complete 
disaccord with the eminent philosopher who affirms that Real Time is 
unique.”13 But Bergson was largely unfazed. Becquerel’s example showed 
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that the slowing down of times occurred even without a change in ac-
celeration (and thus even in the realm of special relativity), but Bergson 
still believed the most important aspect of his argument still held. So 
what if Paul could see Pierre’s clock traveling faster than his? So what 
if Pierre could see Paul’s clock traveling slower than his? Whose time 
should be counted as real remained a question “that did not pertain to 
mathematical physics but, rather, belonged to philosophy.”14

Bergson at first focused on differences in the twins’ experience of 
effort and memory, but after criticisms were launched at him claiming 
that he was unnecessarily bringing in complications pertaining to living 
creatures, he focused on acceleration, a clear physical quantity. Differ-
ences in clock times arising from differences in acceleration proved that 
something in one of the twins’ scenario was different from the other’s. 
Their experiences of time were thus not entirely equal. Which of the 
twin’s clock times was correct? For Einstein, both were equally correct. 
Back in 1915 he had argued that “our conception of time and space must 
be subjected to a fundamental revision,” concluding that “the physical 
definition of time we are seeking is complete.”15 Bergson disagreed more 
than half a decade later. When the twins met back on Earth and com-
pared their differing clocks, it was not immediately clear to him which 
of these times should be taken as valid. Although physically they could 
arguably have equal rights to both being valid, philosophically differences 
would remain between the two twins and the times shown by their 
respective clocks. Whose time would prevail on Earth would depend 
on how their disagreement was negotiated— psychologically, socially, 
politically, and philosophically.

“AT TIMES vIOLENT”

After he was unable to convince Bergson during their face- to- face meet-
ing, Einstein, along with Becquerel, started promoting the work of an 
ambitious young writer. They endorsed a book on relativity by André 
Metz, an alumnus of the École polytechnique and a captain from the 
Rhine army positioned at Bonn.16 Einstein explained how Metz’s book 
“responded to a real need,” “was completely exact,” and contained the 
“refutation of the inexact assertion of other authors.”17 To observers at 
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the time, it was clear that Metz and Einstein had a lot in common— even 
personally. “The personal philosophy of Einstein is similar to Metz’s,” 
explained one reader.18

As a soldier and scientist, Metz believed that confrontations, “at times 
violent,” were “necessary conditions” for “making history.” This maxim 
was true, he explained for “all domains”— including science. Describing 
his work opposing Bergson, Metz underlined how Einstein would only 
prevail if he fought hard and won. In a private letter to his friend the 
philosopher Émile Meyerson he described his intentions clearly:

The triumph of people, ideas, or theories seems to me to have as a nec-
essary precondition a fight, and a bitter struggle, sometimes violent. The 
names that remain in history are those of men who have fought, and 
who have fought in all areas . . . Corneille . . . Racine . . . Pasteur . . . Ein-
stein himself, with his simple and benevolent disposition, owes his fame 
to the controversies his theory raises.19

Metz started his polemic by publishing damaging articles against Berg-
son in the Revue de philosophie.

In 1924 Metz wrote a direct response to Bergson’s appended edition. 
Bergson responded once again to Metz in “Les Temps fictifs et le temps 
réel” (May 1924), in which he again tried to defend his philosophy.20 
He countered Metz’s claim that he was professing a relativity theory 
that differed from Einstein’s. All he was doing, he clearly insisted, was 
philosophy— not physics, and these two disciplines focused on distinct 
problems: “The role of philosophy is different. On a general level, it aims 
to distinguish the real from the symbolic.”21 Metz’s claim that physi-
cists had a “special competence” with respect to the questions of time 
and relativity was therefore inapplicable. And physicists, he added, were 
rarely philosophically competent: “One can be an eminent physicist and 
not be trained in the handling of philosophical ideas. . . . It is in vain 
that one argues here their special competence.”22 Bergson felt that ques-
tions of authority were being brought up gratuitously. Reacting against 
the growing authority of physicists, he concluded: “Besides, whether we 
are dealing here with physics or philosophy, the recourse to authority 
has no value.”23

Metz was not alone in ignoring Bergson’s insistence that he was doing 
philosophy— not physics. Einstein himself, although evidence suggests 
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he knew better, took the same approach. In a private letter to Metz, 
he framed Bergson’s mistake in terms of physics. “It is regrettable that 
Bergson should be so thoroughly mistaken, and his error is really of a 
purely physical nature, apart from any disagreement between philosoph-
ical schools,” explained Einstein. He spelled out Bergson’s “mistake” in 
detail: “Bergson forgets that the simultaneity  .  .  . of two events that 
affect one and the same being is something absolute, independent of 
the system chosen.”24 By insisting on the “absolute” nature of relativity 
effects, Einstein tried to convince his followers that it was not neces-
sary to think about relativity in terms of the difference between the two 
travelers. This strategy contradicted what he had written in his travel 
journal after reading Duration and Simultaneity, where he stated that 
Bergson “seems to really [sachlich] understand relativity theory and not 
to put himself in contradiction to it.”25 Why did both men now frame 
Bergson’s contribution as mistaken in terms of physics?

Einstein wrote other letters explaining Bergson’s mistake in this way. 
Miguel Masriera Rubio, a physicist from Barcelona, also received a letter 
in which Einstein exposed the philosopher’s error: “In short, Bergson 
forgets that spacetime simultaneity has an absolute character according 
to the theory of relativity.”26

Masriera Rubio and Metz did not hesitate to publish Einstein’s re-
sponses. Anticipating that he may have violated Einstein’s privacy by 
publishing the letter publicly, Metz explained to the physicist: “Clearly, 
the letter I am asking you for is meant to be inserted (unless you think 
otherwise) in the Revue de philosophie. It so happens that I have often 
made use of your letters (which have helped me to dissipate many er-
rors), and I hope you don’t see anything wrong with this.”27

How did Bergson respond? The philosopher found it necessary to 
confront “only” one “new point” in Metz’s litany of criticisms and cor-
rections: “André Metz believes that automatic registering devices suffice, 
without the need of an observer to see what they mark,” he explained.28 
Metz repeatedly claimed that Bergson was confused about relativity 
theory because he continuously tried to put living, flesh- and- blood ob-
servers in the theory to see how its results would change. In contrast 
to the philosopher, Metz believed that physicists did not need to talk 
about living people but were free to replace these by clocks. If the whole 
system was automated, Bergson agreed that the relativistic effect of time 
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dilation would indeed take place. But the question of complete auto-
mation, and of completely eliminating human consciousness from the 
world, opened up a Pandora’s box of additional philosophical problems. 
Bergson, in a footnote to his third appendix, considered a scenario in 
which observers were “nowhere.”29 But for Bergson, the complete elim-
ination of human observers from the world was itself a philosophical 
riddle. In a world without consciousness, we might as well “say goodbye 
to the theory of relativity,” he concluded.30 And thus he continued to 
claim that the times described by Einstein were not all equally real. 
Some of them had to be, according to him, more “virtual,” “fictional,” 
and “represented” than the others.

In the end, Bergson simply gave up trying to convince Metz. Their 
mutual misunderstanding was simply insurmountable: “The meaning 
of my thoughts, as that of my book, has completely escaped him. There 
is nothing I can do.”31

“COULD NOT BUT END IN FAILURE”

While repelled by Bergson’s philosophy of science, Metz was increasingly 
attracted to an alternative school led by an old disciple of Bergson who 
had turned to Einstein after the debate: Émile Meyerson.32 Bergson had 
initially doted on Meyerson, but the younger philosopher soon changed 
the course of his philosophy; he dedicated more and more time to think-
ing about the physicist than about the philosopher.33 “Meyerson’s peak 
of success as a philosopher of science came with La Déduction relativiste, 
a work endorsed by Einstein and Langevin and understood as having 
refuted Bergson’s philosophical reading of relativity in his Duration and 
Simultaneity.”34 Einstein was elated to have a young French philosopher 
side with him and wrote a glowing review of Meyerson’s book.35 Mey-
erson was equally elated to have Einstein on his side. “Nothing else, in 
my career as philosopher, has made me more proud than the favorable 
judgment which you have given me,” he wrote to the physicist.36 With 
Meyerson, Einstein gained some allies from the philosophers’ camp— 
men who were willing to free themselves from Bergson’s hold.

After taking clear sides in the Einstein- Bergson polemic, Metz ded-
icated an entire book to the philosophy of Meyerson. Metz joined 
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Meyerson’s cause, defending that philosophy with the same vigor with 
which he had defended Einstein against Bergson. “I have become his 
disciple and I work under his direction to spread his ideas,” he explained 
to Einstein.37 Meyerson would be eternally grateful. He included Metz 
in his last will, offering him 5000 francs from his inheritance.38

In January 1926 Einstein met with Metz and Meyerson in Paris, 
cementing his relationship to them.39 Meyerson invited them to dine 
at his home, asking them to arrive after six in the evening.40 Follow-
ing the dinner, Metz asked Einstein if he could publish parts of their 
conversation, particularly those in which Einstein had praised Meyer-
son and in which Meyerson had praised Einstein. Einstein agreed, and 
Metz published the physicist’s endorsement. Thanks to Metz’s inter-
mediary efforts, each were seen as— independently— legitimizing the 
other.41

Meyerson initially considered science as an attempt to substitute 
diversity with identity.42 In Identity and Reality (1908), he had already 
begun a polemic against Bergson. He disagreed with how Bergson drew 
the boundary between science and other forms of knowledge, particu-
larly by associating it solely with utilitarian concerns. “It is not right to 
say that science has action as its only aim, nor that it is only governed 
by the concern for the economy of action,” Meyerson insisted.43 He pro-
tested against the exultation of philosophical knowledge as allied with 
nobler, nonutilitarian concerns. Years later, in Du cheminement de la 
pensée (1931), he was even clearer in his disagreement with the eminent 
philosopher on exactly this same point: “Bergson intended to make 
thought a product of action . . . which could not but end in failure.”44 If 
science was solely associated with action, then philosophy would be in 
turn defined by inaction, lamented Meyerson.

Bergson disagreed with this characterization of his own work. He 
always insisted that philosophy, although not centrally concerned with 
the sphere of action characterizing means- ends utilitarian behavior, 
could lead to changes in that sphere. But many would repeat the same 
criticism that Meyerson had leveled against the philosopher. What is 
more, Becquerel’s and Metz’s ripostes to Duration and Simultaneity, its 
new appendices, and the follow- up publication “Les Temps fictifs et le 
temps réel” would seal Bergson’s reputation of having been mistaken 
about relativity.
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Metz continued his military career with evident success. When the 
political situation worsened after the Battle of France, Metz immigrated 
to London, joining Charles De Gaulle’s Free France resistance move-
ment with his two sons. “In 1940– 44 all my things were kept by the 
Nazis and disappeared from my flat in Strasbourg. I succeeded to go 
to England (with my sons) to join the Free French Forces. . . . I never 
found again the letters received from Einstein (and from Eddington, 
Becquerel, Meyerson, etc. . . .),” he wrote years later. After he was able 
to contact Einstein’s secretary, Helene Dukas, he asked her if any copies 
remained. Dukas did not find much. Some of Einstein’s letters to Metz, 
especially those detailing “his opinion about Bergson,” had been lost.45

When reminiscing about his life years later, Metz still showed some 
anger about how Bergson had treated him. He described Bergson’s first 
response to him as “banal, since its tone was that of a professor who in-
structs . . . his student.”46 Clearly offended, he thought that it had been 
written in an inappropriate “tone for a polemic of this genre.”47 Another 
commentator similarly detected in their dialogue “the irritation and the 
barely dissimulated disdain that an illustrious philosopher must have 
felt vis- à- vis a young contradictor.”48 But the young contradictor had 
grown to be a hero— not in science and philosophy, but on the battle-
field.49 After all, he had learned from Einstein’s example that those who 
“remain in history are those men who have fought” equally violently 
“in all areas.”50

After the Second World War, during yet another animated discussion 
at the Société française de philosophie, Metz confidently argued that 
“there is nothing left” of Duration and Simultaneity.51 A prominent biol-
ogist at the conference claimed just the opposite: “I believe, contrary to 
Monsieur Metz, that the critique of Einstein by Bergson is profound.”52 
By then, a new generation of thinkers, many of whom (such as Gilles 
Deleuze) had lost close family members to yet another even more brutal 
war (but who had not been alive at the time of the debate or were too 
young to even remember it), were left to decide.
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An Imaginary Dialogue

KING’S COLLEGE, LONDON

During the summer of 1921, Einstein embarked on his first trip to the 
United States. Why not stop in England on his return voyage, deliver 
a lecture, dine at the elegant home of Lord Haldane, and meet Prime 
Minister Lloyd George?

On Wednesday, June 8, RMS Celtic carrying Einstein and his second 
wife, Elsa, docked in Liverpool. The following Monday, Einstein was 
scheduled to give a widely advertised lecture at King’s College. Tickets 
were quickly snatched up, and eager students who were left outside had 
no other option than to peer in from the hallway. In Britain “the whole 
affair was well stage- managed.”1 The excitement was not confined to 
the community of scientists, let alone physicists. A British philosopher 
explained how Einstein’s work “elicited such a concern among philos-
ophers that it can adequately be compared to the revolution brought 
about by the introduction of the scalpel in medicine.”2

Bergson was perhaps the only previous visitor to have caused such a 
stir at that same location. An observer that day “was reminded of a spec-
tacle of a few years previously, when I had listened to Bergson speaking 
to a similar audience.”3 After the trip, Einstein expressed his admiration 
for “a formidable group of English scholars” who were “pacifists and re-
fused to fight the war, e.g. Eddington, Russell.”4 These pacifists became 
Einstein’s key allies.
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When Arthur Eddington returned from a 1919 eclipse expedition 
carrying photographs showing the bending of light by the gravitational 
field of the Sun, Einstein was crowned as the man who forever changed 
our conception of the universe.5 Eddington had avoided the draft by 
asking the government instead for permission to embark on an eclipse 
expedition to test relativity theory. At Burlington House, on November 
6, 1919, he presented the results of two expeditions (one off the West 
Coast of Africa and the other one in Northern Brazil) in a combined 
session of the Royal Society and the Royal Astronomical Society. The 
next day, Einstein became world news. In global and international set-
tings, the perceived merits and faults of their work intersected with key 
moments of world history, especially with the rise of fascism and World 
War II. It also intersected with key aspects of national histories.

Both Bergson and Einstein had a special relationship with England. 
Bergson’s mother was of British and Irish descent. He had lived in Lon-
don with his parents for a number of years before moving to France and 
becoming a French citizen. He learned to speak flawless English from 
his mother, and he would travel frequently to England. It was there that 
he met the Harvard professor William James, who would become one 
of his most important advocates in the English- speaking world.

THE PERIHELION OF MERCURy

During the presentation of his results, Eddington conveyed to the pub-
lic how Einstein had placed a large bet and had convincingly won. The 
success of Einstein’s theory was now “exceeding the advances associ-
ated with Copernicus, Newton and Darwin,” he explained.6 Eddington 
framed the eclipse expedition as a test of relativity theory’s predictive 
powers. “The theoretical researches of Prof. Albert Einstein” were “strik-
ingly confirmed” by the astronomical event.7

While the Michelson- Morley experiment is generally considered to 
have played an important role in the special theory of relativity, three 
other experimental results are often listed as proving the general theory 
(the perihelion of Mercury, the bending of light rays by the Sun, and the 
red- shift effect).8 In the eyes of Einstein’s supporters, the results of these 
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demonstrated the virtues of Einstein’s general theory. Were they (the 
“three classical tests” as they came to be known) not enough to blow 
Bergson’s objections out of the water?

The history of Eddington’s expedition and the example of the perihe-
lion of Mercury have been widely used to showcase not only the power 
of Einstein’s general theory of relativity but also the potential for science 
to predict previously unknown phenomena. In what sense did Einstein’s 
theory predict a previously unknown effect?

Scientists and science enthusiasts had long known (decades before 
Einstein first started tackling the problem) that an advance in the peri-
helion of Mercury was “one of the most perplexing facts of astron-
omy.”9 The problem of the perihelion of Mercury started to preoccupy 
scientists intensely during the second half of the nineteenth century. 
A slight perturbation observed in the orbit of the planet could not be 
adequately explained with existing theories. According to Newtonian 
theory, Mercury’s perihelion should advance by approximately 600″, but 
observations fell short of that number. The astronomer Simon New-
comb calculated the discrepancy between the calculated and observed 
values to be 43″. When Mercury’s perihelion was calculated by using the 
best available numbers for the speed of light in combination with the 
most trustworthy formulas of celestial mechanics, the resulting values 
differed markedly from observed ones. Einstein’s manuscripts show that 
he took careful notes of Newcomb’s data.10 Many scientists competed 
to explain this discrepancy, having already proposed various theories. 
Einstein found all of them “highly unsatisfactory.” He considered his 
general theory of relativity as the “first realistic explanation for the mo-
tion of the perihelion of Mercury.”11

How did the eclipse expedition confirm Einstein’s theory? By show-
ing how gravity bent light. As evidence, astronomers used photographs 
of stars taken during a solar eclipse. The difference between the calcu-
lated and observed values for the perihelion of Mercury could thus be 
explained by showing how the same factors that caused a curvature in 
the spacetime geometry around Mercury (and the strange advance in its 
perihelion) would also cause the bending of light around the Sun. Yet 
Einstein’s theory was not the only one that considered light being bent 
by gravitational forces.
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The idea that gravity bent light had also been considered for a long 
time— most notably during the eighteenth century— by eminent scien-
tists. Since light was often described as “corpuscular” and made up of 
tiny particles (as per Isaac Newton), it was natural for scientists to think 
that gravity would affect these particles too. After Newton, Laplace 
speculated that if gravity was strong enough, light would could be for-
ever trapped by a gravity source.12 Einstein’s own explanation, however, 
was unique and highly original— it was based on the idea that gravita-
tional forces curved space and time, affecting the path of light— but it 
was hardly the only available one.

By 1916 Einstein sought to reinforce the credentials of his general 
theory by stressing how it explained certain things that the alterna-
tives proposed by his colleagues did not. The strongest of these claims 
centered on Mercury. Einstein’s theory explained the motions of that 
planet beautifully. Yet critics claimed that Einstein’s theory did not 
explain— let alone predict— the perihelion but was actually only a the-
ory that matched its value of 43″ beautifully.13 Besides, even the cal-
culation of the value of 43″ by Newcomb could itself be the subject 
of numerous errors. “Another astronomer” was apt to find “different 
values than those of Newcomb.”14 Einstein first described his own work 
to his colleagues in this way. “I derive quantitatively . . . the perihelion 
motion of Mercury,” he wrote to David Hilbert, who was developing a 
competing solution, and did not claim then that his theory “predicted” 
this value.15

An alternative and highly popular explanation for the discrepancy 
between the observed and calculated values for the advance of Mer-
cury’s perihelion posited the existence of a planet named Vulcan, whose 
gravitational field ostensibly pulled the planet toward it. Scientists 
searched for it, and some claimed to have seen it (although accounts of 
its sighting remained suspect), but even those scientists who remained 
unconvinced by the Vulcan hypothesis knew they could posit invisible 
interplanetary masses spread in space affecting Mercury in the same 
way. Newcomb thought the difference could also be due to a flattening 
of the Sun, which changed the direction of its gravitational pull toward 
Mercury. Einstein knew of these alternative explanations but found 
them unconvincing.
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ARTHUR EDDINGTON: BEFORE AND AFTER THE DEBATE

Eddington had personal and political reasons to support Einstein and 
become one of his most aggressive “bulldogs.” In addition to being a 
Quaker, a determined pacifist, and a conscientious objector during the 
war, he had been chief assistant to the Astronomer Royal at Greenwich 
(since January 1906) and had struggled with the problem of finding 
a standard of measurement. Einstein offered him an elegant solution. 
Why not take it?

After catapulting Einstein to fame with his presentation of the expe-
dition’s results, Eddington continued to write and lecture widely about 
relativity, but soon his admiration of Einstein’s work would start to 
be tempered in light of Bergson’s philosophy. Bergson attentively read 
Eddington’s Space, Time and Gravitation (1920), in which he found evi-
dence for a particular weakness in Einstein’s theory. He cited Edding-
ton’s description of Einstein’s universe, where “events do not happen; 
they are just there, and we come across them.”16 Eddington would later 
agree with the philosopher’s points of contention against the physicist, 
emphasizing again how in Einstein’s work the “past and the future lie 
spread out before us as in a map,” where our sense of time passing was 
nothing more than a mere illusory “fancy.”17 Eddington and Bergson 
considered that Einstein’s spatial, cartographic characterization of time, 
in which our sense of flow and becoming were merely “illusory,” was a 
glaring deficiency of his work.

In The Nature of the Physical World (1928), Eddington published a hy-
pothetical dialogue “between the Astronomer Royal, and, let us say, 
Prof. Bergson, on the nature of time.”18 He generously acknowledged 
Bergson’s “authority on the subject.” Eddington surmised that if these 
two men entered into a discussion “there would then probably have 
been a keen disagreement, and I rather think that the philosopher would 
have had the best of the verbal argument.” But winning the verbal ar-
gument did not amount to much. Since the “Astronomer Royal is en-
trusted with the duty of finding out time for our everyday use,” Bergson 
would have had no choice but to use that time: “After showing that the 
Astronomer Royal’s idea of time was quite non- sensical, Prof. Bergson 
would probably end the discussion by looking at his watch and rushing 
off to catch a train which was starting by the Astronomer Royal’s time.” 
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Throughout the text, he stereotyped Bergson’s concept of time as “time 
lived,” “private time,” “time as estimated by consciousness,” or “time 
of experience.” The practical realities of time telling and distribution 
showed the relative meaningfulness of the astronomer’s notion and the 
meaninglessness of the philosopher’s: “Whatever may be time de jure, 
the Astronomer Royal’s time is time de facto,” he concluded.19

While this initial dialogue was largely dismissive of the philosopher’s 
contributions, Eddington would soon make it clear that he was not in-
viting his readers to side with either of these simplistic positions. On 
the contrary, he clearly explained that he firmly opposed one of the 
main tenets of the general theory: that of considering time and space in 
similar terms. Instead of siding entirely with the imaginary Astronomer 
Royal, who could be seen as defending the position of most physicists, 
he took the place of a naive “beginner” who “is inclined to say: ‘That is 
impossible. I feel it in my bones that time and space must be of entirely 
different nature. They cannot possibly be mixed up.’ ”20 Eddington had 
tempered his enthusiasm and started to reevaluate the merits of Ein-
stein’s contributions.

Eddington’s resolution of the “imaginary dialogue” was a strong 
statement critical of the direction science was taking during those years. 
Science had been very successful, Eddington admitted: “By long his-
tory of experiment and theory the results of physical investigation have 
been woven into a scheme which has on the whole proved wonderfully 
successful.” But this success had come at a loss. Science was “only imper-
fectly representative of the time familiar to our consciousness.”21 Victory 
had come at a price. For this reason, certain scientific truths could easily 
lend themselves to ridicule. Statistics, for example, was often invoked 
to explain strange things that did happen and strange ones that never 
did. “If an army of monkeys were strumming on typewriters, they might 
write all the books in the British Museum,” he quipped.22 The very idea 
was so laughable that it showed a deep “imperfection” in science, one 
that became particularly visible when scientists dealt with real time- 
dependent events.

“Your protest in the name of common sense against a mixing of time 
and space is a feeling which I desire to encourage,” he told his readers. 
“Time and space ought to be separated,” he continued. Why? Because 
“the current representation of the enduring world as a three- dimensional 
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space leaping from instant to instant through time is an unsuccessful 
attempt to separate them.” Eddington was motivated to “resurrect the 
almost forgotten time of consciousness and find that it has a gratifying 
importance in the absolute scheme of Nature.”23 He felt entitled to craft 
and promote an intensely mystical view of science and nature.

Einstein later in life confessed to his friend Besso what he came to 
think about Eddington in a private letter. He called him a “man full 
of ideas, but deprived of critical spirit” and compared him to a “prima 
ballerina who does not fully believe herself in her elegant leaps.”24 But 
in the initial fight against Bergson, Eddington had proved himself a 
powerful asset, only to be abandoned later.
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“Full- Blooded” Time

“It was my good fortune,” wrote the mathematician and philosopher Al-
fred North Whitehead, “to be present at the meeting of the Royal Soci-
ety in London when the Astronomer Royal for England announced that 
the photographic plates of the famous eclipse . . . had verified the predic-
tion of Einstein that rays of light are bent as they pass in the neighbor-
hood of the sun.”1 The First World War had just ended, and Whitehead 
was immediately invited to write one of the first articles about relativity 
theory in the Times Educational Supplement. He remembered how that 
day seemed like “an intense Greek drama” with “a dramatic quality in 
the very staging.”2

The mathematician was also present a few years later, when Einstein 
visited England again on his way back from America. Whitehead was 
among those in the audience at King’s College. That evening he would 
have his first opportunity to talk to Einstein personally.3 The physicist 
“roused the general public to such a pitch of enthusiasm” that his visit 
would remain unforgettable, reported Whitehead’s student Herbert 
Dingle.4

Einstein had friends in England, but he also had strong critics.5 
Whitehead and Dingle would each develop sophisticated objections 
to Einstein’s work, turning to Bergson for inspiration. Eddington was 
viewed as defending Einstein, and Whitehead as siding with Bergson. 
“The scientific world was split into two camps: Einstein and his lieu-
tenant Eddington, Bergson, and his lieutenant Whitehead,” explained 
one observer.6 Although Bergson protested that “Whitehead should not 
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be considered my lieutenant,” he nonetheless agreed that they had ar-
rived at very similar conclusions.7

By then, Whitehead had impressive accomplishments under his belt, 
counting among his titles those of dean of the Faculty of Science, Sena-
tor, chairman of the Academic Council, and professor at Imperial Col-
lege. After dining with Einstein at Lord Haldane’s house, their host “es-
corted [them] to his study and left them there alone. Saying they must 
have so much to say to each other.”8 Whatever the two men said to 
each other that night— we do not know what it was— developed into 
a growing rift between them and their understanding of time, history, 
and science.

Whitehead was an admirer and critic of Einstein’s theory of relativity. 
He frequently expressed his admiration for Einstein as an individual, 
insisting that his criticisms did “not in any way represent my attitude 
towards him.”9 Whitehead’s The Principle of Relativity with Applications 
to Physical Science (1922), which had been published when Whitehead 
was still a professor of mathematics at Imperial College, offered a me-
ticulous reinterpretation of Einstein’s theory. The book accepted all 
known empirical results, but not all of their philosophical import. A 
thoughtful reader of Whitehead explained how the philosopher con-
sidered Einstein’s theory “adequate from the scientific standpoint and 
equally inadequate from the epistemological standpoint.”10

Whitehead boldly offered a slight modification of Einstein’s general 
relativity formula. While he left “for experiment to decide” about the 
usefulness of the modified formula, his attempt has been, for the most 
part, discounted as untenable. Yet this modification did not encompass 
the totality of his critique. It and his largely failed attempts to improve 
the theory hurt his standing among many of his peers, leading him to 
lose important allies. Whitehead knew well that “perhaps” his modified 
formula would not “survive further tests of other delicate observations,” 
but even “in this event we are not at the end of our resources.”11

For Whitehead and his supporters, the viability of the new formula 
was a minor component of a broader and much more significant philo-
sophical project. The “conflict with Einstein’s theory” could easily “cause 
one hastily to dismiss Whitehead’s philosophy of science,” explained an 
important philosopher.12 But there was much more to his work. White-
head would be soon be called to Harvard as a professor of philosophy.
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ALFRED NORTH WHITEHEAD

What did Einstein think of Whitehead? Not much. A volume dedicated 
to Whitehead’s thought published in 1941 reported that Einstein once 
confessed: “I simply do not understand Whitehead.”13 What did Bergson 
think of Whitehead? The admiration between Bergson and Whitehead 
was thorough and mutual. Whitehead’s The Concept of Nature (1920) 
considered his work to be “in full accord with Bergson.” In Duration 
and Simultaneity, Bergson judged Whitehead’s The Concept of Nature to 
be “an admirable book” and “one of the most profound ever written.”14 
Whitehead’s admiration for Bergson’s philosophy continued through-
out his life. The editors of the volume for the Library of Living Philoso-
phers dedicated to Whitehead’s thought it was completely “appropriate” 
to include a facsimile of a letter by Bergson in the volume “since White-
head has always acknowledged his indebtedness to this great French 
philosophical contemporary.”15

In Process and Reality, which was based on lectures delivered in 1927– 
1928, Whitehead was even clearer about his mission and his engagement 
with the French philosopher. He wanted to take all of Bergson’s philoso-
phy except those aspects of it associated with anti- intellectualism: “I am 
also greatly indebted to Bergson, William James and John Dewey. One 
of my preoccupations has been to rescue their type of thought from 
the charge of anti- intellectualism, which rightly or wrongly has been 
associated with it.”16

Whitehead’s fascination with Bergson was sparked by his involvement 
with the Aristotelian Society, a forum that helped him turn to philoso-
phy from mathematics. “My philosophic writings started in London, at 
the latter end of the war. The London Aristotelian Society was a pleasant 
center of discussion, and close friendships were formed,” he recounted 
in his autobiographical notes.17 In this context, he befriended H. Wil-
don Carr, an important popularizer of Bergson in the English- speaking 
world who also wrote extensively about the theory of relativity.

Whitehead, Wildon Carr, and Lord Haldane became influential sup-
porters of Bergson’s philosophy through the Aristotelian Society and 
beyond. Aristotelian philosophy, traditionally backed by the Catholic 
Church (and understood through St. Thomas Aquinas’s interpretation), 
resonated positively in Anglican circles during this time. Whitehead 
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came from an Anglican family with a father, brother, and uncles who 
were vicars. He was further exposed to Catholicism through marriage 
and thought of converting but desisted. He became intensely religious 
after the Great War, yet chose not to adhere to a particular church.

Lord Haldane, who had secured Einstein’s invitation to King’s Col-
lege, was also a member of the Aristotelian Society. Haldane knew Berg-
son well— both men corresponded and discussed politics and philoso-
phy avidly. One of his books, The Reign of Relativity (1921), discussed the 
work of both Einstein and Bergson. Haldane considered Whitehead’s 
work on relativity as superior to Einstein’s own: “Professor Whitehead 
seems to me to have brought out [the character of space and time] in his 
treatment of relativity more thoroughly than Einstein or even Minkow-
ski himself has done.”18 Whitehead’s understanding of relativity, Hal-
dane continued, “is more thorough in the logical treatment of relativity 
than anything that I have so far become acquainted with in the works 
either of Einstein himself or his disciples in Germany.”19

Lord Haldane and Whitehead worked closely. When Haldane wrote 
the highly successful The Reign of Relativity, he drew heavily on White-
head’s work and received direct help from him with the mathematical 
parts.20 Bergson’s influence was also clear in Haldane’s book, not only 
through Whitehead, but also directly. After reading it, Bergson found 
the book “suggestive” and “inspiring,” thanking Haldane for “having 
given me the honor of citing me extensively and examining my views 
closely.”21

At Cambridge University, Whitehead quickly recognized a talented 
and aristocratic young student, Bertrand Russell. Whitehead became 
Russell’s dissertation advisor as well as friend and collaborator. He coau-
thored with his student the landmark three- volume Principia Mathemat-
ica (1910, 1912, 1913), a text considered monumental in many respects. 
One philosopher explained how he found the difference between 
Whitehead and Russell to be slight at first. Their work showed a “fam-
ily resemblance . . . with individual differences such as are found in all 
families except in case of identical twins.”22 But Whitehead eventually 
broke with his junior collaborator, and the differences between the two 
men sharpened.23

The particular divisive issue between Whitehead and Russell was di-
rectly connected to both men’s view of Bergson. In a private letter to 
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Karl Popper written late in his life, Russell explained that he did not 
accept Whitehead’s philosophy because of how it had been influenced 
by Bergson: “I never studied Whitehead’s philosophical work at all thor-
oughly and I made a point of not saying anything publicly in criticism 
of it. What I did know of his philosophical work displeased me, partly 
because of what I thought unnecessary obscurity, and partly because of 
the trail of Bergson.”24

BERTRAND RUSSELL

Einstein admired Eddington for refusing to fight during World War 
I and liked Bertrand Russell, who had been imprisoned for refusing 
to join the army, for similar reasons. As a sign of support for Russell, 
Einstein wrote the foreword to the German version of Political Ideals 
(published in 1922). A few years later Russell published one of the most 
important books designed to explain relativity to a general audience, 
The ABC of Relativity (1925).

Russell was one of the main advocates of analytical philosophy, a dis-
cipline that took natural science as a pinnacle of knowledge based on its 
foundation on sensations followed by uncontestable logical principles. 
He became such a persistent and resolute critic of Bergson that, decades 
later, scholars could still easily recognize in his work the “Russellian 
clichés about the alleged irrationalism and antiscientism of Bergson.”25 
Bergson was well aware of Russell’s antagonism, blaming it on a petty 
personal incident between them: he had once criticized Russell “in pub-
lic” for attempting to give a materialist interpretation to Platonic ideas. 
Russell’s subsequent attacks were the simple comebacks of a bruised 
ego, argued Bergson.26

Russell admired Einstein with the same fervor with which he hated 
Bergson. Russell and Einstein corresponded and worked together on 
many political fronts well into the Cold War era, when they authored 
the famous Russell- Einstein Manifesto (1955), warning of the dangers of 
nuclear weapons.

Bergson was not the first French philosopher whom Russell targeted. 
He started his earliest work by taking a stand against other key French 
philosophers who stressed the conventional or constructed nature of 
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knowledge at the expense of its absolute character. An Essay on the 
Foundations of Geometry (1897), based on his Cambridge dissertation, at-
tacked Poincaré.27 Poincaré responded to Russell, but the philosophical 
bent of the two men would remain forever distinct.28

In 1912 Russell wrote one of his first polemical articles against the 
philosopher, titled “The Philosophy of Bergson.”29 Throughout it, Rus-
sell faulted Bergson for being “difficult,” “not always easy to follow,” 
and mostly just obscure.30 Russell compared the Frenchman’s philos-
ophy, quite unflatteringly, to new advertisements of a popular instant 
beef- bouillon mix that not only tasted great but allegedly cured mostly 
everything from burns to pneumonia: he accused him of being a great 
“advertiser of himself and his theories,” who “like the advertisers of 
Oxo,” relied “upon picturesque and varied statement.”31 He intensely 
disliked Bergson’s style, which he analyzed minutely: “The number of 
similes for life to be found in his works exceeds the number in any poet 
known to me.”32 His philosophy rested on “a mere play of words.”33 It 
was “an imaginative epic, to be judged on esthetic rather than on intel-
lectual grounds.”34 It was, in short, a mere “poetic effort”:

Shakespeare says life’s but a walking shadow, Shelley says it is like a 
dome of many- colored glass, Bergson says it is a shell which bursts into 
parts that are again shells. If you like Bergson’s image better, it is just as 
legitimate.35

After writing this article, Russell delivered another lecture against 
Bergson, hosted by the Cambridge Heretics Society.36 He restated some 
of the same points he had previously made: “One of the bad effects 
of an anti- intellectual philosophy, such as that of Bergson, is that it 
thrives upon errors and confusions of the intellect,” representing the 
“bankruptcy of the intellect and triumph of intuition” that it allegedly 
advocated.37 During those years, the differences between Bergson and 
Russell were considered so vast that they represented “two of the lead-
ing tendencies in modern philosophic thought.”38 Russell continued 
his tirade against Bergson in lectures delivered in Boston during the 
spring of 1914, later printed as Our Knowledge of the External World. For 
the rest of his life, Russell described Bergson as anti- intellectual, claim-
ing, in a biting phrase— that, for Bergson, “intellect is the misfortune 
of man.”39
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Bergson and Russell disagreed about the foundations of mathemat-
ical logic. They disagreed about how to solve one of the most ancient 
intellectual puzzles, Zeno’s paradox, often illustrated by the famous 
fable of the tortoise and Achilles. The puzzle pertained to the relation 
between continuous and discrete movement and touched on the ques-
tion of infinity, a concept that was at once a mathematical, physical, 
metaphysical, and theological. Wildon Carr, the secretary of the Aris-
totelian Society, a defender of Bergson, and one of the most important 
writers who brought Bergson to English- speaking audiences, criticized 
Russell’s attempt to base modern mathematics on “a paradoxical defini-
tion of continuity.” He pointed out the inadequacies of Russell’s critique 
of Bergson and of his philosophy of mathematics. Russell had argued 
“that continuity is infinite divisibility,” and this definition, many agreed, 
could be used to solve Zeno’s paradox. Carr readily admitted that cer-
tain things were infinitely divisible, but they forgot Bergson’s insistence 
that one thing was not divisible: real “movement.”40 Carr concluded that 
Russell’s definition of continuity “removes one paradox only to leave me 
with a greater” one.41

Asked to weigh in on the discussion, Bergson accepted Carr’s re-
sponse to Russell wholeheartedly, writing to the editor of the Cambridge 
Magazine: “I find that the response made already by Wildon Carr is 
excellent.”42 For decades to come, Carr would pit Bergson against Ein-
stein.43 He considered that “Einstein is a philosopher, despite himself” 
and compared him to the famous doctor described by Molière whose 
circular arguments explained sleep- inducing substances in terms of 
their dormitive qualities.44

Another important difference between Russell and Bergson centered 
on the spatial qualities of time. Bergson had violently fought against 
treating time as a kind of space, insisting that they were entirely dif-
ferent. Russell, on the contrary, took them as so similar that he intro-
duced the concept of “time corpuscles” as an exact counterpart to “space 
corpuscles”:

In saying this I am only urging the same kind of division in time as we 
are accustomed to acknowledge in the case of space. A body which fills 
a cubic foot will be admitted to consist of many smaller bodies, each 
occupying only a very tiny volume; similarly a thing which persists for 
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an hour is to be regarded as composed of many things of less duration. 
A true theory of matter requires a division of things into time- corpuscles 
as well as into space- corpuscles.45

In the post– World War II years, Russell made one of the most damag-
ing criticisms that Bergson would ever face, associating his philosophy 
with that of Nazi- occupied France. The bestseller A History of Modern 
Philosophy claimed that Bergson’s philosophy “harmonized easily with 
the movement which culminated in Vichy.”46

Could there be any truth in Russell’s accusation? Bergson openly 
warned against the “formidable wave of anti- Semitism which will fall 
on this world”— even as the Vichy government offered to exempt him 
from the obligations imposed on other Jews.47 When others fled, he 
chose “to remain among those who tomorrow will be the persecuted 
ones.”48 In protest to the government, he resigned from all of his official 
positions. He actively tried to help colleagues who were being forced 
from their jobs, such as Jean Wahl, through his contacts with import-
ant officials of the Vichy government, especially Jacques Chevalier, a 
friend who sympathized with Bergson’s efforts and helped. Few would 
know the exact details of Bergson’s opposition to the Nazis. Russell’s 
book, with the damaging allegations of Bergson’s politics, sold like hot 
bread— the Englishman would derive an important part of his income 
for the rest of his life from its royalties.

“HAvE A CARE, HERE IS SOMETHING THAT MATTERS!”

What aspects of Bergson’s work inspired Whitehead? The Englishman 
shared with Bergson a desire to think of time as something different 
from space. But how did the work of the two differ? In contrast to the 
French philosopher, Whitehead would use the phrase “passage of na-
ture” to describe what Bergson sometimes referred to as time. White-
head’s use of a different term stemmed from his desire to prevent this 
philosophical notion from being confused with “the measureable time 
of science and of civilized life generally.”49

What did Whitehead dislike about Einstein’s approach? His answer 
was simple. “The concept of the passage of time has been lost,” he 
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lamented.50 To save it, Whitehead rejected Einstein’s cavalier dismissal of 
psychological time in favor of physical time: “It follows from my refusal 
to bifurcate nature into individual experience and external cause that 
we must reject the distinction between psychological time which is per-
sonal and impersonal time as it is in nature.”51 While Einstein referred 
to single “world lines” to refer to paths traveled by objects across a sin-
gle space- time continuum, Whitehead wanted to keep space as different 
from time, distinguishing a “spatial” route from a “temporal” route. He 
also wanted to distinguish salient temporal events that stood out among 
others, using the term “historical route” to signal these differences. The 
theory was much more complicated, but the benefit of his approach, he 
argued, was that it would allow scientists to think of certain events as 
more “significant” than others. These would retain the “full- bloodedness 
of a moment of time.”52 His hope was that certain aspects of our no-
tions of historical time would thus be part of scientists’ understanding 
of physical time. Additionally, Whitehead did not just take the results 
of measurements at face value and build a scientific theory from them, 
he also strove to study why certain “events” led us to take measurements 
that were meaningful for us. He cared about why we measured time 
and space more than about the results of the measurements themselves. 
“We ask, why this pathetic trust in the yard- measure and the clock?” and 
answered clearly.53 The reason why we were driven to measure, he ar-
gued, was because we cared about how particular “events” were related 
to each other: “The yard- measure is merely a device for making evident 
obscure relations between those events in which it appears.”54

From July 13 to 16, 1923, three groups met together: the Aristote-
lian Society, the Mind Association, and the Scots Philosophical Club.55 
During the meeting Whitehead considered the travelers in the twin par-
adox as connected to each other via the transmission of time signals. 
Whitehead conceived relativity theory in terms of the actual compari-
son of differing times. He thought of the twin paradox in terms of twins 
who could be connected to each other through communications tech-
nology. The traveling twin could “count the days on Earth by means of 
a signal transmitted from Greenwich each day at noon,” or he could be 
“not attending to the Earth at all. He takes his clock with him.”56 Both 
clocks would show different times. Whitehead agreed that neither of 
these times could be simply dismissed or that one of them could be 
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considered “fictional” or “represented,” as Bergson had claimed. But he 
also argued against Einstein’s interpretation of them as equally real and 
equivalent to time- in- general.57

Whitehead, as Bergson would do in the appendices to Duration and 
Simultaneity, placed a strong emphasis on the seemingly minor differ-
ences between the twins. He argued that the meaning of the transmitted 
times had changed for each: “the lapse of clock time is a lapse of time 
according to the traveler’s meaning, and the meaning differs from that 
for Earth time.” Both clocks were “congruent.” They “ran truly,” but 
Whitehead urged readers not to forget that “the meanings for time were 
different in the two cases.”58 The experience of each twin was different. 
Scientists should not forget that something caused “a diversity of his-
tory which produces the discordance of chronology.”59 Changes in clock 
times could only arise in connection to changes in “the life history of 
any body,” be it of a traveling of a twin or of a molecule.60

For the rest of his life, Whitehead explicitly fought against “the bi-
furcation of nature” into dualistic camps (that of physics and psychol-
ogy, matter and mind, and others), inviting us instead to look at the 
links between these seemingly opposing concepts. Whitehead’s answer 
to the impasse consisted in crafting a philosophy that denied a distinc-
tion between nature and experience: “Nature is thus a totality including 
individual experiences, so that we must reject the distinction between 
nature as it really is and experiences of it which are purely psychological. 
Our experiences of the apparent world are nature itself.”61 The philoso-
pher refused to accept the dichotomies that came to characterize moder-
nity: the local and the distant, the psychological and the physical, but 
also others, such as the organic and the mechanical. At times, he used 
the term “organic mechanism” to identify his philosophical viewpoint. 
What is more, he considered the reasons marking such divisions differ-
ently, championing new directions for research, where “science is taking 
on a new aspect which is neither purely physical, nor purely biological. 
It is becoming the study of organisms. Biology is the study of the larger 
organisms; whereas physics is the study of the smaller organisms.”62 The 
philosopher did not want to separate human experience from physics: 
“We should either admit dualism, at least as a provisional doctrine, or 
we should point out the identical elements connecting human expe-
rience with physical science.”63 Fulfilling the option he proposed was 
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much harder: it required going back to the drawing room to construct a 
physics that did not set itself up against lived experience.

Whitehead fought against thinking of the world in terms of “bare 
events.” He instead proposed to think of an event that mattered as “a 
drop of experience.” Instead of focusing on matters of fact, he placed 
emphasis on facts that mattered:

Our enjoyment of actuality is a realization of worth, good or bad. It is a 
value- experience. Its basic expression is— Have a care, here is something 
that matters! Yes— that is the best phrase— the primary glimmering of 
consciousness reveals, something that matters. . . . The dim meaning of 
fact— or actuality— is intrinsic importance for itself, for the others, and 
for the whole.64

While Einstein had difficulty understanding Whitehead, many phi-
losophers understood Whitehead more than they understood Einstein. 
One philosopher explained how they felt intimidated by relativity the-
ory, claiming they “had all become defeatists, and drew into our own 
shells, where we might hope to withstand the assaults of the mystical 
giant Abracadabra, who could make the less appear the greater length.” 
Luckily for them, Whitehead drafted his own version: “Such was the 
general situation when along came Mr. Whitehead, speaking a language 
that for the most part we could understand and employing equations 
that after considerable brushing up we could follow.” For them it was 
only after Whitehead started working on it that they learned that “there 
might be some sense in relativity after all.”65 But the sense that they 
got from these expositions was radically transformed, and patently 
Bergsonian.

HERBERT DINGLE AND THE HISTORy OF SCIENCE

How could scientists deal with “a diversity of history which produces 
the discordance of chronology” that led to the paradoxes of relativity 
theory?66 Wasn’t this task better left to historians? Herbert Dingle, one of 
the most important historians of science in the post– World War II era, 
would grapple with this question, and with Bergson’s and Whitehead’s 
objections, throughout his life. After the war, he became professor 
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and head of History and Philosophy of Science at University College 
London, founded the British Journal for the Philosophy of Science, and 
became one of the founders of the British Society for the Philosophy 
of Science. He was active in the International Union for the History 
of Science (where he held the title of vice president), wrote more than 
twenty articles on the topic and various books, and praised the initiative 
of Harvard’s president James Conant to include classes on the history of 
science in the general undergraduate curriculum.67

As a young man, Dingle had studied physics and astronomy. He en-
rolled in Whitehead’s three- year course at Imperial College and “went 
to all of Whitehead’s lectures that he could.”68 When he combined what 
he learned from Whitehead with his experience listening to Einstein, 
his defense of Bergson and his critical stance toward the physicist was 
forever sealed. Whitehead encouraged him to write a popular version of 
the theory, which Dingle titled Relativity to All. He was a strong advo-
cate of relativity theory, but he would soon find an essential inconsis-
tency in it.

Dingle was able to attend Einstein’s lecture at King’s College with a 
press pass, which he obtained because he had published an article on 
Einstein’s theory in one of London’s evening newspapers.69 His initial 
campaign to investigate the respective merits of Einstein and Bergson 
soon became much more— a full- blown controversy at the center of 
broader debates about social planning and the value of a scientific ed-
ucation over one based on the arts and humanities. It was not easy to 
defend Bergson during these years. Just for trying, Dingle gained the 
reputation in the scientific world of being a stubborn crackpot who re-
fused to accept Einstein’s accomplishments.

In Dingle’s writings, the Einstein- Bergson debate intersected with 
key themes of British liberalism and its controversies. His work in the 
history and philosophy of science refused to reduce science and technol-
ogy to a by- product of social factors and relations. He wanted a space for 
thinking about science that was not limited to the narrow Marxist view 
that was then gaining ground.

In the 1950s Dingle came across a footnote in the book The Foresee-
able Future. It contained an extremely short— just a few sentences long— 
reference to the twin paradox. A “returning astronaut” explained the au-
thor, “would, in fact, find that time had gone more rapidly on the Earth 
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than on his spaceship.”70 The book had been written by the scientist and 
Nobel laureate Sir George Thomson, the only son of the discoverer of 
the electron, J. J. Thomson. That a scientist from the respectable Thom-
son lineage believed this statement was true represented, for Dingle, 
everything that was wrong with the world at midcentury. It certainly 
did not help that the rest of the book was a long triumphal narrative 
of science and technology that extolled, over and above other recent 
discoveries, the benefits of atomic power. Dingle set out on a mission to 
correct these views.

“A revival of interest in Bergson’s philosophy would be salutary,” in-
sisted Dingle.71 His most forceful defense of Bergson and attack of Ein-
stein appeared in 1965, as an introduction to a new English translation 
of Duration and Simultaneity, and continued for the rest of his life.72 As a 
Quaker who had started a career in science, he criticized the preponder-
ant role of scientists in modern society. They were “the most insidious 
and most dangerous of all usurpers.”73 He insisted that certain aspects of 
the theory of relativity were conventional and the result of current tech-
nological limitations rather than universal. As many others before him, 
such as Whitehead, he did not believe that the speed of light was an 
unsurpassable velocity that would remain so for all of eternity: “There 
is no reason at all for doubting that material velocities exceeding that of 
light are possible and may well be attained before long.”74 When these 
velocities would be discovered, presaged Dingle, Einstein’s sins would 
come back to haunt him.

The dialogue between Dingle and his contradictors was “parried in 
a communication breakdown” filled with mutual “incomprehension.” 
Although most of his peers claimed to have proven Dingle wrong on a 
quite basic aspect of relativity theory, others, including Dingle himself, 
continued to claim that his main objection to the theory was simply not 
up to falsification by scientists. Consensus between him and his inter-
locutors could not be reached: “Its end was an impasse marked by mere 
recognition of where the unyielding disagreement lay, or sometimes 
even a lack of ability or willingness to comprehend the disagreement.”75

Dingle advocated that science should become more philosophical: 
we should aim to have a philosophical science rather than a scientific 
philosophy. According to Dingle, science was, in fact, nothing more 
than philosophy, but a particularly successful one at that: “Indeed, the 
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outstanding fact about modern science is that it is not a practical un-
dertaking at all . . . but the most abstract of all things— a philosophy.”76 
While frequently those trained in philosophy aspired to gain scientific 
knowledge, Dingle— who was trained in science— aspired to be more of 
a philosopher, by way of Bergson.

Dingle drew a direct connection between Einstein’s theory and the 
philosophical movement, logical positivism, that allegedly sustained it. 
He was highly critical of “ideas of the logical positivist type that orig-
inated in relativity theory.” His work sought to supersede them with a 
philosophy inspired, instead, by Bergson.77 By the end of his life, Dingle 
had few allies. He, however, greatly admired the work of the physicist 
Percy Bridgman at Harvard, whose criticisms of relativity theory had in-
spired him deeply and whose work also echoed with Bergson’s critique.78

Writing in 1965, Dingle still criticized Einstein for having acted in 
such a rash way. Einstein had “arbitrarily postulat[ed] a certain method 
of timing distant events” and then had claimed to have discovered a “fun-
damental fact of nature.” Dingle refused to grant such a fundamental 
role to effects connected to these timing procedures. The paradoxes of 
relativity were “a fortuitous consequence” of various “physical effects.”79 
Einstein’s method was not, as the physicist claimed, “the one and only 
natural way of timing distant events.” It was entirely conventional: “the 
time of a distant event can be chosen as we wish.”80

The historian of science looked closely at the exact timeline of Ein-
stein’s work. He noticed that the physicist had first defined a particular 
procedure of synchronizing clocks at a distance, which then resulted in 
constant measurements for the speed of light, not the other way around:

What Einstein succeeded in doing was to define a procedure for timing 
that event so that the observers, on applying it, did in fact time the event 
differently and in such a way that they both arrived at the same velocity 
of light.81

Dingle reminded readers how in 1921, during his lectures at Princeton, 
Einstein had described the process through which he conceived of the 
theory of relativity in the actual order that it had taken place. If seen in 
this way, the use of a constant value for the speed of light when timing 
distant events appeared once again as a choice rather than as an absolute 
necessity. Einstein explained his theory to Princeton students in this way:
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The theory of relativity is often criticized for giving, without justification, 
a central theoretical role to the propagation of light, in that it founds 
the concept of time upon the law of propagation of light. The situation, 
however, is somewhat as follows. In order to give a physical significance 
to the concept of time, processes of some kind are required which enable 
relations to be established between different places. It is immaterial what 
kind of processes one chooses for such a definition of time. It is advanta-
geous, however, for the theory, to choose only those processes concerning 
which we know something certain. This holds for the propagation of 
light in vacuo in a higher degree than for any other process which could 
be considered.82

Speaking to a throng of eager listeners, he was forthright about his the-
ory’s weakness. If the “central theoretical role” given to the propagation 
of light in his understanding of “the concept of time” appeared “with-
out justification,” why adopt his theory? He proceeded to justify him-
self: “The situation, however, is somewhat as follows.” He felt entitled to 
treat light in such a special way “in order to give a physical significance 
to the concept of time.” Since a material reference for time had to be 
chosen, it was “advantageous  .  .  . to choose only those processes con-
cerning which we know something certain.” Light, at the moment, was 
the best available solution because “this holds for the propagation of 
light in vacuo in a higher degree than for any other process which could 
be considered.”83

After his debate with Bergson, Einstein developed a bolder response. 
He worked much harder to prove why clocks based on light defined as 
a constant were “ideal” for more than these practical “advantageous” 
reasons— they were also ideal for foundational ones.

FROM “TWO CULTURES” TO THE  
CONTINENTAL- ANALyTIC DIvIDE

Was Dingle simply being pedantic by reminding his readers of the ac-
tual time line of events in which Einstein first treated the light clock as 
a convenient device for determining time and later as an ideal clock that 
revealed a fundamental property of time? Dingle had deeper motives 
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for concern. His fear resided in what he saw as a growing rift between 
two fundamental ways of obtaining knowledge in the modern world— 
where one, scientific knowledge, was increasingly gaining ground only 
by seeming to lay outside of history. In consequence, it appeared increas-
ingly divorced from everyday human affairs, interests, and needs.

C. P. Snow, a contemporary of Dingle, lamented the separation of 
sciences and the humanities into “two cultures” in his influential 1959 
lectures. During those years, Dingle raised similar alarms. He warned 
of the potential dangers that a “hostility to the arts” and an excessively 
practical (Marxist) view of science could have on the world. He directly 
targeted J. D. Bernal’s The Social Function of Science (1939). “It is one of the 
paradoxes of modern life that while . . . it is dominated by science, very 
few people have any clear idea what science is,” he explained.84 Dingle 
connected the sociology of science, which he associated with Robert K. 
Merton in the United States and with Bernal in Britain, to logical posi-
tivism. Through the British Society for the History of Science, he sought 
a different route for understanding science, a way that was not based on 
scientific materialism, logical positivism, or reductive sociology.

With rare exceptions coming from the history of science, science and 
philosophy grew further and further apart from each other. Within phi-
losophy, practitioners increasingly differentiated analytical philosophy 
(often grouped together with logical positivism) from Continental phi-
losophy. Because of these divisions, argued Dingle, scientists rarely con-
sidered their work, its import and implications for society, in a broad 
sense. The scientist, he lamented, “understands what he is doing about 
as well as a centipede understands how he walks.”85
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The Previous Spring

CHICAGO, USA

On May 3, 1921, Einstein traveled to Chicago to deliver three lectures 
on the theory of relativity.1 Over dinner at the Quadrangle Club, he met 
the American philosopher George Herbert Mead, one of the founders 
of American pragmatism. Mead had studied Bergson’s work intently 
decades earlier. After learning about Einstein’s work, he started asking 
how the physicist’s work fit— or did not fit— with the philosopher’s.2

Bergson had close connections to the United States. In 1913 he deliv-
ered a famous lecture in New York’s City College credited for causing 
one of the city’s worst traffic jams.3 During the Great War, he embarked 
on a mission to try to convince President Wilson to enter into the war 
against Germany. Intellectually, he was closest to William James and 
John Dewey. Two of his closest supporters in England, Wildon Carr and 
Whitehead, would later relocate to America (Carr to the University of 
Southern California and Whitehead to Harvard in 1924) and bring with 
them many of Bergson’s lessons.

After dining with Einstein in Chicago, Mead felt “discouraged,” leav-
ing that evening with a feeling that he had not fully understood the 
importance of the theory. To a friend, he confessed: “I have recovered 
somewhat from a discouraged feeling I brought away from the Einstein 
dinner— that I had not grasped the import of Relativity.”4 In the years 
that followed, Mead dedicated himself to understanding the theory of 
relativity, just as he continued to study Bergson apace.5
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American pragmatism, with its desire for civil, democratic, and 
practical solutions to pertinent debates, would soon be engulfed by the 
debate across the Atlantic. Mead, who was a student of John Dewey, 
Josiah Royce, and William James, struggled to understand how rela-
tivity fit with Bergson’s work, crafting novel answers to some of the 
same questions that preoccupied his illustrious mentors. Concerned 
with how to mediate the interests of private individuals in a collective 
society, he asked how Bergson’s view of time could be made to fit with 
Einstein’s.

Einstein’s trip to the United States, a fundraising initiative for Zionist 
causes, was controversial for many reasons. Not only was it radical to 
host a member of the enemy German nation, Zionism was also tightly 
associated with British imperial ambitions. After hearing about the phys-
icist’s travel plans to “fraternize with Englishmen and their friends,” the 
scientist Fritz Haber tied to convince his friend to change his plans: “Do 
you want to sweep aside so much bloodshed and suffering by German 
Jews with your conduct? And what do you gain by going on this journey 
now, instead of delaying it by a year, and waiting for more peaceful re-
lations among the nations?”6 The furor over his visit was such that even 
President Harding met with him. American journalists were fascinated. 
In a year, Einstein would visit another enemy nation. The French press 
would get their chance.

When Einstein arrived in Chicago, Mead was posed to ask how rel-
ativity fit with Bergson’s philosophy. Mead had first studied Bergson’s 
work during the early decades of the twentieth century, writing a thor-
ough review of Creative Evolution, and returned to his work years later, 
during the summer of 1920.7 Mead’s final engagement with relativity 
theory, which included a close examination of the Michelson- Morley 
experiment, was not published until after his death.8 Acknowledging 
that there is “no position eternally pegged down that could not from an-
other watchtower be seen to move,” he reached an original conclusion: 
“Our grasp of the innermost structure of things is experimental.”9 Even 
at this unfinished stage, his solution to the Bergson- Einstein impasse 
was framed in terms characteristic of American pragmatism, in which 
reality could be considered as essentially perspectival, intersubjective, 
and dynamic at the same time as universal, because of the legitimacy of 
the experimental method.
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PRAGMATISM

In a letter written in the summer of 1920, Mead explained that Bergson 
had “the same problem before him that confronts pragmatism— that 
of bringing the immediate experience which has in the past been rel-
egated to the field of psychology into that of the reality which science 
assumes without question.”10 Bergson had failed to solve this problem, 
which now Mead considered a task left up to himself. Pragmatism had 
its goals clearly delineated because Bergson’s answer to this question 
proved unsatisfactory. From Bergson’s error, Mead drew an important 
lesson: “Don’t make your philosophy out of the temporary defeats of 
science,” but rather pay to science its due respect.11

Einstein’s visit to Chicago only increased Mead’s curiosity about the 
potential conflict between the physicist and the philosopher. Mead as-
sociated relativity with the belief in a universal, predetermined reality, 
and Bergson with its near opposite— a belief in “the emergence of the 
novel.” Intellectuals, he argued were torn into two opposite directions: 
“In one direction we move toward the scientific ideal of the world at an 
instant, while in the other we moved toward the heightened temporal 
intuition of a Bergsonian picture of the world.”12 Mead considered it 
imperative that philosophy reconcile these two points of view:

It is the task of the philosophy of today to bring into congruence with 
each other this universality of determination which is the text of mod-
ern science, and the emergence of the novel which belongs not only to 
the experience of human social organisms, but is found also in a nature 
which science and the philosophy that has followed it have separated 
from human nature.13

Mead denied the division of labor in which science dealt with nature 
(both human and nonhuman) and human experience was chalked up 
as an epiphenomenon worthy only of secondary attention. The experi-
ence of time was one of his central examples, proving that the physical 
investigation of time should not have to be done at the expense of our 
experience of time.

In the summer of 1927 Mead taught a course on Bergson’s philoso-
phy.14 Later, during the Carus Lectures delivered in Berkeley in 1930, 
Mead disagreed intensely with the block, or four- dimensional, view of 
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the universe, in which the past, the present, and the future were already 
laid out, predetermined, and in which our sense of time was a mere 
illusion:

This view of reality as an infinite scroll unrolling in snatches before our 
intermittent vision receives another variant in the picture of reality as a 
four- dimensional continuum of space- time, of events and intervals, for-
ever determined by its own geometry  .  .  . whose present character is a 
function of our minds and not of any section of the ordered events in 
the universe.15

Mead’s attempt at a complete reconciliation of Bergson’s philosophy 
with relativity was left unfinished. “At the time of my last conversation 
with him, in the week before his death,” explained his colleague the 
philosopher Arthur E. Murphy, “he was at work on Bergson’s Duration 
and Simultaneity in its relation to his own account of relativity.”16

HARvARD

On September 14, 1926, Mead delivered an important lecture at the Sixth 
International Congress of Philosophy at Harvard University. The sec-
tion was titled “Physics and Metaphysics, with Special Reference to the 
Problem of Time.” Presenting along with him was Whitehead.17 “There 
are metaphysical abysms between us,” wrote Mead to his daughter- in- 
law after the event, “but what are they between gentlemen.”18 Mead had 
turned to Eddington’s and Whitehead’s work to deepen his understand-
ing of Einstein’s. Whitehead’s philosophy, in particular, then took him 
back to a study of Bergson.

Whitehead’s work on relativity, argued Mead, had an essential advan-
tage over Einstein’s in that it accepted the reality of change and move-
ment, instead of claiming that it was simply an illusion. Whitehead’s 
project, he argued, was “undertaken to preserve motion and change 
within a relativistic universe.”19 Yet at one point, Whitehead’s philos-
ophy also failed to convince Mead. Whitehead conceived of “events” 
as “eternal objects,” rendering them unnecessarily abstract. Mead “on 
the contrary” chose to “recognize what becomes as the event which 
in its relation to other events gives structure to time.”20 This simple 
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recognition led him to a solution in which he “viewed himself as siding 
with Bergson in retaining the centrality of duration or process as the 
crucial element,” and in which he corrected Whitehead’s philosophy by 
finding that “universals arise in social behavior and entail neither an 
intellectual distortion of reality [Einstein’s block universe] nor a realm 
of eternal objects [Whitehead’s events].”21 Scientific observations had 
to be confirmed “in the mouths of two witnesses at least,”— and this 
essential characteristic revealed the social, communicative nature of 
science.22

Whitehead had recently moved to Harvard to teach philosophy. It 
was a significant transition from his previous career in mathematics. For 
several decades already, Harvard had been a key place for housing im-
portant advocates of Bergson, such as William James, and was distinctly 
cold toward Einstein. During his 1921 trip to the United States, Einstein 
was invited as a visitor but not to lecture. To complicate matters fur-
ther, Harvard’s president A. Lawrence Lowell spoke to him in French, 
whereas in Princeton he had been greeted in German.23

William James, one of Bergson’s most ardent admirers, had taught 
the philosopher and historian Arthur O. Lovejoy, who had written an 
important essay criticizing Einstein and defending Bergson’s approach.24 
In it, Bergson appeared as Lovejoy’s key ally against Einstein.25 After a 
thorough investigation of Einstein’s theory, Lovejoy concluded by tran-
scribing, without translating, Bergson’s conclusion: “We arrive, in the 
end, by a different road, at the conclusion already expressed by Bergson: 
nous prétendons que le temps unique subsiste dans l’hypothèse d’Einstein à 
l’état pure; il reste ce qu’il a toujours été pour le sens commun.”26 Part of 
Lovejoy’s argument rested on the importance that should be given to 
the disagreement between the two persons observing simultaneous 
events: “The fact that two observers disagree concerning the simulta-
neity of a pair of distant events . . . is no more significant than would 
be a disagreement between two illiterate persons over the question of 
whether a whale is a fish.” One could mean by “ ‘fish’ any free- swimming 
animal that lives in the water,” while another one could take it to be 
“gill- breathing and cold- blooded animals.”27 Lovejoy agreed that even 
if under special relativity two persons disagreed about their assessments 
of simultaneity and measurements of time, he refused to conclude from 
this that both were right.28
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At Harvard, Whitehead would become the advisor of W.V.O. Quine, 
a philosopher largely remembered for dealing the first significant chal-
lenge to the logical empiricist tradition often associated with Einstein’s 
work. One of Quine’s first assignments— his final paper for his course 
Contemporary Philosophy— centered squarely on Bergson.29 From 
that moment onward, Quine, like Lovejoy, was hooked on French 
philosophy.

OPERATIONALISM: PERCy BRIDGMAN

While Whitehead was in the philosophy department teaching courses on 
Bergson, Percy Bridgman (who would win the Nobel Prize in physics in 
1946) was in the physics department. Bridgman wrote extensively about 
the philosophy of science, developing a perspective known as operation-
alism.30 Although he did not name the French philosopher directly, at 
least one reader recognized certain of his arguments as distinctly Berg-
sonian. Bridgman’s strategy, surmised William Marias Malisoff, a phi-
losopher of science who worked on armament technology (and who 
allegedly spied for the KGB), probably resulted from the obvious reason 
that in America “the comparison to Bergson may not flatter.” Malisoff 
was convinced that he had discovered that Bergson was the main source 
of Bridgman’s privileged information.31 Certain similarities were ob-
vious. Whereas Bergson used the words “virtual” and “phantasm” to 
describe one of the travelers in relativity theory, Bridgman, in his own 
analysis of relativity, described them as “vicarious” and “ghostly.”32

Bridgman presented his critique of Einstein’s theory of relativity in 
The Nature of Physical Theory (1936), an elaboration of three lectures 
given earlier that year at Princeton University. Almost a decade and a 
half later, his “indictment” of Einstein was even stronger. The physicist 
argued that Einstein’s expansion of his 1905 essay into the general the-
ory was so “uncritical” that it “conceals the possibility of disaster.”33

Bridgman adored Einstein’s early work, particularly because of how 
it was attentive to the actual operations of measurement, because it was 
modest about drawing any broader implications, and because it was 
simple and procedural. Einstein’s methodology in 1905, he claimed, was 
perfectly consonant with the “operational point of view.” His later work 
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was not. “Einstein did not carry over into his general relativity theory 
the lessons and insight which he himself has taught us in his special 
theory,” Bridgman lamented.34

In evaluating Einstein’s work, Bridgman disagreed with the physi-
cist’s refusal to accept a single frame of reference as unique. Bridgman, 
in contrast to Einstein, believed that one frame of reference was differ-
ent from most others. Because “our measuring operations” generally 
took place in one frame, this frame had a special validity. Accepting 
the singular importance of one frame of reference over others hardly 
implied a return to a Newtonian universe, because, Bridgman argued, 
the preferred “starting- point” could be “different for each individual ob-
server.” But in denying the importance of a unique frame of reference, 
Einstein did great harm. He led science down a path where it stood in 
opposition to “the obvious structure of experience.”35

The question of which traveler’s reality should be accepted remained 
pertinent during these years. Bridgman introduced a “third ghostly ob-
server” as required by the revised “three clocks paradox,” arguing that 
it did not eliminate these questions. (Debates about how to best reach 
agreement about matters of time would continue into the 1950s.) The two 
famous observers of the twin paradox still had to come to an agreement 
about their differences, he explained. They needed to be “similar” in some 
sense and they had to be able to “communicate” with each other.36

When Bridgman reevaluated Einstein’s work in 1949, he was imme-
diately led to think about the meaning of communication. He under-
stood that Einstein’s interpretation of time dilation only held “if the 
two observers are allowed to communicate with each other.”37 But more 
important, he argued that communication between them needed to be 
meaning ful. The whole theory, he argued, was based on “the assump-
tion that the two observers are able to communicate meanings to each 
other.”38 Bridgman pointed out thorny issues pertaining to the transfer 
of meaning in theories of communication. For meaningful communi-
cation between them to be possible “a certain similarity between the 
observers themselves is necessary.”39 In conclusion, he insisted that the 
philosophical problem of reaching agreement about matters of time had 
not disappeared.

“Even the inhabitants of this planet with different cultural back-
grounds do not find it always easy to communicate,” stated Bridgman.40 
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Why would it be different for the observers in the famous twin paradox? 
For Bridgman, debates about the twin paradox could not be solved sim-
ply by reference to technical procedures for time coordination. More 
complex issues pertaining to “communication,” “sameness,” and “agree-
ment” remained at the center. In his view, the challenge of determining 
how some “other” being— even if their otherness was as slight as could 
be in the case of a twin— experienced time had not been solved. In 
the coming decades, a number of scientists and philosophers followed 
Bridgman in thinking about these questions in terms of the communica-
tive structures that allowed for the transfer of meaning.
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The Church

INSTITUT CATHOLIQUE , PARIS

How did the Catholic Church react to the Einstein- Bergson debate? 
The Church’s response to Bergson and Einstein was varied and changed 
through time. Both thinkers had strong views about the institutional-
ized religions of their era and of their relation to other forms of spiri-
tualism and mysticism. While initially, during the first decades of the 
century, Bergson was considered a dangerous enemy to Catholicism, 
some people later saw him as an ally. The Church itself was divided 
about the merits of the philosopher: was he an enemy or a source of in-
spiration? In his last will, Bergson asked for his burial to be officiated by 
a Catholic priest, fearing that his fellow Jews “will probably hound my 
legacy after my death.”1 He was right. When he died, during the Vichy 
period, a priest officiated the ceremony. A moving obituary written by 
a friend and minister to the government was transmitted through the 
radio.2 In disregard of official German policy, occupied France publicly 
honored the death of a Jewish philosopher— without mentioning his 
“non- Aryan” heritage.3

The relation of Einstein toward religion and spirituality is no less com-
plicated than Bergson’s. Although he was brought up in a secular home, 
Einstein eventually became deeply spiritual. Volumes have been written 
about his religious beliefs. Many more have been penned about the rela-
tion of the Catholic Church to science. In light of the conflict between 
Einstein and Bergson, a new part of this history becomes apparent.
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During the first decades of the twentieth century, the Catholic 
Church benefited from a backlash against certain anticlerical writers 
of the previous century, such as Hippolyte Taine and Ernest Renan. A 
growing number of readers now thought that these authors had placed 
too much hope in science. Numerous scientists and intellectuals around 
1900 argued that science was “bankrupt” and in “crisis.” In France, “the 
crisis of science” was a common diagnostic for society’s ills.

In the context of the “crisis of science” movement, Bergson’s philoso-
phy appeared to many as a salutary alternative, one that did not follow 
a blind allegiance to science as the solution to all ills (moral as well as 
physical) but that was not limited to following official Catholic philos-
ophy either, which was still largely dominated by the Thomist revival 
of Aristotle.4 Thomist clergy at first responded most violently against 
Bergson, although the Jesuits and the Revue du clergé français were in 
general less virulent.5 The figure of Galileo appeared as a key historical 
reference, as a new generation of thinkers considered science to be the 
new Inquisition of their era.

JACQUES MARITAIN

A talented Catholic intellectual jumped to Bergson’s defense after the 
philosopher’s debate with Einstein: Jacques Maritain. Maritain referred 
to the “discussions of April 1922” that took place “at the Société de 
philosophie, following the eloquent contribution of Bergson.”6 His de-
fense was surprising, because— before then— he had been one of Berg-
son’s most hardened critics.

The Church was larger than Jacques Maritain, but if there is a single 
man who could represent Catholic philosophy of science from the first 
decades of the century up to the Second Vatican Council, that would 
be he. He was author of the standard textbook for philosophy used in 
Catholic schools and seminaries, Elements de philosophie. Since its appear-
ance in the 1920s, it has remained a standard text. His influence was such 
that he was involved in drafting the preamble to the Constitution of the 
Fourth French Republic (1946), for which he corresponded regularly with 
Charles de Gaulle. He also helped craft the United Nations Declaration of 
Human Rights (1948) and the Canadian Charter of Rights and Freedoms.
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Maritain is known for having coined the word “scientism.” His “Rea-
son and Modern Science” (1910) article, which appeared in the Revue de 
Philosophie, argued that science was gaining an unwonted influence in 
the world, larger than that of religion but also— more radically— larger 
than that of reason itself.

Maritain came from a Protestant family, and his wife, Raïssa, from 
a Jewish one. He converted to Catholicism in 1906, and throughout 
most of his life he worked at Catholic institutions. He was a friend and 
mentor to Pope Paul VI, and his work left a mark on the pope’s encyc-
licals. Paul VI placed in his hands a copy of the “Message to Men of 
Thought and of Science” at the close of Vatican II. He also influenced 
John Paul II, criticizing some of the reforms of the Second Vatican 
Council. When Raïssa died in 1960, he chose retirement at the mon-
astery of the Little Brothers of Jesus in Toulouse, where he remained 
until his death.

Before Jacques and Raïssa turned to Catholicism, they had turned 
to Bergson. When they met at the Sorbonne they promised to commit 
suicide together unless someone saved them from the arid positivism 
dominating the intellectual life around them. Their savior was Bergson. 
But the enchantment would not last long. By 1911 Maritain had bro-
ken with him.7 In 1913 Maritain condemned Bergsonian philosophy for 
being “radically incompatible with Christian philosophy,” and particu-
larly incompatible with “the philosophy of Saint Thomas.” He claimed 
that “it led, inevitable, to modernism,” referring to the controversial re-
form movement within the Church that would become Pius X’s bête 
noire.8 In 1914, in no small part because of Maritain’s influence, Bergson 
was placed on the Index of Prohibited Books.

Einstein’s debate with Bergson brought Maritain, at the time one of 
Bergson’s fiercest critics, to reevaluate the contributions of the philoso-
pher. It was a shock to see two men who were “profoundly dissimilar 
being in accord” right after the debate.9 After his confrontation with 
Einstein, some of Bergson’s old enemies became new friends. Maritain’s 
and Bergson’s rapprochement was particularly bewildering since previ-
ously “these two men assuredly represent[ed] in France the two oppos-
ing poles of contemporary philosophy.”10 Why did the debate produce 
such a marked shift in Maritain’s assessment of philosophy, science, 
Bergson, and Einstein?
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In 1921, before Duration and Simultaneity appeared, Maritain pub-
lished a book, Théonas ou les Entretiens d’un sage et de deux philosophes sur 
diverses matières inégalement actuelles, which dealt with Théonas (bishop 
of Alexandria during the years 283– 301), Einstein, his paradoxes, and 
the mathematization of time. He employed arguments “very similar to 
those that Bergson would use.”11 The book argued that Einstein con-
fused reality with measurement and that the physicist simply dealt with 
mathematical time, whereas common sense and philosophers were con-
cerned with real time.

Einstein, argued Maritain, had revealed himself to be a good physi-
cist but a bad philosopher: “Like most modern scientists, Einstein seems 
to have studied only very superficially metaphysical and critical prob-
lems,” he claimed. “How desirable would it be for [Einstein’s] philos-
ophy to have been good!” Maritain diagnosed Einstein’s philosophical 
bent: transcendental idealism of the worst Kantian type. And the most 
lamentable thing was that Einstein did not even suspect that he suffered 
from these gross “metaphysical prejudices.”12

After the Bergson- Einstein debate, Maritain referred to Einstein’s 
“naïve” and “monstrous” theory of relativity as “the new physical 
dogma.” It was a “parade” that resulted in “poor intellectual buffoon-
ery” and “grand metaphysical misery.”13 Worst still, Einstein’s inade-
quate philosophical reflections seemed to “confirm the frequently made 
claim that modern science is less a kind of real knowledge [connaissance 
proprement dite], than a sort of art and fabricated logic.” Einstein showed 
himself to be a “virtuoso at the great keyboards of signs” but terrible as 
a “contemplator of being.”14

The theory, allegedly, depended “on the most false of metaphysics.” 
Maritain’s critique was different from the one frequently launched by 
the anti-relativity campaign of Germany. It was neither explicitly moti-
vated by anti- Semitism, nor did it object to it as a scientific theory. Mar-
itain had absolutely no qualms against “the value of his [Einstein’s] sci-
entific theories, as pure physical- mathematical theories.” On numerous 
occasions he insisted “that it should be well understood that in the pres-
ent debate the physical- mathematical theory of Einstein is not put into 
question (that would be the task of specialists to investigate its validity).” 
He was questioning only “the philosophy of nature and the metaphysics 
of Einstein.”15 His qualms lay with “interpretative hypothesis that attach 
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them to the real, and all the conceptual material that clothes them.”16 
Einstein was, in the end, a “metaphysician (despite himself perhaps)” 
who wanted to “introduce us surreptitiously into the most false of meta-
physics.”17 He should be admired as a “pure physicist,” but we should 
also hold a “complete aversion” for him as “pseudo- metaphysician.”18

Michelson’s null experimental results were correct, but the replica-
tion of the experiment in 1922 at a mountain- top height of 1,800 meters 
showed contrary results. Maritain paid close attention to these ongoing 
investigations. He concluded that the results of the experiment did not 
“impose [Einstein’s theory] as a necessary conclusion.” Its success was 
only achieved with the “help of a wide niche of presupposed hypoth-
eses.”19 Einstein’s main mistake, according to Maritain, was to have a 
restricted notion of reality— as that which could potentially be measured.

Maritain accused Einstein of putting the cart before the horse. Ein-
stein defined equality as a comparison of two measuring rods, but Mar-
itain argued that in order to start comparing measuring rods (in the 
first place) a person already had to have an intuitive knowledge of the 
concept of equality. The same argument applied to simultaneity. Ein-
stein defined it by the example of “the pointing of the small hand of 
my clock to 7 and the arrival of the train,” but the philosopher argued 
that this procedure could not be used unless that person had a prior 
commonsense notion of simultaneity. The pernicious consequence of 
following Einstein’s method was that, after all the mathematical ma-
nipulations were completed, scientists would have an impression that 
the result “represented through his eyes time, ‘real time.’ ” But that 
quantity was “a new and totally different concept.”20 This confusion led 
to a second negative consequence. It made the commonsense concept 
of time appear as “fraudulent.” What outraged Maritain was similar to 
what infuriated Bergson. Their call to dutiful action as a corrective mo-
tivated their work: “It is the office of the philosopher to denounce such 
encroachments.” Physicists should not feel they had the right to “revise 
common notions of space, time and simultaneity, the elucidation of 
which belongs to a superior science that completely escapes their com-
petency.”21 Einsteinian views were “systematically poisoning” the pub-
lic, as many were led to “accept the absurd and to lose all confidence 
in common sense.” The result was alarming: an “amputation of the 
intellectual faculty itself.”22
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Simultaneity, when measured in a certain way, was relative. Was it al-
ways so? Maritain granted to Einstein that “simultaneity thus measured” 
was relative, but not simultaneity in general.23 He cited Bergson’s in-
sistence that the popular notion of simultaneity was not only different 
from the scientist’s, but also valuable. He complained about the “mar-
velous presumptuousness of scientists,” who believe they had the right 
to revise everyday notions of space and time.24

Maritain, who would be one of the authors of the Universal Decla-
ration of Human Rights after World War II, framed the fight against 
Einstein and the defense of Bergson in terms of human rights. He ar-
gued for “the right” to defend what were perhaps vulgar and imprecise, 
but nonetheless valuable, commonsensical notions. Yes, he agreed that 
these imperfect notions were corrected by scientists, but this should not 
lead us to their complete abandonment. He restated his central claim 
again and again: Einstein’s theory of relativity, although invaluable for 
physics, should not lead us to invalidate traditional concepts of time and 
space.

“Metaphysical larva”— those were strong words, but they were not 
directed against Einstein. Their target was the German philosopher Im-
manuel Kant. Kant’s philosophy was “the metaphysical larva that not 
only the relativists profess, but a great number of modern scientists.”25 
Many historians of science and philosophy have compared Einstein’s 
empirical notion of reality to that of the physicist and philosopher Ernst 
Mach, but Maritain traced it instead to Kant. Maritain considered it 
ethically wrong to place so much emphasis on the human senses, to de-
fine reality as it appeared through them, and to devalue higher forms of 
intelligence and common sense. Einstein’s work, he lamented, smacked 
of “embarrassing residues of Kantianism.”26 The disturbing word “para-
site” followed that of “larva” in Maritain’s descriptions of the metaphys-
ical underpinning of Einstein’s relativity. Einstein’s science came along 
with a “pseudo- philosophy that was its parasite.”27

Maritain stressed how measurements referred only indirectly to the 
thing measured. Speed- of- light measurements were an indirect indica-
tion of the true nature of light. To fully know objects, these needed to 
be considered as “beings” under much more “diverse aspects,” includ-
ing “accidents, quantity, quality, etc.” But even their “sensory measure” 
taken in its entirety could only reveal a limited aspect of them.28 Because 
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of how the physicist confused time with measured time, he explained, 
“Einsteinian time” remained in large part “fictional or imaginary.”29

“Trains, revolving sidewalks, railway tracks, kilometric boundaries 
made of clocks, spaceship travelers, observers smoking cigars and hold-
ing mirrors” populated popular accounts of relativity.30 Maritain was as 
irritated by these examples as he was by its grandiose conclusions. He 
accused Einstein’s popularizer Arthur Eddington of being fatally prone to 
bouts of exaggeration, ridiculing his claim that he who travels at the speed 
of light would “possess immortality and eternal youth.” Maritain quipped 
instead: he would be “dead” because he would be “flat, which is very un-
comfortable, even if time has stopped.”31 Maritain saw Einstein’s science 
as part of a fashionable new trend, similar to new fads in poetry, music, 
and entertainment. “These comical objects,” he explained, “occupy in 
the current Philosophy of nature the same place as the jazz- band and the 
cocktail in the new Poetry (which was new yesterday, since Poetry’s clock 
ticks even faster than that of Physics.)”32 He sharpened his criticism in a 
book with the telling title of Antimodern, in which the jazz- bar cocktail 
appeared as despicable as the non- Euclidean geometries of Lobachevsky 
and Riemann. The book called on physicists to “renounce the ambition 
of handing to us reality in the raw.”33 He urged them to admit the hypo-
thetical and limited nature of their claims, as he denounced the arrogance 
implicit in the famous phrase attributed to Newton: Hypothesis non fingo!

Maritain revised his initial views about Einstein and relativity in im-
portant ways after the April 6, 1922, discussion. After corresponding 
with various individuals (including Metz himself) and reading hot- off- 
the- press publications, he recanted some claims in the third appendix 
to the second edition of his book. He was even more explicit in his ac-
knowledgment that there was no contradiction in the theory’s “internal 
logic” and that it had a complete “indemnity from logical sin.”34 But 
even after these qualifications and slight factual corrections, he main-
tained that his main philosophical point still applied perfectly to it.

Maritain agreed with the general point made by Bergson, that since 
physicists were not talking about the time of everybody else, it would 
be best for them to “give to the concept of simultaneity used by physi-
cists another name.”35 The problem, according to Bergson and Maritain, 
would be easily solved in this way. Otherwise, conflict would clearly 
ensue. “What is the advantage that you have, as a physicist, to use the 
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word simultaneity in these two senses,” both asked?36 In addition, they 
agreed that the intuitive concept of simultaneity should have preference 
over the measured concept.

Maritain initially criticized Bergson for placing too much emphasis 
on the value of nonhuman perspectives. According to Maritain, if Berg-
son wanted to include the perspective of different forms of consciousness 
into philosophy he “would himself have to become materially vegetable 
or mineral.”37 But Einstein proved to be worse, according to Maritain, 
by going in the opposite direction. One of the reasons why he combated 
Einstein was because he thought the physicist’s emphasis on sensory 
impressions was one that conceived of men as simply animals: “It con-
sisted, to say it truthfully, in a brutalization of the human sciences.” In 
Einstein’s theory of time, he argued, humans were considered as “purely 
sensing beings,” reduced to noting basic sense impressions, where a man 
was no more sophisticated than a “thinking brute.”38 Maritain argued 
for a more “intelligent” and less “sensorial” definition of time, where 
humans were considered positively (built in the image of God) rather 
than brutish or animalistic.

While the Kulturkampf of the 1920s pitted Maritain firmly against 
Einstein, the post– World War II period brought remorse. The Catholic 
philosopher then worked hard to help Holocaust survivors and tried, 
albeit unsuccessfully, to convince the Pope to speak about the evils of 
anti- Semitism and the Holocaust. But by then it was too late. The crime 
of the century had already taken place— a crime infinitely more severe 
than that of the Church against Galileo.

GALILEO’S LEGACy

A few months before the Germans invaded Poland, Einstein read an in-
spiring biography, The Life of Galileo. He felt personally touched. When 
witnessing the conflict between Einstein and Bergson, both men and 
many of their interlocutors were reminded of Galileo’s trial. The name 
of Galileo came up over and over again in discussions about the merits 
and faults of Einstein’s work.

In the seventeenth century, the Roman Inquisition convicted Galileo 
for defending the radical ideas of the astronomer Nicolaus Copernicus. 
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Copernicus had argued against Ptolemy’s theory, insisting that the 
Earth was not at the center of the universe but that it revolved around 
the Sun, and Galileo zealously defended his ideas. Galileo’s trial hinged 
on evidence that Copernicus’s theories conflicted with key biblical pas-
sages. But more important, Galileo was wholly condemned for promot-
ing an exaggerated view of the power of science (particularly his own 
understanding of it) compared to other forms of knowledge. The Holy 
See mobilized its powers to curb the excesses of a single man. Centuries 
later, the fate of Einstein’s theory of relativity (and its critics) was still 
evaluated in direct comparison to Galileo’s work (and his inquisitors). 
What role did Bergson and Einstein play in this portrayal?

For nearly half a millennium, the figure of Galileo remained a power-
ful narrative representing the power of science over other kinds of tyr-
anny. In the 1930s, the famous playwright Bertolt Brecht penned one of 
his most famous plays, The Life of Galileo. Einstein read the script and 
immediately wrote a letter to the author telling him “how much joy you 
gave me with your Galileo.” Brecht, according to Einstein, had perfectly 
captured “the attitude of pre- Galilean science toward experiment.” But 
the power of the play’s narrative, derived most of all, from “its strong 
links to the political problems of today.”39 A sensational theatrical pro-
duction premiered a few years later in Zurich.

Einstein associated himself strongly with Galileo. In 1918 he responded 
to critics of relativity by parodying Galileo’s Dialogue Concerning the Two 
Chief World Systems, precisely the text that had brought the astronomer 
into conflict with the Catholic Church. In 1953 he wrote the foreword 
to the republication of this same famous text. In it, the physicist claimed 
that even today “we are by no means so far removed from such a situa-
tion” as the one that confronted Galileo when he searched for unbiased 
truth in the face of the Holy Inquisition’s attempt to quash it.

Galileo’s critics gained important allies more than two hundred 
years later, around 1900. The physicist and philosopher Pierre Duhem, 
who was an important influence on Bergson and many of his disciples, 
started publishing revisionist articles in the Annales de philosophie chré-
tienne. This work culminated in a book titled Sauver les phénomènes 
(1908), arguing for the pertinence of Galileo’s prosecutors. Bergson 
found profound affinities between his philosophy and that of Duhem, 
who was by then the most ardent Catholic defender of Galileo’s critics. 
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When Bergson argued that he and Henri Poincaré had “arrived at sim-
ilar conclusions,” he added that “the physicist Duhem has preceded” 
both of them “in this critical project.”40 Maritain was similarly full of 
praise for Duhem. Einstein’s theory of relativity, he argued, “represented 
in particular a considerable intellectual regression in comparison to the 
conception of physics advanced by Duhem— a grandiose conception of 
a superior reasonable soul, and that remains the wisest.”41

Bergson’s debate with Einstein added a new wrinkle to the old story 
of Galileo and his inquisitors. Einstein knew the work of Duhem well; 
his friend Friedrich Adler had introduced it to him. Yet Einstein iden-
tified himself strongly with Galileo— not with his critics or with their 
twentieth- century apologists.42

After working on Galileo, Duhem challenged the concept of crucial 
experiment. Was a crucial experiment a test used by scientists to decide 
in favor of one hypothesis over another? Did it guarantee that scientific 
knowledge rested firmly on experimental proof? Duhem questioned 
the very possibility of experimental verification by emphasizing how 
scientists could never sharply distinguish their results from the theo-
retical presuppositions involved in obtaining their observations in the 
first place. He stressed how all observations with instruments, even an 
apparently simple glance through a magnifying glass, were tainted by 
our theoretical suppositions of that instrument and how it worked. For 
this reason, even simple measurements, just as much as the results of 
more complicated experiments, arose from particular theoretical out-
looks. Could something as apparently simple as determining if the 
Earth rotated around its axis— or if it was, on the contrary, fixed while 
everything else rotated around it— remain unproved experimentally? 
Was it a matter to be determined by evidence- based science aided by 
instrumental innovations (such as the telescope) to increase the range of 
our observations, or was it mostly dependent on theoretical presupposi-
tions, conceptual paradigms, and worldviews?

Bergson’s student, Édouard Le Roy, who was responsible for prod-
ding Bergson to speak during the debate, adopted a position similar 
to Duhem’s. He claimed that scientific instruments were “materialized 
theories” that left a mark on scientific results.43 Theoretical presuppo-
sitions, he argued, affected the outcomes produced with them. Many 
others since then, such as Alexandre Koyré and Gaston Bachelard, 
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would continue to highlight their role in shaping scientific knowledge. 
Bachelard drew heavily from Le Roy’s work when he claimed that “an 
instrument, in modern science is truly a reified theorem.”44

Inspired by this work, the contributions of Galileo were revaluated 
by key historians of science well into the twentieth century. Thomas 
Kuhn, an avid reader of Koyré and Bachelard, author of The Structure of 
Scientific Revolutions (1962), and famous for coining the term “paradigm 
shift,” argued that the change from a Ptolemaic to a Copernican world-
view was mostly conceptual. “Available observational tests . . .  provided 
no basis for a choice between them [Ptolemy and Copernicus],” he 
claimed.45

COPERNICUS’S LEGACy

Was the Catholic Church’s response to the Einstein- Bergson debate to 
be as controversial as its earlier response to Galileo? Who was right: 
Copernicus or Ptolemy? What was more important for the development 
of science: experiment or theory? These questions were disquieting and 
continued to constitute the terms of various debates in the history and 
philosophy of science to the end of the twentieth century.

Relativity was often described as another Copernican Revolution. 
These comparisons started even before Einstein wrote his groundbreak-
ing paper on the subject. Poincaré claimed that the revolution brought 
about by this new science could be as important as the one that “be-
fell the system of Ptolemy by the intervention of Copernicus.”46 In Ger-
many, Max Planck considered the two revolutions as strikingly similar.47 
Langevin also used the comparison in many of his writings. The theory 
was “more than a discovery”; it was, rather, “a change of point of view 
comparable only to that introduced by Copernicus when he put the 
Earth in its place in the system of the world.”48

Comparisons with Copernicus during this time cut two ways. Had 
Copernicus indeed proved anything, or had he offered merely a dif-
ferent worldview, albeit better (in some ways) than the previous one? 
Certain scientists and philosophers around the turn of the century 
argued that the Copernican Revolution was merely a different, more 
efficient in some respects, formulation than Ptolemy’s. Le Roy started 
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this argument in “Science and Philosophy,” which was published in the 
Revue de métaphysique et de morale in 1899. He developed this idea fur-
ther in a paper he delivered at the International Congress of Philosophy 
in Paris in 1900, where Bergson and Poincaré were present. He even 
ventured to claim that the Catholic Church had done nothing wrong in 
condemning Galileo.49

In his address to the congress, Poincaré framed Copernicus’s revo-
lution as nothing more than a more convenient formulation than the 
preceding ones. His comments set off a scandal. Was his interpreta-
tion of these historical events a sign that he sided with Ptolemy over 
Copernicus, or even worse, with the Inquisition over Galileo? Was he 
denying the inevitable progress of science? “Every reactionary journal 
in France had asked me to prove that the Earth goes around the Sun,” 
he later recalled.50 Poincaré responded to these accusations in “La Terre 
tourne- t- elle?” Opening with the provocative title “The Earth, Does It 
Turn?” his reply was written as a letter to the scientist and popularizer 
of science Camille Flammarion. Poincaré explained that he was in no 
way defending the Inquisitors who condemned Galileo, but Poincaré 
nonetheless continued to argue for a different interpretation of the 
Galileo affair. “ ‘The Earth turns round,’ and ‘it is more convenient to 
suppose that the Earth turns round,’  ” he explained, “have one and the 
same meaning.”51 To differentiate his position from that of previous 
critics of Galileo, he insisted on the strengths of the “conventional.” 
Conventions were not artificial— they had a tight connection to real-
ity. Poincaré sided strongly with Galileo, but for other reasons than 
most did: “The truth, for which Galileo suffered, remains the truth, 
although it does not have quite the sense as it popularly does and its 
true sense is much more subtle, profound and rich.”52 Truth based on 
the strength of convenience, he argued, was much richer than when it 
was not based on it.

THE NEW ABSOLUTE

By the end of 1900, Duhem, Le Roy, and Poincaré had all offered an-
other way of interpreting Galileo’s contributions, and they each had 
provided new models for understanding the Copernican Revolution 
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and the progress of science. Maritain followed their work carefully. So 
did Bergson.

Bergson claimed that Einstein’s so- called relativistic conclusion 
ended by confirming our belief in one single and universal concept of 
time: “The theses of Einstein do not seem to contradict, but they in fact 
confirm the natural belief of men in a single and universal time.”53 By 
democratizing all systems and having none be privileged, Einstein was, 
underhandedly, introducing a new cult of the absolute: “The suppres-
sion of a privileged system is the essence itself of the theory of relativity. 
Therefore this theory, instead of eliminating the hypothesis of a unique 
time, confirms it and gives it a superior justification [intelligibilité su-
perieur].”54 The astronomer Charles Nordmann explained it in similar 
terms: “The premises of Einstein and the facts on which it rests lead 
us to the contrary to negate the relativity of time and to prove the ex-
istence of absolute time.”55 “All is relative and only that is absolute,” he 
concluded, with marked irony.56

Alongside Bergson, numerous other commentators considered that 
Einstein had returned to the old theological concept of time, yet it was 
now clothed in ostensibly secular garb. If the time of Paul was relative, 
if that of Pierre was relative, if all observers were relative to each other 
in the same way, and so on, then it was theoretically possible to account 
for all positions to gain a total, complete, and absolute representation of 
time. The constancy of the speed of light— one of the pillars of relativity 
theory— was cited as a new form of absolutism: “Light is for Einstein 
the new and only absolute in a world where all else is relative.”57 Many 
interpreters who followed Bergson claimed that Einstein, along with the 
mathematician Minkowski, who had helped develop the mathe matics 
for the theory, were actually setting science on even more absolutist 
foundations than before. “Minkowski showed how to recover the abso-
lute,” explained Eddington, “by searching more deeply.”58 Minkowski 
himself preferred to call relativity theory the “postulate of the absolute 
world,” and Einstein at one point thought that the label “relativity” was 
indeed a misnomer. For Bergson, the return of these absolute and con-
servative notions in science represented a real threat to the advance of 
knowledge.

A number of faculty members at the prestigious Institut Catholique 
de Paris (Catholic University of Paris) started defending Bergson. In the 
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decades that followed the debate, Bergson’s stature among some Cath-
olics grew considerably. He was completely reevaluated by key Catho-
lic thinkers, who found in his philosophy an entryway into religious 
thought and life. Some also attacked Einstein, turning to a rapidly 
growing arsenal of arguments against him. Bergson’s views on Einstein 
were defended by the Jesuit Father Auguste Valensin. The admiration 
was mutual. Bergson told a close friend how Valensin possessed a “sub-
tle mind and taste.”59 He happily accepted the father’s argument against 
Einstein and in favor of “real local times.”60 Father Augustin Sesmat at 
the Catholic University in Paris argued for “great prudence” in judging 
Einstein’s theory. He did not want to accept that all frames of reference 
should be equal and would continue to argue that “even in Relativity 
theory there are still naturally privileged systems, whose choice is not at 
all arbitrary.”61

In the 1940s, Bergson’s work was positively reevaluated by Father An-
tonin Sertillanges, who published his conversations with the philoso-
pher and penned a number of short pamphlets defending Bergson as 
an important inspiration for Catholics all over the world.62 Bergson had 
“opened the road to access” Catholicism, because he brought “minds 
closer to metaphysics.” His genius resided in fighting against two ene-
mies. First, by “repudiating the ‘religion of science,’ ” so prevalent during 
those years, and second by combating empty faithless intellectualism. 
Bergson placed himself valiantly “as Samson between the two columns 
of the temple.” His philosophy, argued the Dominican thinker, could 
be used to “make room for an architecture sister to cathedrals.”63 When 
Bergson died, Sertillanges explained how his death “was a loss for the 
whole universe,” but it was a particular loss “for Catholicism.”64

Bergson, explained a recent scholar, attempted in the twentieth cen-
tury what the Catholic Church did in the seventeenth: “Cardinal Bel-
larmine had urged Galileo to speak ‘hypothetically and not absolutely.’ 
Similarly, Henri Bergson proposed to Einstein that he eliminate the 
paradoxical appearance of his theory.”65 But despite attempts to asso-
ciate Bergson with the Catholic Church and its role during Galileo’s 
inquisition, Bergson presented his critique of Einstein as completely the 
opposite. Bergson would not side with Galileo’s critics as others (such 
as Duhem) had done, nor would he back a theological notion of time. 
His position would be most similar to Poincaré’s, in that he gave an 
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important place to convention in science. By arguing that science had 
conventional aspects to it, he was not arguing that it was artificial, false, 
or unreal. Conventions were real: “This is the reality, if one agrees to call 
representative of the real any convention adopted for expressing math-
ematically physical facts.”66 This permitted Bergson to make an even 
more radical point against Einstein: by ignoring the conventional as-
pects of science, the present day continuators of Galileo’s scientific pro-
gram (such as Einstein) were now as dogmatic as Galileo’s inquisitors had 
once been. He framed Einstein’s revolution as completely undergirded 
by an old conception, a single and universal notion of time, which had 
clear theological roots. In this interpretation, Einstein appeared closer 
to the men who had been driven by theological concerns than to other 
scientists (such as Poincaré), who by acknowledging the role played by 
conventions in our world, actually came closer to seizing the “really 
real.” Conventional reality was a slightly but significantly different kind 
of reality from the “really real.” “If you define reality by a mathematical 
convention, you end up with a conventional reality,” explained Bergson. 
This conventional reality was different from the “really real,” which he 
defined as “that which is perceived or can be.”67

A new generation of Catholic writers admired Bergson for professing 
a new nondogmatic view of knowledge, neither dogmatically religious 
nor dogmatically secular— and for having a modesty that neither Galil-
eo’s inquisitors or Einstein had. The pious poet Charles Peguy, venerated 
for espousing a new form of religiosity in a secular century, admired 
Bergson primarily for these reasons: “A great philosophy is not that 
which passes final judgments, which takes a seat in final truth. It is that 
which introduces uneasiness, which opens the door to commotion.”68
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The End of Universal Time

BERN, SWITZERLAND

Édouard Guillaume participated in the second meeting at the Collège 
de France on April 5, 1922, the day before Einstein and Bergson met. 
Guillaume had been Einstein’s office mate as a lowly second- class patent 
clerk in Bern, but now the two former friends were estranged. He was 
the younger cousin of the Nobel Prize winner Charles Édouard Guil-
laume, who was an expert on standards (including time standards) and 
head of the Bureau international des poids et mesures.

Einstein had moved on to bigger and better things. Rumors circu-
lated that he would soon be receiving the Nobel Prize. Guillaume had 
stayed behind at the patent office in Bern. When Guillaume learned 
that his old colleague was going to Paris to lecture, he bought a train 
ticket, packed his bags, and jumped on the train to meet him there. 
Einstein’s ex- colleague was prepared to “demolish” the physicist.1 For the 
rest of his life, Guillaume insisted that he could easily turn Einstein’s in-
terpretation upside down to prove exactly the opposite of what Einstein 
had found— that time was not multiple and relative but, rather, single 
and universal. All that Guillaume had to do was to show scientists how 
they could use only one variable t, instead of the many variables, such 
as t1 and t2, that characterized Einstein’s work. His method, he bragged, 
matched all the observed results associated with relativity.

Only “one day before [their meeting] the majority of newspapers in-
serted a note  .  .  . claiming that this physicist [Guillaume] had found 
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in Einstein’s theory gross errors in his calculations and that he, coram 
populo, was going to demonstrate.” Overeager newspapers announced 
that “these errors should naturally produce the complete crash of Ein-
stein’s synthesis, the total bankruptcy of the law of science.”2 But when 
Guillaume arrived, he found the public set against him in what was an 
“agitated” meeting. The press referred to him as “an intolerant spirit” 
and, perhaps most damagingly, an “impolite” one. After one “impet-
uous” interruption launched by someone in the audience, Guillaume 
simply stood up in ire and left the room.3 For the rest of his life he 
continued working on a rival theory that would prove the existence of 
universal, absolute time.

One newspaper described the confrontation that day as one in which 
“Guillaume was out of the ring in two rounds.” The arguments between 
the two men could be described in simple terms. Guillaume claimed 
that what Einstein described as a sphere, “seemed to him to be an el-
lipse.” Einstein, “with a big grin,” replied: “Perhaps, it could, in a partic-
ular system, be an ellipse.” But he was hardly conceding. “When it is an 
ellipse, nobody cares,” he concluded.4

What was at stake in the Guillaume- Einstein confrontation and how 
did it fit with the famous affair that was to take place the next day? 
Bergson started to follow Guillaume’s work closely; Guillaume, in turn, 
followed the work of the philosopher and corresponded with him. After 
Bergson closely inspected the premises underlying Guillaume’s work, he 
decided not to side with it in its entirety. A few months before Einstein 
and Bergson met, Bergson confided to a friend that his own argument 
“comes close to the conclusions of Guillaume.”5 Bergson referred posi-
tively to Guillaume in Duration and Simultaneity, but he also explained 
how their projects were hardly identical; they differed in very meaning-
ful ways. Bergson accepted Guillaume’s points but insisted that “there is 
more” to the critique offered by Einstein’s former colleague. He did not 
want to return to the concept of absolute time, including Guillaume’s. 
Throughout these discussions, three distinct notions— Guillaume’s 
“universal time,” Einstein’s “relative time,” and Bergson’s “duration”— 
became ever more differentiated.

Although their relationship would end in acrimony, Einstein and 
Guillaume had been friendly in the early years. Guillaume translated 
Einstein’s first popular exposition of relativity in 1910, helping Einstein 
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reach a Francophone audience for the first time.6 Problems between the 
office mates started brewing around 1917, after years of apparently ami-
cable comradeship. After reading one of Guillaume’s first critical papers 
(which had been sent to the Swiss Society), Einstein insisted that his 
colleague’s interpretation “was impossible.” But Einstein offered not to 
say it publicly, on the condition that Guillaume drop his case: “I shall 
not return to the matter publicly if you do not force me to by empha-
sizing it constantly.”7 But Guillaume wanted and welcomed a public 
confrontation, replying to Einstein a few days later “it would be my 
pleasure to have your refutation appear in the Archives. For I believe that 
it is worthwhile.”8

ONE T FOR TIME

In Paris, during Einstein’s lecture, Guillaume insisted in using one t for 
time. When Langevin asked him “What is that t?” Guillaume answered, 
simply, that it was time. What time? That of the station or that of the 
train? asked Langevin. “Everybody’s time,” replied Guillaume.9 The 
practice of using a single variable, t, for time had been standard practice 
for scientists since the early nineteenth century. Bergson referred to it 
negatively in Creative Evolution (1907), “pointing out that the abstract 
time t attributed by science to a material object . . . remains the same, 
whatever be the nature of the intervals between the correspondences.”10 
The single t was commonly associated with the Newtonian concept of 
an absolute and universal time, which had been the dominant notion— 
until Lorentz derived the equations central to relativity theory that used 
t1 and t2.

For Newton, time was God- given and as absolute and perfect as the 
deity himself. A century later, a new “secularized” interpretation of time 
gained prominence. The philosopher Immanuel Kant argued that time, 
alongside space, could not be studied directly; rather, that they were two 
a priori concepts shaping our involvement with the world. Although 
in Kant’s view they were no longer a feature of the God- given universe 
itself, time nonetheless remained a universal and single concept. Ein-
stein’s special relativity work dispensed with these prior notions since it 
was based on the variables of t1 and t2, which could be expanded in an 
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infinite series represented by tn. It needed neither God nor consciousness 
to sustain it; it could be described perfectly by simple recourse to clocks.

Guillaume believed that a single t could be reconciled with all ob-
served experimental facts; it could be an averaged and comprehensive 
value that would stand for all the other t1, t2, t3 . . . tn. Einstein repeatedly 
claimed that this t was a concept that he did not “understand” because 
he could not put his finger on it.

Although thinkers who believed in the traditional notion of abso-
lute time (such as Guillaume) frequently protested against Einstein and 
sided with Bergson, Bergson’s own intentions were never to defend or 
attack this notion. Bergson’s contribution resided instead in criticizing 
scientists’ tendency to “ignore the cardinal difference between concrete 
time, along which a real system develops, and that abstract time which 
enters into our speculation on artificial systems.”11 When they used t 
for time, they were substituting the real universe for an artificial one. 
He had developed these thoughts in Creative Evolution. Scientists and 
mathematicians, he explained, often used equations for time to predict 
future states quite successfully. But they should not forget that they 
were modeling the future and thus working with a concept that was 
different from the actual universe, which disappeared in the process of 
abstraction:

When the mathematician calculates the future state of a system at the 
end of time t, there is nothing to prevent him from supposing that the 
universe vanishes from this moment till that, and suddenly reappears.12

Guillaume was unconcerned with the complex interplay between the 
abstract and the concrete. He deeply admired the philosopher’s work, 
ignoring important differences in their distinct approaches. When Dura-
tion and Simultaneity appeared, he referred to the book as “a magisterial 
study” that would shed light on the “passionate debate” surrounding 
Einstein’s visit.13 During the summer of 1922, Guillaume completed the 
draft of an article dedicated completely to studying the philosopher’s 
work.14 He immediately sent his article to Bergson, who responded with 
a letter thanking him for it and politely commenting how Guillaume 
had “placed” Bergson’s philosophy “on a different ground” from which 
it truly belonged.15 Guillaume’s intention in his article was to prove 
that Bergson’s views on time were relevant for physics, and not only for 
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psychology, whereas Bergson responded that he never had considered 
the import of his work to be merely psychological.

UNIvERSAL TIME, SECULARIZED

Before he turned to Bergson for inspiration, Guillaume turned to Lo-
rentz. Years earlier Lorentz had claimed that “the evaluation of these 
concepts (relativity, time) belong mainly within epistemology, and the 
verdict can also be left to this field.”16 Guillaume was emboldened by 
this statement. In a letter, he relayed the verdict by such a preeminent 
authority back to Einstein. He cited this passage verbatim, making sure 
that the physicist was aware of it, and he also expanded Lorentz’s con-
clusion. In contrast to Lorentz, Guillaume did not believe that the de-
bate could be solved solely through an epistemological discussion: “I 
am convinced, though, that epistemology alone will never be in a posi-
tion to throw much light on the question.” He wanted to prove it: “You 
know, of course, what the Greek did to show that motion is possible: 
He walked!”17 So while Lorentz claimed that alternative interpretations 
could be valid for different reasons, Guillaume worked hard to prove 
one, and only one, of them.

Guillaume tried to do exactly the opposite of what Einstein had do-
ne— a job completely “reciprocal” to Einstein’s. Einstein had postulated 
the relativity of time; Guillaume, on the other hand, explored what 
would happen “when ‘universal’ time is simply postulated.” While Ein-
stein had eliminated the strange contraction that appeared in Lorentz’s 
interpretation through relative simultaneity, “if absolute simultaneity is 
introduced, the contraction must disappear” as well. Guillaume was ini-
tially modest in his intentions. Rather than seeking a new theory of the 
universe, he aimed to “bring clarity to all these issues.”18 But Einstein 
did not take his ex- colleague’s provocations lightly. “That parameter t 
[used by Guillaume] just does not exist,” he replied.19 “Upon calm con-
sideration, you will yourself become convinced of the nonexistence of a 
t to which the role of universal time could be ascribed,” he concluded.20

Clearly exasperated with his ex– office mate, Einstein advised Guillaume 
to talk to Langevin. Guillaume dutifully continued his correspondence 
with Langevin, arguing the same case and receiving similar responses.21 
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But these negative responses did not prevent him from publishing numer-
ous articles and a book.22

In the summer of 1920, Einstein’s friend, mentor, and collaborator, 
the mathematician Marcel Grossman, was brought into the fray when 
Einstein and Guillaume started to communicate with Grossman as the 
intermediary.23 When Grossmann asked Einstein what he thought of 
Guillaume’s recent work, Einstein responded by referring to his former 
colleague as “this man” and describing him as distinctly stupid. Guillau-
me’s piece was as “stupid [blöde], as everything else that this man writes 
about relativity.”24

Guillaume wrote to Grossmann complaining that “he would want 
Einstein to pay more attention to his work, which is held in high esteem 
by important people in France.”25 When he asked Grossmann about 
Einstein’s impression of his work, which he could no longer get directly, 
Grossmann was more diplomatic, softening Einstein’s words. Instead of 
telling Guillaume— in all honesty— that Einstein had called his work 
“stupid,” he told him that Einstein claimed it was “non- sense [Unsinn].”26

By the fall of 1920, Grossman warned Einstein that a “cult” was devel-
oping around Guillaume and urged him to respond publicly. Three days 
later Einstein referred to the “Guillaumiade,” clearly frustrated with his 
ex- colleague. He instructed Grossmann to send a notice to the Archives 
saying he could not understand Guillaume because “no clear chain of 
reasoning underlies Guillaume’s explications.” Einstein concluded that 
“the statement is hard, but I can find no other way; this nonsense has 
gone too far!”27

Grossmann did not follow Einstein’s instructions, withholding the 
note and publicly saying instead that Guillaume’s theory was tautolog-
ical and did not carry any physical or mathematical importance.28 Ein-
stein had refuted Guillaume, he told the press.29 This prompted Guil-
laume to write directly to Einstein, telling him what Grossmann had 
told him and how it had “hurt him to the highest degree.” He added 
that “it would be fruitful if you could substantiate your position some-
time. .  .  . That is why I must ask you, dear Einstein, for a reply that I 
can publicize.” He pleaded: “This you really cannot refuse your old of-
fice mate.”30 Einstein did refuse but tried to make amends of some sort, 
saying that “if I wrote to Grossmann that it was nonsense, this must be 
understood by reference to me, or better yet, to the present state of my 
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brain, nonsense is what one calls whatever one cannot grasp.”31 Since 
Einstein refused to take him seriously, Guillaume decided to respond 
publicly.32

Einstein’s position was consistent throughout his correspondence 
with Guillaume. Einstein could not find a concrete meaning for “uni-
versal time.” “Universal time” could not be actually measured, and since 
it could not be measured, Einstein was not going to consider it. For 
this reason, he could not “understand” it as a relevant concept for phys-
ics. For Guillaume, in contrast, the proof that universal time was real 
resided in our “intuition” of it. Guillaume wanted to debate Einstein 
publicly, but Einstein refused again, saying he was “too busy.”33

Guillaume had important allies. The writer Lucien Fabre, one of the 
early supporters of relativity in France, wrote to Einstein, finding in 
Guillaume’s work, “which you already know . . . one of the most serious 
and original attempts to give to your brilliant theory a new, supplemen-
tary basis that is capable of harmonizing with it, adding to its intellec-
tual seduction a new element of certainty.”34 To Einstein’s disgust, Fabre 
published a book, prefaced by Einstein, in which his work appeared 
next to Guillaume’s.35 Paul Dupont, ingénieur des Ponts- et- Chaussées, a 
man described as “verif[ing] the interpretation given by Bergson to Ein-
stein’s theory,” defended Guillaume.36 Like Guillaume, Dupont wanted 
to go further than Bergson, whom he criticized because “his conclusion 
is a simple negation of the absolute theory of relativity.”37

Einstein felt that Guillaume’s crusade was motivated by ill will and 
by political differences. He explained to Guillaume that his theory “has 
nothing to do with the Manifesto of the 93.”38 The comparison referred 
to a text signed by important German intellectuals defending the ac-
tions of Germany during the Great War. Perhaps his ex- colleague’s ani-
mosity was motivated by anti- Germany sentiments? Guillaume did not 
accept these accusations, nor did he acquiesce. He published an article 
in the Revue général des sciences (January 15, 1922) titled, “Is There an 
Error in the Calculations of Einstein?”

As time passed, Guillaume became more and more attached to Berg-
son’s way of thinking: “The conclusions of Mr. Bergson’s study are of 
essential importance for physicists.”39 Like Poincaré, Lorentz, and Berg-
son, Guillaume accepted a difference between accelerated time and un-
accelerated time, to which he referred in the standard scientific notation 
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as t and t′. “Consider the difference t − t′. It is not equal to zero. What 
does it signify?” for Guillaume the answer was the same as Bergson’s, 
that t′ was “fictional” and “unreal.” It was “a time without duration, 
where events do not occur, and things do not subsist, and where be-
ings do not age.”40 Alongside Bergson, Guillaume cited Poincaré every 
chance he had, peppering his articles with “said Poincaré” and “with 
Poincaré.” He even edited La Mécanique nouvelle, a book detailing Poin-
caré’s contributions to relativity, writing the introduction for him.41

Guillaume followed closely the red- shift experiments that were being 
conducted and awaited the results, but he did not believe that they 
would be decisive in proving Einstein’s theory. He would grant Einstein 
the credit for having “divined a correct formula,” but not much more.42 
“In our opinion, the point of view defended by Bergson would not be 
weakened,” he concluded.

Guillaume liked to point out that “in practice, all temporal measure-
ments refer to spatial ones.” To a question of distance, such as how far 
Paris is from Berlin, you could answer with time, such as a day and a 
half by train. This frequent practice of interchanging of time and space 
standards permeated even common discourses. What was its signifi-
cance for physicists? Poincaré had noted the possibility of redefining 
length in terms of the speed of light. Two lengths could be considered 
equal if each were defined as “the distance covered by light in equal 
periods of time.”43 If the velocity of light was constant— scientists and 
engineers generally considered it so— the paradoxes of relativity would 
clearly follow. What, then, was Einstein’s particular contribution? Guil-
laume asked.

Bergson and Guillaume agreed that scientists could consider the 
speed of light as a constant velocity in order to make it into a measure-
ment standard. They could use it as a new way of measuring time and 
space since they clearly needed better standards. The deficiencies of the 
sidereal clock, especially after the deceleration of the Earth’s rotation 
became widely acknowledged, were widely known. Bergson agreed 
with Guillaume’s insistence that relativity theory consisted in “making 
a clock out of the propagation of light instead of the rotation of the 
Earth.”44 Guillaume positively cited Bergson’s call for the “adoption of 
a new clock  .  .  . the optical clock— that is to say the propagation of 
light.”45 But he, like Bergson, insisted that espousing a system of time 
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measurements based on the constancy of the speed of light should not 
be confused with time itself.

Part of Guillaume’s critique was informed by current problems in 
metrology. Guillaume was the younger cousin of Charles- Édouard Guil-
laume, who had also studied at the Zurich polytechnic and who, as 
director of the Bureau international des poids et mesures that had spon-
sored Michelson’s work, was one of the world’s most respected experts 
on metrology.46 Charles- Édouard received the Nobel Prize in 1920, two 
years before Einstein, for his work in this area. A few days before Ein-
stein’s lectures, Charles- Édouard gave a talk to the Association générale 
des étudiants in which he noted current problems and challenges facing 
science.47

Yet Guillaume’s criticisms differed in important ways from the prob-
lems faced by metrologists, such as those detailed by his older cousin. 
While metrologists tried hard to forge ideal standards for practical use, 
Guillaume began by assuming that universal time existed. He then 
sought to reconcile all the effects of relativity with that concept.

GOD’S TIME

What was at stake? “Before God, a thousand years are as one day,” went 
a common saying. Common understandings of God often attributed to 
him immense powers in his perception of time. In Christian theology, 
an eternity was defined as a mere instant for God.48 Angels followed 
next in this ability.49 Humans usually came in third.

The astronomer Charles Nordmann succinctly explained the deity’s 
power when it came to time: “For an infinitely perfect being equal to 
a God, past sensations would be as actual as the present ones and time 
would not exist.”50 Other “pure spirits,” such as angels, were not as pow-
erful as God in their ability to seize time, occupying an intermediate po-
sition between God and humans. For them “a more or less long chunk 
of our time” could seem like an instant. Humans were worst off, since 
for them, instants were not divisible and since the latter did not corre-
spond to meaningful lengths of time, let alone eternities. For us imper-
fect souls, instants were “an indivisible limit between the time before 
and the time after.”51
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A popular mid- nineteenth century science writer clearly explained 
the particular power of an omniscient consciousness in grasping time: 
“Omniscience, with respect to the past, becomes identical and one 
and the same thing with actual Omnipresence with regard to space. 
For, if we imagine the eye of God present at every point of space, the 
whole course of the history of the world appears to Him immediately at 
once.”52 In this view, events did not take time to reach God: “For, since 
God is not spatially separated from things, it seems no definite lapse of 
time can occur either between his prehension of them or theirs of him. 
There can be no transmission with the velocity of light from an event 
to the divine observer.”53 How did Einstein’s theory of relativity account 
for the existence or inexistence, or even the mere possibility of existence, 
of such an observer?

Since its inception, the idea of universal time was tightly coupled 
with that of God. Newton famously described time in both theological 
and scientific terms. For him, and for many thinkers after him, absolute 
time was defined by recourse to an absolute observer— an omniscient 
consciousness— which he attributed directly to God. The “sensorium 
of God” guaranteed the existence of absolute time: Because he “endures 
forever and is everywhere present; and, by existing always and every-
where, he constitutes duration and space.”54 Newton’s association of ab-
solute time and an omniscient consciousness was widely shared.

During the French Revolution, Newton’s view of time and its con-
nection to God was questioned and secularized. The French scientist 
Pierre- Simon Laplace, in his famous Mécanique céleste (1799), provided 
an alternative model of the universe and of temporal development— one 
that no longer needed a place for God and his rather large sensorium. 
By midcentury, Newton’s science was ridiculed for having depended so 
centrally on God. The French scientist François Arago lambasted New-
ton, who “believed that a powerful hand should intervene every once in 
a while to fix the disorder.”55

But even when direct references to God were absent, allusions to god-
like perspectives continued to appear well into the twentieth century. 
Even Laplace, who was rumored to have answered “Sir, I have no need 
of that hypothesis” when Napoleon asked him if God had to intervene 
to keep the universe stable, could not help but talk about “an intellect 
who at any given moment knew all of the forces that animate nature 
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and the mutual positions of the beings that compose it.” Laplace specu-
lated that “if this intellect were vast enough to submit the data to anal-
ysis,” then “for such an intellect nothing could be uncertain and the 
future just like the past would be present before its eyes.”56

Scientists who came after Laplace frequently debated if this superior 
intellect actually existed or not, taking sides for or against. Yet even 
those who denied its existence (and who followed Arago in mocking 
Newton for relying on it) often continued to describe a similar con-
cept, even if they referred to it only as hypothetical.57 “Even atheists 
themselves,” according to Poincaré, “place themselves in the place of an 
omnipresent God when they discuss time.”58

Léon Brunschvicg, who asked Einstein a difficult question on that 
April evening in 1922, considered the existence of a surobservateur as “ca-
pable of coordinating in a unique representation the different systems 
that the groups of observers make of the universe according to the dif-
ferent circumstances of their observations.” For him, this was precisely 
the fiction “that even Newton could not sustain other than by appeal to 
the image, perhaps contradictory, of an entity contemporaneous with all 
times, of a ‘super’ observer.” This entity, according to Brunschvicg, did 
not exist: “There is no ‘super’ observer,” he argued.59 But others were not 
as sure.

The physicist Hendrik Lorentz also invoked a “universal spirit” when 
he disagreed with Einstein. Although he did not argue for the existence 
of this entity, he did argue that humans were most likely similar to it. 
Lorentz was ready to concede that imperfect spirits like us, at this mo-
ment in time, could not determine a difference in kind between t1 and 
t2, but he argued that a “universal spirit” could. And he could be sure 
of another thing: that “surely we are not so vastly different” from this 
“universal spirit.”60 Striving to place himself in its perspective, Lorentz 
felt justified in his search for something that would help scientists find 
a better reference for time. Lorentz, working within a Christian view 
in which humans were made in the image of God, argued that we were 
built like this universal spirit. For this reason, we should be allowed to 
think in the same way it would.

Bergson was sometimes, although erroneously, considered to de-
fend a concept of absolute time based on these theological consider-
ations: “As . . . Bergson [has] said, the inability of human beings . . . to 
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determine a unique cosmic present or simultaneity need not prevent 
God, who knows things directly, from experiencing such a present,” ex-
plained one of his commentators.61 Bergson did invoke the examples of 
“a superhuman consciousness coextensive with the totality of all things” 
and “a superman with a giant’s vision” in his confrontation with Ein-
stein, but his purpose was not to prove its existence or take its side.62 It 
was only to prove that the scientist’s perspective was only one of many 
others that needed to be considered.

“AN OLD QUESTION THAT CONTINUES TO BOTHER ME”

After decades of silence and yet another war, Guillaume wrote a letter 
to Einstein, hoping to “end with you an old question that continues to 
bother me.”63 It was 1948, and the letter was intimate and friendly. Ein-
stein’s ex- colleague reminisced about the “wonderful hours that I passed 
with you at Bollwerk and Aegertenstrasse.” He referred to the café just 
around the corner from the patent office where they worked together and 
to the physicist’s home, which he had frequently visited. He recounted 
how he had finally retired from his last job at the insurance company La 
Neuchâteloise. Einstein was by then ensconced at Princeton.

The physicist was not amused by the return of the past. He responded 
to the author’s “familiar tune” in a familiar way, repeating the same an-
swer he had always given once again: that he did not understand what 
universal time was, since it was not something that could be measured 
with clocks.

Guillaume was flattered simply by receiving a response from Einstein. 
It “produced in him a great joy.” He sent another letter on the very day 
of the anniversary of their contentious meeting, on April 5. Einstein did 
not respond. Guillaume wrote another letter that summer. No response. 
Guillaume finally stopped writing.

The old concept of universal time, so passionately defended by Guil-
laume on April 5, 1922, could not be revived. After debating Guillaume, 
Einstein had completely eliminated it from the competition. Only Berg-
son’s remained to be dealt with— the next day.
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Quantum Mechanics

SOCIÉTÉ FRANÇAISE DE PHILOSOPHIE, PARIS

History repeats itself twice, “the first time as tragedy, the second time 
as farce,” wrote Karl Marx.1 History seemed to repeat itself at the So-
ciété française de philosophie. In 1929 Einstein visited the venerable 
institution for the second time. Many of the participants who had been 
there in 1922, most notably Langevin and Le Roy, were there again. 
Bergson was notably absent— yet he was defended by his old advocates 
as if he were an invisible ghost in the room. During that trip, Einstein 
paid the philosopher a visit to his home, accompanied by the poet Paul 
Valéry.2

“A new fashion,” noted Einstein “has arisen in physics.”3 Seven years 
later, the discussion at the Société no longer centered on the theory of 
relativity, but on a “new physics” soon to be known worldwide as quan-
tum mechanics. Bergson’s philosophy started to be strongly associated 
with this “new physics.” Quantum theory was creating “a revolution of 
much greater philosophical import than the one brought about by rela-
tivity theory,” explained one of Bergson’s allies.4 A reviewer of Bergson’s 
final book La Pensée et le mouvant (1934), saw in it the “close harmony 
between Bergsonism and the metaphysics of some of the modern phys-
icists.”5 How would this new revolution affect the stature of Bergson 
vis- à- vis Einstein?

Einstein would never accept some of the central tenets of quantum 
mechanics. In a famous showdown at the Solvay Conference of 1930, he 
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locked horns with one of its main representatives, the Danish physicist 
Niels Bohr. During this meeting, it appeared to many of the attendees 
that it was Einstein who had lost. Some of those who followed these 
new debates saw in them, and in the triumph of quantum mechanics, 
the final vindication of Bergson’s lifework.

One of the first instances in which Bergson’s philosophy was seen 
to bear directly on quantum mechanics pertained to the dual nature 
of light. Was light wavelike or particulate? The question had haunted 
 physics for centuries. Newton had famously considered it particulate, 
but in the nineteenth century, a dramatic scientific demonstration 
proved to be one of the most damaging reversals for Newton. In 1818 
Agustin Fresnel placed an opaque screen in front of a beam of light 
and saw the light at the other end increase, not decrease, in intensity. 
One possible explanation for this unexpected result was that light waves 
had traveled around the disk. When they tried to model the experiment 
using wave equations, the results matched observations perfectly. Later, 
in famous experiments in which light was sent through a current of 
water and compared to when it traveled freely, many became even more 
convinced of its wavelike nature. In France, the benefit of overcoming 
Newton’s theory had clear nationalistic overtones: French research over-
turned the results of an untouchable, and very British, scientist. But 
the case was not entirely closed. Einstein, in his research on the photo-
electric effect, had shown once again the usefulness of treating light in 
terms of particles, which he now called photons.

New research on X- rays led scientists not only to consider light as 
waves once again, but also, even more strangely, to consider it as both 
wavelike and particulate. Its dual nature was soon considered as a vindi-
cation of Bergson’s philosophy.6 “After light was reduced by the theory 
of emission to the movement of corpuscles  .  .  . now it appears to us, 
especially after following the recent research on X rays, as born out of 
continuity and discontinuity,” explained Jacques Chevalier, a scientist 
and friend of Bergson, who would become minister of education during 
Vichy.7 This duality, according to Chevalier, was comparable to the one 
“that Bergson speaks of, which would be as a whole a superior synthesis 
of absolute continuity and absolute discontinuity, or more exactly, a re-
ality of which these two concepts are only partial expressions.”8 In years 
to come, the wave- particle duality of light would mark the new science 
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of quantum mechanics. Light should either be wavelike or particulate, 
Einstein would insist, but not both at once.

In his work on X- rays, the physicist Maurice de Broglie showed that 
the rays seemed to behave both as waves and as particles. His famous 
brother, Louis, would repeatedly associate these new insights from 
 physics with Bergson’s philosophy. De Broglie paired up with Cheva-
lier, who was speaking in various forums about “science as swinging 
pendulum- wise from an insistence on continuity to an insistence on 
discreetness, these two being in fact complementary and inseparable 
aspects of one physical reality.”9 De Broglie and Chevalier would soon 
be joined in their efforts by Le Roy. Together they published a volume 
titled Continu et discontinu (1929).10 In it, de Broglie’s chapter focused on 
the “crisis of quanta” affecting contemporary physics, explaining that 
it “has undermined the edifice of our knowledge in accentuating the 
antinomies between the continuous and the discontinuous.”11

Some of the authors of Continu et discontinu came from a different 
background from many of the scientists that became Einstein’s closest 
supporters. The aristocratic background of the de Broglie brothers con-
trasted starkly with that of other physicists of their generation, espe-
cially those with leftist sympathies such as Langevin, Perrin, and Marie 
Curie, who were Einstein’s friends.12 Chevalier was a devout Catholic 
who came from an elite military family.13 He was the godchild of Gen-
eral Philippe Pétain, who would lead France during the Vichy occupa-
tion. As a government official Chevalier fought against the principle 
of laïcité and tried to reintroduce religious catechism in elementary 
schools.

Quantum mechanics resulted from the work of many individuals, 
Erwin Schrödinger, Max Planck, Werner Heisenberg, Niels Bohr, and 
Louis de Broglie being the most well known. Einstein himself was a 
reluctant contributor to the field. His work on the photoelectric effect, 
which dealt with light as particulate, was seen as an important contri-
bution. The “group of studies, for which in particular Einstein has re-
ceived the Nobel Prize, falls within the domain of the quantum theory 
founded by Planck in 1900,” explained the presenter of the prize after 
citing Bergson’s objections as the reason why relativity should not be 
included in it.14 Yet Einstein never accepted the new physics entirely, 
being especially allergic to its espousal of indeterminism, action at a 
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distance, and “complementarity”— a label used to explain how physi-
cal reality could be understood simultaneously in contradictory terms 
(such as waves and particles).

Quantum mechanics broke with relativity theory and classical physics 
in various respects. First, it revolutionized the concept of measurement 
by claiming that the act of measurement itself changed the experimen-
tal system. Second, it introduced limits to what could be known with 
measurement. The measurement of a particle’s position introduced a 
certain degree of uncertainty in measurements of momentum. These 
two principles had a third, essential consequence. Quantum mechanics 
forced scientists to reevaluate the idea of physical causality, reintroduc-
ing into the universe an essential indeterministic quality. This last revo-
lution was never accepted by Einstein, who used the famous line “God 
does not play dice with the Universe” against it. This line was cited by 
Heisenberg in Physics and Beyond and repeated by Bohr as well, as both 
men marked their differences with Einstein.

When some scientists working from the end of the 1920s to the end 
of the 1930s argued for an essential indeterministic aspect of the world, 
they were rapidly accused of being Bergsonian. One of the reasons why 
Bergson, after all, was interested in the topic of time came from his 
desire to emphasize those aspects of it that could lead to change. “And 
the more we descend from the motionless idea, wound on itself, to the 
words that unwind it, the more room is left for contingency and choice,” 
he explained in Creative Evolution.15 Readers across the globe were quick 
to point out the connections between quantum mechanics and Berg-
son: “In casting aside logic and the principles of science, are not these 
physicists approaching the position much lauded by Bergson . . . ?”16 “At-
tacks on causal knowledge” were labeled as Bergsonian in important 
journals of philosophy.17

Bergson’s work, which had long been considered a philosophical de-
fense of indeterminism, was seen to bear directly on Heisenberg’s prin-
ciple of indeterminacy. The “uncertainty” principle claimed that the ve-
locity of a particle could not be known at the same time as its position. 
Arthur Lovejoy understood it as “a logical puzzle as ancient as Zeno of 
Elea and as modern as Bergson.” Bergson, an even stronger advocate 
argued, had offered “a remarkable anticipation of the principle of inde-
terminacy,” beating Heisenberg by twenty years.18
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By the 1930s, most of the educated public had heard that atoms 
seemed to be “misbehaving” in the microscopic realm. The poet Paul 
Valéry followed this research closely. “In the most intimate part of the 
atom, nothing seems as from the outside,” he informed Bergson.19 After 
he received a copy of Bergson’s book La Pensée et le mouvant, he was par-
ticularly intrigued by a long footnote “on the subject of the grande affaire 
of Relativity.” Referring to the recent advances in quantum mechanics 
that Einstein famously resisted, he asked if these “up- to- date microphys-
ics” could be brought to bear on “some of your conceptions?”20 A friend 
of Valéry remembers a conversation with Bergson in which the philos-
opher had responded to these comparisons by saying: “That which is 
funniest [drôle], is that physicists have come back to find liberty!”21

While some continued to criticize Duration and Simultaneity, others 
applauded the alleged “quantum mechanical” aspects of Bergson’s phi-
losophy. At the time of Bergson’s death, the literary critic André Rous-
seaux claimed that it was not Bergson who had been wrong on science, 
it was science that had been wrong on Bergson. Bergson had been 
misjudged by the “science of his time,” which was one that “was  .  .  . 
marked by caducity.”22 New scientific discoveries associated with quan-
tum mechanics proved that the “Bergsonian revolution will be doubled 
by a scientific revolution that, on its own, would have demanded the 
philosophical revolution that Bergson led, even if he had not done it.”23 
Science had finally caught up with Bergson: “The chains that Bergson 
broke, and that one thought were constrained by science, are ones from 
which science itself, by the new discoveries, is now liberated.”24 The con-
nection between the philosopher and one of the founders of the new 
discipline was so clear for Rousseaux that he titled his article “From 
Bergson to Louis de Broglie.”25

QUANTUM MECHANICS: LOUIS DE BROGLIE

The Japanese- born physicist Satosi Watanabe, a student of Louis de Brog-
lie who was sent by the imperial government to study first in France and 
later in Germany with Heisenberg, referenced Bergson repeatedly. De 
Broglie wrote the preface to his thesis on thermodynamics, comparing 
Watanabe’s views explicitly with Bergson’s.26
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In the 1940s de Broglie cited Bergson’s first published book, Time 
and Free Will (Essai sur les données immédiates de la conscience, 1889) cele-
brating its trenchant anti- determinism.27 In another paper entirely ded-
icated to the question of the relation between quantum mechanics and 
Bergson’s philosophy, aptly titled “Les Conceptions de la physique con-
temporaine et les idées de Bergson sur le temps et sur le mouvement,” 
(Concepts of Contemporary Physics and Bergson’s Ideas of Time and 
Motion) in the Revue de métaphysique et de morale (1941), the connection 
was sealed. De Broglie argued that “if Bergson could have studied quan-
tum theory in detail . . . he could doubtless have repeated, as in The Cre-
ative Mind [La Pensée et le mouvant], that ‘time is this very Hesitation 
or it is nothing.’ ”28 Physique et microphysique (1947) drew on this earlier 
paper and continued to detail the numerous parallels between quantum 
mechanics and Bergson’s philosophy.

Some supporters of quantum mechanics argued that it was a much 
more fundamental, relevant, and profound branch of knowledge than 
relativity had ever been. De Broglie downplayed the importance of rela-
tivity theory when compared to these new scientific developments: “The 
theory of relativity itself now appears to us as simply a macroscopic and 
statistical view of the phenomena: it describes things approximately and 
in bulk and does not descend profoundly enough into the detailed de-
scription of elementary processes.” Although he described Bergson’s Du-
ration of Simultaneity as “the least estimable of his books” and one that 
“has justly been criticized,” he nonetheless found that the philosopher’s 
other work “consequently antedates by forty years the ideas of Niels 
Bohr and Werner Heisenberg on the physical interpretation of wave 
mechanics.” In his view, Bergson’s philosophy stood in opposition to 
relativity because Einstein’s work simply extended classical conceptions 
of space and time, which only quantum mechanics truly questioned: 
“In truth, relativity physics seemed to be in flagrant opposition to Berg-
son’s views, precisely because it pushed the specialization of time and 
the geometrization of space to their extreme limits, and for this reason 
it is the final development of classical physics.”29 Bergson approved of de 
Broglie’s research, claiming in his last writings that his own conclusions 
were “the direct consequences of the theory of Louis de Broglie.”30

Many other quantum physicists continued to draw on Bergson, espe-
cially after the Second World War. At the Maison Franco- Japonaise in 
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Tokyo, Watanabe delivered a talk exploring the connections between 
Bergson’s work and quantum mechanics.31 In his presentation, the phys-
icist categorically claimed that “modern [quantum] physics has found 
the lost link between psychic time and physical time.”32

LIvED TIME, CyBERNETICS, AND CHAOS THEORy

The physicist Olivier Costa de Beauregard, a pious Catholic and student 
of Louis de Broglie, claimed that Bergson’s arguments about relativity 
were “absolutely erroneous” at the same time he stressed the relevance 
of other aspects of Bergson’s philosophy for quantum mechanics.33 For 
the rest of his life, Costa de Beauregard would return to “the illustrious 
philosopher of duration” to reintegrate into physics the time that Ein-
stein lost: “The irreparable time that flees, the impossibility of remaking 
the past, and also of knowing the future.” For him, these aspects of time 
were the most important ones: “These are the lessons of everyday expe-
rience, even more banal (because of their more vital importance) than 
the impossibility of monothermal transformation of heat into work.”34

Quantum mechanics, cybernetics, information theory, and the con-
cept of negentropy— alongside Bergson’s philosophy— aided Costa de 
Beauregard in the arduous task of recovering our experiential sense of 
time and integrating it back into science.

In the 1960s, the French physicist paired up with a group of radical 
American scientists who would “save” physics from the “stagnation” 
it faced after the Second World War. Money to the discipline coming 
from national defense- oriented agencies started to dry up. The federal 
government had bankrolled the Manhattan Project and other wartime 
initiatives, benefiting both experimental and theoretical physics.35 How 
should a new generation of physicists survive? Not only were traditional 
sources of funding no longer forthcoming, practitioners in these new 
fields faced strong opposition from conservative Cold War scientists. 
John Wheeler, a collaborator of Einstein’s who worked on the atomic 
and hydrogen bomb projects, went on a “warpath” to “drive the pseudos 
out of the workshop of science,” but despite these obstacles, they went 
on to develop quantum information theory.36
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Quantum mechanics and information theory were not the only sci-
ences that were frequently understood by reference to Bergson’s phi-
losophy. Across a growing number of disciplines, from psychology to 
cybernetics, scientists stressed the pertinence of Bergson’s conclusions. 
Eugène Minkowski, a psychologist and friend of Bergson, decided to 
reverse the trend of thinking about time only in a quantitative man-
ner and to write about how we experienced time in its flow. Le Temps 
vécu (1933) inaugurated a psychopathological study of a person’s expe-
rience of time that drew heavily on Bergson. To deny differences be-
tween the past, present, and future, he argued, amounted to a “scientific 
barbarism.” Our most intimate and relevant feelings, he noticed, were 
intimately connected to these categories. “Disappointment and regret” 
were for the past, and “desire and hope” for the future. By the late 1930s 
Bergson was thrilled to see the work of his friend “cited more and more” 
and the concept of “lived time” take flight.37

In America, the mathematician Norbert Wiener revived Bergsonian 
time in his famous book Cybernetics: Control and Communication in the 
Animal and the Machine (1947) and returned to the concept again in 
The Human Use of Human Beings: Cybernetics and Society (1950).38 Wiener 
explained how the differences between Bergsonian time, with its focus 
on irreversibility, and Newtonian time, which was reversible, had once 
been used to mark the difference between the living and the mechan-
ical. But, according to Wiener, the boundary between the living and 
the mechanical shifted due to “the great mechanization of the Second 
World War.” It was now much more useful, he argued, to extend Bergso-
nian time to non- living systems. A specific set of nonliving mechanisms 
(servomechanisms or control mechanisms) seemed to “live” under this 
kind of time. These machines functioned in real time and adapted 
themselves to such situations via feedback loops. “Thus the modern au-
tomaton exists in the same sort of Bergsonian time as the living organ-
ism,” he concluded.39

The vindication of Bergson’s work by scientists strengthened in the 
late 1960s and continued for the rest of the century. Duration and Simul-
taneity appeared in English in 1965. A few years later (1969), Bergson’s 
debate with Einstein was translated and republished. The editor, P.A.Y. 
Gunter, collected various essays by scientists and philosophers who 
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drew from Bergson, ranging from de Broglie to Milič Čapek. His con-
clusion was clear: “The charge of anti- scientific intention which Bergson 
has been saddled is seen to be not merely misleading but radically false: 
Bergson’s philosophy of intuition is the affirmation, not the negation of 
science.”40
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Things

What do we find when we look even more carefully behind the scenes 
of the debate? We stumble upon certain things that drove “adversar-
ies” into “absolutely opposite positions.”1 Einstein and Bergson played 
key roles in bequeathing us a world split by two irreconcilable theses, 
yet they themselves were led in particular directions by a variety of 
elements that surrounded them: clocks, the telegraph, telephone and 
radio communications, cinematographic cameras and film, atoms and 
molecules. Einstein and Bergson disagreed about the meaning, use, and 
importance of all of these things. They were not only objects brought 
into their discussions; they were not merely illustrative examples; nor 
were they just tools used to communicate their arguments— they played 
a central role in the twentieth- century divisions often associated with 
Bergson and Einstein.

With a time- lapse focus on April 6, 1922, we can see how seemingly 
unimportant things played a prominent role in the unraveling of the 
larger conflict.2 Einstein and Bergson recede into the background and 
no longer appear at the center of the debate they detonated. They no 
doubt made history, but they did not make it as they pleased.

Enough time has passed from the initial cri de guerre that we can 
safely imagine the path new recruits would take— traveling further and 
further apart from each other. But we can also take a step back and ask 
new questions. What fueled the conflict and how can we move beyond 
it? What cuts across the “absolutely opposite positions” represented by 
the two men?
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Part 3 focuses on the debate by taking us beyond the men, asking in-
stead what drove them to fall into such a stark impasse in the first place. It 
centers on elements that appeared as much in ordinary workplaces as in 
sophisticated philosophical discussions; on what was equally present on 
busy Monday mornings as on Sunday afternoons; on what changed how 
we thought, felt, and experienced the here and now; on things that lay 
ambiguously between animals and ghosts, meek (in that they are often 
unacknowledged) but powerful (in creating divisions). Things that were 
used all the time become particularly important— affecting time because 
they were parasitical on time. A common ground underlying otherwise 
uncompromising positions is made up of seemingly minor things.

BEyOND TECHNOLOGy

It was abundantly clear by 1922 that Einstein’s relativity theory agreed 
with experimental results and that it was elegant and logically consis-
tent. In decades to come, it would gain even more support. Our contem-
porary understanding of how certain modern technologies work, from 
radio to GPS, now depends on it.

But Einstein’s theory was much more than a good explanation of 
existing experimental results. Other theories, most notably Lorentz’s 
and Poincaré’s, also matched known results. Why should Einstein’s be 
accepted over the others? What was the relation of Einstein’s work to 
technology? What was its relation to concrete observations? The physi-
cist offered much more than a simple procedure for time coordination. 
But his theory could not be entirely disconnected from technology 
 either— it had to maintain a real connection to cutting- edge, experi-
mentally verifiable processes. A fine line separated the grandiose theo-
retical claims of the theory from its mundane practical applications and 
verifiable observations.

Einstein and Bergson held an extremely low opinion of technology— 
especially when compared to science. They were skeptical about its al-
leged benefits. “What comes to the mind of a sensible person when hear-
ing the word technology?” asked Einstein. “Avarice, exploitation, social 
divisions amongst people, class hatred,” he responded. Technology, in 
his view, could easily be considered the “wayward son of our era.”3
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Bergson was similarly pessimistic. In The Two Sources of Morality and 
Religion (1932), the philosopher noted how “for a long time it was taken 
for granted that industrialism and mechanization would bring hap-
piness to mankind.” But this belief had recently been proven wrong: 
“Today one is ready to lay to their door all the ills from which we suf-
fer.” “Never, it is said, was humanity more athirst for pleasure, luxury, 
wealth,” he concluded.4 When he was awarded the Nobel Prize for liter-
ature (in 1928 for the year 1927), he used the occasion to warn listeners 
about the dangers of technology:

If the nineteenth century made tremendous progress in mechanical in-
ventions, it too often assumed that these inventions, by the sheer accumu-
lation of their material effects, would raise the moral level of mankind. 
Increasing experience has proved, on the contrary, that the technological 
development of a society does not automatically result in the moral per-
fection of the men living in it, and that an increase in the material means 
at the disposal of humanity may even present dangers unless it is accom-
panied by a corresponding spiritual effort.5

The criticisms of technology launched by Einstein and Bergson were 
hardly anomalous. They echoed those of many others such as Sigmund 
Freud’s, who similarly took technology as one of the main culprits of, 
instead of a solution for, society’s ills. In their view, technology was sep-
arate and inferior to science.

Einstein knew much more about technological innovations than did 
Bergson. He was well- versed in the operating principles of the electrical 
technologies that constituted his family’s business; he had studied at a 
polytechnic university; and when working at the patent office, he had 
the benefit of reviewing the most cutting- edge inventions of his era. 
Historians have documented his keen interest in things ranging from 
clocks to refrigerators. But professionally, Einstein’s career centered on 
theoretical physics, a discipline that in the first decades of the twentieth 
century emerged as distinct from experimental physics and even farther 
from engineering.

As much as they resisted the very idea of “technology,” neither Berg-
son nor Einstein were immune from living through vast changes in the 
material culture of their era. Scientific laboratories were increasingly 
equipped with innovative instruments that would be widely employed 
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in advanced industrial societies. These instruments were not simply me-
chanical, but also electromechanical, and they appeared alongside new 
forms of life, spectacle, and telecommunications that would character-
ize post- Fordist economies.

“ExPERIMENTALLy REALIZED”

Henri Piéron, a professional experimental psychologist, was one of the 
last to speak during the debate on April 6. He raised a crucial point 
shortly before Bergson delivered his closing remarks that day.6 After 
sitting silently throughout the entire meeting, Piéron finally decided 
to bring to the attention of the audience an example in which this ver-
bal argument seemed to have been realized experimentally. In scientific 
laboratories, he argued, there “existed cases where the confrontation is 
experimentally realized.” While in front of him he saw two men reach 
different conclusions about the nature of time, in laboratories he had 
witnessed time itself emerging in two different guises: physical time and 
psychological time. In scientific laboratories, he argued, there “existed 
cases where the confrontation [between Einstein and Bergson] is exper-
imentally realized.”7

Piéron referred to laboratories of experimental psychology that 
housed new instruments for measuring how humans reacted to a va-
riety of stimuli. The daily work of these laboratories consisted largely 
in investigating a subject’s “sense of time, succession and simultaneity” 
by comparing it against clock time.8 Laboratories of experimental psy-
chology had expanded significantly in recent years, growing in impor-
tance due to their connection to the communications, transportation, 
advertisement, and entertainment industries. Initially, they had been 
furnished mainly with chronographs— stopwatches that measured the 
time between stimulus and response, but Piéron was interested in a 
broader set of “signaling instruments [appareils- signaux].”9 With these 
new machines, investigations could increase in complexity, from tri-
als initially focused on measuring reactions to simple stimuli such as 
pendulum beats and electric shocks, to experiments run with more 
complicated stimuli: words, longer texts, moving images, audio, and 
even film.
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People usually agreed about when two events were simultaneous or 
not. Simply seeing two events occurring at the same time was a fine 
way of establishing simultaneity. “The arrival dead- head of two race-
horses are simultaneous if we see them at the same time,” explained 
an astronomer.10 But in a fast- paced world, such determinations were 
insufficient. The meaning of “at the same time” was hardly clear. The 
discrepancy between clock time and human time appeared promi-
nently when events occurred in very close succession. Time appeared 
most perplexing in those instances. Since the middle of the nineteenth 
century, scientists had realized that the determination of the simultane-
ity of two events was highly imprecise— even among talented observers. 
Because all “sensations separated by a very real interval will be falsely 
noted as simultaneous,” determinations of simultaneity— even locally— 
varied widely.11 Poincaré, like most scientists of his generation, was well 
aware of these complications. When reviewing the work of a colleague 
in 1886, he cautioned against the casual use of the phrase à la fois (at 
once). The colleague accepted Poincaré’s criticism, revising his work to 
acknowledge that we often judge “sensations” as “successive or simulta-
neous,” and that our judgment did not often correspond with “exterior” 
events: “in between the exterior phenomena and the sensation which 
reaches our consciousness, there is almost always a delay.”12

Every day, argued Piéron, laboratories of experimental psychology 
displayed a schism between how humans and instruments measured 
time. They showed how a person’s determination of “at the same time” 
often did not coincide with that of a much more precise instrument. 
Experiments undertaken with these instruments, Piéron continued, 
showed why Einstein and Bergson were really talking about two differ-
ent aspects of time: one psychological and the other physical. “There-
fore Bergsonian duration seems to me to remain a stranger to physical 
time in general and in particular to Einsteinian time,” he concluded.13

The laboratories described by Piéron in 1922 would increasingly 
become sites for studying key aspects of industrial interwar and post-
war environments. Initially centered on reaction- time experiments, 
they were soon connected to the transportation, entertainment, and 
telecommunications industries. New instruments were adapted to op-
timize the time necessary for reacting, reading, and writing. An increas-
ing number of scientists became concerned with perfecting techniques 
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for inscribing, recording, transmitting, and processing all sorts of events 
occurring in time. Speed was central to modern technological culture, 
and experimental psychologists studied how to survive and advance in 
that culture. The quest to attenuate or eliminate human errors in assess-
ing and reacting to fast events motivated some of the most important 
changes in science and laboratory techniques, from the development 
of cinematography to “impersonal” micrometers, direct- reading instru-
ments, and automatic inscription devices. As the differences between 
Einstein and Bergson worsened, an increasing number of fingers and 
eyes were set on keys and screens.14

That evening in Paris, Bergson was not content at all to declare a tie 
between himself and Einstein. He was unwilling to divide the booty 
into two camps: the error- prone Bergsonian duration and a precision- 
friendly Einsteinian time. Yes, he agreed that laboratory experiments 
unambiguously showed a difference between psychological and phys-
ical assessments of time. Yes, he also agreed that one of these could 
be associated with his concept of duration and the other one with 
the physicists’ time. Yet Bergson warned listeners against believing in 
a hard- and- fast distinction between these two concepts. Any physical 
measurement of time, he argued, contained an irreducible psychologi-
cal element. Psychological and physical concepts of time joined in key 
ways— no matter how hard scientists tried to separate them; no matter 
how hard scientists worked to set a clear hierarchy between them.

Bergson set up his first assignment in Duration and Simultaneity to 
be that of determining how Einstein’s theory traveled from its math-
ematical structure to concrete reality and back. It was hard work: “To 
get at this, we went over Lorentz’s formulae term by term, seeking the 
concrete reality, the perceived or perceptible thing, to which each term 
corresponded.” But the effort paid off: “This examination gave us a quite 
unexpected result,” he wrote in the preface to his book. It confirmed 
his own— not Einstein’s— theory of time. If his exercise was followed 
carefully, readers could learn that they did not need to accept all of 
Einstein’s conclusions. Bergson criticized Einstein for mixing up two 
things that were not the same: the abstract and the concrete. He ac-
cused the physicist of letting “two different conceptions of relativity, 
one abstract and the other full of imagery, one incomplete and the other 
finished,” coexist uncritically.15 His task was to separate these concepts 
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and reintroduce clarity after the physicist had distorted them beyond 
recognition.

Both men were surrounded by a host of new innovations that did not 
adequately fall within the label of “technology”— especially not in the 
way that it was understood at the time, when it mainly referred to the 
large machines of the Industrial Revolution, such as engines, pumps, 
looms, and transportation machines. What were they? Many of these 
things were so novel at the time of the debate that a clear category to de-
scribe them did not exist.16 One strange quality united them: they were 
used for the storage and transmission of events in time. Today, we may 
refer to them as telecommunications media, but neither of these terms 
were in use at the time of the debate between the two men. References 
to light- based transmitting, recording, and timing devices appeared 
over and over again in the discussion between Einstein and Bergson 
and their interlocutors.

WHy LIGHT?

Throughout Einstein’s life, two related questions were repeatedly brought 
up in critiques of relativity. First, why define time exclusively by reference 
to clocks? Second, why consider clocks in terms of the behavior of light? 
Light, he answered, behaved differently from most other things. “The 
comparison of light with other ‘stuff’ is not permissible,” Einstein told an 
audience who he was finding difficult to convince.17 At the time, in 1911, 
they remained largely unconvinced. “He always comes to perceive the 
world around us by way of light signals,” protested one of his listeners.18

In Paris, Langevin was facing similar questions from some of the same 
philosophers Einstein would encounter more than a decade later. Why 
change our common understanding of time and space in the universe 
just because of certain properties of light? Langevin responded by clarify-
ing the different steps that led him to those conclusions. If one accepted 
a particular property of light (that its velocity was independent of the 
movement of its source), then “we are necessarily driven to the conclu-
sions that I have developed for optical space and time, that is, as they are 
measured by light signals.”19 The next step consisted in convincing his 
listeners that these light- based measurement techniques were better than 
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the other ones based on the old mechanics. “The other ways of mea-
suring were infinitely coarser,” he explained. If these old measurement 
techniques could be “brought to a degree precision comparable” to those 
of the optical ones, then old notions about the “form of space and time” 
would also change.20 Were these advances in precision worth the trouble?

Even some of Einstein’s strongest supporters, such as Eddington, con-
tinued to be surprised about the preponderant role played by light in 
relativity theory. Eddington confronted head- on the prickly accusation 
of the singular importance given by Einstein to light signals, answering 
the “objection” that “is sometimes raised to the extravagantly important 
part taken by light- signals and light- propagation in Einstein’s discussion 
of space and time.”21 Eddington, like Einstein, considered the speed of 
light as a “universal” and “fundamental” constant. How did such a “fun-
damental velocity” relate to the actual velocity of light, something that 
could seem too tied to the limitations of current signaling technology. 
By “a lucky coincidence” both of them were nearly identical: “Luck-
ily, there is a physical entity— light— that moves habitually at the same 
speed of the fundamental velocity.”22 Because of its fundamental nature, 
the speed of light typically “crops up in all kinds of problems whether 
light is concerned or not,” explained Eddington.23

The year before he confronted Bergson, Einstein was asked at Princ-
eton why he had defined time by reference to light. Acknowledging 
that “it is immaterial what kind of processes one chooses for such a 
definition of time,” he told students that it was desirable to agree on 
one, and that light had certain distinct advantages over other means.24 
In Paris and afterward his argument defending the importance of light 
for determinations of time would grow stronger: the speed of light was 
a fundamental constant providing the necessary foundation for an “ob-
jective” definition of time.

Charles Nordmann followed the discussions in Paris closely. He had 
just published a widely read popular account of relativity, titled Ein-
stein et l’univers, which sold some 45,000 copies and was translated into 
English. He had been one of Einstein’s strongest supporters, but after 
hearing the discussions at the Collège de France, he was forced to add 
a new chapter, “Einstein à Paris,” to later editions. He concluded his 
account with a note of caution: “There remains something infinitely 
troubling in the Einsteinian system.” This was due to how it depended 
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on a “certain conception about the propagation of light.” Nordmann 
knew fully well that measurements of light’s velocity showed that it was 
constant in all directions and independent of the motion of its source, 
but he also knew that this result depended on how scientists thought 
of time and length measurement units. He still considered that “all the 
science of Einstein, however coherent it may be, stands on a mystery, 
exactly like revealed religions.”25 After learning about Bergson’s inter-
ventions, the astronomer became more and more interested in what the 
philosopher had to say. He would later write an entire book weighing 
in on the respective merits of each of the two men’s perspectives, The 
Tyranny of Time, Einstein or Bergson?

In England, Whitehead was even more ambitious than Einstein. Both-
ered by how the new theory of the universe seemed too tightly connected 
to current signaling technologies, he developed his own version in a way 
that was no longer dependent on them. Contemporary technological 
limitations in signaling speed were the reason why the speed of light 
appeared as a constant in Einstein theory. That is why “we are driven 
to the convention that light, as our quickest system of signals, is moving 
with uniform velocity.”26 In his own development of relativity theory, 
Whitehead instead used a “critical velocity c,” but one that was “defined 
without reference to the velocity of light.”27 If later experiments found 
transmission speeds faster than light, Einstein’s theory would have to go, 
whereas Whitehead’s could survive. One could merely use that newfound 
speed for the value of the critical velocity. Whitehead boasted that in his 
theory “light is given no privileged position.”28 Was it an improvement?

In Paris, a younger generation of historians and philosophers would 
reconcile aspects of relativity theory that many earlier commentators 
had considered to be contradictory. The controversy between Einstein 
and Bergson directly influenced a new generation of scientists and phi-
losophers who started their careers sometime around the time of the 
April 6, 1922 debate.

Alexandre Koyré, a Russian émigré living in Paris who would be-
come one of the most important historians of science of the century, 
stressed the dual role of light as “real” and “formal.” He remarked on 
the “double role played by light in the theory of relativity”: it was a 
“universal constant” and therefore “an ontological formal constituent of 
nature,” but it was also a “real process of nature.”29 Bergson’s mistake, he 
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continued, arose from “not having noticed the dual role of light in the 
special theory of relativity.” If only he had accepted it without objection, 
he would have admitted the “real character” of the changes described by 
the theory of relativity. Light was a thing too.

BACHELARD: “TALES OF PASSING TRAINS”

How are we to think of science, philosophy and the arts in relation to 
the things around us, including light? The year Einstein and Bergson 
met, Gaston Bachelard graduated with a degree in philosophy (agrégé 
de philosophie). He had previously been teaching physics and chemistry 
at the Collège de Bar- sur- Aube, a small medieval town in the northeast 
of France. There Einstein “awakened” him from a “dogmatic slumber” 
that— ironically— would lead him to accept “almost all” of Bergson’s 
philosophy. Both of his thesis examiners for the title of Docteur ès lettres 
from the Sorbonne— Abel Rey and Léon Brunschvicg— were present 
during the debate and had been involved in the discussion in key ways. 
Would they urge students to continue to confront science? Or would 
they bend to its growing authority? If so, how would they mitigate the 
risk of having philosophy become increasingly irrelevant in comparison 
to it? Bergson had seen the problem early on and had warned his readers 
about it: “For wanting to prevent all conflict between science and phi-
losophy, we have sacrificed philosophy without any appreciable gain to 
science.”30 Could one hope for a different outcome?

After graduating, Bachelard published a book on the value of rela-
tivity theory. In it he remarked on how current determinations of the 
speed of light, something so directly tied to contemporary experiments, 
emerged as a law of nature: “In effect, in relativity, the speed of light 
does not appear as a reality that was found through experiment, but 
rather as a reality affirmed by a law.”31 Bachelard appeared to have taken 
a side against Bergson and for Einstein. His Essai sur la connaissance ap-
prochée (1928), which was based on his doctoral dissertation, sought to 
rehabilitate the concept of quantity over that of quality— exactly the op-
posite task of Bergson’s Time and Free Will. But his engagement with the 
work of both men was so thorough, and so profound, that his philoso-
phy offered an alternative to both. Could one take the best of Einstein 
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and the best of Bergson to understand the laws of the universe and how 
we have come to know them? Bachelard’s initial “implacable” critique 
of Bergson gave way to a philosophy that took some parts of it and dis-
carded others.32 By the time La Dialectique de la durée appeared in 1936, 
the author described himself as an almost exact inversion of Bergson.33

Bachelard understood knowledge as much more than a utilitarian 
technique. He asked readers to accept the concrete in the abstract and 
the abstract in the concrete (arguing for the use of a single “abstract- 
concrete” concept). Like other intellectuals at the time, he was con-
founded by Einstein’s use of thought experiments and by the prolifer-
ation of these beyond the confines of physics. “All the tales of passing 
trains which signal an observer standing in a station, of aviators who 
smoke cigars in lengthened or contracted periods of time— to what 
purpose are they?— or, more precisely, for whom are they designed?”34 
The answer was complicated. Bachelard did not think they were created 
for “those who have not understood” relativity nor were they conceived 
“for those who have understood” it already. Rather, they were necessary 
for enacting a total reconfiguration of a “space- time notion”— one that 
was not only limited to the realm of specialized science but that re-
quired a connection to general and even literary culture.

Bachelard responded to the Einstein- Bergson impasse by using all his 
insight and instinct against separating science from other areas of cul-
ture, by reincorporating in it the role of material culture, literature, and 
even poetry. For this reason, he would be remembered equally for his 
contributions to the philosophy of science, for his poetry, and for his 
theories of poetry. He not only asked us to think of science poetically, 
but to consider poetry scientifically, both approaches were equally im-
portant and complementary in many ways. Science had a poetic force 
and poetry an eerie connection to a truth.

Bachelard, who eventually became “the major emblematic figure” 
of French philosophy of science, started his career by considering Ein-
stein and Bergson in a manner that significantly changed the common 
interpretations of their work.35 In light of Bachelard’s work, Bergson 
was described as the “last metaphysician”; Bachelard would be crowned 
as France’s “first epistemologist.”36 “With Bergson there is a world that 
ends,” noted a recent historian, who continued, asking “With Bachelard 
is there a world that begins?”37
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Clocks and Wristwatches

AT THE PARIS OBSERVATORY

It would be tempting to think that scientists could solve the debate 
on time by reference to what instruments measured— that cutting- age 
clocks and automatic recording devices could measure time and that 
scientists need not worry about it any longer; that they could finally 
conclude endless debates among philosophers and scientists.

In the sixteenth century, Charles V of Spain famously remarked 
that it was harder to govern clocks than it was to govern men. Bergson 
would probably have agreed. After all, he insisted that when scientists 
measured time, they removed from it what was most important, its flow 
and its relation to duration. Bergson’s perspective on time measurement 
could not be more different from Einstein’s. The philosopher was con-
vinced about the importance of the unquantifiable aspects of time, 
whereas the physicist was equally convinced of the opposite.

“Before, it was the astronomer who surveyed the clock.  .  .  . Now, 
it is the clock that frequently surveys the astronomer, and rectifies his 
results,” explained the astronomer Charles Nordmann.1 Could clocks 
demystify time? Could they keep philosophy, and messy human needs 
and concerns, at bay?

THE UNWINDING UNIvERSE

How was time actually determined at the time of the Einstein- 
Bergson debate? By the end of the nineteenth century, scientists’ and 
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philosophers’ trust in clocks and the timekeeping and distribution net-
works connected to them had fallen to an unexpected low point— even 
as their use continued to increase. Although the time system in place 
worked well for practical purposes (except for the occasional train wreck 
due to clocking errors), almost nobody thought that a proper theory of 
time could be based on it. For most users, the time provided by ser-
vice networks— the time that was used by the public at large— did not 
adequately reflect cosmological time and its passing. This method was 
practically and theoretically the best one scientists had. It worked, albeit 
imperfectly. Scientists who worked hard to establish it were as aware of 
its deficiencies just as much as the general public who used it and the 
philosophers who thought about it. A commentator on Einstein’s visit 
claimed that the physicist had not succeeded in convincing his listeners 
of his new theory of time because of the simple fact that “under my 
eyes, at the time that I am writing these lines, the pneumatic clocks . . . 
proclaim respectively nine thirty- five, nine thirty, nine thirty- two.”2

Since ancient times, time had been measured by using the stars. Time 
keeping methods based on the Earth’s rotation against the fixed stars 
were commonly called sidereal clocks. If one considered the solar system 
as moving with a constant and stable velocity, then sidereal clocks based 
on it would be similarly constant and stable. The notion of the clock-
work universe is usually traced back to Isaac Newton, who believed that 
the solar system, once wound up and set in motion by God, had sim-
ply continued ticking along with occasional help from the Almighty. 
During the Enlightenment, a clockwork- universe view remained prev-
alent. Clockwork was the perfect metaphor for a universe in which the 
future unfolded at a predictable and constant velocity. But the metaphor 
had its problems. On- the ground realities seemed quite different. Clocks 
ran fast and wound down. Why would the universe be any different?

By 1850 the idea of a stable clockwork universe was challenged on 
many fronts. The universe, just like a regular engine, appeared to be 
running out of steam. The repercussions were dramatic. They would 
lead— eventually— to the demise of the solar system and to the end of 
the world. Friction, even that of waves hitting the shore, acted as a brake 
on the Earth’s rotation. Every time the Earth turned and every time 
waves splashed back and forth, the expenditure of the Earth’s energy 
became irrecoverable.

“The tides must act as a brake on the Earth’s rotation,” wrote Bergson, 
who kept abreast of the most recent research. He came to the conclusion 
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that the sidereal clock was simply too imperfect. Scientists needed a 
“new clock” and the “light clock” was the best alternative, he explained.3 
Bergson was hardly alone in acknowledging the deficiencies of previous 
timekeeping systems. Each year was getting shorter by 53 hundredths 
of a second. Careful observations of the moon’s motion showed that 
sidereal days were getting longer. In a century they would be a quarter 
to a half an hour longer. Because of these effects, a perfect mechanical 
clock set in motion in 1800 would be 22 seconds ahead of a sidereal 
clock by 1900.4 Astronomers also noticed that Encke’s comet was orbit-
ing the sun in slightly smaller and smaller ellipses, concluding that the 
changes in its orbit were due to the friction of a resisting medium that 
was slowing down the solar system. One astronomer recommended to 
“ban from our conversations” the saying “regular as the sun.”5

These problems were precipitated by a sea change in how time was 
thought of across a wide range of disciplines. Natural historians, such 
as Charles Lyell, marshaled new geological evidence as proof that the 
universe was gradually evolving. The religious belief in an original flood 
followed by centuries of stability (a theory sometimes referred to as cat-
astrophism) no longer appeared convincing to many. Following in the 
footsteps of these researchers, Charles Darwin famously found evidence 
of evolution not only in geology but, controversially, in living nature, 
including in humankind.

In physics and astronomy, a new temporal consciousness was linked 
to the science of thermodynamics and the law of entropy. Thermody-
namics had important repercussions not only for ideas about time but 
also for practical timekeeping. Clocks wound down due to friction, los-
ing some of the wonder that had previously surrounded them; describ-
ing God as a watchmaker no longer seemed like such a compliment.

Even the dimensions of the solar system were changing in step with 
the velocities of the orbits of the planets. The Earth- Sun distance, a 
unit that had been considered stable and fixed across time, was chang-
ing apace, slowly but surely. Scientists, engineers, philosophers— and 
even the public at large— were confronted with a more general, and 
more vexing, question: did natural standards even exist? The famous 
Michelson- Morley experiment was undertaken with such questions in 
mind. Would the Earth’s orbital and rotational speed disturb time stan-
dards based on light waves?
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TIME WITHIN

If changes in the sky above affected our units of time, why not try to 
go bottom- up? Could we not refer a standard unit to a portion of our 
bodies to measure the world and the universe? After all, colloquially, 
measures of length were based on body parts, such as the foot.

“Man is the measure of all things,” claimed the Greek philosopher 
Protagoras in a widely cited phrase. During the Enlightenment, the 
philosopher John Locke related physical measures back to bodily stan-
dards in his Essay Concerning Human Understanding (1690). Our sense of 
physical time, he argued, arose from the temporality of our own bodily 
processes: “So that to me it seems, that the constant and regular succes-
sion of ideas in waking man, is, as it were, the measure and standard of 
all other successions.” Locke’s notion can be compared to Immanuel 
Kant’s understanding of time and space as a priori concepts. In Kant’s 
view, our sense of physical time and space arose from a certain primary 
proclivity of our minds to organize experience in these terms.

But the problems with basing a time standard on the body were 
many. Which body should be used? Why this one and not another? 
Would bodies change in proportion to other physical changes?

Individual differences marred time measurements. Values changed 
slightly depending on the person who obtained the measurement. 
Scientists proposed various techniques and improvements to mitigate 
these individual differences. In the seventeenth century, Ole Rømer, the 
Danish astronomer famous for his measurements of the speed of light, 
built an instrument to measure time by following the movement of the 
stars across the sky. Previously, observers had focused on the center of 
the Sun and tracked its movement, but scientists like Rømer quickly 
learned that different people estimated its center differently. Soon after 
this realization, astronomers started to measure time by reference to the 
stars instead of to the Sun. By finding a star that moved in the same di-
rection as the Sun, but that could be easier to bisect, astronomers mini-
mized some of these errors. By the late nineteenth century, astronomers 
at various observatories in Europe and beyond measured time in terms 
of the rotation of the Earth against the stars by bisecting a star using a 
mobile crosswire (called an “impersonal micrometer”) that recorded its 
position electrically as it followed the star’s movement. They then used 
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the electrically recorded movement of the micrometer to automatically 
regulate clocks. But even then “a personal equation”— a term referring 
to these slight individual differences in an observer’s assessment— 
influenced the results. Einstein and Bergson drew different conclusions 
from these slight discrepancies. While Einstein saw in them the rea-
son for the untrustworthiness of psychological assessments of time, for 
Bergson they posed much more complicated questions about the rela-
tion of physics to psychology.6

THE BEST CLOCK IN THE WORLD: 1228 L

The international time network based in Paris depended on four clocks 
housed 27 meters below ground in the vaults of the observatory. They 
were caged in hermetic vaults to keep the pressure regular. Nobody 
could touch them. They were regulated electrically and connected to 
other clocks within the observatory. The best, most regular one of the 
four, was named 1228 L. “She” had ticked along since Christmas Eve 
of 1919 without apparent fatigue. Nobody touched “her” until three 
years later, when her electric contacts were carefully cleaned. Although 
the most predictable, astronomers found that on occasion even she 
“changes sometimes, and without an apparent reason, brusquely from 
3 to 6 hundredths of a second.”7 The four clocks were set on time with 
an impersonal micrometer that followed the rotation of Earth vis- à- vis 
the stars. 1228 L seemed to keep time so well— even better than the 
selfsame astronomer who took it from the stars— that it introduced a 
strange power reversal between man and machine.

Not all scientists agreed with the system. Even within Paris, com-
peting systems were plainly evident. In 1922 the clock at the Paris Ob-
servatory and those regulating the city disagreed by 9 minutes and 21 
seconds. While the official city clocks marked Greenwich time, the Paris 
Observatory remained firmly against the time sent by their competition 
across the channel. If the astronomers, who historically had valiantly 
fought against the well- endowed Royal Greenwich Observatory, gave 
in, this would represent a “scientific Waterloo” and a sore national “ab-
dication” on the part of France.8 But the Paris Observatory and the city 
were not the only ones who disagreed. Railroad time was sent from the 
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city of Rouen, where the directorship of the main railway system was 
located. Thus, in Paris, the time inside a railway station differed from 
that outside by 5 minutes.

“THE OLD SONG WITH THE OLD MOTIF”

In his 1905 relativity paper, Einstein described a typical way of un-
derstanding time: “If, for example, I say that ‘the train arrives here at 
7 o’clock,’ that means, more or less, ‘the pointing of the small hand of 
my clock to 7 and the arrival of the train are simultaneous events.’ ”9 
Coordinated clocks and watches were everywhere when Einstein 
wrote these lines. In this simple way, Einstein defined the nature of 
simultaneity and time simply and succinctly for the scientist. This defi-
nition may seem uncontroversial enough, but in 1922, it was anything 
but that.

Why did Einstein understand time in such a basic, procedural way? 
Part of the answer could be found on Einstein’s own left wrist. The 
physicist had been using the same silver watch for more than a de-
cade— he trusted the little instrument like he probably trusted no one 
else. Einstein had obtained this watch around the time he was fourteen 
years old and wore it “for a good 28 years.” In the fall of 1921, when it 
was “still running as excellently as on the first day,” he decided to pass it 
on to his eldest son, Hans Albert, who had just turned seventeen.10 Ein-
stein must have soon thereafter bought a new wristwatch. A photograph 
taken during his trip to Japan after the Paris meeting captured him with 
a watch on his left wrist. The instrument would have probably remained 
hidden under his sleeve had Einstein not extended his arm in order to 
get a drink. A news photographer released his fast shutter just at this 
very photo- opportune moment.

Wristwatches started to become common in the 1920s, when the 
public at large adopted the fashion of soldiers who had found the pocket 
version impractical and cumbersome during the First World War. In 
contrast to pocket watches, they could be consulted more frequently 
and rapidly than when they were kept inside coats and pockets. They 
were usually place on the left hand, so that they could be easily wound 
up with the right hand without the need to remove them. “The very 
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determining of time,” noted Heidegger, “should claim as little time as 
possible.”11 Wristwatches met this goal.

By the time Einstein and Bergson debated, two different ways of not-
ing time, one human and subjective and the other one clocklike and 
objective, were widely noted. Subjective understandings of time were 
frequently related to meaningful moments, places, and events, which 
were increasingly described in literary and poetic ways. With the spread 
of pocket and wristwatches, these differences became even more fre-
quently noted. In 1922 Kafka, in his private diary, described an “inner 
clock” and an “outer one,” which did not agree:

It is impossible to sleep, impossible to wake, impossible to bear life or, 
more precisely, the successiveness of life. The clocks don’t agree. The inner 
one rushes along in a devilish or demonic— in any case, inhuman— way 
while the outer one goes, falteringly, its accustomed pace.12

The proliferation of clocklike technologies during the twentieth cen-
tury exacerbated the differences between these two senses of time.

Throughout his life Einstein noted these two ways of experiencing 
time. He considered his external life to be regulated somewhat like a 
clock. To Pauline Winteler, a family friend with whom Einstein boarded 
while he finished secondary school, he explained: “There is very little 
that is of interest in my external life: in fact, the latter is so philistine 
that people could use it for setting their watches— except that their 
watches would be somewhat late in the morning.” This clocklike regu-
larity, however, characterized only his “external life.”13

Einstein’s personal correspondence up to the time of his death in-
cluded detailed statements about how he experienced time. Time flew 
by for Einstein, and he was unable to do a proper accounting of it. He 
called this inability “the old song with the old motif and many varia-
tions” explaining to a friend: “The days and weeks slip by just so, with-
out my noticing it except toward the end of the month  .  .  . the old 
song with the old motif and many variations, a few of which you too 
probably know how to sing.”14 A few months later he again expressed 
how “my time slips by.”15 Comments to this end continued throughout 
his life.

Well into the first decades of the twentieth century, clocks competed 
against alternative time- measurement techniques. In the nineteenth 
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century, one could use the time taken to recite an Ave Maria as a mea-
sure of time or, more profanely, simply refer to “a pissing while.”16 When 
Bergson wrote about our sense of time, he described it in terms remi-
niscent of older timekeeping methods— techniques that were only and 
with great difficulty and resistance replaced by clocks. His descriptions 
were varied, pointing to the multiple possibilities available for under-
standing time. Mathematical time elided the differences between in-
stants (tied to experiences, feelings, memories, and meaning) by consid-
ering all moments on the same plane. He sought to recover significant 
ones. “If I want to mix a glass of sugar and water, I must, willy- nilly, 
wait until the sugar melts,” he explained. “This little fact is big with 
meaning,” he added. Why? “The time I have to wait,” he explained, “is 
not that mathematical time.” Rather it was a notion of time that “coin-
cides with my impatience.” That time “is no longer something thought, 
but lived.” Depending on how impatient one was, one could chose to 
stir and thus see time “bite” into the future.17 By focusing on apparently 
insignificant moments, Bergson showed how even those instants could 
have an actual impact in shaping time to come. Time would cease to 
be just another independent variable: “modern science must be defined 
pre- eminently by its aspiration to take time as an independent variable.” 
Yet that mathematical and scientific t variable was very different from 
actual time. “But with what time has it to do?” he asked.18

“THE FIRST AUTOMATIC DEvICE TO BE  
USED FOR PRACTICAL PURPOSES”

Humans and clocks had been compared against each other for centu-
ries. Clock beats were measured against heartbeats, and vice versa. Gal-
ileo used the time of his pulse and heartbeat to determine a pendulum 
beat, not the other way around. In the work of René Descartes, me-
chanical bodily functions were also compared to clockwork technolo-
gies. In a letter to the Marquis of Newcastle, he equated the mechanical 
mechanisms of living bodies to those of clocks: “They act naturally and 
by springs, just like a clock.” But for Descartes, it was clear that clocks 
were better timekeepers than human judgment. “A clock,” he explained, 
“shows time in a better way than what our own judgment reveals.”19
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During the Industrial Revolution clocks became increasingly popu-
lar in industrial settings. According to Marx, they were essential for es-
tablishing new factory production methods. “The clock was the first au-
tomatic device to be used for practical purposes, and from it the whole 
theory of the production of regular motion evolved,” he explained to his 
collaborator Friedrich Engels.20 During these years, the use of clocks for 
regulating labor was violently contested by numerous craft workers and 
Luddites, who opposed the mechanical routine meted out by  owners. A 
worker’s sense of time and the time marked by a manager’s clock com-
peted forcefully.

Bergson refused to accept the tyranny of clocks. The philosopher ar-
gued against Einstein by considering clocks as servants in Duration and 
Simultaneity. They were meant to “serve us,” he insisted. Forgetting their 
subordinate status could have dire consequences for philosophy and for 
science.

Under what circumstances could clocks be considered servants? Cer-
tain clocks started to be considered “servant” machines in the seventeenth 
century, when the German philosopher Gottfried Leibniz described new 
machines that he compared against older types in terms of the differences 
between slaves and servants. He contended that certain new instruments, 
which he called servant automatons, were unique: “There are [automaton] 
servants so well primed that they do not need signs. They get in ahead 
of them. Chiming watches, for example, and alarm clocks are servants 
of this kind. Far from waiting for signs from us, they give signs to us.” 
Although they were meant to serve, very much like an engine would, a 
machine of this sort was not slavish. It “would not alter itself to fit with its 
master’s thoughts.”21 The benefit of an alarm clock, for example, resided 
in that it would awaken its user even when its master would very much 
prefer to continue to sleep. But how could we evaluate the benefits of 
clocks when they were not used willingly as helpful servants but were 
instead forcefully imposed by masters regulating factory workers?

Bergson and Einstein were exposed to similar timekeeping technolo-
gies, yet they experienced and described them differently. As networks 
for determining and distributing time became ever more pervasive 
during the twentieth century, the two men (and their respective advo-
cates and enemies) appeared even more divided in their understanding 
of time.
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While Einstein, Bergson, and their interlocutors referred repeatedly 
to clocks and watches, the topic of coordinating clocks at a distance only 
created further divisions. Wristwatches were set on time by consumers 
who depended on an expanded network of coordinated clocks. Both 
men agreed on the pragmatic details of clock coordination. They con-
curred on how it should best be done and why it was needed. Yet Ein-
stein and Bergson differed about the significance of the most common 
and best procedure. Until the last decades of the twentieth century, Ein-
stein’s special theory of relativity suffered from a persistent criticism that 
considered it as procedural and technical rather than universal. Clocks fre-
quently ran late, and this did not mean that time was slowing down. “It 
is not because clocks go more slowly that time has lengthened; it is be-
cause time has lengthened that clocks, remaining as they are, are found 
to run more slowly,” explained Bergson in Duration and Simultaneity.22

WIRELESS TIME

“Suppose that at a time T0 a light ray is sent from the origin of the sys-
tem,” and that this light ray is used to synchronize a distant clock.23 
What time would the clock mark? Consider the velocity of this light sig-
nal as constant. Einstein was nearly done with his argument. With a few 
additional simple calculations, he arrived at one of the most astounding 
claims of his theory: that a clock in motion would mark time differently 
than a stationary one. In practice, distant clocks, connected via radio 
wireless signals, were coordinated in exactly the manner described by 
Einstein in his famous paper on relativity.

Bergson described the same clock coordination procedure as Einstein. 
Clocks are set “by an exchange of optical signals, typically electromag-
netic,” he explained during his meeting with the physicist.24 Bergson, 
following Poincaré and others, argued that Einstein offered a particular 
procedure of time- coordination based on a number of conventions. Ein-
stein, instead, argued that it was, “objectively” time.

Well into the twentieth century, Einstein’s critics accused him of de-
fining time by reference to a practical principle, one “based on the prac-
tice of physicists, that the physicist’s judgment of simultaneity should 
be determined by the characteristics of light.” Was this redefinition 
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justified? This “point has been something of a ‘cause célèbre’ in recent 
years,” explained a writer intent upon weighing in on the question.25

Paris was at the very center of a rapidly expanding time- coordination 
network in which astronomers sent time to the world via radio waves.26 
How did new radio- based signaling technologies affect the meaning of 
time? During the meeting on April 6, 1922, accurate time was deter-
mined via a complex timekeeping and distribution network that relied 
on many assumptions, including presuppositions about the behavior, 
constancy, and speed of light in relation to the Earth’s rotation and or-
bital velocity.

In 1887, the German physicist Heinrich Hertz had seen a spark jump 
as if by magic in a coil of wire when he passed electricity through an-
other, close- by, coil. Did the electricity traveling through one coil cause 
the spark to go off in the other one? What caused these strange at- a- 
distance effects? Einstein, who was a young boy of fifteen at the time of 
Hertz’s discovery, had clear reasons for concern. Would his family’s elec-
tric distribution business, which was based on transmission by wires, 
be imperiled or aided by these new technologies? When he was only 
sixteen, he wrote his first research paper after reading the “reports in the 
popular science magazines about Heinrich Hertz’s recent discoveries” 
on wireless transmission.27

“The bewildering possibility of telegraphy without wires, posts, ca-
bles, or any of our present costly appliances” intrigued a growing num-
ber of scientists and engineers, and researchers worldwide raced to ex-
plore the new effects.28 In 1894 Guglielmo Marconi transmitted dots 
and dashes across his garden. At first, the label “wireless telegraphy” 
seemed most appropriate, but soon researchers started to note import-
ant differences with traditional telegraphy. Like the semaphore, wire-
less was based on the transmission of light, but unlike the semaphore, 
the signal could not be seen by the naked eye. Like telegraphy, wireless 
involved electricity, but unlike telegraphy, transmission occurred with-
out cables. Like X- rays, wireless was able to penetrate walls and travel 
through bones, barriers, and all sorts of obstructions. Édouard Branly, 
a Parisian researcher working at the Catholic Institute in Paris, coined 
the word “radio” from the Latin radius, meaning “ray of light.” What 
would happen if traditional timekeeping methods were combined with 
these new technologies? How would our understanding of time change?
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The potential of early wireless telegraphy was at first limited to send-
ing and receiving simple signals across short distances. Its use was pri-
marily military.29 At the time Einstein published his famous paper, wire-
less transmission was still in its infancy, but it soon became a practical 
means for sending time signals.

In 1908 new antennas placed at the top of the Eiffel Tower increased 
the range of wireless transmission from 400 km to 6000 km. Experi-
ments on the transfer of voice started soon thereafter. Civilian use of 
wireless time signals sent from the Eiffel Tower became regular in Paris 
after 1910. With the invention of the triode (three- electrode lamp), the 
transmission of radio waves improved so much that by 1922 it was pos-
sible to reach north and south to the poles and even get the waves to 
Australia. The increase use of telegraph and wireless prompted investi-
gations into the time of transmission taken by light signals to reach a 
distant destination. Before the advent of those technologies, the speed 
of light concerned only astronomers, who, accustomed to dealing with 
large distances, were forced to take its transmission time into consider-
ation. When in the 1850s clocks started to be coordinated by telegraph 
wires across longer distances, scientists wondered if they needed to take 
into consideration the time of signal transmission. Investigations into 
transmission delays became paramount, especially when it was time 
that was being sent to and fro.

One of the advantages of coordinating clocks via light signals was due 
to light’s tremendous speed— so fast than most instruments could not 
even measure it. For this reason, scientists and engineers could assume 
that it was infinitely fast, and they often did. They had no evidence that 
faster means of signal transmission existed; they had no evidence of it 
being affected by the motion of the emitting body; they had no evidence 
of it changing if the waves were directed north or south instead of east or 
west. They could consider it as constant in all directions. Were these as-
sumptions justified? The time that was sent could not possibly be exactly 
the same as the time that arrived. Or could it? An eastbound time signal 
was bound to arrive at its destination faster than a westbound one, as 
the Earth’s rotation brought its eastern target closer while it dragged the 
western target farther away. Or not? How did time need to be adjusted?

Scientists expected that the speed of the Earth’s velocity might be a dis-
torting factor in the time distribution network. Max Planck, the scientist 
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responsible for publishing Einstein’s seminal 1905 article, explained how 
the speed of the Earth’s rotation affected this time system. “A time sig-
nal is sent out from a central station such as the Eiffel Tower by means 
of wireless telegraphy, as proposed in the projected international time 
service,” he began. If the Earth was considered stationary, then stations 
at the same distance from the central station should receive the signal 
at the same time as the others, with an adjustable delay due to travel 
time. But if scientists considered the Earth in motion, “it is clear that 
those stations which, seen from the central station, lay in the direction 
of the Earth’s motion, will receive the signal later than those lying in the 
opposite direction, for the former move away from the oncoming light 
waves and must be overtaken by them, while the latter move to meet the 
waves.”30 Ideally, scientists sending time from astronomical observatories 
needed to calculate delays in time signals sent across the globe. For this 
they needed to know the exact speed of light, the velocity of the Earth, 
and the effects of any ether wind that could retard a wireless signal. Until 
these questions were solved, this system could hardly be considered per-
fect. Yet scientists continued sending and receiving time signals while 
the public continued to set their clocks on time.

In practice, possible delays due to the finite velocity of the speed of 
light and of any effects on it coming from the Earth’s velocity were sim-
ply ignored. A time signal traveling at the speed of light would be de-
layed only by a minimal fifteenth of a second when traveling half way 
around the globe. Reichenbach, who had been drafted into the German 
radio corps at the Russian front during the Great War, explained how 
radio engineers considered this delay as negligible. Knowing fully well 
that “the time it takes the wave to travel from Nauen to New York is 
only about 1/50 second,” he explained to his readers why this short delay 
was frequently ignored. It was such a small quantity that “for that rea-
son, we do not need to take into consideration this time, and we can say 
with good sense that the waves arrive at the same time in New York that 
they are sent in Nauen.”31 His experience during the war had taught him 
that light was special: “Only the speed of light is so great.”32



C H A P T E R  2 2

Telegraph, Telephone, and Radio

How did advances in electromagnetic communication technologies 
inform Bergson’s understanding of Einstein’s work? Despite fully ac-
cepting “the invariance of the electromagnetic equations,” which were 
frequently seen as the pillars of relativity theory, Bergson did not agree 
with Einstein’s conclusions.1 He simply did not believe that these equa-
tions, even though tied to recent discoveries and contemporary technol-
ogies, should lead scientists to adopt Einstein’s interpretation.

The philosopher carefully considered the connection between a sta-
tionary observer and a traveling one in terms of electromagnetic com-
munications. He imagined what a dialogue between “Peter” and “Paul” 
would be, as they sped away from each other. Bergson wrote it down, as 
if it were a script. Peter, in Bergson’s account of the story, says to Paul: 
“The moment you separated from me . . . your time swelled, your clocks 
disagreed.” According to Bergson, it was “obvious,” what “Paul would 
reply”: that everything was normal for him (Paul) and that it was Peter’s 
system that had gone awry.2

The conversation between the two observers, as narrated by Berg-
son, led nowhere. It consisted in back- and- forth repetition between the 
travelers. It was characterized by misunderstanding and mistrust. For 
this reason, it was senseless to defend Einstein’s theory by reference to 
it. Yes, he understood the connection between two clocks in terms of 
the exchange of electromagnetic signals. “How do we synchronize two 
clocks located at different places?” Two operators in charge of setting 
the clocks “communicate” with each other about the time by means of 
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“optical signals, or more generally, electromagnetic ones,” he explained. 
“A person in O sends a person in A a ray of light destined to be re-
turned back,” he continued. This procedure was equivalent to that of 
the Michelson- Morley experiment “with the difference, however, that 
mirrors have been replaced by people.”3 But neither of these two cases 
(one based on two twins communicating with each other at a distance 
and the other one on the Michelson- Morley’s experiment), according to 
the philosopher, led to Einstein’s conclusions.

To fully investigate the topics of his interest— of how science mi-
grated from the concrete to the abstract, and of how “a mathematical 
representation was transformed into transcendental reality”— Bergson 
stressed aspects of the twin paradox that could not be explained simply 
by recourse to new electromagnetic technologies.4 He did not believe 
that the common technical account of the twins’ reciprocal time dila-
tion effects solved the questions at stake.

Could the debate between Einstein and Bergson be solved by refer-
ence to new technologies for long- distance communication? When dis-
cussing the validity of Einstein’s work and the reasons why time could 
be defined by the behavior of light waves, commentators referenced 
a bevy of new light- based technologies populating the world around 
them. They evaluated Bergson’s arguments against Einstein in terms of 
telegraphy, telephone, and radio. Some argued that these technologies 
showed the need to accept Einstein’s theory. They even imagined new 
improvements, such as television, to prove Bergson wrong. But others 
thought of these questions in terms of the possibility of a meaning ful 
connection between two observers at a distance from each other. For 
the first group, electromagnetic communication technologies sufficed 
as examples showing the validity of Einstein’s work; for the second, they 
were sorely deficient. New technologies and references to them only ex-
acerbated the debate.

Why light? Light was not only used for illumination— it was also, 
and primarily, used for communication. Since ancient times, people at 
a distance had sent signals across space by using torches. Code systems 
were later developed for maritime and military communications. The 
semaphore, primarily a military technology, was used in the eighteenth 
century to send all the letters of the alphabet as well as numbers across 
long distances via visual signals. With the development of telegraphy, 
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these complex sign systems were reduced to simple dots and dashes 
characteristic of the Morse telegraph system. By the time Einstein 
wrote his paper, light signals were optical (torches and semaphores), 
electrical (telegraphs), and electromagnetic (wireless). They were used 
not only to set clocks at a distance, but also and more important, to 
send voice, audio, images, and even money. The answer to the question 
of what time is changed as technologies for the transmission of light sig-
nals proliferated and were transformed from technologies for sending 
simple signals, including time, to those used for wider communica-
tion. Scientists and philosophers saw the meaning of time itself change 
along with these media transformations. The discussion between Ein-
stein and Bergson became a disagreement about the nature of long- 
distance communication more generally. Physicists’ and philosophers’ 
understanding of communication at a distance only grew further and 
further apart.

TELEvISION AND WIRELESS: LANGEvIN AND BECQUEREL

In his colorful presentation of relativity in Bologna of the “voyager on a 
rocket ship” now known as the twin paradox, Paul Langevin thought of 
new ways in which the two clocks could be compared while remaining 
at a distance from each other: “It is fun to imagine how our explorer and 
the planet Earth would see each other mutually live, if they could stay 
in constant communication by light signals or by wireless telegraphy, 
during separation, and thus understand how the asymmetry between 
two measures of time is possible.” These speculations made sense in 
light of the surge in the development of wireless technology from 1905 
(the date of Einstein’s paper) to 1911 (the date of Langevin’s). Langevin 
“imagined” a scenario where a voyager sent on a rocket ship traveling 
at a speed close to that of light and a stationary observer would com-
municate wirelessly, using “hertzian signals,” or wireless telegraphy. He 
also imagined a scene, anticipatory of television, where “our explorer and 
the Earth could see each other live,” through the exchange of luminous 
signals.5 For Langevin, the possibility of seeing or communicating the 
effects of time dilation was used to illustrate the reality of relativistic 
effects. Langevin imagined ways not only of sending, receiving, and 
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comparing time signals but also of actually seeing any temporal pro-
cesses dilate.

To explain time dilation in his 1905 publication, Einstein had to imag-
ine what would happen if one of the two clocks in his theory would 
be “transported” back to meet the other one. Although he did not yet 
have the tools to account for the acceleration necessary for changing 
the direction of motion, he nonetheless ventured to claim that the 
clock would slow down during the voyage and that it would be behind 
the other. Half a decade later he no longer had to think about actually 
transporting the traveling clock back to Earth. Langevin’s explanation, 
which relied on a technology similar to television decades before it was 
invented, showed him ways of thinking about time dilation without 
having to include the topic of acceleration into the discussion.

The physicist Jean Becquerel used the example of radio to prove Berg-
son wrong. Ultimate proof of Einstein’s theory, and of the equal validity 
of different times, Becquerel argued, lay in the possibility of exchanging 
time signals via telegraph or wireless signals. He used the example of 
two fictional observers named Pierre and Paul, famous characters of the 
twin paradox. According to the theory of relativity, if one twin would 
travel outside of Earth close to the speed of light his clock would run 
slower compared to that of the twin who remains on Earth. But how 
could the comparison actually be made, asked a number of skeptics? 
Becquerel proposed a solution: “One can imagine, for example, that 
Pierre sends to Paul, minute by minute, wireless telegraphy signals that 
indicate to Paul the hour of the clock.”6 In his attack on Bergson and 
defense of Einstein, Becquerel described two cases that would prove 
the reality of time dilation, both of which led to the same conclusion. 
One of them described the whole trajectory traveled by the speedy twin 
strewn by clocks synchronized to Earth through electromagnetic waves 
that could then be used to compare at every moment his watch against 
that of the stationary clock. In this way, he could see his clock slowing 
down vis- à- vis that of the twin remaining on Earth. The second scenario 
involved the twins exchanging time signals by electromagnetic means 
(telegraph without wires): “T.S.F [telegraph sans fils] signals.”

The possibility of actually comparing the differing times of a moving 
clock against a stationary one became an important proof of Einstein’s 
relativity theory. For the most part, that proof eliminated preexisting 
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doubts that the effects described by the theory would not affect time in 
general. References to wireless signals in discussions of the twin para-
dox proved to many, after Becquerel’s formulation, that they were clear 
examples proving why the time of the traveling clock should not be 
considered as secondary. Becquerel disagreed with Bergson’s interpreta-
tion, arguing that both clock times were equally real and therefore both 
twins should be considered equally live and conscious.

Many commentators followed Becquerel in understanding Einstein’s 
theory by reference to contemporary telecommunications technologies. 
Some of them were directly involved with these technologies, such as 
Poincaré, Langevin, de Broglie, and Reichenbach. Poincaré was a pro-
fessor at the École professionnelle supérieure des postes et télégraphes. 
In important articles published in the technical journal Éclairage élec-
trique, he made “the telegraphers’ equation” mathematically more “gen-
eral.” He developed techniques so that scientists and engineers could 
deal with “all the cases” involving “receiving apparatus” that reacted to 
changing “limit conditions.” Research published in 1904 allowed him 
to work with telegraphy, telephony, and wireless with the same mathe-
matical tools.7

A number of prominent thinkers understood Einstein’s work by 
imagining a very distant telephone communication— so distant that the 
delay of the transmission would no longer be negligible. In a sympo-
sium where Whitehead was asked to be the final respondent, the philos-
opher Wildon Carr described the “time of transmission” in the theory 
of relativity by reference to a telephone conversation: “Suppose two per-
sons A and B conversing with one another by telephone over a distance, 
say, 500 miles, for a duration of say, three minutes.” Both people would 
have conversed for a total of three minutes, which could be expected. 
But another counterintuitive effect also followed: “But the three min-
utes lived by A is not simultaneous with the three minutes lived by B 
because the transmission of over five hundred miles of connecting wire 
time.”8 Even more astounding was the additional claim that there was 
no way of knowing what absolute simultaneity would mean. Absolute 
simultaneity could not be established either between the two people on 
the phone or in any other case.

Reichenbach used the example of the “telephone” and “radio tele-
phone” to illustrate how we could grow “accustomed” to the reality 
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described by Einstein. “If a telephone connection with the planet Mars 
were established,” he explained, “we would have to wait a quarter of an 
hour for the answer to our questions.” If our communication technol-
ogies functioned with a similar delay in that way, then “the relativity 
of simultaneity would become as trivial a matter as the time difference 
between the standard times of different time zones today.”9

By the end of the First World War, commentators on Einstein’s the-
ory did not need to have been working directly with communication 
technologies in order to see it in those terms. Western Union radio 
clocks, according to one philosopher, had proven that one of Bergson’s 
strongest defenders, Alfred N. Whitehead, was mistaken: “Any one who 
checks his clocks by radio is determining simultaneity at a distance in 
this [Einstein’s] way.” Did Einstein’s critic have an excuse? “If it be ob-
jected that when this statement was made radio was not in very general 
use, the reply is” simply no. Why? Because “ ‘Western Union clocks’ have 
been in use in America for more than twenty- two years.”10

BERGSON’S CONNECTED WORLD

In contrast to Einstein, Langevin, Becquerel, and many other scientists 
who stressed how the effects of relativity could be explained simply 
by reference to contemporary communication technologies, Bergson 
did not think that any of these examples led to those conclusions. 
Hidden within their technical explanations lay certain assumptions 
about what meaningful communication really was. Debates about 
Einstein’s work, he argued, could not be solved by recourse to techni-
cal explanations involving procedures for sending and receiving “op-
tical signals.”11

In 1913, when the philosopher was invited to become president of the 
Society for Psychical Research in London, he wrote one of his strongest 
statements defending the possibility of some sort of telepathy or clair-
voyance between observers at a distance. Bergson explained how even as 
simple a fact as their interest in having him speak there proved that the 
span “across the two hundred and fifty miles of space” between Paris 
and London was not a barrier preventing a different sort of nonphysical 
and indirect connection to occur between them.
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I suspect that there is in this a case of telepathy or clairvoyance, that you 
felt from afar the interest I was taking in your researches, and that you 
perceived me, across the two hundred and fifty miles of space, attentively 
reading your Proceedings and following with keen curiosity your work.12

Bergson was very clear that he did not understand by this reference 
to “telepathy or clairvoyance” a type of communication that was com-
parable to either face- to- face, correspondence, telegraph, telephone, or 
any other form of communication that involved only the simple causal 
transmission of a message. It was based on other types of relations, such 
as environmental similarities, fortuitous resonances, and circumstances 
that led to the possibility of having different people in different places 
have similar thoughts. Much of his work was concerned with describing 
the power of our minds to travel to realms beyond the reach of causal 
communication understood narrowly, to imaginary, symbolic or virtual 
worlds, and back. He then brought these insights to bear on a much 
narrower and more common understanding of communication. Did 
not all forms of meaningful communication, even face- to- face, one- on- 
one, and of the simplest possible kind, have to include imagination and 
interpretation? What made communication meaningful?

During these years, telepathy was often invoked as an example of 
forms of communication that could not be explained in terms of the 
simple causal transmission of signals. But its meaning changed rapidly. 
When compared directly against new communication technologies 
based on electromagnetic transmission, telepathy was for the most part 
discredited. Numerous experiments had clearly disproved it. Yet many 
scientifically literate researchers continued to believe that not all forms 
of communication should be considered in these limited terms. Berg-
son, who was well aware of the limitations of telepathy, at times invoked 
it in a broader sense: to elucidate aspects of communication that could 
not be understood by reference to a simple causal- transmission model. 
Scientists’ accounts of time dilation often took for granted the transfer 
of meaning.

In Duration and Simultaneity Bergson considered the case where the 
twins’ could be seen by “a supreme consciousness” who was capable of 
“communicating telepathically with both.” That “consciousness” would 
indeed see the effects of time dilation. But “from the point of view of 
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physics, that argument does not count,” since “no message could be 
transmitted, no causality could be exercised at a speed faster than that of 
light.”13 Throughout the rest of his book, Bergson explained how neither 
electromagnetic communication nor telepathy in the usual sense of the 
word nor positing “a supreme consciousness” would lead to Einstein’s 
conclusions. He discounted the first case because it assumed a concept 
of communication so narrow that it sidestepped questions of meaning 
and agreement. Paul and Peter could go on disagreeing forever, never 
settling on the “paradoxes” of relativity, namely the “multiple times that 
flow more or less rapidly, upon simultaneities that become successions, 
and successions simultaneities, whenever we change our point of view.”14 
He discounted the other two because they clearly fell outside the realm 
of contemporary science.

After he discounted these three cases, he tried a completely differ-
ent rhetorical strategy in order to explain the “oddities that have led so 
many minds astray” and that so jolted the public’s imagination.15 He 
asked what would happen if one imagined that the stationary observer 
and the traveler were completely separated from each other. He under-
lined the differences between them to the point that he only referred to 
one of them as “live and conscious” while the other was reduced to a 
“mirage,” a “midget,” a “phantom,” or a simple “fiction.” Why? This por-
trayal, in his view, would better reveal how the paradoxes of relativity 
arose. They showed how inadequate Einstein’s theory was if understood 
solely in terms of communication technologies and also how philosoph-
ically insufficient it was if considered in their complete absence. As Ein-
stein jumped back and forth from the abstract world of mathematics to 
the concrete world of science and technology to that of the imagination, 
Bergson urged caution. “The philosopher, who should distinguish the 
real from the symbolic, must speak in a different way,” he concluded.16

The examples of the telegraph, telephone, and radio created further 
rifts between Einstein and Bergson and their respective supporters. 
These technologies, ostensibly created to reduce distances between indi-
viduals and foster agreement by permitting communication, produced 
a completely different effect. The writer Franz Kafka was one of many 
writers who eloquently noted how their drawbacks often outweighed 
their benefits. In the same year Einstein met Bergson, he compared light- 
based communications technologies to traditional ones. A new system 
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based on “the telegraph, the telephone, [and] the radiograph” replaced 
old practices of “writing letters” that could only be sent by relying on 
transportation networks such as “the railway, the motor car, the air-
plane.” Kafka, like nearly everyone else, had hoped that these new tech-
nological innovations would join with previous ones finally creating “a 
natural communication” in which “the peace of souls” would reign. But 
an opposite effect surfaced, nourishing more and more “ghosts” that 
disturbed communication and prevented “kisses” from reaching their 
destination. In a personal letter to his lover, he explained:

Writing letters, however, means to denude oneself before the ghosts, 
something for which they greedily wait. Written kisses don’t reach their 
destination, rather they are drunk on the way by the ghosts. It is on this 
ample nourishment that they multiply so enormously. Humanity senses 
this and fights against it and in order to eliminate as far as possible the 
ghostly element between people and to create a natural communication, 
the peace of souls, it has invented the railway, the motor car, the airplane. 
But it’s no longer any good, these are evidently inventions being made at 
the moment of crashing. The opposing side is so much calmer and stron-
ger; after the postal service it has invented the telegraph, the telephone, 
the radiograph. The ghosts won’t starve, but we will perish.17

In Kafka’s world, one that was populated by the same technologies sur-
rounding Einstein and Bergson, new means of electromagnetic com-
munications seemed to foster an ever- growing separation between 
individuals. In this very same context, physicists’ and philosophers’ un-
derstanding of simultaneity and of communication “at a distance” grew 
further and further apart.



C H A P T E R  2 3

Atoms and Molecules

Timing is everything. Nineteen five was Einstein’s annus mirabilis and 
the date when— alongside his revolutionary relativity paper— he pub-
lished at least three other remarkable texts. The second one dealt with 
molecular motions. This paper was so important that the physicist Max 
Born later remembered how “at the time atoms and molecules were still 
far from being regarded as real.” Einstein’s work changed the landscape. 
“These investigations of Einstein,” continued Born, “have done more 
than any other work to convince physicists of the reality of atoms and 
molecules.”1 How was the atomic view of nature defended by Einstein 
connected to a particular notion of time?

“We do not walk backward or digest before we eat,” noted the phi-
losopher Émile Meyerson on April 6, 1922.2 With this apparently self- 
evident assertion, Meyerson proceeded to ask the physicist a more dif-
ficult question. How did the theory of relativity account for processes, 
such as eating and digesting, which always took place in a certain order? 
Meyerson’s comment stemmed from a much more general impression 
that Einstein’s theory did not adequately explain our sense of the irre-
versibility of time.

Although Einstein did not deny that “orientational sense of time” 
was important for us, he repeatedly wrote it off as a phenomena discon-
nected from the fundamental laws of nature: “It is entirely correct that 
this temporal basis of events finds no expression in the fundamental 
laws we use as a basis.”3 Could Bergson explain what these fundamental 
laws did not? Einstein’s friend, the mathematician Hermann Weyl, who 
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would eventually join him in Princeton, explained how Bergson’s phi-
losophy focused on the flow of time and our resistance to it:

Order and organization are the hallmarks of life. This gives the impres-
sion that life as it develops on Earth resists falling into the pit of heat 
death imposed by the entropy of inorganic matter. Bergson coined the 
great word élan vital for this resistance.4

“The ‘timelessness’ of Einsteinian physics” and “the time- obsessed flux 
of Bergson” have “gained an undisputed ascendancy in the intellectual 
world,” noted Wyndham Lewis.5 How could such contradictory per-
spectives both be right?

Einstein’s theory was perfectly consistent with physical theories that 
explained why certain events occurred only in a specific order. It was 
also perfectly consistent with psychological theories that explained our 
sense of the flow of time. But on its own, it described a universe where 
our sense of time passing by us was an illusion. According to Einstein 
and many of his supporters, the universe at its most basic molecular level 
was perfectly reversible. Sure, physicists admitted that at our scale— the 
macroscopic scale— events were irreversible for us, but this did not mean 
that its elementary processes could not be reversed. Irreversibility was 
only a statistical effect affecting aggregate particles. Under the statistical 
explanation defended by most physicists at the time, it was possible (al-
though unlikely) to “walk backward or digest before we eat.” Einstein 
and Bergson accepted the statistical interpretation of our sense of time 
passing by, but while for Einstein it entirely sufficed as an explanation 
of all phenomena— including our lives,  for Bergson it was wholly insuf-
ficient and begged a complement.

THERMODyNAMICS AND REvERSIBILITy

We may think that atoms were an established concept in physics, but 
atomic theory was contested on many fronts well into the first decades 
of the twentieth century. Physicists of the caliber of Ernst Mach, Pierre 
Duhem, and Wilhelm Ostwald refused to accept it partly because atoms 
could not be seen. Why posit unobservable atomic entities while other 
approaches, such as Ostwald’s “energeticism,” which was based entirely 
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on visible effects, could be used? One of the reasons why atoms became 
so controversial during this period had to do with how they were used 
to answer the broader question of why time seemed to flow in one di-
rection, the “arrow of time.”

From the middle of the nineteenth century to its last decade— for 
more than half a century— scientists had struggled to understand two 
related yet seemingly contradictory phenomena. The first one was re-
lated to the first law of thermodynamics, the principle that energy was 
neither created nor destroyed but simply transformed. The second one 
was related to the second law of thermodynamics, through which we 
know that work and heat processes flow in a certain direction.

The first law suited reversible phenomena; the second explained irre-
versible processes. For many years, they seemed to contradict each other. 
How could the first law claim that energy was neither created nor de-
stroyed, while the second one described dissipation? Scientists noticed a 
paradox that they soon baptized the reversibility paradox. James Joule, 
a British gentleman who ran his family brewing business and whose 
first experiments on electricity involved giving electric shocks to his 
servants, developed the first law with precision. Joule’s famous experi-
ments consisted in submerging a paddled wheel into an insulated barrel 
of water and measuring the increase in temperature in correlation to the 
moving wheel: “I shall lose no time in repeating and extending these 
experiments, being satisfied that the grand agents of nature are, by the 
Creator’s fiat, indestructible; and that wherever mechanical force is ex-
pended, an exact equivalent of heat is always obtained.”6

The second law developed out of the work of the French scientist Sadi 
Carnot, who experimented with steam engines and looked for ways to 
improve their efficiency. Carnot related engine efficiency to the amount 
of heat that was lost in the process, regardless of the materials used to 
power the engine. Carnot’s theory could be used to explain why per-
petual motion machines could never be built. It contrasted starkly with 
Joule’s, in that Carnot’s work focused on lost heat, or heat dissipation.

In classical Newtonian physics, mechanics was perfectly reversible. 
The same mathematical techniques explained the pulling or pushing 
of a pulley, the lifting and lowering of a lever. If explained solely in 
terms derived from classical mechanics, the work performed by an en-
gine would be perfectly reversible; but in practice, it was not. The pro-
liferation of engines after the dawn of the Industrial Revolution made 
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it increasingly necessary for scientists to focus on irreversible processes 
and to develop new theories to account for them.

Many scientists, most prominently among them Rudolf Clausius, Wil-
liam Thomson, and Hermann Helmholtz, tried to reconcile these two 
seemingly opposing laws, but the relation between the two laws remained 
unclear and frequently contested until the twentieth century. How could 
Joule’s experiments on energy conservation be reconciled with Carnot’s 
theory of dissipation? The reversibility paradox, as formulated by William 
Thomson and Josef Loschmidt, stumped scientists for nearly half a century.

James Clerk Maxwell, Josiah Willard Gibbs, and Ludwig Boltzmann 
developed a molecular theory of heat that explained the processes of 
heat diffusion using the reversible laws of classical mechanics. Did heat 
flow always only in one direction? Statistically speaking, yes. If heat was 
explained in terms of time- reversible mechanics, how could a physicist 
explain its directionality? Boltzmann clarified these paradoxes in a prob-
abilistic fashion, giving to the second law a statistical interpretation. If 
successful, his work would solve not only one of the central riddles of 
physics, that of reconciling reversible mechanics and increasing entropy, 
but also provide the basis for a kinetic and molecular theory of heat, 
which would displace the old and problematic caloric theory by explain-
ing it instead in terms of the energy of particles in motion.

If the second law was only statistical, where were the exceptions? Where 
were those cases when events seemed to be running in reverse? Boltzmann 
answered that highly improbable cases could simply be neglected: “One 
may recognize that this is practically equivalent to never,” he concluded.7 
In the twentieth century, the physicist Richard Feynman explained the 
paradox in this way: “Things are irreversible only in a sense that going 
one way is likely, but going the other way, although it is possible and is 
according to the laws of physics, would not happen in a million years.” In 
other words, according to modern physics it was perfectly possible for a 
soap bubble to form rather than burst; it was just statistically improbable.

CRITICS OF THE STATISTICAL INTERPRETATION

Critics of the statistical explanation argued that if heat was merely mo-
lecular motion, then there was no reason why it would not equally well 
flow from cold to hot as from hot to cold. This criticism threw into doubt 
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the viability of the atomic view of nature on which it was based. Despite 
the best efforts of Maxwell, Gibbs, and Boltzmann, it was hard to rec-
oncile clear evidence of irreversibility with a mechanical and molecular 
theory of heat. These criticisms were hurtful and important, launched 
most forcefully by Ernst Mach, who firmly opposed the atomic and mo-
lecular view of nature on which these theories were based, as well as by 
Ostwald, who sought to found thermodynamics on an entirely different 
basis. Ostwald rejected a molecular theory of heat because of it seemed 
incompatible with macroscopic irreversible processes. Under that the-
ory “the tree could become a shoot and a seed again, the butterfly turn 
back to a caterpillar, and the old man into a child,” he argued. For him 
“the actual irreversibility of natural phenomena thus proves the exis-
tence of processes that cannot be described by mechanical equations, 
and with this the verdict on scientific materialism is settled.”8

Free will and life itself seemed in blatant contradiction to the second 
law of thermodynamics. Thomson excluded living beings from being 
subjected to the second axiom.9 At first he even excluded vegetative action 
and chemical action, distinguishing living creatures by their possession 
of free will. He differed from diehard materialists (Helmholtz, du Bois 
Reymond, Huxley, and Tyndall), who wanted to subject everything, even 
free will and life, to thermodynamic laws. Certain aspects of life seemed 
to flourish in ways that could only be explained as statistical exceptions.

Effects that seemed to run counter to the decay associated with en-
tropy and the arrow of time captivated scientists: dust floating in the air 
or pollen floating on puddle of water. Einstein investigated the move-
ment of tiny particles in sugared water, while Bergson famously de-
scribed our experience of waiting for sugar to dissolve in a glass of water. 
The philosopher also looked closely at the tiny droplets that seemed to 
hover in the air in the path of a teakettle’s steam. Were these examples 
of those events that could, statistically speaking, happen but that rarely 
did? In their laboratories, scientists isolated representative examples of 
these effects. Many of them fell under the label of Brownian motion.

BROWNIAN MOTION

Brownian motion was strange. Small particles suspended in liquids or 
gases seemed to move and dance as if alive— as if they would never 
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tire or slow down. They were named after the Scottish botanist Robert 
Brown, who in 1827 investigated the movement of pollen floating on 
water. When he used dust instead of pollen, he saw that their movement 
did not change, disproving the usual explanation that pollen moved 
because it was alive. Two investigators noticed that the movement per-
sisted for a whole year, even when the floating particles were perfectly 
sealed in a container.10 “Brownian motion never ceases. It is eternal and 
spontaneous,” explained Jean Perrin, a friend of Einstein who would 
forcefully back his molecular explanation of their movement.11

The strange movement of these dustlike particles had captured the 
imagination of thinkers since ancient times. Lucretius famously de-
scribed the strange “dancing” movement of dust floating in the air:

Observe whenever the rays are let in and pour the sunlight through the 
dark chambers of houses: you will see many minute bodies in many 
ways through the apparent void mingle in the midst of the light of the 
rays, and as in never- ending conflict skirmish and give battle combating 
in troops and never halting . . . 

What caused them to move?

Such tumbling imply that motions also of matter latent and unseen are 
at the bottom. For you will observe many things there impelled by un-
seen blows to change their course and driven back to return the way they 
came now this way now that way in all directions round . . . and step by 
step issues forth to our senses, so that those bodies also move, which we 
can discern in the sunlight, though it is not clearly seen by what blows 
they so act.12

Like Lucretius, Einstein would famously link their visible movement to 
the subtending force of invisible atoms.

How did Brownian motion affect current theories of time and its 
flow? These particles did not move in the manner dictated by the second 
law of thermodynamics and entropy. Where did their inexhaustible en-
ergy come from? Experience showed that all other physical phenomena 
eventually slowed and cooled down, but not Brownian motion. Why 
not? The particles’ motion did not settle into a dominant direction 
that would permit them to eventually end in a state of equilibrium. “If 
this motion with all its regularities is really to be observed, then clas-
sical thermodynamics can no longer be viewed as strictly valid at the 
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microscopic level,” explained Einstein.13 Their movement went against 
the usual flow of things, implicating the direction of time itself.

Boltzmann’s statistical interpretation was only partially successful, 
and Einstein was well aware of its weaknesses. The first problem was 
that it only applied to gases. Aware of these limitations, Einstein tried to 
improve on it. “The Boltzmann is absolutely magnificent,” he wrote to 
his girlfriend. He was “firmly convinced of the correctness of the prin-
ciples of his theory, i.e., I am convinced that in the case of gases we are 
really dealing with discrete particles of definite size which move accord-
ing to certain conditions.”14 But the theory did not work in cases that 
did not involve gases, such as liquids or solids. Could it be expanded to 
those territories? Einstein saw a clear opportunity: “Great as the achieve-
ments of the kinetic theory of heat have been in the domain of gas the-
ory,” it failed everywhere else. Einstein set to work “to close this gap.”15

In the year 1905, one of Einstein’s revolutionary papers described an 
effect that could be related to Brownian motion. Einstein was initially 
cautious about linking his work directly to these strange motions: “It 
is possible that the motions to be discussed here are identical with the 
so- called ‘Brownian molecular motion,’ ” he speculated. But in a let-
ter written shortly after the paper was sent, he was bolder, explaining 
how “physiologists have observed <unexplained> motions of suspended 
small, inanimate, bodies, which motions they designate as ‘Brownian 
molecular motion.’ ”16 Einstein argued that the molecular theory of heat 
should cause small particles floating on liquids to move very quickly on 
its surface: “bodies of microscopically- visible size” or “small particles” 
should “perform movements” that “can be easily observed in a micro-
scope.”17 Einstein drafted the mathematical formulas for their motion.

For many scientists, Einstein’s particular contribution was decisive 
for the establishment of modern physics. It helped scientists confirm the 
molecular and atomic theories on which the statistical interpretation of 
thermodynamics was based and to solve the reversibility paradox of the 
last century. An increasing number of physicists inspired by Einstein’s 
contributions to Boltzmann’s theories considered the motion of mole-
cules as perfectly reversible and foundational for our understanding of 
the concept of time in physics.

Einstein’s solution nonetheless entailed significant problems. If Ein-
stein’s theory of relativity and Brownian motion were both right, there 
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would be no essential distinction between the past and the future in the 
same way that none was then known to exist between left and right. Ein-
stein’s theory of relativity did not account for time flowing in one direc-
tion, while his theory of Brownian motion was eventually used to prove 
that reversibility was a fundamental property of atoms. Yes, Einstein ad-
mitted, there were many cases where the arrow of time dominated, even 
in the microscopic world. If, for example, one used a diluted solution with 
too few particles, the Brownian motion phenomenon largely disappeared, 
and the arrow of time phenomenon took over. But irreversibility at this 
molecular level was, according to Einstein, due to “highly improbable” 
cases. Reversibility and multidirectionality was the rule, whereas flow 
(brought about by irreversible and unidirectional tendencies) was a rarity.

IRREvERSIBILITy vIA REvERSIBILITy

After Einstein’s contribution received additional experimental proof, 
and after it was furthered by his supporters such as Jean Perrin, most 
scientists espoused a statistical interpretation of entropy and an atomic 
and molecular theory of matter. Yet the paradox of explaining irrevers-
ibility via reversible laws of nature remained.

Was the quest to find what differentiated the past from the future as 
misguided as those attempts to find a difference between left and right, 
which mythical thought had labored over? “There can be no doubt that 
all natural laws are invariant with respect to an interchange of left and 
right,” explained Weyl. Why should time be any different?18

By the time Boltzmann’s statistical interpretation became widely ac-
cepted, Bergson felt that materialistic and deterministic theories were 
a tight noose constraining, as never before, current beliefs about the 
world. He reviewed “the two most general laws of our science.” One 
was the law of the conservation of energy, by which the “total energy re-
mained constant,” and the other one was the “second principle of ther-
modynamics” of the “degradation of energy.” Bergson considered the 
statistical interpretation given by Boltzmann, but since it was “equiva-
lent, practically, to absolutely never,” he felt compelled to look outside 
of physics for an explanation of the exceptions he saw were rampant in 
the living world.19
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Bergson defined the élan vital as a retarding force that worked 
against degradation. It was “attached” and “riveted” to matter but not 
entirely part of it. According to him, living bodies were part matter— 
they were “riveted to an organism that subjects it to the general laws of 
inert matter.” But they “tried to rid themselves from those laws.” They 
“did not have the power to reverse the direction of physical changes, 
such as Carnot has determined them.” But they were nonetheless “a 
force that, left on its own, works in the opposite direction.” Incapable 
of “stopping the march of material changes, it nonetheless is successful 
at retarding them.”20

Bergson illustrated this counterforce “riveted” to matter, using the 
example of the steam coming out of a pressure cooker. He explained, 
with poetic detail, the jet of vapor coming out from the pivot. All liquid 
drops eventually came down, but careful observation revealed that “a 
small part of the vapor remains . . . for a few instants, and it makes an 
effort to lift the drops that fall; it is able, what is more, to delay their 
fall.”21 He warned that his comparison was inadequate, since all vapor 
would condense and the drops would eventually descend, but it suf-
ficed for the purposes of imagining those droplets caught in a perpetual 
state of motion. Bergson’s descriptions of movement emerging from a 
force “riveted” to matter and “retarding” its inevitable fall and decay ran 
counter to Einstein’s entropy- based molecular explanation.

Scientists’ solutions to the reversibility paradox remained highly un-
satisfactory during these years. The philosopher Martin Heidegger con-
tinued to note how the paradox, although solved by scientists, remained 
pertinent philosophically. “Though one allows ‘non- reversibility’ as a 
distinct predicate of time, one does so on the understanding that one 
would much rather reverse time’s direction, that is, that one would very 
much like to repeat and retrieve time and have it completely available 
in the present moment as something present- at- hand.”22 Other research-
ers similarly protested against scientists’ efforts to base knowledge on 
reversible processes. The differences between past, present, and future, 
which Einstein considered mere psychological illusions, were central for 
others.
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Einstein’s Films: Reversible

Could films show us how time advanced? At the close of the nineteenth 
century, the Lumière brothers had presented a new camera. It recorded 
and displayed moving scenes on a screen. Had scientists finally discov-
ered a means for capturing time— as it unfolded? Could it help settle the 
disagreement between Einstein and Bergson?

Clocks were not the only timekeeping instrument against which Ein-
stein and Bergson compared their own experience of time. Increasingly 
they would understand time by reference to cinematographic cameras. 
When Einstein, Bergson, and their numerous interlocutors debated 
about the nature of time, they frequently mentioned film. What did 
they learn from it?

Bergson had started writing about the cinematographic method 
around 1900 and continued to refer to the camera throughout his life. 
He would mention cinematography again in his polemic against Ein-
stein. Why did Bergson think it was relevant to talk about film when 
discussing physics? The philosopher protested that if one flattened Ein-
stein’s universe and arranged one instant after another, the result would 
end up looking “like a screen upon which the cinematography of the 
universe would be run off.” The only difference between a film of the 
universe and Einstein’s model, alleged Bergson, was one: “with the dif-
ference however that here there is no cinematography external to the 
screen, no photography projected from without; the image takes form 
on the screen spontaneously.”1
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Bergson criticized “cinematographic” conceptions of the physical 
universe as well as “cinematographic” conceptions of time. By assuming 
that temporal events in physics succeeded each other in the same way as 
successive frames in filmstrips, science and film shared an underlying, 
deceptive notion of time. Although they both seemed like they conveyed 
events unfolding in time, this effect was a mere illusion, he explained 
repeatedly. Cinematography (as a technique of representation and as a 
model for how sequential events succeeded each other in the universe) 
shared the same faulty notion of time: one that could be divided into 
its constitutive parts, that could be represented spatially, that was ho-
mogenous, and that in principle, could be grasped all at once, from 
beginning to end.

BERGSON’S CRITIQUE OF THE CINEMATOGRAPHIC METHOD

Bergson’s critique of the cinematographic method was based on the con-
viction that something essential escaped from the small gaps, or frame 
lines, bordering successive film stills.2 Nobody was looking at frame 
lines: “As to what happens in the interval between the moments, science 
is no more concerned with that than are our common intelligence, our 
senses and our language: it does not bear on the interval, but only on 
the extremities.”3 The philosopher explained how cinematography pro-
vided viewers with an illusory kind of movement that differed from real 
movement: “Suppose we wish to portray on a screen a living picture. . . . 
How could it, at its best, reproduce the suppleness and variety of life?” 
By taking “a series of snapshots” and projecting “these instantaneous 
views on the screen, so that they replace each other very rapidly,” move-
ment could be reproduced. A note- taker in one of Bergson’s courses 
explained the philosopher’s point:

The photographs that we take of a galloping horse are not, in reality, 
the elements of the gallop from which they were taken. And the cine-
matographic machine, that with these series of views, recomposes their 
trajectory, does not give us the illusion of movement other than by add-
ing to these views, in the form of a certain mode of succession, the move-
ment that in them they cannot contain.4
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An illusory movement resulted from shifting real movement elsewhere. 
In the case of cinema, it resulted from shifting it inside the apparatus: 
“In order that the pictures may be animated, there must be movement 
somewhere. The movement does indeed exist here; it is in the appa-
ratus.”5 For the illusion to work on screen, real movement had to be 
moved somewhere else.6 Bergson exhorted his followers to peer into 
the apparatus to find real movement hidden there; to find, inside, a 
moving universe that could never be divided into separate, constitutive 
elements.

Bergson continued to assail the cinematographic method relentlessly. 
It was a pervasive, constraining, and infirm approach used to pass off 
illusory movement as if it was real. Referring not merely to the modern 
cinematographic camera, but also to the proclivity of the human mind 
for arranging temporal images spatially, he criticized its restrictiveness 
and urged scientists to “set the cinematographic method aside” and 
search instead for a “second kind of knowledge.”7 The passing of time, 
he insisted, involved the creation of the new and the unforeseeable. 
Time was uncontainable. Every instant bit into the future.

Bergson’s criticisms of cinematography appeared in print in Creative 
Evolution (1907). The explicit intention of the book was to combat a 
mechanistic view of evolutionary theory. Herbert Spencer, known for 
coining the term “survival of the fittest” and chief popularizer of Dar-
win’s theory, conceived of evolution as a step- by- step mechanical pro-
cess that could explain the emergence of the human mind and even 
our ethical choices. Bergson disagreed wholeheartedly with this aspect 
of Spencer’s work and this kind of Darwinism. To convince his read-
ers, he questioned Spencer’s mechanistic evolution by first questioning 
the basic techniques of representation used in the sciences by everyone 
ranging from evolutionary scientists to astronomers. According to him, 
essential aspects of the world (especially those connected to life and its 
unfolding through time) could never be grasped or captured entirely by 
either the intellect or a machine.

References to photographic and cinematographic cameras formed 
part of Bergson’s fight against materialistic theories of life and mind. He 
analyzed time’s relation to optical (photographic and cinematographic) 
and auditory (phonograph) storage technologies to point out how much 
they missed. Memory, he argued, was much deeper and multilayered 
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than any record of it (such as in a photograph, film, or phonograph 
record) could ever be. In his 1911 lectures at Oxford University, he ex-
plained current theories of memory by reference to photography. It was 
wrong, he claimed, to perceive memories in the brain as a storage mech-
anism of visual memories as if they were “photographic clichés” and 
of auditory ones as if they were simply “phonograms” allowing play-
back. After “a material object made an impression on the eye and left 
in the mind [l’esprit] a visual memory,” this memory was much richer 
than a single photograph could ever be, much deeper than even a thou-
sand photographs, and much more complex than even a film. Even the 
shortest impression would leave on the mind “as many and more [im-
ages] than those of a cinematographic ‘film.’ ”8 Bergson never accepted 
common attempts to describe memory in terms of these technological 
analogues.

FROM A TO Z, OR FROM Z TO A

How was film actually used by scientists at the time of Bergson’s cri-
tique? Cinematographic studies of microparticles had led scientists to 
firm conclusions about the nature of time in the universe. Immediately 
following the publication of his theory of Brownian motion, Einstein’s 
theory was tested with the new cinematographic technologies.9

According to statistical and molecular theories of thermodynamics, 
our sense of the “arrow of time,” and of temporal irreversibility, was 
actually based on reversible effects at the microscopic, molecular level. 
Brownian motion showed reversibility at this molecular level. Physicists 
used Brownian motion films to study this basic reversible form of move-
ment, one not marred by the “arrow of time.”

Brownian motion films were much more than representational tech-
niques for a certain branch of physics. They were tied to how physicists 
understood the concept of time much more generally. Late in life, in 
his attempts to convince his friend Michele Besso of his point of view 
against Bergson’s, Einstein used the example of a Brownian motion film. 
Although in our macroscopic dimension we sensed time flowing in a 
certain direction, scientists, including Einstein, found no evidence of 
such directionality in the microscopic realm. Einstein explained to his 
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friend why the subjective feeling of time flowing was just an illusion by 
asking him to consider playing a movie of Brownian particles in reverse:

Imagine that one has filmed the Brownian movement of a particle and 
kept the images in the correct chronological order with respect to the 
neighboring images; only they forgot to note if the correct temporal 
order went from A to Z, or, well, from Z to A. The shrewdest man in the 
world would not be able to find the arrow of time from that material.

A Brownian motion film in reverse was indistinguishable from an un-
reversed one. Einstein continued his letter by extending the logic of this 
cinematographic Brownian motion film to the rest of the universe: “In 
the elementary realm, all processes have an inverse. Too bad, then, if 
the theory of relativity sinned against the theory of the arrow of time.”10 
Einstein’s reference to a Brownian motion film was neither fortuitous 
nor merely illustrative— cinematography was an essential technique 
for understanding the passage of time across a wide spectrum of fields, 
from the microphysical to the macrocosmological.

When Einstein saw a Brownian motion film, he saw in it a model for 
how the laws of physics worked, one that was not characterized by ir-
reversible unidirectional temporal flow. Evidence for the arrow of time 
was present in nearly all regular films, but not in this one. Yet Einstein 
prioritized it as a model for understanding the universe.

BROWNIAN MOTION FILMS

Brownian motion was easily seen with a microscope. It could also be 
displayed on a screen for public viewing. In his famous paper on the 
subject, Einstein agreed that these particles could be “easily seen,” but 
seeing their motion and reaching agreement about their movement and 
nature turned out to be quite different propositions. As with many of 
his other publications, this one took years to garner the full support of 
the community of physicists. Film played an essential role in securing it.

Why film? Part of the challenge of studying Brownian motion was 
due to the limited information about it available to researchers. “The 
data available to me . . . are so imprecise that I could not form a definite 
opinion on this matter,” Einstein complained.11 The physicist understood 
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that one difficulty in answering the riddles of Brownian motion had to 
do with problems in observing very fast, irregular motions of very small 
particles. An “observer operating with definite means of observation 
in a definite manner” would have great difficulty determining how a 
certain particle moved from one place to another in a very, very short 
period of time.12 It was important for Einstein, as for other Brownian 
motion researchers, to be able to track their movement at specific and 
fixed time intervals.

Soon after Einstein’s paper, the physicist Max Seddig was able to pho-
tograph Brownian motion particles at intervals of one- tenth of a sec-
ond. A few years later, the French scientist Victor Henri used a different 
cinematographic setup that was capable of halving that time, to one- 
twentieth of a second. Henri’s studies emerged from a laboratory tra-
dition at the Collège de France led by the physiologist François- Franck, 
who helped him and lent him his laboratory. During those years, the 
Gaumont Company, along with their competitors Pathé, worked closely 
with scientists.

Henri remarked on the need for studying Brownian movement 
quantitatively, noting how this was difficult due to “the rapidity and 
the weak trajectory of movement [of the very small particles].” After 
preliminary successes, Henri concluded that the value predicted by 
Einstein (and corroborated by the physicist Marian Smoluchowski and 
Paul Langevin) was “four times weaker than the value found exper-
imentally.” He concluded that Einstein’s theory was wrong: “It thus 
results from our experiments that Einstein’s formula does not give the 
exact displacement of the Brownian movement of the grains studied by 
us.” But it was not all hopeless. Henri noticed that if he measured the 
movement of the particles every four images (equal to a separation time 
of one- fifth), his results matched perfectly with Einstein’s formula. Still, 
even with his cinematographic equipment, it was not easy to come to 
any definite conclusions about molecular motion since “the trajectory 
varies from one grain to the next, and is absolutely independent for 
each grain.”13 Another problem had to do with coagulating effects that 
slowed down the particles.14 Henri measured the trajectory of the par-
ticles by comparing one cinematographic frame against the other and 
then represented their movement in graphic form. He focused on a 
few particles, rarely more than ten. He ended his paper claiming that 
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the questions pertaining to Einstein’s work were “a point that can be 
resolved by a cinematographic study.”15

In a key text, Jean Perrin— who did more than most scientists to verify 
and promote Einstein’s statistical work on Brownian motion— claimed 
that Henri’s cinematography methods were trustworthy. He also found 
a way to reconcile them completely with Einstein’s results, by explain-
ing that the initial discrepancy found by Henri between their move-
ment and Einstein’s predicted value was actually due to a minor error in 
the measurement of the particles’ diameters. These successes led Perrin 
to publish a book about molecular motion, titled Les Atomes (1909), in 
which he finally dispelled many scientists’ doubts about the benefits of 
microphysical studies and statistical approaches to thermodynamics.

Perrin studied and published images of particles in Brownian motion 
mostly in graphic form. His investigations were based on careful and 
laborious observation through a microscope, with which he tracked the 
changing positions of the particles at fixed intervals of time and drew 
them on square- grid paper. Even when the technologies employed by 
Perrin were not actually cinematographic, he considered his observa-
tions as fitting with a more general concept of cinematography— the 
practice of tracking movement across fixed intervals of time. If studied 
“cinematographically,” he argued, Einstein’s victory— and that of mod-
ern microphysics as the dominant approach in physics— was clear.16

Beginning in 1911, Perrin used Brownian motion films to reach a 
broader public and popularize these theories, commissioning them for 
almost a decade.17 Scientific films, many of them enlarging microscopic 
phenomena or using time- lapse photography, became widely known to 
the public starting in the 1910s. During this period, they started to emerge 
as a distinct genre that was increasingly separate from commercial movies.

FILMS IN REvERSE AND THE ARROW OF TIME

While Brownian motion films led scientists to certain conclusions, 
movies that showed how different the world looked in reverse led vari-
ous other thinkers to side with Bergson. Soon after shooting their first 
films, the Lumière brothers filmed the slow demolition of a wall and 
then showed it in reverse. Fallen boulders, scattered rocks, and clouds 
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of dust magically gathered back together to form a wall. They elicited a 
lot of laughter with another film in reverse: Charcuterie mécanique. After 
recording the successive steps of a pig being butchered and made into 
sausage, they played it backward: from the sausage came out a pig. What 
did these films reveal about the nature of time? What role did they play 
in cementing further divisions between Einstein and Bergson?

When scientists discussed time in terms of reversibility, they frequently 
considered it in the context of these new technologies. Einstein and Berg-
son held different views about irreversibility, just as they held different 
views about film. Films in reverse, particularly sound films, showed to 
many viewers that the feeling of time flowing in one direction could not 
be brushed aside as a mere illusion. Satosi Watanabe, a quantum physi-
cist who sided with Bergson, was one of many authors who explained the 
laws of entropy by reference to playing films in reverse. “Imagine that a 
natural phenomena is filmed and that the film is projected in the inverse 
sense of the course of time.” By then, he could speculate that “you may 
have seen” these effects: “For example, you may have seen on the screen 
a diver resurface from the water, her feet before her head, and spring in 
the air to arrive at the diving board.” The definition of reversibility used 
by most physicists was based on the possibility that these reversals might, 
statistically speaking, occur: “A phenomenon is said to be reversible if its 
movement in reverse is possible according to the laws of nature.”18 Wata-
nabe proceeded to explain that reversible phenomena and irreversible 
ones should not be distinguished by the mere possibility of reversibility 
but rather by the frequency with which reversals actually occurred. Sci-
entists should not focus only on reversibility as a statistical possibility, 
they should focus on it in terms of its actual realization— and this almost 
never happened. Because of these limitations in current theories of ther-
modynamics, Watanabe took Bergson’s philosophy as more useful than 
Einstein’s for studying the passage of time.

In the 1950s Hans Reichenbach used the same films- in- reverse example 
to illustrate thermodynamic processes. “The relation between irreversibil-
ity and time order is well illustrated by the series of pictures which we 
see when a motion picture is run in reverse,” he explained. These mov-
ies showed “the strange aspect of cigarettes becoming longer and longer 
while they burn, or of pieces of broken pottery that rise from the floor 
to the table and assemble into neat dishes and cups.”19 Why were these 
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special effects so bizarre? Reichenbach did not have a complete answer. 
Recalcitrant to turn to Bergson for inspiration, he died before being able 
to complete the last chapter of his last book, The Direction of Time.

Descriptions of thermodynamics by reference to movies in reverse 
became classic. In the 1960s, the famous physicist Richard Feynman 
explained how thermodynamics was frequently demonstrated in the 
classroom by playing a movie backward: “The demonstration of this in 
lectures is usually made by having a section of moving picture in which 
you take a number of phenomena, and run the film backwards.” Feyn-
man continued: “The moving picture should work the same going both 
ways.” The paradox remained at the cornerstone of modern physics: 
irreversible processes seemed everywhere, yet the laws of physics were 
unable to explain them: “That is, in all the laws of physics that we have 
found so far there does not seem to be any distinction between the past 
and the future.”20

Experiments with gramophone records played in reverse brought 
additional lessons. “This unidirectional character of time,” explained a 
writer in 1926, was “exhibited” by reversing the motion of the turnta-
ble: “In plain words, playing a phonograph record backwards takes the 
meaning out of it.”21 Increasingly, scientists felt the need to consider en-
tropy in terms of the transfer of information in addition to energy. New 
sound films, in contrast to earlier silent films, intensified the need to 
think about the arrow of time, and thermodynamics, in this new way.

How could the very same medium initially criticized by Bergson and 
employed by defenders of Einstein be used to justify the philosophy of 
Bergson and criticize the science of Einstein? Part of the answer has to 
do with the different ways in which time itself was conveyed in differ-
ent kinds of films. Throughout the twentieth century, films of various 
kinds (ranging from laboratory Brownian motion films to blockbuster 
feature films) and used in various ways (played forward or in reverse) 
remained at the center of scientific and philosophical discussion about 
the nature of time. The development of film threw into sharper relief 
the differences between Einstein and Bergson. From Brownian motion 
to a movie of diver jumping into the water to the same image in reverse, 
cinematography was much more than an applied technique of represen-
tation. It played a central role in a world divided into two irreconcilable 
theories of time.
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Bergson’s Movies: Out of Control

At the time of his first critique of Bergson, Bertrand Russell had never 
seen a film. It soon became clear that he had to go to a theater to ac-
tually see what everyone— particularly the French philosopher— was 
talking about: “When I first read Bergson’s statement that the mathema-
tician conceives the world after the analogy of a cinematograph, I had 
never seen a cinematograph, and my first visit to one was determined by 
the desire to verify Bergson’s statement.”1 Russell understood fully well 
that Bergson’s critique of cinematography was not only directed at the 
popular form of entertainment, but it also targeted some of the most 
valued principles of mathematical logic, touching on the very founda-
tion of calculus.

Since ancient times, philosophers had debated about the relation of 
the discrete in the form of still instants, to the continuous, in the form 
of movement. How can a flying arrow both move and occupy a fixed 
length in space? Zeno’s paradox showed just how hard it was to answer 
that question. In modern times, these ancient questions were debated 
not by reference to flying arrows but to cinematographic machines.

Logicians such as Russell tried to prove that discrete entities could in-
deed make up a continuum (if they were infinitely small, the continuum 
would be perfect) and that a series of (equally short) instants could make 
up movement. Bergson believed that they did not: a real continuum 
could never be made up of discrete entities, and real movement could 
never be made up of separate instants. Russell’s seminal contributions 
to the foundations of mathematics, done in collaboration with Alfred 
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North Whitehead, depended centrally on the idea of an absolute con-
tinuum that was infinitely divisible and at the same time composed of 
discrete yet infinitesimal entities. Bergson’s philosophy, in contrast, al-
lowed for the division of a continuum into separate pieces, but it did not 
allow for its reconstitution through these discrete elements.

Unconvinced by Bergson’s critique of mathematical logic, Russell 
proceeded to refine his theory by interpreting cinematography in a dif-
ferent way from the philosopher. In one of his first attacks on Berg-
son, he claimed that the philosopher’s arguments did not hold because 
one could imagine a film camera operating with an infinite number 
of frames: “A cinematograph in which there are an infinite number of 
films [frames], and in which there is never a next film [frame] because an 
infinite number come between any two, will perfectly represent contin-
uous motion.”2 Why did Russell turn to film? Could he settle longstand-
ing debates about the nature of logic by imagining a perfectly continu-
ous film machine?

During the Great War, Russell joined forces with Einstein in his de-
nunciation of the war against Germany and in his defense of relativity 
theory. He attacked Bergson once again, who had patriotically sided 
with his country against Germany. In Manchester (1915), he delivered 
a talk that outlined some of the beliefs he dearly held for the rest of his 
life— including his hatred of Bergson. That day, Russell “suggested” that 
“the cinema is a better metaphysician than common sense, physics, or 
philosophy.”3 What did he mean by that? How could “the cinema” have 
powers greater than those of laymen, physicists, and philosophers?

“CINEMA IS A BETTER METAPHySICIAN”

After seeing his first film, Russell became convinced of how appropriate 
Bergson’s “favourite illustration of the cinematograph,” really was. Yet 
he drew a completely different conclusion from the French philosopher. 
Russell explained that he “found [it] to be completely true,” but for ex-
actly the opposite reasons.4 For Russell “the cinematographic illustra-
tion” was appropriate for solving the problems of mathematical logic 
and describing the world in materialistic terms, including life and time; 
for Bergson it stopped short of revealing the most important aspects of 
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the biological and physical universe, those having to do with aging and 
duration. Russell realized that in a film the illusion of continuity was 
made up of “momentary” sections:

When, in a picture palace, we see a man rolling down hill, or running 
away from the police, or falling into a river, or doing any of those other 
things to which men in such places are addicted, we know that there is 
not really only one man moving, but a succession of films, each with a 
different momentary man.5

That film comprised discrete frames was not a drawback for Russell, as 
it had been for Bergson. It was its strength.

The illusion of persistence arises only through the approach to continu-
ity in the series of momentary men. . . . The real man too, I believe, how-
ever the police may swear to his identity, is really a series of momentary 
men, each different one from the other, and bound together, not by a 
numerical identity, but by continuity and certain intrinsic causal laws.6

For Russell there were no “real” entities to contrast against those “on 
screen”— both were constituted in similar ways. Film showed the 
strength of “intrinsic causal laws” that linked one state to the next on 
the screen as much as outside of it. Russell saw no need for Bergson’s 
cautions against the machine’s illusions, not even when thinking about 
the world at large, since “what applies to men [on the screen] applies 
equally to tables and chairs, the sun, moon and stars.”7 Delighted, he 
had found in cinema an ally. During these years, cinematography fit un-
easily with Bergson’s philosophy. Its effects were much smoother than 
they had been when he first mentioned the technology. It could be used, 
as Russell did, to disprove the philosopher’s conclusions.

Cinematography changed radically in the years following the Great 
War. Early techniques were soon abandoned in favor of new instruments 
and filming methods. Scientific films would soon do much more than 
prove the essential reversibility of the world at the molecular level. They 
would be used to study the essence of life as much as that of the physical 
universe. In these new contexts, cinematographers fought against the cam-
era’s timekeeping regularity, speeding up the recording and projecting 
speeds and using cuts and edits to skip over or zoom into long time spans.

Einstein and Bergson were situated in radically different places with 
respect to the visual culture of their time. Their use and experience with 
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images, both moving and static, drew them farther and farther apart 
in a century that saw film take off from its early origins in scientific 
laboratories to become much more. For those who followed their work, 
certain kinds of films furnished clear evidence in favor of one man, but 
other kinds of films proved exactly the contrary.

Early cameras and projectors were driven by hand. Later, automatic 
clockwork mechanisms were installed in commercial cinematographic 
cameras to record and display images at fixed intervals. These changes 
affected how scientists thought about film. Étienne- Jules Marey was one 
of the first photographers to stress the need to record and display images 
with clocklike precision. He protested that in the famous horse- in- gallop 
photographs of his contemporary Eadward Muybridge, the intervals 
between the frames were neither fixed nor properly determined. Muy-
bridge’s cameras went off every time the horse broke with his stride a se-
ries of strings strewn across the running path. The resulting photographs 
were therefore taken according to the horse’s speed, not according to 
clock time. In contrast to Muybridge, Marey wanted cinematography to 
become a time- recording technology as much as an imaging one.

Should scientists always opt to keep the intervals fixed in order to 
better display movement, as Marey advocated? Certain topics, like the 
horse in gallop, seemed to call for expanding or contracting the inter-
vals between frames or regulating their speed according to the speed of 
the filmed object. Otherwise, interesting visual effects were lost. Which 
technique was better? What did these competing methods reveal about 
the nature of time? As the film industry grew, an increasing number of 
filmmakers abandoned the strict timekeeping standards advocated by 
Marey and employed by astronomers and physicists. Where did Ein-
stein’s and Bergson’s conception of film fit within these debates? While 
Bergson had been extremely critical of the medium, his philosophy 
would be revived in the interwar years for the inverse purpose: to ex-
plain the wonders of cinema.

UNREGULATED FILMS AND EARLy BIOLOGICAL FILMS

Did films capture and reveal movement? According to Bergson they did 
not. They only showed an illusory kind of movement because of an 
essential trick: they hid the real movement “within the apparatus.”8 The 
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on- screen spectacle worked only because one could find real movement 
elsewhere. To understand the temporality that concerned Bergson, 
viewers should think about how technologies displaced real movement 
by hiding it. They should think twice before considering the movement 
on screen as real.

Film techniques and technologies changed radically after Bergson’s 
first negative comments on cinematography. Bergson would eventually 
refer to certain aspects of film that did resonate with his philosophy of 
time. These were not regulated films. In fact, they were precisely unreg-
ulated ones.

In a lecture on dreams delivered in 1901, Bergson explained that our 
lived sense of time echoed how we experienced it in our dreams.9 It 
was a sense of time comparable to that of a broken clock. Clocks, he 
explained then, were kept on time by a “balance wheel that slows down 
and breaks into regular sections the indivisible and almost instanta-
neous tension of the spring.”10 The balance wheel of a clock, he had 
already explained, permitted the division of time into intervals, making 
it possible to treat it as something homogenous and analogous to space. 
In connection to that technology arose “the mixed idea of a measurable 
time, that is, of a time which is space through its homogeneity and dura-
tion because of its succession”11 Dreams did not have such a mechanism: 
“It is the balance wheel that is missing in dreams.”12

When Bergson reedited this article for publication in 1919, he had 
a more precise and different description. The time of dreams was like 
that of “a cinematographic film if one did not regulate the unraveling.” 
Ordinary well- regulated cameras did not have the ability to capture this 
sense of our temporal experience. But out- of- control ones did. “In a few 
seconds, the dream can present to us a series of events that would last 
whole days during our waking lives,” he explained.13

Two senses of time, their difference and opposition, emerged along-
side transformations in film technologies and techniques. A subjective 
sense of time, often associated with Bergson’s notion, was frequently 
associated with cuts, edits, and changes in frame speeds. Einstein, 
during one of his busiest years, described his life in these terms: as a 
cinematographic camera running fast. During a stressful trip to Zurich, 
it appeared to him like a sped- up film. “The final days of my Zurich stay 
resembled a runaway motion- picture projector,” he wrote to a friend.14 
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His descriptions of the universe, in contrast, were widely considered to 
be cinematographic in a different way: perfectly cadenced, regulated, 
and without cuts or montage.

Scientific and epistemological debates about how to portray move-
ment and about the nature of time and causality involved direct ref-
erences to filming techniques. How should cinematographers portray 
simultaneous events? How should they portray them when they were 
so distant from each other that they could not be filmed by the same 
camera? Could filmmakers use two cameras and then reassemble the 
scene as in a montage? Or should they opt for fast cuts moving from one 
locale to the other? The film critic Bela Balázs argued against split- screen 
“simultaneism” or the showing of “a number of simultaneous events,” 
especially in cases when “there is no causal relationship between these 
events themselves.” Showing simultaneous events with no causal rela-
tionship to each other was simply wrong, in his view: “They give a film 
a false dimension.” Balázs protested against a technique used by the film-
maker Abel Gance, where at the same time that the viewer would “fol-
low the fate of his hero in Paris,” he included shots of things that were 
“not relevant to the plot” but that “represent a simultaneous reality,” 
such as “villages, people working in the fields, or a girl at a window.”15 
Balázs’s “rule” echoed Einstein’s call for considering as invalid the simul-
taneity of events that were not actually connected to each other. For the 
most part, the scientific documentary and pure cinema, based on long 
takes, shunned the montage and editing techniques of fictional film and 
the psychological film genre, as the two dominant techniques for por-
traying time and simultaneity became increasingly differentiated.

BERGSON vINDICATED

Innovations in the temporal, narrative structures of films (often asso-
ciated with the “psychological ” genre) showed the pertinence of Berg-
son’s philosophy for film theory and practice. “Film will be Bergsonian 
or it will not be at all!” exclaimed the writer Émile Vuillermoz, add-
ing that “everything that Bergson applied to sculpture and painting is 
realized in the cinema that will become, in the hands of artists, the 
most powerful of the plastic arts.”16 A 1914 interview of Bergson by 
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Georges- Michel Michel, a painter and journalist, revealed the philoso-
pher’s positive assessment of cinema— if it was understood in a certain 
way.17 Later discussions between Vuillermoz and the writer Paul Souday 
showed how Bergson’s philosophy was considered in terms of movies, 
as an increasing number of viewers saw films reveal a Bergsonian notion 
of time. How could a philosopher who built his career denouncing the 
cinematographic method end up as one of the most important thinkers 
of the Seventh Art?

Unedited, mechanical film techniques seemed to capture the passing 
of time so imperfectly that Arthur Eddington, the man who had made 
Einstein famous, referred to cinematography in lectures delivered in 
Edinburgh in 1927. In addition to referring to Bergson, he explained to 
his audience that he no longer believed with Einstein that the illusion 
of time passing by was simply our mental construct. Our proclivity to 
conceive of temporality as becoming and evolving rather than given 
all at once had to be taken seriously. “Unless we have been altogether 
misreading the significance of the world outside us— by interpreting 
it in terms of evolution and progress, instead of a static extension— we 
must regard the feeling of ‘becoming’ as (in some respects at least) a 
true mental insight into the physical condition which determines it,” 
he concluded. That sense of time— which he associated with Bergson’s 
notion— had to be considered by scientists. It could not be simply dis-
regarded. “It is clearly not sufficient” to argue “that the change in the 
random element of the world should deliver an impulse at the end of a 
nerve, leaving the mind to create in response to this stimulus the fancy 
that it is turning the reel of a cinematograph,” he explained. Our minds 
did much more than simply register stimuli in a mechanical and auto-
matic way; they faithfully registered an aspect of time connected to a 
legitimate and irregular sense of “becoming.”18

BIOLOGICAL TIME AND LIvED TIME

Film critics were not the only ones who found Bergson’s philosophy 
pertinent for understanding the powers of cinema. Biologists who used 
film in order to understand cell cultures did so as well. While physi-
cists used precisely timed and cadenced exposure times and intervals 
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between frames, biologists favored different techniques. Biological films 
were “projected at the ordinary rate of 16 [frames] per second or less” 
but they were all filmed at variable speeds varying “according to the 
activity of the culture.” Some at “every 10, 15, 20 or 30 seconds, during 
periods varying from 24 to 72 hours.”19 The need to introduce variations 
in recording speed, in its evident contrast with other regularly cadenced 
films, threw into relief the difference between “biological” and “physi-
cal” time and between living and dead matter. The notion of lived time, 
as one in opposition to physical time, obtained stronger legitimacy in a 
number of scientific disciplines during these years.

Variable- interval films became essential for cell biology. Key expo-
nents of the “new cytology” (cell- based biological research) noted how 
these films revealed a different aspect of time, biological rather than 
physical. When a book with the title Biological Time appeared in 1936 
citing Bergson positively, the philosopher was thrilled. He discussed it 
with a friend, saying it was “serious, since it deals with interesting facts” 
that “are not in any way incompatible with my representation of the 
concept of duration.”20 The critic André George, who had previously 
found fault with Bergson, now contended that Bergson’s philosophy 
was corroborated by this new research into physiological time.21

The controversial surgeon, microbiologist, and Nobel laureate Alexis 
Carrel, along with his student the biophysicist and philosopher Pierre 
Lecomte du Noüy, developed the concept of biological time in the inter-
war years and considered it a vindication of Bergson’s work.22 Carrel and 
du Noüy were, coincidentally, using the very instrument that Bergson 
had so potently criticized. In 1931 Carrel described the cells he filmed in 
terms of Bergson’s philosophy of life: “The present of a living organism 
does not pass into nothingness. Bergson has clearly shown how the past 
persists in the present.”23

Carrel paired with du Noüy after World War I broke out. Du Noüy 
was a lieutenant of the 61st Reserve Division at the Hôtel du Rond 
Royal, which was in the process of becoming Front Hospital No. 21. 
Under Carrel’s leadership the hospital became a research center where 
part of the research pertained to a study of infected wounds funded 
by the Rockefeller Institute of New York. Du Noüy started working 
on a project that traced the healing of wounds across time and tested 
the effects on cicatrization of different antiseptics, the initial size of the 
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wound, and the age and state of health of different subjects (ranging 
from soldiers to dogs). Some of their work was only cinematographic 
in the sense that it was based on graphs tracking changes across specific 
time periods (as in Perrin’s graphs of Brownian motion), but others were 
actually recorded and projected as films. Their biological films had a 
drama of their own, permitting “an indiscreet onlooker” to witness the 
“birth, nourishment, battles, and death” of cells. The cells acted like 
“children let loose in a school- yard” with “the meetings, the bumps, 
the flights, the struggles.”24 “Cinematographic films of cell- cultures have 
revealed totally unknown and unforeseen facts,” he explained. The cell 
spectacles were identical to the spectacle of “everyday” life: “We observe, 
in short, at the scale of a thousandth of a millimeter, all that we are 
accustomed to see everyday around us.”25 In cicatrization, as in the re-
production of cells in vitro and in vivo, du Noüy found that the time of 
organisms was not cadenced like that of the physicists. Clearly it was this 
time that was important for us, du Noüy argued, both poetically and 
practically: the time for the healing of wounds of war. “Everything,” du 
Noüy argued, “occurs as if sidereal time flowed four times faster for a 
man of fifty than for a child of ten.”26

Du Noüy was inspired by the concepts Bergson had introduced in 
Creative Evolution (1907), but he was particularly admiring of the text 
that confronted Einstein: “In pages 58 and 61 of Duration and Simulta-
neity, he arrives, by pure reasoning at conclusions very similar to ours.”27 
Elsewhere in his book, du Noüy cited whole passages of Bergson’s text as 
evidence of how pertinent it was to focus on aspects of time that did not 
flow like the physicists’. “Bergson,” he argued, “disengaged very clearly 
the necessary but vague notion of physical time from the more precise 
notion of duration.”28 Biological time, according to him, was particu-
larly useful since it bridged the impasse between time as described by 
physicists and as it was intimately felt: “All that we can say at present 
is that our crude language, lacking appropriate words, translates this 
knowledge into improper, inadequate expressions such as: ‘There are 
two species of time,’ or ‘Physiological time does not flow uniformly like 
physical time.’ ”29

In his later work, du Noüy continued to cite Bergson. He approv-
ingly cited how he was read by the quantum physicist Satosi Wata-
nabe. L’Homme devant la science (1935) cited a text in which Watanabe 
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mentioned Bergson: “Our psychological life is a continuous duration: it 
is, as Bergson says, ‘the continuous progress of the past, which gnaws 
at the future and swells up as it advances.’ ”30 Bergson served as a thread 
tying together microcinematography, cell biology, and quantum physics.

FILMS, PHySICS, AND MORALITy

Bergson did not change his mind about the limitations of cinematog-
raphy he had painstakingly described, but in later years it became clear 
that he despised only specific aspects of the medium that he associated 
with a “static” conception of the universe and of life within it. In the 
1930s, he expanded his cinematographic critique to morality. In The Two 
Sources of Morality and Religion (1932), he explained the difference be-
tween the “dynamic morality” that he advocated and the “static moral-
ity” that he deplored by reference to the cinematographic camera. Static 
morality was one that “has become ingrained in customs, ideas, and in-
stitutions; its obligatory character is to be traced to nature’s demand for 
a life in common.” Dynamic morality, on the contrary, was “impetus, 
and . . . related to life in general, creative of nature, which created the 
social demand.”31 Just as real movement could not be obtained through 
static images that succeeded each other rapidly, so dynamic morality 
could not be reached through the fulfillment of static social obligations. 
In discussions about morality, Bergson returned to the “illusions we 
have time and again denounced.” The most important of them was re-
lated to his critique of cinematography.

[It] consists in the conception of movement as a gradual diminution of 
the space between the position of the moving object, which is immobil-
ity, and its terminal point considered as reached, which is immobility 
also, whereas positions are but mental snapshots of the indivisible move-
ment: whence the impossibility of reestablishing the true mobility, that 
is to say, in this case, the aspirations and pressures directly or indirectly 
constituting obligation.32

Static morality— a mark of “closed societies”— was as deficient as the 
illusory portrayal of movement by cinematographic means. Dynamic 
morality, in turn, characterized “open societies.”
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The philosopher urged readers to think twice about their “social” and 
“moral” obligations, including obligations to their families and nations. 
These moral obligations often amounted to more harm than good. They 
might help some people, but they hurt the greater majority: “Who fails 
to see that social cohesion is due, in large part, to the need of a society 
to defend itself against others, and that it is first against all other men 
that we love the men among whom we live?”33 Bergson urged his readers 
instead to open their souls even more, beyond the social to the human, 
and beyond humans to nature: “What does it allow in? If one says that it 
embraces all of humanity, we would not be going too far, but we would 
also not be going far enough, because its love extends to animals, plants, 
and all of nature.”34

“You must because you must.”35 Bergson cautioned readers to be par-
ticularly suspicious about such a command. Obligations were meted out 
to us. Which ones should we follow? Bergson rebelled against having a 
blind allegiance to them, and not only for moral reasons.

Following moral orders blindly was as dangerous as following phys-
ical laws uncritically— and both were connected: “But if physical laws 
seem to us as a form of commandment when they reach a certain gener-
ality, so a [moral] imperative directed to everyone is presented to us as a 
law of nature.” Scientists failed to note that every law, “be it physical, so-
cial or moral,” was a command that could— and should— be thoroughly 
examined: “The scientist himself can hardly prevent himself from be-
lieving that the law ‘governs’ facts and consequently is prior to them.”36 
He urged scientists to consider the reverse: not to follow laws that gov-
erned facts, but to focus on the facts that governed laws. The Two Sources 
of Morality and Religion, Bergson’s last monograph, finally tied together 
his three previous critiques: cinematography, morality, and physics.
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Microbes and Ghosts

When Charles Nordmann, a Parisian astronomer greeted Einstein at 
the border station in Jeumont, he was immediately struck by the phys-
icist’s “captivating physiognomy.” “Einstein was tall (approximately 1 
m 76)” and had surprisingly “wide shoulders.” “The head, that head 
from which the world of science emerged anew, attracted and drew at-
tention.” The astronomer identified Einstein’s skull as “extraordinarily 
brachycephalic,” with a “wide” forehead of “exceptional length.” Wide, 
flat heads were hardly a characteristic of geniuses, who according to 
“phrenologists and certain biologists,” should be “dolichocephalic” with 
deep craniums and narrow foreheads. Einstein was a clear exception. 
His traveling companion was immediately intrigued, analyzing even 
more carefully the physicist’s appearance as he accompanied Einstein on 
the four- hour- long train ride to Paris. “A small very short black mous-
tache” sat on top of a “sensual mouth.” “The nose is sharply delineated 
and slightly aquiline,” he remarked.1 The physicist Louis Dunoyer found 
Nordmann’s physical descriptions unnecessary, even propagandistic. 
Who would “judge the excelence of a theory from the nose of its au-
thor”? he asked. Not “a single French scientist,” he answered.2

Other observers had been similarly attentive to Bergson’s appearance. 
The philosopher had “a broad and powerful forehead with eyes that 
looked a bit like those of nocturnal birds accustomed to seeing in the 
dark, bright eyes, curious about everything, hiding under the shade of 
eyebrows.”3 His “powerful brain” appeared disproportionately large on 
top of a “slender body.” His “wide forehead” housed “sunken blue eyes 
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under thick eyebrows.” His nose was “like the beak of an eagle,” and a 
blond mustache was “cut flush” above “thin lips.”4 Whereas an admirer 
marveled at Einstein’s “very black hair, mixed with silver, undisciplined, 
curls falling towards the neck and ears, before standing very upright, 
like an immobile flame of that large forehead,” one of Bergson’s enemies 
described the philosopher as looking like a “bald fetus.”5 Appearances 
mattered on April 6, 1922. The status, hierarchy, and worth of different 
kinds of beings was discussed even when debating about the nature of 
mathematics and multidimensional geometries.

Did time look different from the ground level of the lowliest of 
mice as from the all- encompassing point of view of a superman? Did it 
look different through the eyes of the tiniest microbe than from those 
of a giant, spread apart in an immense forehead? These examples— 
mice, flat fish (lampreys), supermen, microbes, and giants— appeared 
over and over again in seemingly abstract debates about the nature of 
space and time.

Did the radically different perspectives of these beings shed informa-
tion about the nature of time? And if so, in what measure? Did the per-
spective of scientists suffice, or should animals be included? If so, which 
ones? Why should physicists decide about these questions, instead of 
philosophers? Was our knowledge of the universe inescapably anthro-
pomorphic, or could the limitations of our all- too human perspective 
be overcome? These questions became even more relevant as racist the-
ories against Jews and other minorities gained popularity during those 
years. “I begot children with a physically and morally inferior person 
and cannot complain if they turn out accordingly,” Einstein explained 
to a friend during a particularly stressful period of his life.6 He rashly 
thought it was “urgently necessary that physicians conducted a kind of 
inquisition for us with the right and duty to castrate without leniency 
in order to sanitize the future.”7 He did not spare his Serbian wife and 
children from these reflections.

Einstein disregarded the perspective of microbes; Bergson sought to 
include them. Discussions about sense organs should have absolutely 
no bearing on his conclusions, stressed the physicist. Microbiology had 
nothing to do with microphysics. His theory was based only on the laws 
of physics, and these laws were not apt to change according to how they 
were viewed. Bergson disagreed.
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Time for whom? asked Bergson. “Scientific microbes,” explained the 
philosopher that April evening at the Société française de philosophie, 
would perceive an enormous distance between the two locations that 
Einstein considered as being roughly at the same place.8 “A thinking mi-
crobe,” he argued, “would find an enormous interval between two ‘neigh-
boring’ clocks.”9 If two microbes were positioned slightly to the left or to 
the right of each other, each microorganism would get slightly different 
readings of time (since the time taken by a light signal to reach either of 
them would be shorter or longer depending on exactly where they were 
positioned between two clocks). This tiny being, argued Bergson, would 
know that its ascertainment of simultaneity would not coincide with that 
of his microbial friend beside him, and certainly not with a human’s. 
It would reach an entirely different conclusion about the nature of time 
than Einstein. This microbe would be “more Einsteinian than Einstein.”10

Bergson elaborated these thoughts further in Duration and Simulta-
neity. The example of the microbe, according to him, proved that the 
concept of local simultaneity described by Einstein was not apt to stand 
for a universal definition of time, since it was simply an extension of one 
particular— and very partial way— of understanding time. To do justice 
to the concept of time (including how it was perceived by different be-
ings) required a lot more work than Einstein had done.

MICROBIOLOGy AND MICROPHySICS

Bergson speculated about beings who were simply sized differently, not 
only small, but also large. He asked Einstein directly what relativity 
would be like for “a superman with a giant’s vision.”11 Would Einstein’s 
theory of relativity still hold for a very large observer? How could we 
prevent it from perceiving absolute simultaneity? Why would we be jus-
tified in setting a limit to this potentially infinite chain of observers 
ranging from the infinitesimal to the infinite? Bergson reminded his 
readers that a different- sized observer would not draw the line between 
the distant and the local in the same way that Einstein did. From this, 
he drew the conclusion that we were simply not justified in drawing 
such a sharp distinction (between the local and the distant) as Einstein 
had done in his famous paper.
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Bergson was not the only philosopher to ask these questions. The ob-
jection that Einstein’s definition of simultaneity assumed a human- sized 
observer was frequently brought up. Was Einstein describing events at 
a uniquely human scale and selling them as universal? No. “Physical 
propagation velocities have nothing to do with the character of our sen-
sory organs,” he retorted as he sought to sideline an inquisitive attendee 
at one of his lectures. The participant agreed that “a velocity greater 
than the velocity of light is out of the question for the organs available 
to humans.”12 But he objected that it was perhaps possible for other be-
ings with different sense organs to access the world at speeds faster than 
light. An infinitely large eye would meet the phenomena at their location, 
no longer requiring them to propagate in space at a finite speed. The 
speed of light would be irrelevant for this observer, who would effec-
tively perceive the event before a distant smaller being, who would have 
to wait for light to arrive at him. If infinitely large, the effect would be 
instantaneous.

FLATLANDERS

While discussing gigantic and miniscule beings, scientists also discussed 
abnormally thick and thin ones. Paul Pierre Lévy, a mathematician and 
professor at the École polytechnique, raised a question during the dis-
cussion. He asked the physicist what he thought of “infinitely flat be-
ings on the surface of a sphere.”13 Einstein, in his popular account of 
his theory, had referred to “flatland” beings confined to live in two- 
dimensional space. The example of flatlanders showed how our sense of 
three- dimensionality was dependent on our limited point view.

The example of flatlanders was widely popular at the time. A novella 
written decades earlier, titled Flatland: A Romance of Many Dimensions 
(1884), had described in convincing detail the drama of living in a world 
of two and more dimensions.14 Bergson used the example of flatlanders 
as well. In Duration and Simultaneity, he contrasted imaginary “flatland” 
beings confined to live in a two- dimensional space with a “superman” 
who was not confined to our three- dimensional world. He reached the 
expected conclusion that the reality of a superman, as that of a flatlander, 
was radically different from that of humans living in three- dimensional 
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space. But he drew different conclusions from this fact than did Ein-
stein. His argument echoed Poincaré’s. The mathematician had insisted 
that there was something special in our three- dimensional understand-
ing of the world because of how it related to our particular, human, 
constitution. In The Value of Science (1905), Poincaré confronted authors 
who claimed that our understanding of the world as three- dimensional 
was a mistaken inference stemming from our particular physiological 
constitution.

Scientists evaluated the value of non- Euclidian mathematics in terms 
of recent research in animal physiology. Poincaré studied the most up- 
to- date information about how different species experienced the space 
around them. Japanese mice and flat bottom- feeding lamprey fish were 
thought to experience the world in two dimensions or less: “Japanese 
mice have only two pairs of canals; they believe, it would seem, that 
space has only two dimensions.”15 Physiologists knew that semicircular 
canals in the ear functioned as motion sensors that oriented us in space. 
The number of dimensions experienced by different species was largely 
considered to depend in some way on these organs. Humans had three 
canals, Japanese mice had only two, and flat fish had only one.

Japanese mice and lamprey fish were actual examples of the flatlanders 
frequently discussed by mathematicians and physicists. While Poincaré 
pored over the latest research on mice that could not lift up their bodies 
from the ground and bottom- feeding fish scurrying along the floor of 
our oceans and lakes, he continued to refer to “the fiction . . . of beings 
who, having been educated in a world different from ours, would have 
been led to create a non- Euclidean geometry,” adding that “beings still 
more strange may be imagined.” How did the perception of space and 
time by these beings relate to the actual nature of space and time?

Einstein and Bergson drew different conclusions from the examples 
of different beings and flatlanders. For the physicist, they showed why 
the common conception of space as three- dimensional arose from a 
limitation due to our particular bodily constitution. For him, our ability 
to think led us to discard this limitation and reach broader conclusions. 
This ability was a mark of our superiority vis- à- vis inferior beings. It was 
even a mark of Einstein’s own superiority. When his younger son, Edu-
ard, once asked him why he was so famous, Einstein replied: “When a 
blind beetle crawls over the surface of a curved branch, it doesn’t notice 
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that the track it has covered is indeed curved,” he said. “I was lucky 
enough to notice what the beetle didn’t notice.”16 The reason why “the 
universe of these beings is finite and yet has no limits,” is because they— 
blind beetles— simply did not know any better.17 When during his trip 
to Chicago he explained to a journalist why he had noticed aspects of 
the universe that other beings had been unable to see, the reporter felt 
utterly insulted:

It began to trickle into his brain that the two- dimensional organism re-
ferred to was himself, and far from being the 13th Great Mind to com-
prehend the theory he was condemned henceforth to be one of the Vast 
Majority who live on Main Street and ride in Fords.

The journalist bitterly noted the growing gap between “Main Street” 
and science. He felt that the inferior organism mentioned by the physi-
cist was not unlike the “Vast Majority” of people who “ride in Fords.”18

Einstein used the example of flatlanders to show why our three- 
dimensional perspective should be abandoned and why the universe 
should be described in multidimensional terms. For Bergson, the same 
example (of flatlanders) proved why no scientific conception— and cer-
tainly not Einstein’s— was free from certain assumptions about how 
different living consciousnesses related to the world. Einstein, Bergson, 
and their followers and detractors held different views about the rela-
tion of humans to other sentient beings— even ghostly ones.

GHOSTS, PHANTOMS, AND FICTIONAL BEINGS

“Only ghosts,’ Einstein argued, can hear the sounds of “an eternally uni-
formly occurring tick- tock.” Who believed in these ghosts? Almost ev-
eryone, argued Einstein. Why? Because almost everyone believed in the 
notion of time associated with a universal clock. “Ask an intelligent man 
who is not a scholar” what time is, Einstein continued, and you will see 
that he takes time to be this ghostly “tick- tock.”19 The physicist quickly 
chased away these ghosts. “There is no audible tick- tock everywhere in 
the world that could be considered as time,” he concluded.

While Einstein wrote about ghosts, Bergson turned to phantoms. 
He accused Einstein and his followers of introducing into science 
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fictional, fantastical scenarios and portraying them, uncritically, as 
real. Dilated time, the philosopher would not tire to insist, was the 
time of phantoms.

It would be tempting to think that scientists could tell what was fic-
tional and what was real on April 6, 1922; what applied to flesh- and- 
blood and what was ghostly; what was of this world and what was oth-
erworldly. It would be tempting to think that the boundaries between 
fiction and science were clear and distinct at that time and had been so 
at least since the time of the Scientific Revolution. Yet scientists and phi-
losophers that evening debated about who should draw the distinction, 
and how. Throughout Duration and Simultaneity, Bergson disagreed 
with how Einstein drew the boundary between fiction and reality in his 
work. More important, the two men disagreed about how the boundary 
between fiction and reality was drawn more generally.

Would physicists be the ultimate arbiters about what was realistic and 
what was fantastical in our world? In 1923 Einstein published a short 
introduction to a small book containing wondrous stories.20 He had en-
countered these stories as a child, remembering them for the rest of his 
life.21 “The theory of relativity,” wrote Einstein “saves us” from some of 
the “bizarre” conclusions of book. What conclusions? Why was Einstein 
so concerned with setting the record straight and pointing out its mis-
takes? Physics, in Einstein’s short introduction, occupied the position of 
a judge vis- à- vis other forms of knowledge.

The book, Die Gestirne und die Weltgeschichte (The Stars and the His-
tory of the World), contained stories of beings that could travel faster 
than light. From their perspective, the history of the world looked 
completely different. Einstein had good reasons for concern: faster- 
than- light speeds invalidated the most important conclusions of rel-
ativity theory. What is more, these beings were gifted historians. By 
positioning themselves far away from Earth in strategic places where 
light waves of past events where just passing by, they could see key epi-
sodes of history. Einstein first read these stories as recounted by Aaron 
Bernstein—a favorite author of his during his youth.22 Bernstein re-
counted how

in one point in space, the light of the scenes of the French Revolution 
is just coming into view. And even further away, the invasion of the 
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barbarians has just become the order of the day, Alexander the Great 
is still conquering the World.  .  .  . And even further away in space, the 
representation of Earth’s past by way of light will just be advancing into 
the future, historical events that have long been dead for us will just be 
coming to life.23

For Einstein, science could check these fictional scenarios and the ex-
travagances of overactive imaginations; for Bergson, the relation of sci-
ence to fiction and the role of the imagination in both needed to be 
understood philosophically. Why ignore the fact that in the famous voy-
ager of relativity one could count on the law of gravity as surely break-
ing the spaceship in half because of the strain of the speed? Why take 
other effects, such as time dilation, as scientific facts? These questions 
were raised after some of Einstein’s most prominent defenders filled 
their popular accounts of relativity with examples that even the most 
sober of readers would probably consider fantastical.

When Paul Langevin described the “voyage à boulet,” he explicitly 
described the ship as “the projectile of Jules Verne.”24 Arthur Eddington 
described smoking cigars that could last twice as long and asked his 
readers to visualize the indicator dials on aviator’s watches going at half 
speed.25 Bertrand Russell explained the theory of relativity by narrat-
ing it from the perspective of a drugged balloonist seeing the fireworks 
display during the Fourth of July. He wrote of flies landing on stag-
nant pools of water and bending the previously flat surface toward their 
bodies. He vividly described passengers eating at railway carts where 
“dinner plates which you see as ordinary circular plates, will look to the 
outsider as if they were oval.”26 What role did these narratives play in 
science? Were they merely creative techniques for explaining complex 
science to nonspecialists, or was there more to them?

The topic of disagreement between Einstein, Bergson, and their re-
spective defenders had repercussions not only for science but also for the 
arts and for art criticism. When first reading about relativity, Bergson 
was reminded of the work of H. G. Wells, author of The Time Machine:

We read in one of the first works on the theory of relativity, by Silber-
stein, that Wells had wondrously anticipated this theory when he had his 
“time traveler” say that “there is no difference between time and space 
except that our consciousness moves along time.”27
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He was not the first or the last to draw that connection. Many others who 
read Einstein and his popularizers were “reminded of  .  .  . the remark-
able novel The Time Machine by the Englishman Wells, who a dozen years 
ago,” in a “remarkable anticipation of future research” spoke “of time as 
of a fourth dimension which is of equal validity with our ordinary three 
dimensions of space, indeed is even interchangeable with them.”28

Why was Bergson intent on comparing Einstein with H. G. Wells? 
Clearly, the physicist’s contributions went far beyond those of the En-
glish writer. It was evident that each man was working in completely 
different areas for different purposes and different audiences. Why draw 
a connection between the two?

Scientists, including Einstein, frequently used thought experiments, 
known as Gedankenexperiment, in their work.29 These thought exper-
iments were different from other products of the imagination in that 
they, ostensibly, could be reproduced under certain circumstances. It did 
not matter that some aspects of the thought experiment may not be 
practically realizable at that moment. They were legitimate as long as 
they could one day be realized; as long as their potential realization 
did not contradict any known laws. When engaging in thought exper-
iments, scientists and philosophers frequently distinguished between 
imagined scenarios that were potentially realizable and imagined sce-
narios that were considered to be ultimately unrealizable, and they un-
derstood that a certain territory of the not- even- imaginable also existed. 
The differences between these three cases were essential for scientists, 
who used the first method frequently to decide about the validity and 
scope of their theories and who shunned the other two.

In the eighteenth century, the Enlightenment thinker Denis Diderot 
studied the particular qualities required to transform an imaginary vi-
sion into a “realistic” scene. Similar questions concerned scientists and 
philosophers, who debated about what should be considered “realistic” 
in science. At the time of Bergson’s and Einstein’s debate, the line be-
tween realistic thought experiments and improper ones was as unclear 
as beliefs about what could be realistically possible and what would re-
main completely fantastical. For this reason, their initial confrontation 
was soon transformed into a much larger disagreement about which 
imaginary scenarios should, would, and could fit (or not) within the 
realm of scientific possibility.
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IMAGINATION

Bergson insisted that scientists should be allowed to “imagine” that two 
events taking place at a distance from an observer were simultaneous 
even though he acknowledged that the observers described by Einstein 
could not actually determine their simultaneity. Granted that scientists 
did not currently know how to determine it, and even the most talented 
engineers could not implement such a comparison, should the possible 
existence of such simultaneity be denied? Bergson insisted that scientists 
should be allowed to think of simultaneity at a distance in terms of 
how they understood local simultaneity, and they should be justified 
to treat the first in the same way they conceived the latter. We should 
not, he argued, prevent our minds from thinking in this way: “But why 
prevent our imagination, and even our understanding, from treating 
the simultaneity of the readings of two very widely separated clocks like 
the simultaneity of two clocks slightly separated, that is, situated ‘at the 
same place’?”30

What was at stake? Disagreements between Bergson and Einstein 
about what scientists could legitimately imagine as possible had impli-
cations that veered from the metaphysical to the theological. Bergson 
wanted to defend the power of imagination and understanding to think 
in infinite terms: “How can we prevent our imagination, and even our 
understanding” from thinking in this way? Why prevent our imagina-
tion from conceiving the possible existence of a being large enough to 
grasp events all at once? asked Bergson. “A superman with a giant’s vi-
sion,” he wrote, “would perceive the simultaneity of two ‘very distant’ 
instantaneous events as we would perceive two ‘close by’ events.”31 Berg-
son refused to exclude intuitions of simultaneity- at- a- distance from the 
toolbox of scientists.

A number of Bergson’s defenders agreed that they should be able to 
imagine the possible existence of such powerful (infinitely fast or in-
finitely large) beings as part of their scientific investigations. Maritain 
argued that one could logically think that “at the instant that a clock 
shows this time in New York such event occurred in Paris” even though 
“the same observer could not be at the same time in New York and 
in Paris to see the clock here and the event there.” This natural, anti- 
Einsteinian conception of simultaneity, Maritain argued, approached 
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that of angels and God. While humans could only obtain it through a 
process of “abstraction” connected to an “ideal existence” using “pure 
notions,” angelic intelligences could reach it “intuitively” through their 
“actual existence.”32 We should strive to reach these perspectives, he 
argued, and not write them off from science. Whitehead, similarly, re-
fused the injunction against thinking of simultaneity at a distance in 
an intuitive sense.33 These imaginary alternatives were considered in 
geopolitical and ethical terms. Eddington used the examples of Peru 
and China to explore these questions.34 Would we deny the simultane-
ous existence of a faraway being in a space just because it was physically 
unreachable?

Einstein’s injunction against considering such possibilities as scien-
tifically realistic was particularly radical because of how it contrasted 
with Poincaré’s classic descriptions of the role of imagination in sci-
ence. For Poincaré, the power of science lay in its capacity to imagine 
radical changes in the small and the large, the outside and the inside, 
and— even more pertinent to the case against Einstein— the slow and 
the fast. These extrapolations of the imagination were natural for hu-
mans, he argued. We could, for example, easily imagine giants: “I shall 
imagine what a giant would experience who could reach the planets in 
a few steps.” We could easily imagine our selves as gigantic “or, if we 
prefer, what I should feel myself in the presence of a world in miniature, 
in which these planets would be replaced by little balls, while on one 
of these little balls there would move a Lilliputian that I should call 
myself.”35

Discussions about giants and Lilliputians in physics were amusing, 
but they had serious repercussions. In his discussions on geometry 
that Einstein later contested, Poincaré discussed the example of a man 
trapped in a prison. “Suppose I am enclosed in a chamber between the 
six impassable boundaries formed by the four walls, the floor, and the 
ceiling,” he wrote. He could always imagine a world outside, as well as 
the possibility of escaping, by naturally extrapolating from the possi-
bilities of movement inside the prison to its outside. Poincaré stressed 
how “this act of imagination would be impossible for me if I had not 
previously constructed my restricted space and my extended space for 
ordinary use.”36 Because of how we ordinarily engaged with our spatial 
surroundings, this act of the imagination (one connected to the idea of 
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liberty) was possible, he insisted. Why would considering scientifically 
the real possibility of one day obtaining ever- faster transmission speeds 
be any different?

If fiction could be realistic and reality fictional, where exactly did the 
boundary between them lay? Bergson forcefully insisted that the beings 
in Einstein’s cars, ships, boxes, and cabinets were fictional and phantas-
magoric. As Einstein’s science moved from Earth to space, from clocks 
to time, and from dead matter to living beings, Bergson and his follow-
ers claimed that when the physicist substituted one for the other, he 
ended up with neither— only with a ghost of the two. In the end, Ein-
stein and Bergson, their followers and critics, not only debated about 
what was already possible according to the most up- to- date knowledge 
of physics, they disagreed about what could be possible, now and forever.
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One New Point: Recording Devices

Two years after the debate, Bergson reconsidered all the arguments his 
polemic had set off. After passionate and lengthy discussions, the phi-
losopher found that “only” one “new point” had emerged. This new 
point centered on the example of automatic inscription devices used for 
timing, recording, and transmitting events in time.

Bergson’s critics and Einstein’s defenders claimed that to understand 
time “automatic registering devices suffice, without the need of an 
observer to see what they mark.”1 Einstein used the word “observer” 
merely for convenience, but these “observers” could simply be recording 
instruments:

It is true that for the sake of convenience authors of works on this issue 
have often introduced “observers” who are assumed to perceive the phe-
nomena. But these observers can just as easily be replaced by record-
ing instruments, and whether or not they are “living and conscious” is 
irrelevant.2

Bertrand Russell, in his explanation of relativity, insisted on this same 
point: “It is natural to suppose that the observer is a human being, or at 
least a mind; but it is just as likely to be a photographic plate or a clock.”3

After considering this “new point” Bergson was almost ready to concede 
to Einstein.4 He had already admitted that— in those circumstances— 
Einstein was entirely right: “One could naturally say  .  .  . that [clocks 
traveling at different speeds] cannot run in synchronicity. . . . In effect, 
time slows down when speed increases.”5
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Bergson considered the possibility of completely eliminating the 
human observer from Einstein’s theory. If clocks could replace humans, 
then Einstein would be entirely correct. But, for Bergson, the complete 
elimination of the human observer from the world was itself a philo-
sophical riddle. The universe, as we know it, was one that housed con-
sciousness and was conceived by conscious beings. For this reason, Berg-
son continued to claim that the time marked by the clocks described in 
relativity theory was not Time. To consider these slowed- down clocks as 
Time itself was tantamount to adopting a metaphysical stance in which 
humans and automatic registering devices were interchangeable.6 Where 
did this metaphysical stance come from? Why was it so seductive?

On repeated occasions Einstein claimed that the laws of nature he 
described remained valid even if no one perceived them. They described 
the universe as if no one had made them. But scientists and philoso-
phers were divided about these propositions, just as they were divided 
about the merits of Bergson’s philosophy versus Einstein’s science.

BETWEEN CLOCKS AND HUMANS

Einstein was at first criticized for moving from examples involving 
clocks to those involving people without acknowledging any difference 
between the two cases. In a lecture given in January 1911, the physicist 
claimed that time dilation would affect “a living organism in a box.”7 
After learning about Langevin’s presentation in Bologna— with its ref-
erences to Jules Verne and space travel— Einstein increasingly thought 
about how his theory affected not only clocks but also humans. What 
happened to an atom or a person— or anything else for that matter— 
inside moving vehicles, cabinets, or boxes that sometimes had windows 
and sometimes did not; that sometimes moved up and at other times 
down, or forward or backward; or that accelerated, or remained at con-
stant speeds, on the surface of the Earth or in a remote corner of the 
universe? The movement of these vehicles and boxes, argued Einstein, 
affected time in general just as much as the time of anything caught 
within. “What kind of being,” we place in these contraptions, he ex-
plained, is “immaterial to us.”8 Whatever they be, their time would di-
late if moving at speeds close to that of light.
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Would the effects of time dilation affect biological beings? Yes, an-
swered Einstein. Not so quick, replied Bergson. Throughout Duration 
and Simultaneity, Bergson expressed the need to think differently about 
how relativity affected flesh- and- blood conscious beings than it did 
nonliving entities. He chastised Einstein for moving so quickly from 
descriptions involving the first to those involving the second. Why such 
differences in interpretation?

Would changes in astronomical time directly transfer to changes in 
human time? The relation between astronomical time and human time 
had become an increasingly relevant question for various thinkers since 
the middle of the nineteenth century. After realizing that the clockwork 
universe seemed to be winding down, thinkers across fields started to in-
quire into the consequences of the Earth’s changing velocity on humans. 
Would the speed at which living beings functioned change accordingly? 
The jurist and writer Felix Eberty, who had conjured the stories about 
infinitely fast beings that so concerned Einstein, explained how life pro-
cesses would change in direct proportion to changes in the acceleration 
of the Earth’s rotation. If its velocity was doubled, “the drawing of our 
breath, and the stroke of the pulse would proceed with double their 
usual rapidity, and our new period of life would appear to us as the nor-
mal length.” Because of intimate connections between biological life 
and astronomical processes, these changes would likely occur “without 
our being able to perceive the change” since our perceptual capacities 
would change at exactly the same ratio.9 Unless a person knew enough 
about astronomy and thermodynamics, a common observer simply had 
no other way of knowing that these changes were occurring. This effect 
was similar to that which affected Gulliver’s Lilliputians who consid-
ered themselves to be “perfectly grown men” because they had had no 
one against which they could have compared their miniscule statures.10 
Speculations about how the temporality of biological systems was con-
nected to astronomical ones were continued by Ernst von Baer, Carl du 
Prel, Bernstein, Poincaré, and others. Einstein and Bergson followed the 
work of some of these authors closely.

What would happen to our sense of time during moments of rapid 
changes in the time of the universe? For Bergson, they would likely 
produce a proportional change in our “intra- cerebral molecular move-
ments.” If so, we would remain oblivious to these changes. Scientists 
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who talked carelessly about the reality of dilated times could only do 
so by assuming that a “watchful consciousness” that was itself not sub-
jected to these changes existed independently of them and served as a 
point of comparison.11 If they did not want to posit this hypothetical 
consciousness, then scientists would have to think more carefully about 
how the time of the universe was connected to the time of conscious 
beings, the time of science to the time of experience, and changes in 
acceleration to differences in time.

“FROM OUR HUMAN POINT OF vIEW”

Accounts that threw into relief the potential tension between clock 
time and lived time led scientists to rethink the status they should attri-
bute to each. They threatened to upset current hierarchies between the 
biological and physical sciences. Perhaps the notion of time connected 
to living consciousness should be prioritized? Charles Richet, the scien-
tist most closely associated with the concept of physiological time and 
“a close friend of Bergson,” was one of the most prominent scientists to 
insist that Einstein’s conclusions about time in the universe could not 
be so uncritically extended for humans.12 Richet revisited his lifelong 
work on “the unit of psychological time” in 1921. In a volume of the 
prestigious Comptes rendus de l’Académie des sciences that was filled with 
new essays about the meaning of time in Einstein’s theory of relativ-
ity, Richet summarized work that had commenced as early as 1870s. 
Richet concluded that the smallest time- unit of consciousness was 0.08 
seconds. This number could be associated with many others, such as 
vibrations of light, sound, or an electric spark. It was “indissolubly tied 
to the function of our organs and the workings of our conscience. It is 
an integral part of our humanity.”13

Richet argued that “psychological” time was better than other mea-
sures, including astronomical time. To prove his point Richet turned 
to an example reminiscent of the “voyage à boulet,” in which a man 
was sent to space for ten years to travel around the Earth in twenty- 
four hours going from east to west. This man “astronomically remained 
in the same day, but for that same reason he did not age any less that 
10 years.” Richet concluded that “time passed in our conscience and 
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organs, independently of everything that is not in our conscience and 
organs, regardless of the measure adopted.”14 Just because astronomical 
time was halted in this way, that did not imply that time stopped.

Richet brought his example even closer to relativistic concerns. “If we 
were impelled through space by an even more prodigious translation 
speed,” the time of the traveling observer and the stationary one could 
appear “much longer or much shorter.” This however, “matters little” 
since “from our human point of view, the succession of physiological 
phenomena would remain the same.”15 After citing Richet’s work, a 
writer to L’Écho de Paris turned to “that which Einstein wanted to say.” 
He sought to understand Einstein’s contributions in light of current 
research on physiological time— a topic to which the “press referred 
frequently.”16 “Following Charles Richet,” explained the journalist, the 
“physiological unit of human time” is “1/12 of a second.” This unit, ac-
cording to the writer, arose from “a long adaptation to our milieu” and 
thus “could not vary brusquely in astronomical milieu.” Even if clock 
time or astronomical time dilated, time would not instantly change for 
an observer traveling at great speeds. A change could only occur if the 
observer had “followed a long evolution in a milieu whose speed was 
more rapid than ours.”17 In later works, Richet would reach even more 
radical conclusions that went against many aspects of the science of his 
time. He dedicated The Sixth Sense to Bergson, calling him “the most 
profound thinker of modern times.”18

DIRECT- READING INSTRUMENTS

Was it necessary to talk about actual humans when discussing physics? 
What if instruments replaced humans? Bergson’s obsession to refer back 
to actual observers could be bypassed by replacing them with clocks.

The use of automatic inscription devices in science increased as the 
nineteenth century progressed. Yet in Bergson’s view, they were unable 
to replace human observers in their entirety. Just as scientific notions 
of time could not be freed from certain assumptions about how these 
related to human consciousness, recording devices by themselves would 
never solve these questions. Why? For the simple reason, answered Berg-
son, that an observer would always be needed to see and read the record. 
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At the time of the debate, reading most scientific instruments was usu-
ally not more complicated than reading a clock and noting a number 
indicated on a dial. By then, observation practices in science had been 
simplified by direct- reading scales and automatic inscription devices.19 
For the most part, taking a measurement was as simple as comparing 
one signal (such as a clock hand) against another one (such as a number 
on a dial) at a single glance. In contrast to other forms of observation or 
reading practices, the use of these instruments required almost no inter-
pretation from the part of the observer.20 Scientists’ “reading” activities 
had been largely reduced to noting numbers.

Since the fifteenth century, numbers started their long exodus from 
the alphabet of letters.21 Printed scales on bars and balances, grated level-
ing instruments, thermometers, barometers, chronometers, galvanom-
eters, and photometers— all permitted scientists to use direct- reading 
methods to take measurements in ways that could be easily recorded 
and transmitted. Some of these instruments left a trace on a scale that 
could then be consulted at leisure by the experimenters; others used 
needles to indicate numbers on a dial. With these devices, scientists 
could simply measure the phenomena under investigation with an in-
strument that permitted the reading off of a certain quantity, usually as 
a number. Scientists rarely had to smell and feel substances or describe 
them in verbose poetic detail.22

Numerical measurements were hardly limited to length and time. 
Temperature, electricity, pressure, light, color, and even facial traits and 
expressions could be assigned a clear quantitative value. These tech-
niques were used not only by physicists but also by teachers, doctors, 
anthropologists, and even policemen. Standardized charts and simple 
numerical codes were used to send numerical data telegraphically, even 
permitting the transmission of something as complex as a description of 
a criminal’s appearance. The astronomer Arthur Eddington noted these 
dramatic changes: “The whole subject- matter of exact science consists of 
pointer readings and similar indications,” titling an entire chapter of his 
book “Pointer Readings.”23 Edmund Husserl, in his influential book The 
Crisis of the European Sciences, complained how “the visible scales, scale- 
markings, etc. are used as actually existing things, not as illusions.”24 A 
few years later, Susanne K. Langer, a philosopher and a student of White-
head, described the pervasiveness of inscription devices in science:
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The men in the laboratory have departed so far from the old forms of 
experimentation— typified by Galileo’s weights and Franklin’s kite— 
that they cannot be said to observe the actual objects of their curiosity 
at all; instead, they are watching index needles, revolving drums, and 
sensitive plates. . . . Observation has become almost entirely indirect; and 
readings take the place of genuine witness. The sense- data on which the 
propositions of modern science rest are, for the most part, little pho-
tographic spots and blurs, or inky curved lines on paper. . . . Instead of 
watching the process that interests us, that is to be verified— say, a course 
of celestial events, or the behavior of such objects as molecules or ether- 
waves— we really see only the fluctuations of a tiny arrow, the trailing 
path of a stylus, or the appearance of a speck of light.25

When Einstein and Bergson met, the act of taking a measurement was 
not much different from that of reading a clock.

READING SIGNALS: TWO SIGNALS ARRIvING AT THE SAME PLACE

The concept of measurement in science changed in step with these 
media transformations. For most of the nineteenth century, measure-
ment required scientists to compare two objects directly, or one of them 
against a scale, by aiming or leveling an instrument against an object, 
as with a theodolite, or when using rulers, by aligning two different ob-
jects against each other. Precision measurements were frequently done 
with a micrometer, requiring users to carefully bring two marks in line 
with each other or to find the exact center of circles and dots.26 In many 
cases all an observer needed to do was compare the arrival time of the 
two signals.27

Einstein’s work emerged in the context of profound changes in the 
meaning and practice of observation and measurement more gener-
ally.28 His theory of relativity was based on a particular notion of sci-
entific observation, one that considered it in terms of light signals sent 
and arriving at a source and that contrasted starkly with how it was 
defined at other historical periods.29 He described “simultaneity” in 
terms of the behavior of light rays meeting at one source. One of his in-
terlocutors described this conception as “a coincidence at once spatial 
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and temporal on the retina of the observer.”30 The experimenters de-
scribed by Einstein did not go to the objects themselves to measure 
them and they did not draw, feel, or smell them. Einstein’s descriptions 
of simultaneity flourished in a culture increasingly characterized by 
simple responses to successive stimuli— responses to the arrival of light 
signals at a single place.

Did scientists read the book of nature? Did they read it as a book? 
How literally did they understand their work as reading? In the sixteenth 
century, investigators understood both in quite interchangeable ways: 
reading nature was an activity similar to that of reading the Bible. But 
by the time that Bergson and Einstein debated, scientific practices had 
changed so significantly that scientific work no longer seemed compara-
ble to interpretative reading. Galileo was an important figure marking 
this change. Because “the book of nature” was written in the language 
of mathematics, he argued, scientists did not need to interpret it in the 
same manner as they had to interpret other texts.31 Science, in his view, 
was not an interpretative (that is, hermeneutical) activity. For this very 
reason, scientific work should be considered to be different from that of 
the humanists.

The debate between Bergson and Einstein on time involved an ar-
gument about direct- reading and automatic inscription devices, about 
instruments where a needle pointed directly to a number or that left a 
legible mark on a roll or a piece of ruled paper. When he debated with 
Einstein in person, Bergson insisted that automatic inscription devices 
alone could never measure time by reminding readers that these instru-
ments— in order to serve us— had to be read. He argued for the need 
to think more carefully about these instruments. “It is to them that we 
must turn to criticize” Einstein’s conception of time. The philosopher 
closed the meeting by reminding listeners that every time humans “read 
an instrument” to find out what time it was, human concerns affected 
this “reading.” Philosophers, he believed, were free— even obliged— to 
explore this area of contact.

To the very end, Bergson differed with Einstein by focusing on what 
“reading” meant— either “reading” a clock, “reading” a scientific instru-
ment, or “reading” the book of nature. At the time of the debate, con-
cepts of “reading”— both inside and outside laboratories— were rapidly 
changing as new recording technologies— graphic, photographic, and 
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phonographic— started to intersect in new ways with traditional print 
culture. Both Bergson and Einstein lived in the midst of these profound 
media transformations.

Bergson considered instrument- reading practices— even ones as sim-
ple as reading a clock— as philosophically essential. They needed to be 
considered if we wanted to understand how scientists gained knowl-
edge of the natural world. They showed how this knowledge depended 
on the active intervention of a human observer. Einstein disagreed. For 
him, the universe— and our knowledge of it— did not depend on any 
observer, human or otherwise. It would go on ticking just as efficiently, 
and exactly as his theory described it, without us and as if we never ex-
isted. Clocks, by themselves, showed how time advanced.

Why did a debate that started about time end up as a debate about 
reading? And why were those involved discussing such a peculiar form of 
“reading”— the reading of a clock or a scientific instrument? The debate 
between Einstein and Bergson exacerbated just as instrument “reading” 
practices differed ever more radically from other types of reading. New 
laboratory instruments obviated the need for any complex analysis of 
sensations or signs, symbols, letters, words, sentences, paragraphs, or 
books. If reading an instrument was not like reading a book, was it still 
necessary to refer to it? Yes, answered Bergson.

An inescapable human component always appeared, Bergson re-
minded listeners. Without this element, “it would not be possible to 
read an instrument.” Scholars needed to think about what enabled its 
reading to take place and how it involved an “intuitive” sense of simul-
taneity and succession. “Without it we could not read an instrument,” 
he repeated again in his book.32 Bergson knew fully well that these prac-
tices, when understood philosophically, were hardly straightforward. 
He concluded his comments that evening by stressing that “we need 
to return to psychological assessments” in order to understand how we 
could “read an instrument”— even one as simple as a clock. With this 
last sentence, the discussion came to a close.
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Bergson’s Last Comments

DESCARTES CONGRESS, PARIS

Bergson mentioned Einstein one last time, in writing, in 1937. He was 
seventy- eight years old. In a long note he sent to the Descartes Congress, 
he first apologized: he was too sick to attend. He then explained how, 
when thinking about Descartes, he was immediately reminded of Ein-
stein. He proudly wrote that he was old enough to remember the first 
congress. But almost four decades later, his health was so fragile that 
he could barely write. “Rheumatism has made writing become for me 
a veritable suffering,” he explained to a friend during those years. “And 
besides, I have never been able to dictate.”1 Making a valiant effort to 
overcome his debilitating arthritis for this particular occasion, Bergson 
wrote about Einstein one last time.

The note described Einstein as brilliant, savvy, and ambitious. But 
it provided an image of Einstein that differed markedly from the one 
the physicist promoted of himself. According to Bergson, Einstein was 
driven as much by discipline as by pleasure. There was no denying that in 
his early years he had been a soldier with a mission, but things changed 
in his later ones. Einstein was a man who had “practiced grand tourism, 
covering, first as a soldier [for science] and then for his own pleasure, 
Germany, Hungary, Switzerland, Holland, and even more countries.”2 
But Bergson then accused Einstein of having used the League of Na-
tions not for its intended purpose of promoting relations among scien-
tists and intellectuals, but primarily as a networking forum used for his 
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own advantage— to “get in contact with scientists all over the world, 
corresponding with a princess, lecturing to a queen.” Yes, sometimes, 
Bergson pictured Einstein deep in thought. But mostly he pictured him 
as an action hero: “I also see him on a ship where the crew conspire to 
steal and to throw overboard, anticipating them, and drawing his sword 
to hold back the bandits.”3 The scene described by Bergson was like 
those that could be seen in the new blockbuster movies and propaganda 
films that were gaining more and more audiences during those years. 
“Einstein,” explained Bergson, always tried to produce a “maximum ef-
fect” from his efforts. His whole life was organized for this purpose, ar-
gued the philosopher. The physicist had positioned himself in America 
in order to “organize his life to draw maximum effect from it.”4

Bergson did not commend a life as active as Einstein’s, but he did not 
preach passivity either. Bergson urged his reader to strive to connect 
thought with action more tightly. Delivering one of his most celebrated 
and oft- quoted phrases, he concluded: “One should act like a man of 
thought, and think as a man of action.”5

FAME AND LIGHTHOUSES

The image that Einstein promoted of himself was radically different 
from Bergson’s descriptions. In a famous 1933 speech, now remembered 
as the “lighthouse” lecture, Einstein described scientists as pure, isolated 
thinkers. He compared their lonely work to those who worked “in the 
service of lighthouses and lightships.”6 Which image of the scientist’s 
work, and of Einstein’s own life, was most accurate? Einstein was hardly 
isolated. The selfsame address vaunting the virtues of a lonely scientific 
existence was delivered at the Royal Albert Hall in front of some 10,000 
people and recorded so that it could be used as a soundtrack for a news-
reel. Einstein’s public portrayal of the work of scientists hardly fit with 
his own work.

Einstein was not the first scientist to carefully promote himself to 
the public. Darwin followed his own image obsessively, collecting thou-
sands of news clippings of himself. But Einstein was the first scientist to 
obtain a worldwide reputation through mass media. He was, bar none, 
the main representative of the modern scientific genius— a figure that 
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emerged alongside that of the Hollywood star. In 1917 the Motion Picture 
Magazine included the question “Who’s Your Favorite Film Star?” yield-
ing more than one hundred candidates. The American beauty Mary 
Pickford emerged as number one.7 But Einstein rivaled her in terms 
of face and name recognition. During an embarrassing moment while 
traveling in California in 1931, the famous movie star introduced herself 
to Einstein, who was caught off guard, having no idea who she was.8

Shortly after the widespread news coverage of the eclipse expeditions 
that confirmed his theory, Einstein noticed how in Berlin “every child 
knows me from photographs.”9 “I must serve as a famed bigwig and 
decoy- bird,” he wrote to a friend, and “let myself be shown around like 
a prize ox,” he explained to another one.10 His wife Elsa charged a mod-
est fee for every photograph taken of him and every autograph he gave. 
Critics were quick to accuse: “Everything is publicity for Einstein.”11 
Einstein consciously went on an antipublicity campaign, concerned 
that critics accusing him of being a propagandist were being taken too 
seriously. His friend Max Born urged him not to “authorize publica-
tion of Conversations,” a laudatory book about Einstein, “after having 
been accused of seeking ‘publicity.’ ” Additional publicity would be “of-
fering your opponents more ammunition.”12 In 1922 the Einstein Film 
premiered to the delight of a growing public.13 Complete with “the illu-
sions of trick shots,” it was one of the most watched educational films of 
the time.14 After work on the film started, Einstein was careful to ensure 
that his personal involvement with the film would not be made public.15

The 1930s saw the development of a full- blown film industry increas-
ingly based on full- length blockbuster feature films. Einstein loved the 
movies. One of the first things he did when he returned to the United 
States was to go to the movies. In California, he saw Sergei Eisenstein’s 
Que Viva Mexico and Charlie Chaplin’s City Lights, prominently appear-
ing next to the director, who was also one of the world’s most famous 
celebrities, at the premiere. He also went to the Warner Studios, meet-
ing Jack Warner, and visited Carl Laemmle’s Universal Studios (who 
filmed the scientist with a secret camera). He became close to the social-
ist writer Upton Sinclair, who promoted the Soviet film director Sergei 
Eisenstein in Hollywood, and wrote a preface to one of his books. After 
he was invited to see the film adaptation of Erich Maria Remarque’s 
All Quiet on the Western Front, he became an important advocate of this 
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film, which had been censored in Germany because of its brutal depic-
tion of the war.16 Einstein had a strong interest in propaganda films. In 
1938 he went to the preview of The Fight for Peace in New York City and 
later watched Where Will You Hide? an antiwar animation film.17 After 
the war, Einstein continued to go to the movies.

Einstein was as much a subject of mass media as he was an avid spec-
tator of it. Even his sons were buying and reading biographies of their 
own father to try to figure out who he was. Einstein cautioned them 
that they might not be getting the full picture.18 A full- length biography 
tellingly titled The Drama of Albert Einstein (1945) described the man in 
terms of a tension between his private and media persona.19 The aim 
of this biography, like so many written since then, sought to disclose 
the “real” man underneath the public face. In 1950 he was filmed at his 
Princeton home for the television program Today with Mrs. Roosevelt. 
His seventieth birthday was considered a “radio occasion.”

Because some of the historical events in which Einstein had partic-
ipated occurred before the widespread use of recording technologies, 
Einstein embarked on various reenactments of them. In 1932 he agreed 
to record a version of his earlier “What I Believe” (1930) speech so that it 
could be played back with a phonograph. He was also filmed reenacting 
an event that had taken place six years earlier: the signing of the famous 
August 1939 letter to President Roosevelt urging him to support nu-
clear weapons research. The reenacted film was produced for the weekly 
newsreel series tellingly titled The March of Time.

EINSTEIN ON IDENTITy AND SELFHOOD

Einstein was keenly aware of the different roles he had to play in life 
and how “playacting” was an essential part of it. Being a scientist was 
one of many other roles. When complaining about how “all but one” of 
his colleagues were trying hard to “poke holes” in his work to “refute” 
his theory, he considered their competitiveness as a comedic farce: “If 
one is pressed into playing one’s role as an actor in this farce, one is 
richly compensated for the pain and effort by being able to watch as a 
spectator the others’ playacting.”20 The physicist was aware of the power 
of being a media personality years before his theory became a topic 
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of world- wide interest. Only days before the Great War exploded, he 
already referred to himself as “the great animal in the illustrated news-
papers.”21 Afterward, when his fame increased even more, this feeling 
only became more acute.

New innovations in printing technologies permitted the press to 
print news as fast as the telegraph and telephone delivered it, greatly 
outpacing communication by correspondence. By the 1920s, largely due 
to the development of the printing telegraph and typewriter keyboard, 
every individual could become a miniature printing press. Bergson and 
Einstein took advantage of these new technologies in different ways. 
Einstein shunned these mechanical technologies for his own writing 
but welcomed those who used them to write about him.22

Einstein’s wife complained about an imbalance between the writings 
from Einstein and those about Einstein that she received. She obtained 
less news from him than about him: “Your agenda is revealed to me al-
ways first by newspapers, before your messages arrive.”23 So did his most 
intimate friends, who first read in the newspapers Einstein’s scandalous 
intentions to leave Germany after the anti- Semitic events of the Philhar-
monic Hall anti- relativity lectures and to quit the League of Nations. 
“The Neue Freie Presse reports,” started a letter from his friend Fritz 
Haber.24 “In the newspapers I read,” started another letter by Lorentz.25 
Many other letters, all starting with similar phrases, followed. “Various 
papers published the announcement that you were giving up your Ber-
lin job. Is that true?”26 His friend Paul Ehrenfest did not recognize the 
man whom he read about in the newspapers, finding an essay by the 
physicist “so chock- full of un- Einsteinisms that I could not believe you 
had written it yourself.” The print media, explained Ehrenfest to Ein-
stein, “really did succeed in making you, for a short time, ‘beside your-
self.’ ”27 During that time Einstein described himself as a media King 
Midas, who turned everything he touched into news: “Like the man in 
the fairy tale, whose touch turned everything into gold, thus it is with 
me, with everything turning into banner line news.”28

During the war, Einstein had imagined a person’s inner mind like a 
“house” full of “furniture”: “When I peer into the mind of a decent av-
erage citizen, I see a dimly lit comfortable space.” That house contained 
a “shrine” in which there was “written in huge letters the word ‘patrio-
tism’ ” and that “contains the moral requisites of bestial hatred and mass 
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murder.” Einstein asked “the man of the house” to find “a more fitting 
piece of furniture” to substitute for this shrine. He should “consider 
placing a piano or a bookshelf in that same corner.”29 At the time that 
Einstein wrote these lines, it was natural to consider a bourgeois room 
furnished by pianos and books, which were only starting to compete 
with the headlines “written in huge letters” of the house- delivered news-
paper. Einstein associated the rise of print media with the rising tide of 
nationalism that he tried to combat.

From the very moment that relativity theory became headline news, 
Einstein became acutely conscious of having at least two roles in life: 
one connected to the media press, which he referred to as “my public 
life,” and a second private side, always in contradistinction to this public 
one.30 His public life was mythical and otherworldly: “I have become 
an idol due to the clamor of the press. The role I play is similar to that 
of a saint’s relics that a cathedral absolutely has to have.”31 His private 
life was the opposite— so bare that he simply described it as “life in the 
raw.”32 “Behind the conventional mask of behavior and speech,” he ar-
gued, there lay a “real person.”33 In public forums, Einstein frequently 
referred to a private side; in private media, he described a public role. 
In both he referred to a core self that (he believed) was not shaped by 
any form of media. These different roles, including his understanding 
of “life in the raw,” were connected to different media technologies and 
cultural techniques, including writing, speaking, listening, and even 
performing for his colleagues, for the public, and for the camera.

In 1921 an embarrassing incident revealed tensions in Einstein’s pub-
lic and private persona. On returning from a visit to the United States, 
Einstein described an incident when “he struck up a casual conversa-
tion” with a “young Dutch woman” who turned out to be a journalist. 
She then wrote an “extemporaneous account . . . prepared from mem-
ory” that did not “correspond exactly to what I actually said.”34 The ac-
count claimed that Einstein had described Americans as “uncommonly 
bored” and that men were “toy dogs for their wives.” Americans, Ein-
stein had allegedly told the journalist, could be easily duped into believ-
ing anything if “one tells them about something tremendous that will 
influence all future life, and of a theory that is within the realm of com-
prehension of only a select group of the very learned, and famous names 
are mentioned of predecessors who also made discoveries.”35 As damage 
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control for this media fiasco, he proceeded to explain why this printed 
account was “extemporaneous” and hence unable to capture the events 
as they had really transpired. Einstein attempted to correct this distor-
tion by writing a personal follow- up response titled “What He Really 
Saw.”36 In his autobiography, Einstein described his “essential being” as 
defined principally by his thinking: “The essential in the being of a man 
of my type lies precisely in what he thinks and how he thinks, not in 
what he does or suffers.”37 He believed that these three elements could 
be separated.

Bergson resisted these divisions. More important, he condemned 
modern societies for augmenting them and technologies for fostering 
them. His call to defend a philosophical conception of time was part of 
a much larger effort aimed at mending the growing rift between public 
and private roles in contemporary society.

BERGSON ON IDENTITy AND SELFHOOD

Bergson and Einstein thought carefully about how media transforma-
tions affected them. They were hardly alone in considering the effects 
of these vast changes on their own lives. Both were affected by them as 
public figures, in terms of their reputation and influence. What they 
said was often recorded. Almost anyone who ever met them or talked to 
them wrote down and later published their memories and interactions. 
Lectures were frequently stenographed and almost immediately repro-
duced in print.38 But Einstein and Bergson experienced these media 
transformations in different ways. Einstein’s life was subjected to the 
new mass- media culture even more starkly than Bergson’s. Outliving 
the older philosopher by fourteen years, the physicist lived to see him-
self broadcasted on television.

In 1916 Bergson extended his thoughts about the nature of time 
while writing about common divisions of the self. He argued that phi-
losophers since antiquity had divided the self into two parts, which they 
described in different ways. He noticed how certain commonalities re-
mained across all their descriptions and how hierarchies were quickly 
assigned. One element was always described as closer to the “eternal,” 
while the other was caught in actual time. One part of the personality 
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was always more real and more essential than the other, which was 
often described as a “shadow” or “projection” of the first. One was like 
“gold,” while the other was like “money.” Eventually, Bergson claimed, 
the labels of subjectivity and objectivity became the most common way 
to describe these divisions.

Bergson argued that the self did not need to be divided in this way. 
He insisted that those who believed in this division suffered from the 
same misconceptions of those who believed in the illusions of the cine-
matographic camera, which portrayed a form of moving reality through 
static images. But just as real movement could never arise from discon-
tinuous elements, a person was not made up of these two separate parts. 
This way of conceiving ourselves was “an illusion analogous to that 
which a cinematographic machine conscious of itself would feed on.”39 
The philosopher resisted dividing the self in two parts, especially into 
subjective and objective parts. These divisions— which originated in an-
tiquity and obtained full force in the world of mass media— had to be 
resisted. Bergson wrote these lines at a time when the figure of a film 
star was just gaining importance.

Bergson, noted orator and man of letters, noticed how new technol-
ogies were affecting the role and standing of intellectuals in the wider 
world. Even the cinematographic camera, which he had so potently 
criticized, turned on him. The philosopher was captured in film as he 
joined the Académie française.40 Bergson was the first speaker to “a series 
of philosophical and social interviews” from Radio Paris. His inclusion 
was part of a broad effort to use radio in order to educate “an immense 
mass of cultivated people, who, until now consider it an undignified 
amusement.”41 But Bergson’s involvement with mass media paled in 
comparison to Einstein’s. As media technologies based largely on elec-
tromagnetic telecommunications came to dominate the airwaves, both 
men increasingly adopted distinct roles as public intellectuals.

Should intellectuals embrace mass media? Should scientists take ad-
vantage of its persuasive powers for reaching consensus and assent? Sci-
ence in the age of mass media had to take advantage of these new forms 
of communication. At the same time that Einstein and Bergson debated 
about the significance of the exchange of light signals for physics and 
philosophy, they reconsidered the role of the scientists and intellectuals 
in the age of long- distance electromagnetic communications.42
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THE LAST MENTION OF EINSTEIN

The last time Bergson mentioned his book on Einstein was in a long 
footnote in his final book La Pensée et le mouvant (1934). The note stuck 
out like a sore thumb, since footnotes “of such length are rare, if not ex-
ceptional, in Bergson.”43 For nearly a decade, the revised second edition 
of his Duration and Simultaneity had been republished numerous times 
without any changes. But when Bergson referred to his work on relativ-
ity one last time, it was clear that certain aspects of his old argument 
against the physicist were not worth repeating. Yet some points were 
worth clarifying. His critique of relativity at this later point was even 
more succinct, less technical, and more integrated into his philosophy 
than ever before. He restated points that he had developed years earlier 
about the relation of science to philosophy and of both to time, for 
which he would remain famous.

Bergson reminded his readers that Einstein gave us a notion of time 
that was essentially incomplete. “With regard to Time attached to Space, 
to a fourth dimension of Space- Time, it has no existence . . . other than 
on paper.”44 For the very last time, he argued that time could never be 
measured completely and that reality should not be confused with 
measurement. He concluded: “The reality of [Einstein’s] Space- Time is 
purely mathematical, and one cannot transform it into a metaphysical 
reality, or into ‘reality’ tout court, without giving to this word a new 
meaning.”45 The mathematical models that scientists impressed on paper 
could never capture the vibrancy and diversity of the concrete world.

Bergson explained how his book had been “frequently misunder-
stood,” especially by “those who, in transporting themselves from 
 physics to metaphysics,” went back and forth from the world of “calcu-
lations” to the world of “perceptions” without mentioning the large gap 
that lay between the two. For this reason, they lost the very “essence” of 
time. Bergson granted to Einstein the honor of having found a “math-
ematical expression of the world,” which was a feat of “capital impor-
tance,” but as soon as the physicist went back from mathematics to the 
world of concrete things, something was lost.

This new note complemented the arguments advanced in Duration 
and Simultaneity. Science not only divided events cinematographically, 
and in the process lost time, but it was inevitably tied to certain media 
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(from film to paper): “There is no physics, no astronomy, no science pos-
sible if we refuse the scientist the right of laying down schematically the 
whole of the universe on a piece of paper.”46 Time on paper, one should 
not forget, was not time itself.

Soon after publishing his last book, Bergson’s health declined sharply. 
Living conditions in Paris worsened rapidly. During the economic crisis 
of the 1930s and after the fall of France to Nazi Germany, the philos-
opher did not use his fame or reputation to obtain special privileges 
from the government, refusing to ask Vichy officials for special treat-
ment. Renouncing all privileges, he decided to wait his turn in line in 
the street in the inclement December weather and register with other 
French Jews. Newspapers recounted how he wore a simple robe over his 
pajamas. His feet were covered only with slippers.47 He died in early Jan-
uary 1941, a few days after the New Year. He was eighty- one years old. 
“When they came to get the coffin,” recounted the poet Paul Valéry, “we 
said our last goodbye to the greatest philosopher of our time.”48
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Einstein’s Last Thoughts

INSTITUTE FOR ADVANCED STUDY, PRINCETON, NJ

Has time ever advanced clockwise? Einstein outlived Bergson by nearly 
a decade and a half, but he did not stop thinking about the philosopher. 
He was prompted to renew conversations about Bergson by his friend 
Besso. “I would like to formulate Bergson’s desire as follows,” his friend 
explained to Einstein on Christmas Eve 1951: “to turn subjective time 
into something objective.”1 In intimate personal discussions among 
lifelong friends that lasted until they died, they discussed the arrow of 
time, its passing, and Bergson.

“Here I sit in order to write, at the age of 67, something like my own 
obituary.”2 With this first sentence, Einstein started an autobiographical 
text about his life and work. Besso read Einstein’s “autonecrologie,” back 
in Europe and decided to write a letter to Einstein asking him some dif-
ficult questions. The “forced passage of time,” Einstein would respond, 
“presents itself to us in an imperative fashion.” But this sense of time 
passing by was due to a subjective “baggage of consciousness,” which 
scientists could correct for. No longer young, Einstein remembered well 
just how disputed his view of time had been— especially, he wrote to his 
friend, by Bergson.3

Far from the old continent and living in a completely different set-
ting at 112 Mercer Street in Princeton, New Jersey, Einstein still held his 
ground against the long- dead French philosopher. How could Einstein, 
during his advanced years, still maintain that the passage of time was 
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merely subjective? How did he explain his own wrinkles, his own wors-
ening health? Had he legated to physicists a “world without time,” as his 
friend the mathematician Kurt Gödel accused him of doing?4

After having brought up the name of Bergson that Christmas Eve, 
Besso wrote him another letter the following summer asking him 
“whether the question of what is so strangely compelling about the 
passing of time is ever on your mind?” Would the question upset Ein-
stein? Besso finished his letter asking for forgiveness: “Forgive your dear 
 Michele, who is now truly old” for bringing up the topic again.5 Perhaps 
Einstein would now answer this question differently? These musings 
seemed fit for old men forced to take stock and look back instead of 
ahead. Einstein replied, acknowledging that he “was also already quite 
musty.” He understood what motivated Besso’s “allusion to subjective 
experience” in his later years. He proceeded to rephrase Besso’s ques-
tion: “You say that this passage [of time] is accompanied by suffering, 
which— if one interprets it as a physicist— is tied to irreversible pro-
cesses.” “I do not know how to help you,” he first answered modestly, 
noting that the difference between how we experienced the past, pres-
ent, and future was due to our limited, subjective perspective. “This is 
was what bothered Bergson the most,” he replied.6

The rest of the physicist’s response in that letter was as strong then 
as it had been in his youthful years. Einstein was proud to have elim-
inated these subjective elements from the “conceptual construction of 
the objective world.” To the very end of his life, Einstein disagreed with 
Bergson— yet Bergson, dead or alive, emerged over and over again as a 
potent critic. Was the passing of time— as these two men experienced 
it during those fateful years— a mere illusion? In subsequent letters, it 
became clear that Einstein could not convince his friend. Einstein cited 
Bergson once again in their correspondence, drawing comparisons be-
tween Besso’s and Bergson’s views: “You cannot get used to the idea 
that subjective time with its own ‘now’ should not have any objective 
meaning. See Bergson!”7

Two years after explaining to his friend the illusory nature of the pas-
sage of time, Besso died. Einstein would die less than a month after that. 
Grieving, he wrote to his friend’s son and sister offering his deepest con-
dolences, underlining once again his unfaltering belief in the illusory 
nature of our sense of past, present, and future: “Here Besso has once 
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more preceded me a bit in leaving this strange world,” he explained to 
them, knowing fully well that his own time would soon be up as well. 
But “that does not mean anything. For us, physicists of faith, the sepa-
ration between the past, present and future, holds nothing more than 
the value of an illusion, however strong it may be.”8 For Einstein, their 
youth (just like their old age), their births (just like their deaths) were 
simply moments whatsoever, slices of time that they had not been able 
to see or foresee but that had always been there and that had, in the 
physical universe, no special importance. The sequence of events which 
they had experience was an effect arising from their own limitations in 
conceiving them otherwise— limitations that could be overcome when 
they thought and acted as physicists “of faith.”

EINSTEIN RECONSIDERS BERGSON’S POINT:  
“THAT WOULD BE WONDERFUL!”

Had Einstein learned anything from Bergson? Had he gleaned any in-
sights from any of the philosopher’s numerous followers? The philoso-
pher Filmer S. C. Northrop tried to find out. He traveled from Yale to 
Princeton, knocked on Einstein’s door, and asked him this very ques-
tion. Northrop had been a student of Whitehead’s at Harvard Univer-
sity. He wanted to know what Einstein thought of his mentor’s objec-
tions. “A few weeks ago,” sometime in 1941, recounted Northrop in an 
article that appeared alongside the physicist’s autobiography, he had “a 
lengthy discussion” with Einstein about these old questions.9

Northrop was aware of the strong “Bergsonian influence” on his 
teacher Whitehead. He traced Whitehead’s infatuation with the French-
man’s work to the “impressionable war years” of 1914– 1918. His teacher, 
he argued, had been “continuously conversing” with his colleagues in 
Britain about “the French philosopher.” Northrop was now ready to relay 
the results of what Whitehead had learned from Bergson back to Einstein. 
He personally explained Whitehead’s objections to the brilliant physicist 
who had failed to grasp them for most of his adult life. All the paradoxes 
of relativity, he explained, arose from an epistemological weakness. It 
consisted in maintaining a strict difference between the local and the 
distant. Since we could not, he argued, firmly determine the difference 
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between what was local and what was distant, we could also never de-
termine the difference between what was actually perceived (locally) 
and what was determined rationally. “Whitehead,” Northrop patiently 
explained to the physicist, denied an essential difference between local 
“phenomenal events” and distant “postulated physically defined public 
events.” For this reason, he fought against Einstein’s redefinition of time 
in terms of the simple timing of two events at a single place.10

“That would be wonderful! So many problems would be solved were 
it true!” exclaimed Einstein, after having for the first time understood 
this particular criticism against his theory.11 To Einstein’s delight, it 
seemed as if nearly two decades of conflict could have a fairytale ending.

The reason why Whitehead opposed Einstein’s conclusions, Northrop 
explained, was because he was unwilling to differentiate that which was 
sensed from that which was deduced mentally. Whitehead refused “to 
distinguish very sharply between the very limited part or aspect of si-
multaneous nature which is disclosed in direct sense awareness and the 
concept of simultaneous nature at it is prescribed in one’s deductively 
formulated scientific theory.”12 The philosopher criticized Einstein’s suc-
cesses as residing in an essential “fallacy” that he named “the fallacy of 
misplaced concreteness.” It referred to the tendency of establishing a 
strict distinction between “sense impressions” and “ideas.” Whitehead, 
like Bergson before him, believed this distinction could never be ab-
solute; that we could never establish a fixed boundary between matter 
and mind. This fallacy, continued Whitehead, led to the “bifurcation of 
nature” that divided the universe into two main categories, one physical 
and material and the other psychological and mental, forgetting what 
lay in between them, their connection, and their constant interplay.

Einstein first replied with surprise after understanding the criticisms 
launched against him, “Oh! Is that what he means?” But on second 
thought “after a moment’s silent reflection,” he remained unconvinced: 
“Unfortunately, it is a fairy tale. Our world is not as simple as that,” he 
concluded.13

THE OFFICIAL HERE AND NOW

Einstein and Bergson differed about what they considered to be “local” 
compared to what was “distant.” But they also differed about the 
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importance of this difference. Einstein prioritized a “local” definition 
of time, arguing that it was the only “objective” measure of time. Be-
cause it worked well “for the place at which the clock is located,” it 
could serve as a firm base for evaluating the time of “places remote from 
the clock.”14 For setting faraway clocks, scientists could simply take into 
consideration the time of transmission of light signals back to this base. 
The problem appeared to have been solved. Or not?

Bergson quickly noticed that Einstein’s definition depended on mak-
ing a sharp distinction between the local and the distant. Bergson was 
not convinced: “Where does proximity commence and where does the 
far end?” Telescopes and microscopes, telegraphs and telephones, and 
even simple reading glasses would all affect our perception of some-
thing as being far or near, distant or local. What is more, a slight change 
in our assessment of the far and the near would lead to a change in 
our perception of something occurring now or later. Distance affected 
temporal perceptions, as every thunderstorm easily confirmed. An ob-
server standing midway between two distant flashes would see them as 
simultaneous, while one standing closer to one than to the other would 
see the closest one go off before the other one. Einstein knew this lesson 
well, but Bergson drew additional conclusions from it. Our sense of the 
far and the near, and therefore of now and later, always varied “accord-
ing to the point of view, the terms of comparison, the instrument or 
perceptual organ.”15 Einstein’s apparently solid definition of “local” in 
distinction to the “distant” depended on these factors as well.

Why did Einstein and Bergson hold such different views about some-
thing as apparently simple as what was “here” and what took place 
“now”? A host of new technological developments affected the experi-
ence of the here and now. More important, they created profound rifts 
in how different people perceived and thought of these assessments— 
repercussions that ranged from the metaphysical to the theological. Pho-
tography, phonography, telegraphy, cinematography, and radio changed 
the visual and auditory reach of observers as words, images, and sounds 
were transported in new ways. During the years of rapid media trans-
formations, disagreement about something as apparently simple as the 
here and now was rampant. The “objectivity” of Einstein’s definition 
arose in a specific historical and material culture where certain ways of 
noting the here and now gained currency, connected to new ways of 
communicating and experiencing presence.
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Einstein redefined time in general by referring it back to a simple 
“local” procedure. He defined simultaneity by sharply dividing it into 
two components, local simultaneity and simultaneity at a distance. One 
definition applied for the local case, and another one (which had to in-
clude the speed of light transmission) worked for the distant case. The 
first definition served “for the place where the clock is located; but it is 
no longer satisfactory when we have to . . . evaluate the times of events 
occurring at places remote from the clock.” This first definition was 
colloquial, explained by the commonsense assumption that “that train 
arrives here at 7 o’clock” meant that “the pointing of the small hand of 
my clock to 7 and the arrival of the train are simultaneous events.”16 But 
for determining if distant events were simultaneous, Einstein argued 
that observers needed a different understanding. They needed to take 
into consideration the extra time of propagation of a signal from the 
event to the place of the watch, due to the extra travel distance. Einstein 
prioritized a certain sense of the “local” as a privileged procedure for de-
termining time. His understanding of what was near and what was far 
depended on what was immediately ready at hand for him or completely 
out of reach.

Why did Einstein consider the comparison of an event against a watch 
as perfectly sufficient for defining simultaneity while the other compari-
sons at a distance were deficient? “The simultaneity of two events taking 
place (at approximately) the same location” was, according to Einstein, 
a sufficiently clear process. Any ambiguities in this determination were 
simply issues that Einstein decided to “not discuss here.”17 That specific 
procedure, he argued, was free from the many other complications 
haunting the determination of simultaneity of faraway events. Bergson 
was not satisfied by Einstein’s call to “not discuss” those problems.

Back in 1905, Einstein knew he would have difficulties convincing 
others of the benefits of his “local” procedure. A footnote to his revo-
lutionary paper referred to “the inexactitude that lurks in the concept 
of simultaneity of two events at approximately the same place.” This in-
exactitude, Einstein argued, “can only be removed by an abstraction.”18 
He knew fully well that the “imprecision that is inherent” in local de-
terminations of simultaneity could be brushed aside by considering it 
abstractly instead of concretely. He was thus able to base distant deter-
minations on local ones.
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Bergson disagreed. Einstein, he argued, was not justified in consid-
ering “the concept of simultaneity of two events at approximately the 
same place” as an unproblematic case. He was not justified in consid-
ering simultaneity as the comparison of one event against a watch. He 
was not justified in removing these difficulties by abstraction. Bergson 
objected, arguing that Einstein introduced an artificial break between 
“local simultaneity” and “simultaneity at a distance.” The philosopher 
insisted that the physicist’s differentiation was spurious: “The distinc-
tion between ‘small’ and ‘large,’ ‘not far apart’ and ‘very far apart,’ has 
no scientific validity,” he concluded.19

By the 1940s some commentators on Einstein thought that the phys-
icist had shifted the problem of determining local simultaneity further 
into the brain, where neuroscientists now had to face it. They had to deal 
with precisely the question that Einstein bypassed. How did our mind 
match two events to determine that they occurred “at the same time”? 
Neurophysiologists faced the challenge of relating a conscious assess-
ment (of two events taking place at the same time) to processes taking 
place in brain cells and carrying the information about these events.20 
There they once again faced riddles about the relation of human con-
sciousness to the material world.

A particular insight that Bergson wanted to defend contra Einstein 
was that there could be no fixed boundary and therefore no essential 
difference marking when local events ended and distant ones arose, or 
between physical ones and mental ones. How powerful was his critique? 
In the eyes of some, it was so powerful that the entire basis of “empiri-
cal” science was called into question. Initial criticisms launched against 
Einstein for drawing an unnecessarily sharp distinction between the 
local and the distant grew into a much more damaging argument. They 
were soon connected to a broad critique of the claim that knowledge 
was built up from a firm basis of sense-data and extended mathemati-
cally, logically, and rationally.

Neither Bergson, Whitehead, Martin Heidegger, or Walter Benja-
min thought that a sharp distinction could be drawn between the as-
sessment of an event taking place “here” rather than “there,” or “now” 
rather than “later.” Heidegger argued that scientists obtained accu-
rate measurements only by first assuming that a certain moment (the 
moment of measurement) could be separated from the rest of time.21 
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Benjamin, in his The Work of Art in the Age of Mechanical Reproduction, 
continued to think about how media affected these assessments, focus-
ing mainly on the repercussions for art and history. Other thinkers did 
not accept Einstein’s “local” procedure for determining time as the only 
or the most objective one because they did not accept his definition of 
locality. In 1935 the physicist and philosopher Moritz Schlick asked why 
Einstein’s specific procedure for time should be used instead of others. 
He had a hunch. His best guess was that it worked better than others 
because a large number of people could agree on its results, and it could 
be corroborated with the largest number of senses— visual, auditory, 
and tactile: “The only correct answer is, because of its objectivity, that 
is, because of its inter- sensual and inter- subjective validity.”22 Although 
clearly the here and now was not experienced in the same way by every-
one, everywhere, and forever, certain assessments were more valid than 
others. Were these conditions a sufficiently strong basis for science? In 
the nineteenth century, Marx had argued “that the forming of the five 
senses is a labor of the entire history of the world down to the present.”23 
If conditions sustaining the validity of these assessments were histori-
cally determined, how could they be universal?

ORIGINAL SIN

The text that prompted Besso to write to Einstein and ask him about 
Bergson referred to an original, metaphysical “sin.”24 The reference ap-
peared in Einstein’s autobiography. It did not mention Bergson. What 
“sin” did he refer to in those pages? Einstein’s sin, as he described it, had 
been to define an “ideal clock” as both a physical thing (an actual clock) 
and an ideal entity (based on the speed of light defined as constant). 
Einstein would never be able to free himself entirely from critics who 
accused him of being unable to justify his reasons for considering a 
“light clock” as an “ideal clock.” For this very reason, “an ideal clock” ap-
peared to be different from “all other things.” Einstein could not forget 
that this led to an “inconsistency.” But if he had not defined a “clock” 
in this dual way, his work would have either had to “forego a physical 
interpretation,” with the disastrous result of “reducing physics to ge-
ometry,” or perhaps worse, it would have remained a mere technical 
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treatise about coordinated clocks. To avoid this danger, Einstein chose 
to embark on this inconsistency and treated a “clock” both ideally and 
concretely. His “sin” was “justified,” he continued, because he had ac-
cepted the “obligation . . . of eliminating it at a later stage.”25 But even 
by the end of his life, he was still unable to find a solution.

The physicist also confessed that he remained uncomfortable with 
how his theory depended so centrally on a particular number, the value 
of the speed of light. This fundamental constant seemed arbitrary and 
too directly tied to contemporary telecommunications. He stressed how 
the seeming arbitrariness of the number c for the speed of light could be 
eliminated. If the unit of seconds from the equations were replaced by 
“the time in which light travels 1 cm” it could be made to equal one.26 Its 
disconcerting “numerical value” could be embellished by metrological 
institutes, which were less visible to the public and could be asked to shift 
units in order to end up with the nice number one.27 This, he believed, 
could be a step in the right direction, but it was hardly sufficient. Would 
it solve debates about the relation between Einstein’s universal concep-
tion, contemporary technologies, and practical procedures? Would it 
solve even broader debates about the relation of science to technology?

By then, his theory was wondrously successful. Many new phenom-
ena and effects were described by reference to it— but this initial contra-
diction remained. Einstein admitted that he could still not describe an 
“ideal clock” as emerging from a foundational theory of “moving atomic 
configurations.” The “postulates of the theory are not strong enough to 
deduce from them  .  .  . a theory of measuring rods and clocks.” His 
“faith in the simplicity, i.e., intelligibility, of nature” led him to hope to 
find sometime in the future “such strongly determined laws that within 
these laws only rationally completely determined constants occur.”28 
But to date, the sin persisted. Did this confession matter? His theory 
and his reputation were secure.

Einstein described his contribution to physics as one that had osten-
sibly taken “sense impressions” as a point of departure to understand 
more complicated “ideas,” revolutionizing our theories of time and 
space. Yet toward the end his life he no longer believed that these basic 
components— sense impressions— could be clearly distinguished from 
the rest of the theoretical structure he had painstakingly built. Einstein 
confessed that there was “no such thing” as a clear distinction between 
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physical “sense impressions” and mental “ideas.” But believing in their 
distinction was a necessary “metaphysical ‘original sin’ ” without which 
we could not advance knowledge.29 If science did not stand firmly on a 
solid empirical ground, from where did it draw its power? Mathematics 
and logic, unless firmly connected to empirical observations, would re-
main empty abstractions.

With four groundbreaking papers that appeared in 1905, the physi-
cist had revolutionized physics to a degree unmatched since the time of 
Newton, creating one of the most successful and comprehensive theo-
ries ever. Yet in 1949 he stood “guilty” as charged, so he said, because 
deep down nobody could draw a firm distinction between the world of 
sensations and the world of the mind. Could Einstein have done things 
differently? By the end of his life, he was much more circumspect than 
he had been as a younger man.

Contrast this confession with Einstein’s words the evening he con-
fronted Bergson, when he firmly insisted on a clear separation between 
subjective and objective factors, ascribing to psychology the study of 
the subjective realm, to physics the study of objective events, and to 
philosophy simply nothing— at least when it came to the study of time. 
Yet later in life he admitted that he did not think that the division be-
tween the subjective and objective could be established once and for 
all, or even that between physics and metaphysics. He no longer denied 
the role played by metaphysics in science, famously complaining that “a 
fateful ‘fear of metaphysics’ ” had become “a malady of contemporary 
empiricistic philosophizing.”30 By then, he was similarly skeptical about 
the difference between objectivity and subjectivity. “For this conceptual 
distinction there is no logical- philosophical justification.” It was merely 
a “presupposition” that permitted “physical thinking.” Its “only justifi-
cation lies in its usefulness,” he wrote.31

What prompted Einstein’s late- in- life confession? From the moment 
he debated Bergson in 1922 to when he confessed his “original sin” in 
1949, Einstein successfully fought against philosophers who denied to 
science its grounding in objectively pure sensations freed from the dis-
torting influences of the mind. But by the end of his life, Einstein of-
fered a mea culpa. Bergson, much earlier, had insisted that this was a 
problem in Einstein’s work.32

Bergson had been dead for almost half a decade when Einstein “con-
fessed,” but many of his insights were kept alive and passed down by 
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colleagues and students who had worked with him or with his allies. A 
new generation of thinkers accepted the numerous difficulties in found-
ing science on sense impressions and logic alone. They started to reeval-
uate the role of philosophy in science more generally and reconsidered 
some of the objections they had earlier brushed aside: “The metaphy-
sician is treated no longer as a criminal but as a patient: there may be 
good reasons why he says the strange things that he does.”33

MALE AND FEMALE

The twentieth century closed with the differences between Einstein 
and Bergson as vast as those between male and female.34 It also ended 
with a physical understanding of the nature of time firmly ensconced. 
This scientific achievement dragged with it significant consequences in 
its wake. Critics decried that certain aspects of time, those connected 
to life, had been forever lost. “The more perfect the instrument as a 
measurer of time, the more completely does it conceal time’s arrow,” 
lamented Eddington.35 Others denounced scientists for taking conven-
tional standards too evidently tied to contemporary technologies as 
universal ones. Scientists, critics noted, focused too narrowly on mea-
surement and instrumental results, forgetting the very conditions that 
permitted their measurability in the first place. These debates resonated 
beyond laboratories and universities, as Einstein and Bergson actively 
pushed contradictory political and cultural projects in a century of es-
calating violence.

In his personal letters, the physicist worried about the paradoxes of 
time in ways that were absent in his scientific work. In an intimate and 
sentimental letter to Besso from Princeton mourning the recent death 
of his wife Elsa, he confessed that he could not wrap his head round 
certain aspects of time. Reminiscing about the “thirty years” that had 
passed since he started his friendship with Besso at the patent office in 
Bern, Einstein calculated that they amounted to “almost 109 seconds”:

I now frequently and with pleasure think of our old time at the patent 
office and I cannot put it in my head that I left it almost thirty years ago. 
That makes up almost 109 seconds and one is surprised not to have been 
able to do more good during that time.36
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Where had all those seconds gone? Accounting for them seemed 
impossible.

“Intellect” fought against “instinct,” explained Bertrand Russell, as he 
dedicated himself to promoting Einstein over Bergson.37 “Spontaneity” 
confronted “receptivity,” stated Ernst Cassirer referring directly to each 
man as he demarcated competing philosophical projects.38 “Science,” 
explained Martin Heidegger, confronted “lived experience” so starkly 
that it led to a spike in the “irrational” as a necessary consequence.39 
When the physicist Percy Bridgman forcefully lamented the divide be-
tween the “universality of science” and the everyday “obvious structure 
of experience,” readers could not help but accuse him of tacitly referring 
to both men.40 Bergson was at first explicitly compared to Heraclitus 
of Ephesus; Einstein to Parmenides of Elea.41 Bergson’s philosophy was 
seen as similar to St. Augustine’s; Einstein was repeatedly accused of 
being Aristotelian.42 These ancient and modern thinkers were all asso-
ciated with opposing ways of understanding of time— reinforcing di-
chotomies far vaster than those directly tied to the Einstein- Bergson 
confrontation. As the century drew to a close, the “time of the universe” 
and “lived time” appeared as irreconcilable as science and philosophy in 
ways that exceeded the discussion that took place that day.43

What had led Einstein and Bergson to hold such different positions in 
the first place? What caused the twentieth century to end up as divided 
as it did? These questions were neither asked nor answered; the two men 
and most of their numerous interlocutors simply took sides. Author-
ity for speaking about time shifted considerably during the century, in 
step with major transformations in the hierarchical structure of society, 
which affected the relative standing of scientists, intellectuals, and the 
general public in a mass- media culture divided into experts and laymen. 
A particular understanding of time associated with scientific rationality 
and expertise gained prominence. Science emerged triumphant, lording 
it over the critical humanities and pushing artistic experimentation far-
ther and farther away.

Time kept also slipped by. It cut through individuals who struggled 
to survive in a world divided into science and art, the public and per-
sonal, the objective and the subjective, the abstract and the concrete. 
The contradictions once represented by the two men gained indepen-
dent lives of their own, appearing as timeless as time itself.
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Peter and Paul, the paradoxical twins of relativity theory, have produced 
fine young offspring. Bob, Alice, and Ted live, according to a recent 
account, in New Jersey and Manhattan. “In the language of quantum 
information, Alice can marry either Bob or Ted, but not both,” ex-
plains the science writer Dennis Overbye. A new “high- octane debate” 
has engulfed Einstein’s theory. The theories of Stephen Hawking, Juan 
M. Maldacena, and others vie to explain yet another paradox.1 Shape 
dynamics, a branch of theoretical physics, has a global, locally unde-
tectable, preferred frame. Recent experiments in quantum gravity have 
asked if the Lorentz symmetry can break at the Planck scale. My con-
tention is that a preferred frame of reference has been hiding in plain 
sight: in our all-too-human world, in our everyday experiences, in art, 
and in philosophy.

The issues at stake today, and their social, institutional, and material 
context, are very different from the ones I have described— yet certain 
similarities persist. Questions pertaining to the relation of individual 
versus common experience and to information- transfer versus com-
munication appear once again, albeit in a new guise. One difference is 
stark: scientists tackle these questions mostly on their own. Humanists 
are nowhere to be found in these conversations.

Bergson has not yet recovered from one of the most hurtful attacks 
launched at him at the end of the twentieth century. The physicists 
Alan Sokal and Jean Bricmont considered him as the main representa-
tive of a general malaise affecting radical philosophers and academics: 
postmodernism. Postmoderns, they argued, had a “historical connec-
tion with a philosophical tradition that emphasizes intuition, or subjec-
tive experience, over reason.”2 Bergson was their antihero. “One of the 
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most brilliant representatives of this way of thinking is— no contest— 
Bergson, who pursued this mission until his debate with Einstein about 
the theory of relativity,” they concluded.3

By the end of the century, various areas of science directly associ-
ated with Bergson frequently fell under the category of “postmodern 
science”— a label referring to unconventional research, generally con-
sidered legitimate but often remaining controversial, that stressed the 
indeterministic nature of the universe and the central role of philoso-
phy within science itself.4 In the 1970s the chemist Ilya Prigogine, who 
would go on to win the Nobel Prize a few years later, reviewed for the 
journal Nature a collection of essays on Bergson that included translated 
portions of the transcript of the April 6, 1922, meeting. Prigogine was ex-
tremely critical of Bergson’s work on relativity: “Bergson’s struggle with 
the Lorentz transformation in Duration and Simultaneity is as pathetic 
as it completely misses the point.”5 Although “Bergson was certainly 
‘wrong’ on some technical points,” Prigogine felt motivated to study 
those aspects of temporal development that had been left unexplained 
by Einstein.6 As he studied the arrow of time in thermodynamics and 
thought about questions of indeterminism in the physical sciences, he 
became increasingly vocal in his defense of certain aspects of Bergson’s 
work. Referring to “the famous discussion between Bergson and Ein-
stein, which took place in Paris in 1922,” Prigogine considered his own 
scientific work in terms of the historical legacy of the debate:

Einstein gave a presentation of his theory of special relativity, and Berg-
son expressed some doubts about it. It is true that Bergson had not un-
derstood Einstein. But it is also true that Einstein had not understood 
Bergson. Bergson was fascinated by the role of creativity, of novelty in the 
history of the universe. But Einstein did not want any directed time. He 
repeated often that time, more precisely the arrow of time, is an ‘illusion.’ 
So, these ideologies seem to be irreconcilable.7

His scientific contributions attempted to reconcile Bergson’s insights 
with the laws of physics.

The philosopher Isabelle Stengers, coauthor with Prigogine of A New 
Alliance, a book describing how science and philosophy could enter into 
a new partnership, returned to the Einstein- Bergson debate in her later 
publications: “Our scene is well known; it took place at the Société de 
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Philosophie de Paris, on April 6, 1922.”8 For her, the debate had marked 
“with the greatest force” the culmination of a project that had started 
during the time of the Scientific Revolution and lasted “for the last 
three centuries”— the project of eliminating change and diversity (and 
therefore real time) from science by reducing it to the “identical and the 
permanent.” According to Stengers, modern physics had recently “redis-
covered time,” showing how “it will never again be able to be reduced to 
the monotonous simplicity” that Einstein gave it or to a simple “geomet-
rical parameter that allows calculation.”9 Chaos theory and quantum 
mechanics proved that time was much more than Einstein had wagered.

Physics, today, no longer denies time. It recognizes the irreversible time 
of evolutions toward equilibrium, the rhythmic time of structures whose 
pulse is nourished by the world they are part of, the bifurcating time of 
evolutions generated by instability and amplification of fluctuations, and 
even microscopic time, which manifests the indetermination of micro-
scopic physical evolutions.10

Had science vindicated Bergson? Although a few thinkers were enthu-
siastic about the “new alliance” between science and Bergson, many 
others lamented that science, and the world, had become simply too 
postmodern.

Sokal and Bricmont were militant actors in the “science wars” of the 
1990s, a confrontation that pitted physicists against humanists and cul-
minated in mutual accusations of libel, incompetence, and even greed 
that reached the front pages of international newspapers. The issues 
at stake during the science wars were very different from those of the 
Einstein- Bergson debate, yet authors frequently drew connections be-
tween these two conflicts. Bergsonian philosophy and the large swaths 
of Continental philosophy connected to it were seen as the direct prede-
cessors of a new enemy.

Sokal and Bricmont’s Impostures intellectuelles (1997) set the “histor-
ical origins” of the growing rift between scientists and humanists in 
the Einstein- Bergson confrontation.11 The closing chapter of the book, 
which was excluded from the English translation, was dedicated to ex-
posing Bergson’s error.12 Bergson’s “fashionable nonsense” had spread to 
“Deleuze, after passing through Jankélévitch and Merleau- Ponty,” they 
argued.13
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As professors of physics, Sokal and Bricmont framed Bergson’s cri-
tique as mistaken with regard to physics. They continued to ignore Berg-
son’s own claims that his book did not contest the results of relativity 
physics: “Bergson is mistaken,” they insisted, adding that his “error is 
not a question of philosophy or interpretation, as is frequently thought; 
it bears on understanding the physical theory, and it enters, in the last 
analysis, into conflict with experience.”14 The authors repeated what had 
been said many times before, first by Einstein. They ignored Bergson’s 
response. None of Bergson’s claims were meant to bear on debates in-
volving only physics: “The theory was studied with the aim of respond-
ing to a question posed by a philosopher, and no longer by a physicist.” 
“Physics,” he added, “was not responsible for answering that question.”15

The science wars exacerbated the conflict between scientists and hu-
manists by perpetuating the view that Bergsonian, Continental, and 
postmodern philosophy were antiscience. One of the main charges 
against all of them was that they were disconnected from empirical re-
ality and that they fostered a dangerous form of relativism, promoting a 
view of truth as subject to endless debate and revision, with disturbing 
ethical consequences. But accounts that placed science, empiricism, and 
rationality on one side and, on the other side, Bergson, a disdain for em-
pirical facts, and irrationality does not hold. Many scientists— including 
Poincaré, Lorentz, and Michelson— were either very close to Bergson or 
held views consonant with his work, refusing to accept Einstein’s inter-
pretation while wholly accepting all experimental results.

TIME IN THE AGE OF COMPUTERS AND PHOTODETECTORS

The controversy between Bergson and Einstein did not end as the twen-
tieth century came to a close. Detractors and advocates continued to 
debate many of the same issues as before. In the 1950s the philosopher 
Adolf Grünbaum, still by reference to Bergson, once again asked if time 
could be understood “without including the human observer’s retina 
or body in the analysis, let alone his stream of consciousness.”16 Yet im-
portant differences marked these later discussions. By the second half of 
the twentieth century, old arguments were relaunched by reference to 
new kinds of instruments. Early examples of telecommunication media, 
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automatic inscription devices, and film cameras soon gave way to com-
puters and photodetectors. To prove the philosopher wrong against the 
physicist, Sokal and Bricmont mentioned computers, reminding us that 
the actual observers described by Einstein (later commonly referred as 
Peter and Paul) could be replaced by machines: “Paul could be, for ex-
ample, a photodetector coupled to a computer, and after the experiment 
everybody could consult the computer’s memory and see which beam 
of light came in first.”17 Because proof of relativity could be obtained 
with automated computers, they argued, Bergson was wrong.

Did these new technological advances settle the debate? Defenders of 
Bergson also started referencing these new instruments to prove their 
(opposing) case. They continued to take a contrarian stance— arguing 
that scientists could not talk about new automatic machines as if no one 
had built them and as if they had not been designed for a specific pur-
pose; nor could they ignore the fact that for the results to be meaningful 
they had to assume that someone, in the end, would have to witness 
them. The two groups continued to talk against each other, once again, 
by reference to the salient technologies of their respective eras.

A few writers, as diverse as Gilles Deleuze and Bruno Latour, joined 
a previous generation of thinkers (Whitehead, Heidegger, Benjamin, 
Merleau- Ponty) to offer new models for rethinking the relation of sci-
ence, technology, and philosophy. They explicitly referred to Einstein 
or Bergson or to the categories of time frequently associated with them. 
Let me elaborate.

Merleau- Ponty asked Deleuze to write the entry on Bergson in a vol-
ume he was directing titled Les Philosophes célèbres, which appeared in 
1956.18 Deleuze was an ideal candidate for the task. A few years earlier, 
he had written his first essay on Bergson.19 By 1966 he started a full- 
fledged revival of the philosopher by publishing Le Bergsonisme. Berg-
son, according to Alain Badiou, was Deleuze’s most important influ-
ence. “The Bergson- Einstein debate opens up a veritable can of worms” 
for Deleuze, explained a recent philosopher.20

Deleuze saw in Bergson’s philosophy an answer to the all- pervading 
scientism of his era by offering to philosophy a role that went simply 
beyond that of a critique and examination of science’s foundations. He 
learned from Bergson why philosophy could remain as relevant as sci-
ence itself. Deleuze included a key footnote to his book Le Bergsonisme 
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about the relation of Bergson’s philosophy and relativity theory. It indi-
cated what he thought of Bergson’s debate with Einstein. “It is frequently 
claimed that Bergson’s reasoning implied an error with regard to Ein-
stein,” he admitted.21 “But very often too,” he added, “one has made an 
error with regard to Bergson’s reasoning itself.”22 The error, according 
to Deleuze, resulted in taking Bergson’s comments about time dilation 
too literally and forgetting that his main point was that the comparison 
of a stationary clock against a traveling one needed to be thought of as a 
comparison of a “quantity” against a “symbol.” With this interpretation, 
Deleuze used Bergson’s confrontation against Einstein as an example of 
why numbers and symbols, which were sometimes read uncritically by 
scientists as merely denoting quantities, should be understood as affect-
ing our knowledge of the world more generally. But Bergson’s attempt 
“to assimilate the scientific observer (for example, the cannonball trav-
eler or relativity) to a simple symbol,” was also not enough. Deleuze was 
not content to do “as Bergson does.”23

Together with his collaborator Felix Guattari, Deleuze explained why 
these concerns stood at the center of their answer to What Is Philoso-
phy? (1991). In their book— about the role of philosophy in the age of 
science— they took issue against Einstein’s ally, Bertrand Russell, for be-
lieving in “sense- data without sensation” and for having “assimilated 
them to apparatuses and instruments like Michelson’s interferometer 
or, more simply the photographic plate, camera or mirror that captures 
what no one is there to see.”24 In contrast to Russell, the two philos-
ophers argued against the uncritical conflation of “data” gained with 
instruments as without them, stressing the differences between the two. 
One particular irony of “sense- data without sensation” they argued, was 
that it was always “waiting for a real observer to come and see.” How 
was one to deal with the paradoxical relationship of real observers to re-
cording devices? Recording instruments, they argued, only functioned 
because they “presupposed” an “ideal partial observer.”25

In his earlier work, Deleuze considered that due to the high status 
of science in contemporary society, “we must ask why there is still phi-
losophy, in what respect science is not sufficient.” “It is not enough to 
say that philosophy is at the origin of the sciences and that it was their 
mother,” he wrote. Deleuze considered two alternatives: “Philosophy has 
only ever responded to such a question in two ways, doubtless because 
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there are only two possible responses.” In the first one, philosophy com-
pletely gave up competing against science: “One says that science gives us 
a knowledge of things, that it is therefore in a certain relation with them, 
and philosophy can renounce its rivalry with science, can leave things 
to science and present itself solely in a critical manner, as a reflection on 
this knowledge of things.” Its role, in this view, was essentially a reflective 
one. In the second case, philosophy continued to fight science as an old 
foe: “On the contrary view, philosophy seeks to establish, or rather re-
store, another relationship to things, and therefore another knowledge, 
a knowledge and a relationship that precisely science hides from us, of 
which it deprives us, because it allows us only to conclude and to infer 
without ever presenting, giving to us the thing in itself.” Bergson, ac-
cording to Deleuze, chose the second option. “It is this second path that 
Bergson takes by repudiating critical philosophies when he shows us in 
science, in technical activity, intelligence, everyday language, social life, 
practical need and, most importantly, in space— the many forms and 
relations that separate us from things and from their interiority.”26

This second option required thinking about what made something 
“this rather than that, this rather than something else.” It required fo-
cusing on singular, local, and concrete aspects of knowledge: “What 
science risks losing, unless it is infiltrated by philosophy, is less the thing 
itself than the difference of the thing, that which makes its being, that 
which makes it this rather than that, this rather than something else.” 
Already in his early work Deleuze recognized how Bergson’s work was 
marked by a number of dualisms: “Hence we see the meaning of the 
dual isms dear to Bergson: not only the titles of many of his works, but 
each of the chapters, and the heading that precedes each page, exhibit 
such a dualism. Quantity and quality, intelligence and instinct, geomet-
ric order and vital order, science and metaphysics, the closed and the 
open are its most known figures.”27 Deleuze’s philosophy, and in par-
ticular his revival of Bergson, tried to combat these dualisms, forcefully 
criticizing the common interpretation of Bergsonian duration as merely 
subjective, interior, or psychological.28 He called for the need to inves-
tigate the interplay between “two readings of time, each of which is 
complete and excludes the other.”29

In Logique du sens (1969), Deleuze identified two dominant ways of 
understanding time, which he named Aion and Chronos. Naming 
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neither Bergson nor Einstein directly in the text, the two senses of time 
nonetheless fit into the positions broadly associated— imperfectly— 
with their philosophies. Aion was a time made up of empty instants, 
whereas Chronos was “vast and deep.” For Aion, “only the past and the 
future inhere in time and divide each present infinitely.” For Chronos, 
in contrast, “only the present exists in time and gathers together or ab-
sorbs the past and future.”

Deleuze’s later work, in collaboration with Felix Guattari, explicitly 
returned to the figures of Bergson and Einstein. A Thousand Plateaus 
(1980), a book referred to as one of “the most important philosophical 
texts of the twentieth century,” mentioned “the confrontation between 
Bergson and Einstein on the topic of relativity” as essential for under-
standing major divisions.30 “Bergson thus brought to light ‘two very dif-
ferent kinds of multiplicity,’ one qualitative and fusional, continuous, 
the other numerical and homogenous, discrete,” they explained. These 
divisions echoed many others: “We have on numerous occasions en-
countered all kinds of differences between two types of multiplicities: 
metric and nonmetric; extensive and qualitative; centered and acen-
tered; arborescent and rhizomatic; numerical and flat; dimensional and 
directional; of masses and of packs; of magnitude and of distance; of 
breaks and of frequency; striated and smooth.”31 While at first Deleuze 
and Guattari explained how the “striated” and the “smooth” were two 
opposing ways of understanding the texture of space and time by di-
rect reference to Einstein and Bergson, the philosophers soon used these 
terms as explanatory tools for understanding much broader divisions.

As an ambitious young philosopher, Deleuze recognized early on the 
need to go further, and that this meant going beyond those dualisms: 
Neither science nor philosophy should be limited to the exploration of 
only one of the two elements of these dualities. “But we must go fur-
ther,” he wrote.32 How?

“THE MOST UNFAIR ACCOUNT OF SCIENCE”

The philosopher Bruno Latour referred to the debate as a locus classi-
cus for thinking about the relation between science and other areas of 
culture:
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There is no better way to frame this question than the bungled dialog 
(well, not really dialogue, but that’s the point) between Henri Bergson 
and Albert Einstein in Paris in 1922. Bergson had carefully studied Ein-
stein’s theory of relativity and wrote a thick book about it, but Einstein 
had only a few dismissive comments about Bergson’s argument. After 
Bergson spoke for thirty minutes, Einstein made a terse two- minute re-
mark, ending with this damning sentence: “Hence there is no philoso-
pher’s time; there is only a psychological time different from the time of 
the physicist.”33

“Matters of concern” faced off against “matters of fact” by direct refer-
ence to Bergson and Einstein. These, like many other binary categories, 
have become ingrained examples of our pertinent cultural divides.34 
“Can we do better at the beginning of the twenty- first century?” he 
asked.35

A few years before the twentieth century came to a close, Latour stud-
ied Bergson’s concept of time, calling Bergson’s arguments against Ein-
stein “the most unfair account of science.”36 Although he distanced him-
self from Bergson’s critique, similarities between Bergson and Latour 
were readily apparent. “The crux of Bergson’s argument is not really 
different from that of Latour,” explained the sociologist Michel Callon.37 
Latour explained how Bergson’s position was often dismissed because it 
was framed as one concerned exclusively with subjectivity: “Einstein ar-
gued that there was only one time and space— that of physics— and that 
what Bergson was after was nothing more than subjective time— that 
of psychology.” According to Latour, Einstein’s manner of dealing with 
Bergson became a typical way for scientists to deal with nonscience, 
including philosophy, politics, and art. While Bergson’s account of Ein-
stein’s science had been “unfair,” Einstein’s account of philosophy was 
also tendentious: “We recognize here the classical way for scientists to 
deal with philosophy, politics, and art: ‘What you say might be nice and 
interesting but it has no cosmological relevance because it only deals 
with the subjective elements, the lived world, not the real world.’ ”38

Latour’s project consisted in asking: “is it possible to give Bergson 
another chance to make his case that, no, he is not talking about sub-
jective time and space, but is rather proposing an alternative to Ein-
stein’s cosmology?”39 But how? One could start by adopting a different 
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metaphysical conception of time, concluding, with Latour, that it is 
not “coherent and homogenous.”40 One of the reasons why “we have 
never been modern,” he argued, was because time— including histor-
ical time— was not something that could be lined up or summed up 
like simple integers on a ruler. By asking readers to “reject the idea of a 
coherent and homogenous time that would advance by goosesteps” he 
called on them to question the very possibility of modernity as we have 
known it.41

BEyOND EINSTEIN AND BERGSON

Divisions between Einstein and Bergson, between science and philoso-
phy, and between opposing notions of time remain much vaster than 
the actual conflict between the two men. They precede it and surpass it. 
Calls for abandoning and moving beyond these dualisms have spread far 
and wide.42 “Things that talk,” “intangible things,” “material  semiotics,” 
and “epistemic objects” are all labels used by contemporary scholars to 
capture the in- between territory of dualistic dichotomies.

What happens if we get on with the job of doing the thing and reread 
the debate in ways that no longer accept the binary terms associated 
with Einstein and Bergson as self- evident and inevitable? What happens 
to our understanding of science and of history if we shelve these binary 
categories— such as objectivity- subjectivity and nature- politics— and 
study instead how these categories strengthened at certain moments? 
For one, the outcome of the Bergson and Einstein confrontation no 
longer appears as clear- cut as before.

Our reasons for continuing to fight vanish. Instead of simply siding 
with one over the other, we can consider our universe filled with clocks, 
equations, and science as much as with dreams, memories, and laughter.
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